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Abstract 

The introduction of colour television in the 1950' s was an impressive achievement producing a full 
colour picture on new receivers whilst maintaining substantially complete compatibility with 
monochrome receivers. This was achieved by placing two colour difference signals on top of the 
existing monochrome (luminancc) signal. The disadvantage of the technique was the lack of full 
separability of the signals in thc receiver, resulting in signal cross-effects and some loss of picture 
quality. Although acceptable at the time of introduction improving source qu-ality (due to improved 
cameras, digital sources, and improved recording) coupled with increasing quality expectations has 
caused these artefacts to become more noticeable and less acceptable. Consequently considerable 
work in the last twenty five ycars has concentrated on finding improved encoding and decoding 
techniques for creating compatible PAL signals. Unfortunately until very recently with the 
introduction of P ALplus no satisfactory solution had been agreed upon. Work in the field has been 
made difficult through the complexities of the multi-dimensional PAL signal, the lack of common 
framework, and the difficulty of assessment and comparison. 

This thesis provides new work in several areas in the field of enhanced-PAL coding including: i) the 
development of a complete multi-dimensional representation for a television coding system, ii) the 
description of a new technique for determining the spatio-temporal characteristics of coding 
systems, iii) the description and application of a new approach to objective quality assessment, and 
iv) the detailed study of a new improved PAL coding technique. 

This thesis also i) provides comprehensive background on the multi-dimensional interpretation of the 
PAL signal and television coding techniques, ii) develops a model for the human visual system 
chrominance threshold response, iii) places all current enhanced PAL coding techniques into a 
common theoretical framework, and iv) provides a detailed mathematical analysis of WC-PAL. 

Work on all these areas was greatly assisted through the development by the author of a multi
dimensional graphical interface (PHIGSdraw) and image processing system (TVPROC). 
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R1 

I N 
This Chapter will provide some historical and a little theoretical background for the field of television 
and enhanced PAL coding. 

1. 1 The- development colour television: PAL, andSECAM 
The current communications revolution began with radio in the begin~ing of the 20th century. This 
form of mass communication had its golden era in the 1930s and -40s. At this time, television 
broadcasting began in several countries, although it was then seen as being only an adjunct to the 
popular radio broadcasting, a position that was soon to change. The early television systems 
transmitted only a black and white picture with the moving image being scanned inside a monochrome 
'iconoscope' camera and converted into lines and interlaced fields (2 fields forming a picture frame), 
Thus the image could be transmitted as a radio signal, to be reconstructed into an image by the 
receIver. 

As technology advanced improvements were made with better cameras, and larger, clearer receiver 
pictures. The most notable improvement was the introduction of colour. The first colour system 
appeared in America in 1954, using a standard decided upon by the National Television Services 
Committee (NTSC). By this time television already had an enormous market with monochrome 
receivers in many homes. The National Television Services Committee faced an important issue, one 
still faced by the enhanced television systems being developed now, the issue of compatibility, 
Replacing the monochrome television signal with a non-compatible colour one was not the answer, 
everyone was not about to throwaway their old black and white sets overnight. Simultaneous 
transmission of a new colour signal was not an economic solution. k-rnonochrome compatible colour 
signal was the answer. This meant using a system that allowed transmission of the extra colour 
information in such a way that a normal black and white picture wotld still appear on monochrome 
receivers. 

The system finally chosen - named NTSC after the committee - used two quadrature modulated colour 
difference signals placed within the monochrome signaL The colour difference signals, I and Q, were 
collectively referred to as the chrominance, with the monochrome signal being the luminance, or Y. It 
was known that the amount of colour information in an image viewed by the human eye is far less 
important than the luminance information [Wasserman 1978], the reason why monochrome television 
had worked so well in the first place. NTSC used this property to justify the use of restricted 
bandwidths for the colour difference signals. The placement of the colour sub-carrier high in the 
spectrum of the luminance signal took advantage of another property of the eye - its reduced sensitivity 
to high frequency image detaiL Also, as most of the luminance energy is concentrated in the low 
frequencies this placement minimised interference. In the colour receiver the colour difference signals 
were demodulated from within the luminance, and together with the existing luminance signal used to 
reconstruct a colour picture. On monochrome receivers the extra encoded colour signals would appear 
as a barely perceptible dot pattern on areas containing colour. As such NTSC essentially met most of 
the criteria as a compatible system. 
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Other countries were slower in following America's lead, with two different standards, Secam and PAL 
eventually being adopted. Secam was developed for France and the Soviet bloc with its first broadcast 
in the 1960s. Originally proposed by Henri de France, Secam avoided quadrature modulation by 
sending the two colour difference signals line alternately and reconstructing them by use of a line store 
in the receiver. PAL was a later development still, with first transmissions in Germany and the UK in 
1967. 

PAL was basically a modified fonn of NTSC. The changes involved slightly different resolutions and 
field rates, and the use of different colour difference signals, referred to as U and V. The important 
difference was the inversion of one these on alternate lines, the phase-alternation line giving PAL its 
name. One of the problems with NTSC had been its sensitivity to phase errors in the- sub-carrier 
causing the incorrect decoding of the quadrature colour signals, which produced picture hue changes. 
(NTSC was jokingly referred to as being 'Never The Same Colour', the new PAL is 'Picture Always 
Lovely'). Due to the phase alternation hue errors on the alternate lines are complementary, and are 
cancelled by the eye to produce a sensation of the correct hue. 

This visual cancelling of hue errors only works well for small phase errors, with an alternating colour 
pattern being visible;:at large phase errors. The errors in colour decoding also affect the luminance 
signal due to distortions introduced by gamma correction (correction for display ch£!racteristics). As the 
eye is more sensitive to changes in luminance this distortion is often more noticeable';'"and the resulting 
pattern of lighter and darker lines is known as Hanover bars [Patchett 1967]. This fonn of PAL is 
known as PAL-S (Simple PAL). 

The introduction of a line store to the receiver, in a similar manner to Secam results in the version of 
PAL in use today, and is referred to as PAL-D (Delay line PAL). The addition of the line store reduces 
the effects of phase errors markedly. Instead of relying on the human eye to combine the lines visually, 
contributions from alternate lines are combined electronically. 

Whilst NTSC, Secam and PAL are the three world colour television standards in current use there are 
many variations within these standards [CCIR Report 624-3 1990], mostly to do with the bandwidths of 
the luminance and chrominance signals. 

The search for improvements to conventional PAL and 
Whilst all three standards maintain compatibility with monochrome receivers, this is achieved at some 
cost to the colour picture. The chrominance (C) is placed on top of the luminance signal (y), meaning 
there are 3 signals occupying the same area of spectrum and they are no longer -IJniquely separable. 
Their decoding consequently results in the cross-effects: cross-chrominance iY -7 C), inter
chrominance or UN crosstalk (U ~-7 V) and cross-luminance (C -7 Y). Early attempts to eliminate 
these cross-effects through the use of notch and bandpass filters [Lent 1964] resulted in unacceptable 
reductions in picture resolution, Instead a partial reduction is obtained by use of luminance notch filters 
centred on the colour sub-carrier frequency. The trade-off is a reduction in horizontal luminance 
resolution in the receiver, lower even than that available on the old monochrome systems. 

Other perceived defects in the standard television systems are the reduction of vertical resolution due to 
interlacing and sampling effects, described by the Kell factor [Kell et al 1940], and the presence of 
temporal aliasing effects such as inter-line and large area flicker [Townsend 1960l 

From the 1970s onwards research began on finding ways for fixing these problems. Interlace to 
progressive scan conversion, and improved source filtering could reduce flicker and increase perceived 
vertical resolution [Roberts 1983]; special modulation techniques were proposed for regaining lost 
horizontal resolution [Fukinuki 1984]; and line or field based comb filters were used to improve 
luminance-chrominance separation [Auty 1977]. 

The name Clean PAL was coined for an enhanced version of PAL in which the cross-effects of 
conventional PAL would be eliminated. The methods available for developing such a system are 
heavily constrained by the requirements for compatibility. Table 1 shows the four paths that need to be 
considered. 
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g: Standard PAL Encoder => Standard PAL 

atible Reception: Enhanced Encoder => 
3. Compatible Transmission: Standard PAL Encoder => Enhanced Decoder 

4. Full Enhancement: Enhanced Encoder => Enhanced Decoder 

Table 1.1 The Simulation Paths/or Assessing an Enhanced PAL Technique 

To be acceptable path 4 must offer significantly improved picture quality compared to the standard 
path 1. As well paths 2 and 3 must provide picture quality at least as good as path 1, preferably better. 

To begin with Clean PAL was tried using two dimensional filters, modifying ~he signal such that the 
luminanee and chrominance information occupied differing parts of the spectrum - avoiding their 
interference. This approach is called band segregation. A number of methods of achieving this were 
developed using line based comb filters [Auty 1977]. Field and frame based filters were suggested as 
offering improved filtering characteristics [Drewery 1975], however the size of the large delays 
required (a frame delay is 625 times larger than a line delay) meant that such filters were considered 
too expe~sive and difficult to produce at the time. 

In 1976-Vyeston proposed a two component system for the international exchange of digital Secam 
signals [Weston 1977]. This system, when applied to PAL, was later.seen to provide a method for 
clean PAL coding [Oliphant 1980]. Later still, Weston Clean PAL, as tH-e system had become known, 
was shown to achieve its effect through quadrature modulation of the luminance with the chrominance 
[Drewery 1984]. Thus a second technique for achieving chrominance/luminance separation was 
realised phase segregation. 

The obvious next technique to try was time segregation, with chrominance and high frequency 
luminance being sent alternately. A line based time segregation technique has been proposed [Holoch 
1985] and named I-PAL. This technique and in particular a variant named I-PAL-M offers compatibility 
with standard PAL, whilst completely eliminating cross-effects when using an I-PAL decoder. A field 
based version of I-PAL has since been proposed (named Colour Alternate Field PAL or 
CAFPAL)[Dean 1993], producing improved performance for stationary pictures. The ultimate use of 
time segregation is probably represented by the development of MAC (Multiplexed Analog 
Components [Annegarn et aI, 1987]) (although this is not a compatible technique, of course). 

During the 1980's high speed mass storage was quickly becoming cheaper and more readily available. 
This meant that existing techniques could be improved by using more complex filters. Despite this their 
performance was still short of optimum. A major reason for this is _the necessary trade-off between 
performance for stationary and for moving images. Line based tecnniques did not restrict image 
movement, but greatly limited vertical resolution. On the other hand field and frame based filters 
(temporal filters) offered increased vertical resolution, but produced motion artefacts. With field/frame 
filters being good for stationary images and line filters being good for moving ones the obvious answer 
was a motion adaptive coding technique [Teichner 1985]. 

Although motion adaptive coding appears the optimum solution reliable motion detection has proved 
difficult. The main reason for this is the enormous temporal aliasing present in television images. The 
temporal dimension is heavily under sampled, with pre-filtering rarely being added because of the 
unacceptable motion blurring that results. Added to this the complexity of the motion detector often 
outweighs that of the enhanced coding filters. 

By the late 1980s the work on enhanced coding had led to the development of some improved 
commercial encoders, using line and field based filtering to reduce cross-effects in standard receivers. 
Also some top-of-the line receivers used line-based comb filters to improve their decoding. Significant 
improvements to the PAL (or NTSC) picture, however, require a matched modification of both encoder 
and decoder. Despite nearly 15 years of research no one technique stood out as a suitable upgrade 
standard, for either PAL or NTSC. With the impending HDTV revolution and the proposed 
introduction of the MAC system for satellite transmissions the incentives for significant improvement 
for terrestrial broadcasts were becoming great. To add to this the considerable impmvements in camera 
technology were making the limitations of the current coding systems more and more obvious. Clearer, 
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sharper camera pictures meant more high frequency signal content, causing even worse cross-effects 
than before. 

All these approaches to clean PAL coding are described in greater detail in Chapter 4. This Chapter 
places these techniques in a common framework, explains the theory behind them and compares their 
performance. 

1.3 and 
In 1989 the PALplus project was initiated in Germany by a group of broadcasters and industry partners 
[Ellis 1994]. This group aimed to develop and finalise standards for an enhanced PAL ·system. The 
objectives for the system were: 

<\I Full compatibility with conventional PAL. 

" Full support of the 16:9 wide-screen format. 

" Improved picture quality by reduction of cross-effects and increased luminance resolution. 

For· achieving these~ms a number of possible algorithms were tested. One of these was a highly 
developed form of the-BBC's Weston Clean PAL [Croll 1992]. However, the systern eventually chosen 
used motion adaptive time segregation on alternate fields. This system was named:Motion Adaptive 
Colour Plus (MACP) [Vreeswikj 1993], and turns out to be a motion adaptive version of Dean's 
CAFPAL. The PALpius system was finalised in early 1993, and broadcasts began in 1994 in several 
European countries. 

The BBC, although losing out on PALpius have continued to push Weston Clean PAL as an enhanced 
studio standard. Rather amusingly their name for the system has continued to change every 9 months or 
so. Weston Clean PAL became Extended Studio PAL, then Single Wire Component, and at the moment 
is called Composite Compatible Component (COM3

). 

Despite efforts by the Japanese to develop a similar enhanced system for NTSC (called EDTV-II) 
[Fukinuki 1993], the Americans, the biggest players in the NTSC market have decided to circumvent 
enhanced NTSC completely. Instead they intend to jump directly into digital TV and HDTV [Rast 
1993]. They are even implementing legislation to smooth the introduction path of the new technologies. 

From recent events it might now appear that the need for further work on enhanced analogue television 
techniques has disappeared. However, this may not be entirely the case. For a start there will for a long 
time yet be a very large market of standard PAL receivers. Whilst offering signific".l;nt improvements on 
enhanced receivers PALplus offers no improvement to existing receivers. Also, although PALpius is 
rapidly being embraced by the highly developed European PAL countries it is unlikely to attain great 
penetration of the world's poorer PAL using countries. Considering the fact that this group includes 
both China and India.there is likely to be a considerable and still growing market for conventional PAL 
in the medium-term-future. Added to this is the newly realised set-top decoder market. Digital satellite 
transmission broadcasts of television are expected to increase enormously in the next few decades. In at 
least the short term this service will be provided to the consumer via set-top digital-to-PAL coders, 
which will connect to the consumers existing receiver. For receivers that have only composite video 
inputs (Le. no SCART, S-video input) many of the benefits of digital transmission will be lost, unless 
some form of improved PAL coding is used in the set-top coders. 

From these facts it may be suggested that there still exists now, and will exist for some time a market 
for enhanced PAL coding - especially for encoder only enhancements that can provide improvements 
on existing receivers [Olsen 1995]. 

The author has pursued this area, resulting in the development of a new enhanced PAL coding 
technique optimised for encoder only enhancement. Chapter 7 describes this technique (labelled K
PAL) in detail and compares it with WC-P AL. 
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1.3.1 development of multi-dimensional television theory 

The work on enhanced coding has been aided by new insights into the multi-dimensional nature of the 
television signal [Drewery 1975] and the effects of multi-dimensional sampling lattices on signal 
content [Tonge 1981]. Drewery looked at the concept of television's three dimensional spectrum based 
on early work [Mertz 1934] in studying the one dimensional television spectrum. 

Whilst in one dimension the luminance and chrominance signals overlap completely, when viewed in 
terms of their three-dimensional spatio-temporal image content the chrominance signals actually 
occupy different areas of spatio-temporal frequency space. This suggested that the use of vertical and 
temporal filtering techniques would enable imprOVed identification and separation of the Y 
(luminance), U and V (chrominance) components. Also, with knowledge ofthe eye's spatio-temporal 
frequency response [Robinson 1966] together with an understanding of multi-dimensional sampling 
theory the signal contents could be shaped using three dimensional filtering. This would allow the 
production of an optimum quality image, whilst minimising interference between the different signals. 

Unfortunately despite these insights multi-dimensional analysis were not generally applied to the 
design, ll.i1derstanding or appraisal of enhanced coding techniques. There are perhaps two reasons for 
this. -

Firstly the ideas were foreign to those already working in the field. -Tpe great majority are industry 
based researchers, and were more interested in building a solution than phrsuing the theory any further. 
They preferred to remain with the familiar one dimensional approach. Thus vertical and temporal 
frequency components were shown as line frequency harmonics and vertical or temporal filters were 
described as line or field based comb filters, referring to their comb like appearance when viewed in 
one dimension. The operation of line and band segregation techniques were explained in terms of line
to-line signal differences, phase segregation in terms of line-to-line or field-fo-field phase differences. 
In later papers a combination of 1-D phase and time, and 1,2,3-D spectral descriptions were used to 
explain the techniques, creating a very confused approach. Often the same techniques were described 
completely differently by different authors. (Chapter 3 describes these many approaches to television 
signal theory, and explains the relationships between the 1, 2 and 3 dimensional views of the coded 
PAL signal). 

The second reason for the lack of multi-dimensional theory is the difficulty of visualising or analysing 
the 3-D spectrum (graphing a I-D function is a lot easier than displaying a 3-D one). To begin with all 
techniques were tested by implementing them in real-time hardware. 3-D signal analysis of the high 
bandwidth television signal was virtually impossible. It is only recently that the computing tools have 
become available for simulation of television coding techniques. Even. with modem computers multi-
dimensional signal analysis is still computationally intensive. _; 

In Chapter 7 a new technique for obtaining accurate and complete characteristics for a television 
system is-derived. 

In the absence of true multi-dimensional analysis other approaches have been adopted. Pseudo spatio
temporal analysis can be carried out using spatial and parabolic zone plates [Weston 1982]. These are 
special test images that contain a range of spatio-temporal frequencies, varying like a frequency sweep 
across and down the image. The disadvantage of these is that it is difficult to obtain any quantitative 
information on a coding techniques characteristics the results must be interpreted visually. Secondly 
these test images provide information on only a cross-section of spatio-temporal frequency space. The 
use of such test images for coding analysis is described in Chapter 4. 

1.4 
The assessment of coding techniques is a very difficult area, and consequently one that has been 
somewhat neglected_ A number of methods such as zone plates, multi-dimensional and mathematical 
analysis are available for examining the characteristics of a new coding technique. Once issues of 
complexity and implementation have been settled the image quality provided by the technique is one 
of the most important issues. However, for television, the performance of a technique in this respect is 
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completely dependant upon the perceptions of the viewer. Beauty (or image quality) is in the eye of the 
beholder. This means that standard error measures such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Mean 
Square Error (MSE) are of limited use as they correlate poorly with subjective assessment. 

The reason for this is that the human visual system (HVS) is both highly complex and non-linear. Also 
judgement of picture quality or degradation involves many intangibles - recognition of picture content, 
viewer attention, viewer experience, etc. The characteristics of the human visual system that impact on 
television are explained in Chapter 2. This Chapter also describes a number of mathematical models for 
the eye's response. 

The complexity of picture quality evaluation has meant that the measurement of television coding 
picture quality has always been carried out to date through use of subjective assessment. A'summary of 
the techniques used for this subjective assessment is given in Chapter 2, after the description of the 
HVS. 

One of the problems with subjective assessment that is discussed is the ambiguity of the results. As an 
example, in a test carried out on 4 images with 10 observers for Weston Clean PAL [Oliphant 1980] 
the standard deviatioD of the results was far greater than the rated improvements in image quality. 

Subjective testing has -improved in recent times with the help of a set of standards }ssued by the CCIR 
[CCIR 1986], and use of more test images as well as image sequences. However, thefesults remain of 
limited usefulness, and the tests are highly labour intensive. " 

The benefits to be offered by objective testing have been long recognised. Although plenty of research 
has been done on developing techniques, based upon models of the human visual system [Budrikis 
1973], no reliable alternatives to subjective testing appear to have emerged. Most of this work has been 
based upon analysis of the distortions present in the output image ie. the changes introduced by the 
coding [Lucas et al 1982]. This approach, aimed particularly at assessment of digital coding 
techniques, may not be the most appropriate for analogue television coding techniques. 

In Chapter 6 a new technique for objective assessment will be described. 

Overview 
This thesis can be divided into a number of separate subject areas. 

1.5.1 Theory of television and the human visual system 

Chapters 2 and 3 provide some background for the thesis on the implications ot: .the human visual 
system for television, and the theory behind the television signaL These chapters pro.vide a contribution 
to the field by bringing together from a wide range of sources information on the miijor building blocks 
in the understanding, and design of enhanced coding systems. 

Chapter 2 describe-in detail the characteristics of the human visual system (HVS) explaining its 
implications for television. The information in this chapter is sourced from a range of scientific papers 
on the study of the HVS, and represents a comprehensive compilation and interpretation not readily 
available elsewhere. A number of mathematical models for describing the HVS are presented, 
including a new model for the eye's spatio-temporal chromatic response developed by the author. This 
chapter also provides an introduction to picture quality assessment. 

Chapter 3 presents the theory behind colour television. This includes scanning, sampling, PAL coding 
and an examination of the problems with conventional PAL. The relationships between 1, 2 and 3 
dimension views of the PAL signal are explained in detaiL The chapter provides a comprehensive 
explanation of the multi-dimensional nature of the television signal and applies this representation to 
the explanation of coding effects and comb filtering. There has been considerable confusion and 
inconsistency in the past when these things have been described. In contrast this chapter creates a 
concrete and consistent mathematical platform for understanding and describing the television signal 
and enhanced coding techniques. As such this chapter provides something not readily available 
elsewhere. 
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1.5.2 New analysing and assessing television coding techniques 

Chapter 5 presents an entirely new model for a colour television system as a Many Input Many Output 
(MIMO) linear periodically time-vaying (LPTV) system. This provides a complete representation for 
the characteristics of the colour coding system. As such it is the first model of its kind proposed for 
television coding techniques and represents a very powerful tool for future development. This model 
can provide information on virtually every aspect of the system (e.g. cross effects, aliasing, spatio
temporal bandwidth, etc.). Chapter 5 also explains a numerical technique developed by the author for 
determining these characteristics based upon a computer simulation of the coding system. The results 
are three-dimensional spatio-temporal plots of the system's characteristics. (transfer functions) for 
every possible path in the system. These provide a view of many coding techniques never before seen 
and consequently can give enormous insight into how different coding techniques work and what 
effects they have on the television signaL Results are presented for standard PAL, I-PAL, and 
ColourPlus, with further results for Weston Clean PAL presented in Chapter 7. These multi
dimensional pictures of a system's characteristics represent an enormous advance over conventional 
analysis techniques using zone plates and specialist images (see overview of conventional techniques in 
Chapter 42. 
Chapter 6-eombines the newly obtained spatio-temporal characteristic ()f a coding system with the HVS 
models described in Chapter 2. The result is a radically new approach tQ objective quality assessment 
that can be used for predicting the perceptual levels of resolution and-: artefacts in a coding system. 
Results obtained using this new method are compared against those obtained using normal subjective 
assessment methods (as described in Chapter 2) to show a medium-level correlation. The technique 
shows promise, but requires further work to fully develop it fully and improve the correlation. 

1.5.3 JL:J.: .. "un."" .... coding techniques and a new technique -

Chapter 4 describes the current approaches to enhanced PAL, placing them in a common framework. 
The main approaches of band, time and phase segregation, and adaptive coding are described, with 
examples from current literature. Such a generalised framework for enhanced coding has not been 
described well previously, nor have the range of techniques covered in Chapter 4 been compared 
together. This framework helps to identify the many common elements amongst the many different 
techniques that have been proposed. 

The highlight of this thesis is arguably the presentation of a new coding technique, named K-PAL. 
Chapter 7 describes K-PAL in detail and compares it with WC-PAL. The Chapter firstly derives a 
complete mathematical description of WC-PAL and K-PAL (such a de.scription has not been presented 
elsewhere for WC-PAL). Implementation details and filter requirements-are discussed and a full set of 
simulation results are presented using some of the new tools develoPed in Chapters 5 & 6 (spatio
temporal spectra and objective assessment). K-PAL is fundamentally different from WC-PAL and all 
other modem enhanced PAL techniques in its separate treatment of the U and V signal paths. Instead 
of com5ining U and V into one chrominance signal and then segregating Y and C K-P AL separately 
segregates Y, U, V to produce an optimal signal for minimising cross-colour under compatible 
reception. 

simulation """"'IfJ' •• :.q tools 
The work described in this thesis required extensive simulation and computer assisted analysis. When 
the research was begun no software tools or image processing packages available were suitable for 
these tasks. Consequently during the course of this research a unique television image processing 
system has been developed by the author (named TVPROC), with a particular emphasis on multi
dimensional signal analysis. This system is described in Appendix E. Also contained in the Appendix 
(Appendix F) is a description of a specialised viewing package (named PHIGSdraw) created by the 
author for displaying 3D spatio-temporal characteristics. 

In summary, the major new work presented in this thesis is (i) a new and complete representation of a 
television coding system as a 3-D spatio-temporal MIMO LPTV system, (ii)- the development, 
implementation, and demonstration of an entirely new method for determining complete and accurate 
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spatio-temporal characteristics for any coding system, (iii) a fundamentally new approach to objective 
assessment, (iv) the discovery and analysis of all aspects of the new and optimal enhanced PAL coding 
technique named K-PAL. 
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2.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE EYE 
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This Chapter provides an overview of the mechanisms and characteristics of the human visual system, 
and cOrrfpares this with the visual aspects of television. This is followed by the development of several 
models for the eye's spatio-temporal visual threshold, and a discussion of quality assessment methods. 

1 The structure of eye 
Below is a diagram of the human eye showing the principal parts. 

CHoroid 
(Thin larar rich in bI:lod v_)' 

AquOOU1. Humou, 
(Watery fluid) Iris 

Mvsculor • 
wall 

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of human eye showing main features {fig: 2-1, Wentworth 1955}. 

Severall!lechanisms within this structure are used to control the light entering the eye 

~<II The changing diameter of the pupillary aperture, which can vary from 2 8 mm. 

<II Accommodation - the adjustment of the position and curvature of the lens, changing the 
focus of the eye. 

<II eye movement - a number of small muscles around the eye improve vision by allowing 
tracking of moving objects, and by dithering movements called saccades. 

The light entering the eye is thus adjusted for best effect on the retina. The optics of the eye are, 
however, imperfect, and it is impossible to bring the image properly into focus over the whole retina. 
Instead the eye aims for best focus in the fovea - the most central area of the retina. When light levels 
are adequate the iris is closed as far as possible to allow a sharper image and greater depth of field. 

The retina, wbich covers almost the entire internal surface of the eye, is composed of over 100 million 
receptors. Relatively simple neural circuitry combines the signals from these receptors into the 
4approximately 1 million nerves that pass through the optic fibre into the brain. 

The light receptors in the retina are of two types, rods for night-time vision and 'cones for day-time 
vision (the names referring to their shapes), Although we see mostly by use of the cones under nonnal 
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daytime conditions there are far more rods than cones in the retina, the ratio being around 20 to I 
(approx. 6 million cones). The distribution and size of the receptors also varies greatly across the 
retina, with cones concentrated in the central region, rods in the peripheral areas and the size of both 
decreasing towards the centre. The different distributions of rods and cones is illustrated below. 
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:; 
v 
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Figure 2.2 Relative density (and therefore acuity)for rods (scotopic) and cones (photopic) across the retina [fig. 
36, Walsh 1958]. 

The central area, containing almost no rods is called the macula lutea, and is around 2 - 2.5 mm. 
Smaller still within the macula lutea is the fovea, the area of peak cone density. This tiny portion of the 
retina, around 0.5 mm2

, is estimated to contain over 34 000 cones, tightly packed in an extremely fine 
structure (l - 3 urn in diameter). As would be expected, it is within the fovea that vision is the clearest. 
It is also interesting to note that there is an almost one-to-one connection between cones in the fovea 
and nerves in the optic fibre. In the outside areas of the retina very many rods or cones may be 
connected to each optic nerve. 

Taken together this information points to the appearance of an image varying enormously depending 
upon which portion of the retina it is focused. Tiny involuntary eye movements (the saccades), and 
considerable higher neural processing in the brain help to produce the illusion of a consistent and 
homogenous image. 

2.2 Visual (spatial) 
The visual acuity of the eye is determined by a number of factors. 

(a) The density of receptors in the retina. 

(a) The level of accommodation. 

(a) AberratiQos in the lens. 

(a) Chromatic aberration - meaning different focal lengths are required for different light 
wavelengths. 

(a) The light level. 

Factors (a) and (b) were discussed in the previous section. For (c) aberrations in the lens means that 
light passing through the outside portions of the lens is focused differently from light passing through 
the centre. This problem is minimised when, at high enough light levels, (above 10 cd/m2 field 
luminance) the pupil diameter is at a minimum, This restricts light to passing through the central 
portion of the lens. 

The effect of (d), chromatic aberration, is reduced in the eye by (i) the lens material restricting light 
below 400 nm, and (ii) the existence of a yellow pigment covering the macula, corresponding to the 
central 3_40 of vision. This pigment attenuates the out of focus blue light. 

The light level (e) affects the acuity by causing changes in the accommodation and pupil diameter, and 
by determining the relative contribution of rods and cones to the response. At very low light 'levels, 
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when sight is predominantly by use of the rods their different distribution in the retina changes the 
visual acuity. This means that night-time vision is most acute from the optical axis. For the viewer 
this means that the best image will be obtained by looking slightly to one side of an object. This can be 
noticed in viewing the stars on a dark night - they will appear brightest when looked at slightly to one 
side. 

As visual acuity will be related to the receptor density, the distribution of receptors in the retina should 
provide an indication of the expected change in visual acuity across the retina. Maximum acuity lies in 
the foveal region, a tiny l.r out of a total field of view of approximately 1400 horizontally and 100° 
vertically. As indicated earlier the cones within the foveal area are tightly .packed, with an average 
diameter of 2 urn, which corresponds to an angular diameter of 0.5 minutes of arc (11120 degree). 
According to the Nyquist sampling theorem the maximum theoretical spatial frequency the retina 
should be capable of resolving is therefore 1 cycle/min or 60 cycles/degree (cpd). Experimental results 
[Higgens et al 1948, 1950] with parallel line black and white gratings give a measured value of 0.5 
0.7 cycles/min (30 - 42 cpd). This lower value is to be expected, due to the finite size of the receptors, 
and the many other imperfections described earlier. It is in fact quite amazing that the measured acuity 
comes so. close to the theoreticallirnit. 

The acuity of the eye, as well as depending upon the angle from the optical axis, also depends to some 
degree upon the orientation. Tests measuring acuity with black and whit~_gratings [Higgens et a11948, 
1950] show that visual acuity is 10 to 20 % lower for diagonal detail: than for purely horizontal or 
vertical detail. It appears the human eye is designed to be more sensitive to horizontal and vertical 
edges. This may be due to the structure of the retina, or higher processing that is designed to detect 
such detail. 

2.2.1 Spatial acuity for colour 

In order to see colour the cones are of three types (usually called red, green, and blue), with each type 
being sensitive to a different portion of the visible spectrum (the eye's response to colour is described 
in more detail in section 2.5). Due to this fact it is to be expected that the eye's acuity for colour will be 
lower than for non-colour detail. Studies show that the different cone types are not present in equal 
amounts. Walraven and Bouman [Walraven 1966] measured population densities of red, green and 
blue receptors in the ratios of 40:20:1. This means that 65.6% of cones are red receptors, 32.8% are 
green, and only 1.6% are blue. It would be expected therefore, that the colour acuity of the eye be 
lower for those colours whose receptors are fewer. This is in fact the case, as shown by the 
experimental results below [Bedford 1950]. 

red-green 
red-blue 

n-blue 

37 
15 
8.5 
7 

. Affiity i~. '. 
blacki'&':wblieac;uit . 

100 
40 
23 
19 

Table 2.1 Acuity limits of human eye for different colour combinations [Bedford 1950]. 

Other factors, such as chromatic aberration, and the attenuation of blue light are likely to contribute to 
the reduction of acuity towards the blue end of the spectrum. 

Spatial acuity television 

The level of detail presented to the eye by a television screen is directly related to the distance a person 
sits from the screen. Studies on home television viewing conditions indicate that there is considerable 
variation in the viewing distance. Results from one study [Nathan 1985] showed that 90% of children's 
viewing was between 2.6H and 1O.5H (where H = picture height), and for adults the 90% limits were 
6.5H and 14H. In determining the level of detail required for maximum image quality it makes sense to 
design for the worst case. These statistics thus help explain the choice of 4H and 6H as the 
recommended distances for subjective testing of conventional television systems, with 6H being the 
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preferred viewing distance [CCIR Rec. 500-3 1986]. The subtended angles (Figure 2.3) for these 
viewing distances are given below in Table 2.2. 

For comparison this table also includes the sub tended angles for a computer monitor, which is typically 
viewed at a distance of around 2H. 

Using the information in Table 2.1 the eye's resolution limit in lines may be estimated for these 
different viewing distances. 

!<-----Viewing distance------>l 

Television Screen 

Figure 2.3 The viewing angle as related to viewing distance and 
picture size. 

2H 4H 

Signal height width· height 

black-white 2100 2700 1000 

red-green 840 1100 420 

red-blue 480 640 240 

green-blue 400 520 200 

....•. 2H 4,ff JiH 
. >. 

I'. . . 

9H 28° 14° 9S 

9w 37° 19° 12.r 
~ 

Table 2.2 The viewing angles for several 
different viewing distances 

6H 

width height width 

1400 700 940 

560 290 370 

320 160 210 

260 130 180 
.. 

Table 2.3 The estimated resolution limits of the eye in lines for several different viewing dif/lances (values shown 
to 2 significant figures). 

Obviously these resolution limits only apply to that portion of the picture in foveal vision. In practice a 
considerable amount of the picture will be in peripheral vision, and the resolution limit for these areas 
will be correspondingly lower. However it is difficult to predict at which areas of the picture the fovea 
(i.e. the viewer's attention) will be directed, especially for moving images where the eye may be 
tracking motion across the display. Consequently displayed picture quality must be chosen to satisfy 
the requirements of foveal vision. The values shown in Table 2.3 thus indicate the required resolution 
in lines for a theoretically ideal display device. 

These ideal values may be compared with those in Table 2.4 for the maximum resolutions of the 
standard television signals. 
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Current Best possible 

System Signal height width height width 

NTSC y 288 320 480 433 

I1Q 288 52/64 288 52/64 

PAL 5 MHz Y 346 384 576 520 

U/V 144 63 288 63 

PAL 5,5 MHz Y 346 384 576 572 

U/V 144 114 288 114 

Computer Monitor R/G/B 1024 1280 1024 1280 

Table 2.4 Maximum resolution (in lines) possible for several different coding standards (Kell factor 0.6). 

Current Best possible 

System Signal height width height width 

NTSC y 40% 35% 70% 45% 

(6H) I/Q 100% 15% - -

PAL 5 MHz Y 50% 40% 80% 55% 

(6H) u/v 50% 15% 100% -
PAL 5.5 MHz Y 50% 40% 80% 60% 

(6H) U/V 50% 30% 100% -
Monitor Y 50% 45% -

(2H) Colour 120% 110% -

Table 2.5 Resolution of television coding methods as a percentage of the eye's resolution limits (rounded to 
nearest 5%). Percentages for colour are as compared to the Red-Green acuity of the eye. 
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Comparing actual resolutions with the eye's resolution limits there is a considerable difference. Even at 
the greatest distance of 6H both PAL and NTSC have less than half the resolution required to match the 
acuity limits of the eye. In the horizontal dimension the situation is particularly bad, ranging down to 
less than a quarter (63 cycles/width) the ideal resolution (depending upon colour). Even a high 
resolution computer monitor does not reach close to the acuity limits of the eye (at 2H). 

It appears that there is still considerable room for improvement in the'sj:>atial resolution of conventional 
television (and computer displays), particularly in the horizontal dlrection. The fact that the current 
standards are a long way from theoretical limits suggests that the moderate improvements obtainable 
with enhanced coding techniques (see end columns of Table 2.5) could offer worthwhile improvements 
in quality. It might also be possible to take advantage of the considerably lower acuity of the eye for 
blue colours, concentrating colour resolution improvements on red and green (note that NTSC already 
does this to some degree with the I and Q colour difference signals being different bandwidths). 

and motion 

The acuity of the eye when tracking motion (ie. the dynamic acuity) reduces as the image velocity 
increases [Miller 1962]. This results from tracking errors in the eye, producing a reduced resolving 
ability. The eye must then have a maximum resolvable level of detail for a particular image velocity, 
which may be expressed as a temporal frequency (no. of cycles passing a fixed point in the image). 
This maximum has been estimated at 1000 Hz [Tonge 1985]. This corresponds to, for example, a 
resolution limit of 20 cpd for an image velocity of 50 degrees/second. 

Television's temporal bandwidth requirements images 

Applied to television the limit mentioned above implies a required temporal bandwidth of 1000 Hz, or 
2000 fields/frames per second. A lower frame rate would cause visible aliasing. This conclusion begs 
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the question as to why 50/60 Hz systems appear to work so well with vastly lower frame rates. The 
answer is that the confusion of velocity caused by aliasing only occurs for images containing purely 
high spatial frequencies ego such as a moving grating. For most practical picture content high spatial 
frequencies are almost always accompanied by low frequency 'boundary' information. This 
information is not aliased, and allows the eye to ignore alias effects present in the higher spatial 
frequencies. 

It is likely due to this effect that an adequate appearance of motion can be achieved with frame rates as 
low as 8 per second. However, at such low rates aliasing effects (e.g. flicker, jerky movement) become 
very noticeable. The 50/60 Hz field rates chosen for television are, in fact, determined mostly by flicker 
considerations (discussed in next section). Because of the low field rates used some aliasing artefacts 
are still visible in the current systems, ego the apparently reverse rotation of a wagon wheel or 
propeller, and the jerky motion of a quickly moving ball or vehicle in sports events. Considering the 
enormous frame rates required to eliminate these effects, 50/60 Hz systems are generally accepted as 
providing a reasonable compromise. 

The ability of the 'stationary eye to detect temporal changes in brightness (flicker) is limited. 
Experimental studies (De Lange 1958] on a 2° central vision field give a eritiealflieker fusion (eff) 
frequency of around 40-50 Hz. At this frequency any flicker becomes undetectable and simply appears 
as the time average brightness. 

Just as the spatial acuity changes across the retina, so does the temporal acuity. Unlike spatial acuity 
however, temporal acuity increases for non-central vision, up to a limit of 70-80 Hz. This is likely due 
to the higher percentage of rods in peripheral vision, which are more sensitive to flicker l

. 

Consequently, for wider fields of vision the cff is higher. 

The cff also changes with image brightness; the higher the brightness the more sensitive the eye is to 
flicker effects. This increase in cff with brightness is shown below, for a 15° field of view (~5H 
viewing distance) and a range of screen phosphor decay times. Note that most modern screens have 
short decay times of less than 2 ms. This relationship suggests that flicker can be minimised by viewing 
at relatively low light levels, such as in near darkness. This approach is used in picture theatres where 
films are usually displayed in almost complete darkness. 
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Figure 2.4 Change of critical flicker fusion frequency (cff) with screen luminance, shown for several different 
display decay times [fig. 2-11 Wentworth 1955J. 

I It has also been postulated that peripheral vision has a higher temporal acuity to improve the detection of moveI:llent to 
"better see danger approaching from behind". 
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Temporal acuity colour 

As with spatial acuity temporal acuity for colour is lower than for black and white. Measurements give 
a critical colour flicker fusion (ccJf) frequency of between 7 Hz (5.3° field) [van der Horst 1969] and 
12 Hz (10 field) [Wisowaty 1981]. Considering that colour vision is limited in the periphery of the eye 
it is likely that these areas are less sensitive to colour (chromatic) flicker, as opposed to being more 
sensitive as for achromatic acuity. There does not appear to be conclusive results as yet on how or 
whether the ccff varies for different colours. 

2.3.2 Television's temporal resolution requirements 

The temporal bandwidth requirements of television have already been discussed with regard to motion 
portrayaL In terms of nicker considerations Figure 2.4 appears to indicate that an 80 Hz picture rate is 
needed to completely eliminate nicker under all viewing conditions. In practice 60 Hz (NTSC) and 50 
Hz (PAL) picture rates are used. This means that some flicker is still visible, especially for close 
viewing, and bright images. The difference between NTSC and PAL in this respect can be quite 
noticeable. Those used to NTSC can find the nicker present in a PAL recd ver quite initating. Flicker 
levels-a..re made worse by the use of interlace, which causes an extra 25/30 Hz flicker component to be 
present. This is particularly noticeable in small picture areas, causing what is known as inter-line 
flicker (see section 3.3.1). 

The table below compares the flicker requirements of the eye with the frame/field rates cunently used 
for image display2. 

System Black & White Colour 

Human eye 60 - 80 Hz 7 - 12 Hz 

NTSC 60 (30) Hz 60 (30) Hz 

PAL 50 (25) Hz 50 (25) Hz 

Computer monitor 70176 Hz 70/76 Hz 

Table 2.6 Temporal resolution limits of eye, television and a typical computer monitor. 

It is noticeable that although the picture rates of television are too low to completely prevent 
achromatic flicker they are far higher than the colour cff. It appears that a reduction of chrominance 
temporal resolution by a factor of 2-4 times would likely be quite acceptable. Conversely, an 
improvement in the achromatic temporal resolution is needed. 

2.4 The response of the to illumination 
The hu"man eye has an enormous dynamic range of nearly 1000 million over which it can function. This 
enormous range is helped by the different characteristics of the rods and cones. As already mentioned, 
rods are most sensitive at very low levels of illumination, where cones stop functioning. The diagram 
below shows this change from rod (scotopic) to cone (photopic) vision. 

The changeover from rod to cone vision occurs at around 0.01 - 0.1 troland3
. Figure 2.5 also shows 

how the perception of brightness follows a log relationship & 0: log L, known as Fechner's Law. 

At anyone time the eye cannot perceive this entire range of illumination. Instead it must adjust to the 
current average brightness level and perceive a range of illumination centred around this average. This 
range covers several orders of magnitude, but is perceivable in only around 100 contrast steps. 

2 It is interesting to note that computer monitors, which are usually viewed at between 1-2 H offer much higher picture rates, 
typically 85 Hz interlaced, or 60-76 Hz non-interlaced. Due to the large field of view a computer screen occupies lower 
picture rates would otherwise cause eye strain due to considerable flicker 

3 The Troland is a measure of retinal illumination. One Troland is the retinal illumination produced by a surface having a 
luminance of I cdlm2 when the pupil diameter is Imm. 
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Figure 2.5 Change in perceived brightness against change in displayed luminance. Graph also shows range 
change over from rod/ocone vision. (luminance 0 equivalent to approx. 0.1 foot-lambert) [fig. 2-3, Wentworth 

.- - 1955}. 

2.4.1 Adaptation 

The process of brightness adjustment is called adaptation. The eye takes the average current value of 
the illuminance as a brightness mid-point, and black and white are then judged relative to this 
adaptation level. Under a constant state of adaptation the range of illumination perceivable is much 
reduced to 200-1000 (depends upon absolute illuminance). The adaptation process is relatively quick 
(several seconds) for changes from dark to light surroundings, but it is much slower (up to 30 mins 
[Wentworth 1955]) for changes in the other direction dark adaptation. 

As well as general brightness levels the eye adapts itself to changes in the quality or spectral 
distribution of the illumination. This accounts for the fact that objects appear substantially the same 
colour, whether viewed under sunlight, through tinted glasses, or under a whole range of artificial 
illumination methods (incandescent, fluorescent, etc). As the graphs below show, the spectral 
distribution of these different light sources varies markedly. 
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Figure 2.6 Spectral energy-distribution curves for (a) typical tungsten lamps (b) daylight under different 
conditiolls [figs. 1-9, 1-12, Wentworth 1955]. 

Overall adaptation is a complex process, made up of the different processes of global, local, and lateral 
adaptation. These different luminance and colour adaptation mechanisms are responsible for the 
appearance of complementary colour after-images, and some optical illusions the appear;mce of 
grey squares near the corners of a black square checker board pattern a Hermann grid). 
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AU .... ." ... "" ..... "."'U and television 

The implications all this has for television are relatively straightforward. Firstly, for colour television 
the screen must be bright enough to operate in the photopic vision range. Testing recommendations 
[CCIR Rec. 500-3 1986] suggest a range of screen luminance up to 70 cd/m2, which equates to an 
average pupillary illuminance of about 200 Td at 6 H (about 4 on the horizontal axis of Figure 2.5). 
Secondly the background illumination should be at approximately the average brightness of the screen, 
and at a standard white (CCIR Rec 500-3). It is also recommended that no brightly coloured objects be 
placed near the screen, as this would change the colour adaptation state of the eye, possibly changing 
the appearance of colours on screen. 

of the eye to colour 
As has already been mentioned the eye sees colour by use of three cone types, called the red, green, 
and blue (or R, G, B) cones. As well as different densities these each have different spectral sensitivity 
curves, shown below, with their combined response producing the photopic response. 
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Figure 2.7 Relative sensitivities of red, green, and'blue cones. 

It is g~nerally accepted that the R, G, B cone outputs are converted inside the retina to a brightness 
(White-Black) and two colour difference channels (Red-Green and Yellow-Blue). This conversion 
process is shown in simplified form in Figure 2.8. 

The characteristics of the three resulting channels are different, and are dealt with in more detail in 
later sections. The relative weighting for the R, G, B cones is not shown here, but will be different for 
each cone type, and will also likely change with colour adaptation. For the W-Bk channel it might be 
expected that the relative weightings of R, G , B will be in accordance with their relative sensitivities 
as shown in Figure 2.7. 

In general the nature of colour vision this means that to define a colour exactly requires the 
specification of three values. There is a number of different ways of doing this; 

R, G, B values. 

• Hue, Saturation, Brightness (or Value). 

(I) Luminance, and two colour difference (UN or I1Q). 

The x, y, z CIE chromaticity co-ordinates. 
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The last of these is the most commonly used for colorimetry, and is conventionally plotted against the 
x, y axes only, ignoring the z, or brightness value. The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.8 Simplified diagram of retinal neural coding of responses from R, G, B cones [fig. 8-40, Uttal1981]. 
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Figure 2.9 The standardised x, y CIE chromaticity diagram, showing the hue areas corresponding to the ten 
major MUllsell hues [fig. 3-30, Wentworth 1955]. 
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Along the spectrum locus shown are the colours produced by single wavelengths, and within this locus 
are all possible visible colours. This diagram also shows the subjective colour groups for different 
areas, with the central region being a set of different colours perceived as 'white'. 

Colour and television 

The human eye does not perceive the spectral distribution of the light directly, only its intersection with 
the R, G, B cones response shown in 2.7. This means that the sensation of one particular colour 
can be produced by many different spectral distributions. As an example, white (though not technically 
a colour), occurs when the response of the three cone types is the same. White would be produced by 
light having a uniform distribution over all frequencies, or by three distinct monochromatic colours, 
positioned so as to intersect with the individual cone responses. This property is made good use of in 
television, where by combining only three colours (the red, green and blue phosphors) most of the 
visual colours can be produced. 

These three phosphors used in television each have their own chromaticity co-ordinates, and define a 
triangular area of colour, or colour gamut, that the screen is capable of displaying. This gamut is shown 
below'on the chromaticity diagram. 
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Figure 2.10 CIE chromaticity diagram showing gamuts for television and other colour processes {fig. 4-1, 
Wentworth 1955]. 

As shown above the practical gamut differs from the ideal gamut, due to the fact that the screen 
phosphors are not ideally mono-chromatic and instead contain a distribution of frequencies. From 
Figure 2.10 it is obvious that television cannot reproduce the .entire range of visible colours, even if 
different ideal phosphors were used (max. additive gamut on Figure 2.10). This has some significance 
for the use of colour screens in scientific visualisation and image processing but is quite acceptable for 
normal television entertainment viewing. It is interesting to note that the television gamut is still greater 
than that possible using other display media. 

spatio-temporal of the eye 
For a given adaptation state the detectability of a spatia-temporal stimulus depends upon its frequency. 
Generally speaking the closer the stimulus becomes to the spatial or temporal acuity limits of the eye 
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the higher the contrast detection threshold becomes (ie. the greater the attenuation characteristic of the 
eye). 

Many experiments have been carried out to determine these characteristics; as a function of temporal 
frequency (Ives 1922, de Lange 1958], of spatial frequency [Schade 1956] and of combinations of 
spatial and temporal frequency [Robson 1960, van' Nes 1967, Kelly 1972]. In most of these 
experiments the subject viewed the test area within a larger field at a constant luminance equal to the 
average value of the spatial/temporal test pattern. An example set of results from such an experiment is 
shown below [Robson 1966]. 

~~--------------~ 
(al (b) 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ SPA TlAL FREQUENCY CYCLES PER DEGREE 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.11 Measured perception thresholds for the eye taken at 6.3 mL plotted against (a) temporal frequency 
(b) spatial frequency [fig. 5, Budrikis 1973]. 

The contrast value m is determined from the equation 

(2.1) 

where Lo is the average luminance, )lo the spatial frequency and fa the temporal frequency. For the 
experiments the threshold is determined by adjusting m until the stimulus is just visible. The results 
obtained for a range of )lo and fa define a spatial-temporal threshold surface for the eye, such as that 
shown below 

Figure 2.12 Spatial-temporal response threshold sUrface for the eye, calculated from experimental data [fig. 6, 
Budrikis 1973J 
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Studying Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 it is noticeable that in both dimensions the curves are low-pass at 
high frequencies and band-pass at low frequencies. Thus there is a set of spatial and temporal 
frequencies at which the threshold is a minimum ie. at which the visual system is most sensitive. The 
null at zero frequency is to be expected, as this is an effectively DC component that will be removed by 
the eye's adaptation response. 

The particular advantage of these experimental results is that, being obtained using a sine-wave test 
stimulus, linear theory and Fourier analysis can be used to predict the response for all other signals. 
This would make characterisation of the eye very simple, if it weren't for the fact that the visual system 
is neither linear nor time-invariant. Nevertheless, given a sufficiently constant adaptation state, and 
confining our study to threshold stimuli only linear theory is seen as being applicable [Budrikis 1973]. 

This generalisation of results using Fourier analysis is backed up by results from tests with square and 
triangle wave data [van der Horst 1969]. For these signals the detection threshold was found to be 
solely determined by the amplitude of the fundamental frequency. This resulted in the expected 
threshold ratios of 1:1.27:0.81 for the sine, square, and triangle waves respectively. 

The daJa. plotted in Figure 2.11 is for a set background luminance of Lo = 6.3 mL Considering the 
complic-ated nature of the eye's response the characteristic plotted might be expected to change at 
lower or higher levels of illuminance. In actual fact they remain almost identical in shape over a wide 
range of test illuminances [van Nes 1967, Kelly 1972]. Their amplitude, however, does change 
following the DeVries-Rose law [Lukas 1982] with m oc L"". This relationship is illustrated by the 
experimental results plotted below. For very high illuminance levels (outside that encountered with 
television) the thresholds become constant, following Weber's Law [Lukas 1982]. 

0.1
,0
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Figure 2.13 Change in threshold values M with mean retinal illuminance B o. illustrating De Vries-Rose law [fig. 
6, van Nes 1967} 

Note that the lines in this plot an have a slope of 0.5, as predicted. 

An unknown factor in the measurement of these thresholds are the eye movements of the subject. It is 
quite likely that such movement would have an effect upon the thresholds, as it would cause spatial 
detail to vary temporally on the retina. More recent experiments [Kelly 1979, Burbeck 1980] using eye 
tracking and image stabilisation have verified this, measuring different threshold curves. Under normal 
viewing conditions, however, these small eye movements will always be present, and as far as 
television is concerned the non-stabilised response is more appropriate. 

The 1"11 ... ·"""·111"1 functions television 

The significance of these threshold characteristics for television is fairly obvious. When considering 
picture artefacts in the luminance noise, distortion) that are close to visual threshold, the visibility 
of these artefacts should depend upon their spatio-temporal frequency components in the manner 
predicted by Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12. Aecording to these figures very low, or high spatial-temporal 
artefacts are likely to be far less noticeable than intermediate ones of equivalent amplitude. These 
threshold characteristics should provide a good indication of the visibility of artefacts, and could 
theoretically be used to predict perceived distortion levels in an image. 
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The pra-l:JU'CSIIlOJld response 

The above results describe the contrast-sensitivity function for the eye at threshold. At levels above 
threshold (supra-threshold), the response changes. It has been found [Bowker 1983] that as the contrast 
is increased variations in the perceived contrast as a function of spatial-temporal frequency decrease. 
This is interpreted as being due to a compensation mechanism that compensates for high and low 
frequency rolloffs. At levels well above threshold this effect will cause the perceived contrast of a 
spatial-temporal frequency to correspond more closely to its physical contrast. Generally speaking this 
compensatory gain increases the further above threshold the stimulus becomes, meaning at high enough 
levels overcompensation can occur. An example of this is Mach Bands [Springer 1979], an optical 
illusion caused by visual overcompensation. 

2.6.3 supra-threshold response and television 

The difference between the threshold and supra-threshold characteristics IS Important. Whilst the 
threshold characteristics are likely a good predictor of the visibility of low level image artefacts the 
same cannot be said of the main image information. This information should be well above threshold 
(supra-threshold) an~ thus it might be expected that the visual compensatory mechanisms will, on 
average, cause high frequencies to be just as visible as lower frequencies (within the acuity range of the 
eye). We must conclude therefore that the threshold characteristics, although a goo'd yveighting function 
for low-level distortions and artefacts at the threshold of perceptibility, cannot provide an appropriate 
weighting for the main image information. 

It is of interest to note that supra-threshold effects are likely the reason that sharpness enhancement 
(boosting higher spatial frequencies) on video images is so successful. For low contrast image areas 
this enhancement will assist the compensatory mechanism of the eye. It also helps compensate for the 
loss of higher frequencies caused by image capture and display processes. As would be expected, this 
sharpness enhancement is usually inappropriate for high quality pictures. 

2.7 chromatic spatia-temporal of the 
Experiments have been carried out studying the chromatic threshold characteristics as well as the 
achromatic (luminance). These have variously determined the spatial [van der Horst 1967, Granger 
1973], temporal [van der Horst 1969, Kelly 1977, Wisowaty 1981] and the combined spatial-temporal 
characteristics [Kelly 1974, van der Horst 1969]. Although there has been some confusion caused by 
the difficulty of generating purely chromatic stimuli the general differences found were 

e Much lower cut-off of threshold curves for both spatial and temporal freguencies. 
-, 

• A purely low-pass characteristic with no resonance peak at intermediate frequencies. 

In other respects the.chromaticity thresholds vary in a similar manner, following the deVries-Rose law 
for changing illumination levels. 

Some chromatic threshold characteristics are shown below, taken from a paper by van der Horst. 
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Figure 2.14 Spatial-temporal chromatic thresholds for (a) Red-Green mechanism, 'A = 492 nm, (b) Yellow-Blue 
mechanism, , 'A =573 Ilm [figs, 4 & 8, van del' Horst 1969] 

Comparing these graphs with Figure 2.11 confirms the differences described (note that the above plots 
are threshold values, not 11m as for Figure 2.11). The two sets of thresholds shown are for the Red
Green (R-G) and Yellow-Blue (Y-B) colour mechanisms (see Figure 2.8). As would be expected from 
earlier discussion the Y -B thresholds show a lower cutoff, at around)_ cpd compared to 2-3 cpd for R
G. The temporal cutoffs, however, are identical. 

-:. 

Supra-threshold measurements for chromatic thresholds do not appear to have been carried out to date 
(the author could find no information). It is possible that a similar gain mechanism to that for 
achromatic stimuli works in the chromatic paths. If it existed it would cause a flattening of the response 
characteristics, with the eye's chromatic response cutoff more closely approaching its chromatic acuity 
limits (see sections 2.2.1,2.3.1) 

2.7.1 Chromatic thresholds and television 

Just as for the achromatic thresholds the above results are a suitable weighting function for low-level 
chromatic artefacts (i.e. artefacts near threshold). It would appear that the human eye is likely to be 
much less sensitive to chromatic artefacts. However, once again, it is likely that these characteristics do 
not apply to stimuli well above threshold. We will therefore conclude, similarly to the achromatic 
result, that the chrominance thresholds are suitable only for judging chromatic artefacts near threshold, 
but not the main colour information. 

This means they will not be reliable indication of the relative importance of spatial-temporal chrominance 
information in a television image. Figure 2.14 (a) and (b) are appropriate weighting functions for low-level 
chromatic artefacts and distortion only. 
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2.8 Modeling threshold 
In order to apply the previously described results to the appraisal of image distortion a mathematical model is 
required. A number of such models of varying complexity have been discussed and developed for the achromatic 
response [Budrikis 1972, 1973, Sarikson 1977, Granrath 1981, Lukas 1982). The most common approach is to use 
a combination of independent spatiaVtemporal excitation and inhibition. Such a model is shown below 

C {x.v,ll 
L(x.V.tl 

Figure 2.15 Combination spatial-temporal inhibition-excitation model used as a visual weighting mechanism [fig. 
7, Budrikis 1973]. 

where the functions in the model are 

L(x, Y,t)_ . error signal (of spatio-temporal image) 

C(x, Y, t) - weighted error signal 

Ve(t) - temporal excitation 

Vi(t) - temporal inhibition 

Ue(x, y) - spatial excitation 

Ui(x, y) - spatial inhibition 

Referring to the threshold curves reproduced in Figure 2.11 inhibition accounts for the low-frequency 
decline in the characteristic, with excitation responsible for producing the overall low-pass response. 

If the spatial response is considered isotropic then the two spatial variables x and y reduce to a single 

distance p and frequency to a direction independent spatial frequency u, where 

u= 

The transfer function of the system of Figure 2.15 thus becomes 

where 

Ge(u) = S;Ue (p)21rp1o(2n:pu)dP 

He (I) So""Ve (t)e -j2;gi dt 

f is temporal frequency, and 10 is the Bessel function of order zero. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Budrikis [Budrikis 1973] has studied a range of mathematical functions for use in the terms above and 
has compared the resulting models with spatio-temporal threshold data from Robson [1960] and Kelly 
[1972]. 

A best fit was found with a diffusion like time function for excitation, a Gaussian time function for 
inhibition, and Cauchy space functions. Placing these functions into (2.3) we obtain 

(2.6) 

where A, 'tJ, 't2, cre• crt> and k are the model parameters. Matching to Robson's data gave parameter 
values of 

A 853 
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't/ 496 ms 

't2 98 ms 
(Je = 8.59 min arc 
(Jj 32.4 min arc 
k = 0.677 

A summary of the assumptions made by Budrikis in developing this model are listed below 

@ The response is linear and time invariant. 

@ The response is isotropic (the same in all directions). 

@ The eye is stationary (not tracking anything in the image). 

@ The response is separable into independent spatial and temporal terms. 

25 

For the general case all these assumptions are clearly incorrect. However, for well defined test 
conditions the model above is expected to provide a reasonable approximation. 

2.8.1 ··M9dification of model for non-isotropic spatial response 

The model developed by Budrikis may be made slightly more accurate by removing the assumption of 
an isotropic response. As described in section 2.2 the eye's acuity foc diagonal frequencies is around 
20% less than for vertical or horizontal frequencies. Eqn. (2.2) may be modified to more closely 
represent the astigmatic response. 

(2.7) 

This eqn. causes a smooth change in the achromatic threshold as shown below in Figure 2.16 (a). 
Previously circular spatial equi-threshold contours now become rectangular shaped, reflecting the 
increased acuity in the horizontal and vertical directions (Figure 2.16 (b)). 
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Figure 2.16 The modified non-isotropic spatial response (a) change in acuity with angle, (b) equi-threshold 
spatial contours. 

The choice of a cosine characteristic is arbitrary, and was chosen as a simple function providing a 
smooth transition between horizontal/vertical and diagonal frequencies. The exact characteristic is not 
known, but the error in this approximation is likely to be small. 

Using this modification to (2.6) the luminance model may be plotted as a function of spatio-temporal 
frequency. Figure 2.17 shows two views of a 3-D contour of the HVS luminance threshold. Note the 
similarity to Figure 2.16(b) in the spatial dimensions, and the tapering of the response with increasing 
temporal frequency - leading finally to cutoff at high temporal frequencies. 
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vv 

Figure 2.17 Two different views of a spatio-temporal contour of the HVS luminance threshold characteristic. 

2.8.2 A chromatic model 

No information could be found on models for the chromatic response. Consequently one has been 
developed by the author. 

As discussed in section 2.7 and illustrated by Figure 2.14 the chromatic thresholds have a purely low
pass characteristic. The response appears to consist of excitation with no inhibition, meaning less terms 
should be required. Assuming once again that spatial and temporal terms are separable the chromatic 
model will consist of two terms, a spatial and a temporal excitation. 

A number of models were tried, based upon the Gaussian, Cauchy, Diffusion and Poissonian functions 
used by Budrikis. However, none were found to provide a particularly good fit to the data in Figure 
2.14. In the end a different model of the form shown below was used with parameters A, 'tj, 't2, n1> n2. 

(2.8) 

This model was fitted to the chromatic threshold data in Figure 2.14, recorded by van del' Horst [1969]. 
Two sets of parameters were determined for the R-G, and Y-B paths. The parameters were found using 
a simple gradient based search and error measures similar to those used by Budri~ ,- a closeness-of-fit 
measure P, and an rms model deviation D. These measures are defined as 

""~ 

p (2.9) 

D = ~P/(N -5) 
(2.10) 

where lni is the recorded threshold, N the number of experimental data points, and N-5 is used due to 
the parameters providing five degrees of freedom. 

Using this approach a very good fit was obtained for both R-G and Y-B data. The final parameter 
values found for best fit were: 

R-G A == 0.876 Y-B A == 2.02 
tl = 0.612 s t1 =: 0.589 s 
t2 = 0.621 s t2 == 0.647 s 
nl == 4.44 n1 4.53 
n2 == 2.85 n2 1.67 

The threshold curves defined by these models are plotted below, along with the original data. points 
from Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of Chromatic model with recorded spatial-temporal chromatic thresholds for (a) 
Yellow-Blue mechanism, , A =573 nm, (b) Red-Green mechanism, A = 492 nm. 
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The model deviations for these chromatic threshold models, as calculated from (2.9) and (2.10), are 
DRG = 0.11 and D YB = 0.07. For the achromatic model of eqn. (2.6) Budrikis obtained values of D 
ranging from 0.61 to a minimum of 0.33 for several different sets of data. Eqn. (2.8) thus appears to 
provide a much better fit to the chromatic data than Budrikis' best model does for the achromatic data. 
Unlike Budrikis' model, however, the author's chromatic model ma)ces no pretence at describing the 
actual physical processes involved. 

2.9 picture quality evaluation 
For image coding and transmission systems the quality of the final image, as perceived by the intended 
audience, is of high priority. It might seem that considerable understanding gained of the visual system 
should make it possible to determine and compare the expected quality of coding schemes. 
Unfortunately, this is not yet the case. The eye is only the first level of processing in a perceptual 
process that involves a large portion of the human brain. Although the physiology of the eye is well 
understood, the psychology of perception is not [Armington 1978, Uttal 1981]. The effects the higher 
levels of visual perception will have on perceived image quality are difficult to predict. As an example, 
a viewer is likely to find distortions in the shape of printed text more annoying than similar distortions 
in a picture of trees and forest. Similarly, hue errors in the colour of a human face will be far more 
disturbing than similar errors in the colour of a car or house in the same picture. 

For these reasons final decisions on picture quality have always been made on the basis of subjective 
testing results - the judgements of a group of human observers. Although such sUbjective testing is still 
the method of choice, it's use has many problems and work continues on development of improved 
objective methods. Such methods will allow accurate computer prediction of subJective picture quality 
without use of human observers. 
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Currently used subjective and some proposed objective assessment methods will now be looked at in 
detaiL 

Subjective assessment 

At its simplest subjective assessment involves presenting a set of pictures (or sequences) to a group of 
human observers, and asking them to rate the quality. These ratings are recorded as a single number 
(eg. one to five), representing a range from bad to good. This is a statistical process and the results have 
a statistical uncertainty that must be taken into account when interpreting them. 

There are two main problems with subjective assessment. 

Firstly, there are a great many variables in these tests. 

III number of observers. 

Oil viewing distance. 

Oil display brightness and contrast. 

!II background illumination colour and level. 

" viewing experience of observer. 

<II test pictures chosen. 

!II order and timing of presentation of pictures. 

A sizeable difference in anyone of these variables could render comparison of two sets of results 
misleading. 

To maintain the consistency and repeatability of results all assessments should be carried out under 
similar conditions, with these conditions simulating as closely as possible the expected viewing 
conditions for the final image. CCIR Recommendations 500A "Methodfor the subjective assessment of 
the quality of television pictures" [CCIR 1990], defines in detail such a set of conditions. These 
recommendations were first put together in 1974, and have been updated regularly since. They have led 
to many groups that work on video and television development setting up special CCIR approved 
viewing rooms for carrying out subjective tests. 

The second problem with subjective testing is obtaining judgements from the observers in a consistent 
manner. To this end the CCIR recommendations provide several multi-point quality scales to be used 
by observers for recording their ratings. Table 2.7 - Table 2.9 show these scales for three different 
rating systems. 

Excellent 
2 Good 
3 Fair 
4 Poor 
5 Bad 

Table 2.7 The CCIR picture Quality scale, usedfor non-categorical overall judgment of picture quality. 

5 Imperceptible 
4 Perceptible, but not annoying 
3 Slightly annoying 
2 Annoying 
1 V 

Table 2.8 The CCIR Impairment scale, usedfor categorical judgements of stated impairments ego cross- colour, 
blockiness, noise. 
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-3 Much worse 
-2 Worse 
-1 Slightly worse 
0 The same 
1 Slightly better 
2 Better 
3 Much Better 

Table 2.9 The CCIR Comparison scale, used to judge the subjective difference between a reference picture and a 
modified version of the picture (either improved or degraded). 

Below is an example of a set of quality gradings, obtained for a comparison of Weston Clean PAL and 
conventional System I PAL [Oliphant 1980]. 

~H!J~i:rJ 
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Slide 4 - Tree 

Figure 2.19 Subjective grades obtainedfor subjective testing of the four enhanced/compatible paths with Weston 
Clean PAL, (a) PAL =>PAL, (b) PAL =>WCPAL, (c) WCPAL =>PAL, (d) WCPAL => WCPAL [fig. 14, Oliphant 

1980J. 

These results use the five point Quality scale of Table 2.7, applied to a set of four test images for the 
four enhanced and compatible paths. Added to these plots by the author are error bars showing the 
standard deviation for each result (taken from Oliphant's tabulated results). It is interesting to note that 
the standard deviation is as great, or greater than any quality improvements shown on these graphs. It 
could be said that, from a statistical perspective, the results of this subjective assessment are highly 
inconclusive. 

Overall the problems with subjective assessment are many: 

@ Results are non-deterministic 

CIt Results from one test cannot be reliably compared with those from another. 

<II Assessment provides a very simple qualitative measure only. 

'" Results provide no information on why a particular quality measure was obtained. 

iii Meaningful results rely upon the use of a statistically representative set of images. 

'" The assessment tests are expensive to set up, and labour intensive to cany out. 

Objective assessment 

Objective assessment is intended to solve the problems described in the previous section by providing 
automated, repeatable, and weU defined methods for measuring picture quality. Such assessment 
techniques aim to eliminate the highly variable human observer, whilst providing results that can be 
uSed as a reliable predictor of traditional subjective test results. 

This obviously requires the use of a model of the visual system in order to simulate a human observer. 
A number of such models have been developed [Budrikis 1972, Sarikson 1977, Granrath 1981, Lukas 
1982]. The complexity of these models vary, but their general form is shown below. 
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Figure 2.20 Block diagram of an objective assessment algorithm, based upon a model of the human visual system. 

In operating upon the image error these methods should provide results equivalent to the CCIR 
impairment scale shown in Table 2.8, rating the perceptibility of any errors/impairments in the output 
image. 

In Figure 2.20 this is achieved by first filtering the error signal by a weighting function representing the 
eye's ability to detect different artefacts (see section 2.8). The detectability of a visual stimulus is also 
affected by the detail in its surroundings, referred to as the image activity. Thus a masking signal, 
derived from measurements of global and local activity is then used to adjust the filter output. 

More advanced techniques use a feature extraction system to isolate particular types of errors 
[Miyahara 1988, Voran 1991]. This works better due to the fact that some types of errors ego contour 
errors, blocking artefacts, and motion jerkiness, are more objectionable than others, ego random noise, 
blurring, and colour distortions. 

Overall these objective assessment methods have been shown to be better indicators of coded picture 
quality than traditional measures, such as mean-square-error (MSE) or the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
[Lukas 1982, Miyahara 1988, Lowe 1993, Mishina 1995]. However, their use ~s a replacement for 
subjective assessment is not yet assured. Later, in Chapter 5, a new approach to Objective assessment 
will be described, developed by the author and using the HVS threshold modgls described in this 
chapter. 

Summary 
The aim of television is to provide a high fidelity picture to the human viewer. This Chapter has shown 
how television is designed to achieve this through a detailed understanding of the HVS. The 
characteristics of the HVS were used to predict the potential room for picture improvement in 
television. It is the aim of the enhanced coding techniques described in later chapters to achieve this 
potential. The author has also presented, based upon current experimental results, mathematical models 
for the (i) eye's threshold response. These include new work with (i) the modification of Budrikis 
achromatic model to account for non-isotropic spatial response, and (ii) the development of a close 
fitting achromatic threshold model. 

Finally an overview of subjective quality assessment has been given, explaining the many problems 
inherent in the techniques currently used. 
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The introduction outlined historical background leading to the current interest in Enhanced 
Television techniques. This chapter provides the theoretical background. A full treatment of this 
theory is difficult to find in anyone place, and the author certainly found some of the concepts 
involves took time to understand. For this reason this chapter attempts to give a relatively complete 
coverage of the field, not just the theory necessary for the author's work alone. It is intended that this 
chapter be useful in providing an introduction to the field for a newcomer, with an emphasis on 
linking the requirements of image quality with the nature of multi-dimensional sampling and spectral 
analysis. 

Many of the properties of and artefacts in a television image are determined by the scanning and 
sampling processes used to convert the image into a signal. Section 3.1 looks at this process, and the 
complex properties that result from multi-dimensional non-orthogonal sampling patterns. 

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 explain PAL coding and its effects upon the coded signal, and the resulting 
picture. Use is made of the newly developed analysis tools (Chapter 5) to show these effects in 
spatio-temporal frequency space. This understanding of PAL paves the way for the development of 
enhanced PAL techniques to reduce the artefacts present in conventional PAL. Section 3.4 describes 
the various advanced filter techniques (e.g. comb filter, complementary coding), that are used as 
building blocks in enhanced PAL coders. 

To provide a proper overview of the field a passing reference is made to some areas not directly 
studied by the author, such as scan upconversion and non-orthogonal sampling techniques. 

Throughout an emphasis is placed upon linking the 1,2 and 3 dimen~Qnal views of the PAL signal. 

1 The ..... IJ.I .. " .... of Scanned 
If we consider the world as being four dimensional, with time being the fourth dimension, then 
television represents a three dimensional slice of this world. A television image is a function of two 
spatial and one temporal dimension, with the spatial dimension of depth being lost. Its extent in the 
two spatial dimensions is finite, but may be considered as infinite in the temporal dimension our 
television receiver will continue to display changing images as long as they are being sent to it. 
These extents are shown diagrammatically by Figure 3.1 where A and B are the physical dimensions. 

Figure 3.1 Extents of television image 
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As far as the television camera is concerned there is only one finite sized image the rest of image 
space is ignored. However, for the purposes of studying the image mathematically it is useful to 
consider the rest of image space a.<; being filled with copies of our transmitted signaL ie. that the 
image repeats in the vertical and horizontal dimensions. This is represented mathematically by), 
with the result of this effect shown by Figure 3.2. 

e(x,y,t) e(x-pA,y-qB,t) 
(3.1) 

Figure 3.2 Television image as all infinitely repeating set of identical pictures 

This assumption results in no loss of generality, and is useful in understanding the effects of 
scannmg. 

3.1.1 The spectrum of the image 

The image function along a horizontal line passing through Figure 3.2 will be periodic, with period 
A. It is a known property of Fourier theory that such a periodic signal is entirely represented by 
harmonics of the base period. If we consider the brightness of any point on our line to be represented 
as e(x) then this function may be expressed as a Fourier series 

~ (m) . (mx) e(x) = L" E - exp J27C -
m~~ A A 

m, n integer (3.2) 

where E(: J defines the spectrum of this function and A is the width of the Image. Note that this 

spectrum is discrete, only integer multiples of 1/ A are allowed. Incorporating tfi:~ vertical dimension 
y and the height of the image B, e(x) becomes 

~ 

e(x,y) = L m It J . (mx ,- expJ27C -
A B A (3.3) 

Thus the spatial spectrum is entirely discrete with the vertical and horizontal frequencies obeying the 

1 · h' It d re atlOns Ip v v = B an '\ 

~ 

e(x,y,t) = L 

m . The temporal dimension, t, may now b~ added also, to obtain 
A 

(3.4) 

The image in the temporal dimension is not considered as being periodic, and consequently the 
temporal spectrum is continuous. From (3.4) the spectral components of the image must lie on lines 
in spectral space as shown by Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Allowed positions of spatial frequencies. 

As a summary the related properties of the television image and its spectrum in the three image 
dimensions are: 

dimension Image space extent Spectral space 
horizontal finite/periodic discrete 

vertical fini te/periodic discrete 
temporal infinite continuous 

Table 3.1 Related properties of image and spectral space for television. 

3.1.2 Scanning the Image 
For transmission, the three dimensional television image must be converted into a one dimensional 
signal. This is achieved by scanning. The scanning process, performed by the television camera, 
converts the three dimensional image into a sequence of frames, similar to the picture frames on a 
movie film. These frames are then split into a sequence of lines. The transmitted signal then consists 
of all these lines placed end to end to produce a continuous signal. In the receiver this signal is 
combined again into lines and fields which are displayed on screen, where they will reconstruct the 
appearance of the original image. 

3.1.2.1 Practical scanning 

Scanning is.a sampling process, with each sample or scan theoretically representing an instantaneous 
point or line in spatio-temporal space. However, due to the nature of scanning equipment this is not 
completely the case. In a television camera each frame is obtained by integrating the image 
brightness over the frame period (or a portion thereof), and each scan line is obtained by integrating 
over an area of spatial image space determined by the size and shape of the scanning aperture. 

This non-ideal scanning action can be viewed as an ideal scanning action that is performed on a 
transformed version of the image. The image transformation produced by the non-ideal scanning has 
been shown to be a filtering operation whose characteristics are determined by the aperture shape 
and size and the integration period [Mertz 1934]. In practice this filtering action has a low-pass 
effect, one which benefits the scanning process by reducing higher frequencies that would otherwise 
cause aliasing, but which also contributes to a reduction in picture resolution. 

For the purposes of studying the scanned image the scanning operation will be considered as an ideal 
process, but one operating on a spatio-temporally pre-filtered image. 
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3.1.2.2 Progressive scan 

The camera scanning spot moves in both the vertical and horizontal directions, tracing out a 
scanning path. The resulting scanning pattern for a progressive scanned image is shown by Figure 
3.4(a) 

}' 

y 

+ ~ .. 
x x 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4 Image scanning path for progressive scan. 

Note that, unlike film, each frame of a television scanned image is not a 'snapshot' in time. The 
bottom corner of the frame is scanned some time after the top corner has been scanned. Similarly 
each line is slanted in the temporal dimension. This produces the skewed three dimensional scanning 
pattern shown in Figure 3.4(b). 

3.1.2.3 Interlaced scan 

Progressive scan is the simplest form of scanning, but most television systems use a slightly different 
method, called interlaced scan. For interlaced scan the image is scanned vertically at twice the rate, 
but half the number of lines per vertical scan. If the number of lines in each picture is equal to an 
integer plus a half then every two vertical scans will interlace. This effect is shown in Figure 3.5(a). 
For a stationary picture - one unchanging in time - interlaced scan is almost equivalent to splitting 
each progressive scanned frame into two fields, one containing the odd lines, the other the even 
lines. 

Interlaced scan has the advantage of allowing the vertical scan rate to be doubled;without increasing 
the line rate. This increases the resolution in the temporal dimension, but at the expense of some 
vertical resolution (in moving images). 

y 

+ 
x 

x 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5 Image scanning path for interlaced scan 
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of a scanned signal 

In section 2.2.1 the image was described as repeating in the spatial dimensions. Using this 
assumption the movement of the scanning spot in the spatial dimensions can be described by the 
equations 

Y -Bfv l 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where fb and fv are the horizontal and vertical scanning frequencies and A and B are the image 

dimensions. The negative sign in (3.6) is due to the downward direction of the scanning. The path 
described by these functions in image space is shown in Figure 3.6 . 

.. ~ 
Figure 3.6 Representation of scanning path as a continuous line on the repeating image. 

By substituting equations (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.2) the spatial image is converted into a one 
dimensional temporal signal e, (t). 

m, n integer (3.7) 

From (3.7) a spatial frequency with m cycles/picture width and n cYfles/picture height corresponds 
to a signal frequency of v, Hz 

(3.8) 

For an interlaced scan image with N lines/picture height (N must be odd) fv and fb are related by 

(3.9) 

fv 
2fh 

N 
N integer (3.9) 

Using (3.8) and (3.9) the signal spectrum for a scanned signal can be predicted. As the horizontal 
scanning frequency fb is much higher than fv the spectrum will consist of fundamental components at 

multiples of fh, with each of these surrounded by a series of components lying at multiples of fv' The 

one dimensional signal spectra for progressive and interlaced scan are thus shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Allowed positions of spectral components in the spectrum of the scanned signal. (a) Progressive 
scan, (b) Interlaced scan 

Note that the envelope (the amplitudes) of the various components is solely dependant upon the 
image content - the relative amplitudes of the components shown above were chosen simply to 
emphasise their positional relationships. Figure 3.8 shows a closer view of the vertical frequency 
components as they are placed near the horizontal frequency harmonics. 

amplitude 
amplitude 

LI ' 
mf -2fv rnf -fv mfh mf +fy mf +2fy mf, (m+l)f -N/2fy mf +2fy 

signal frequency, Hz '~ignal frequency, Hz 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.8 Close up of one dimensional signal spectrum, (a) progressive scan, (b) interlaced scan. 

3.1.4 The spectrum of a scanned signal dimensions 

Because scanning is a sampling process it gives rise to periodically repeated spectra in Fourier 
space. Converting the signal spectrum to horizontal and vertical frequency axes, denoted Vii and vI" 

the repeat spectrum positions may be found for values of In, n where equation (3.8) is zero, 

Using (3.9) this requirement becomes 

2n 
m--'-=O 

N 

n 
m--=O 

N 

(3, to) 

(3.11) 

for the interlaced and progressive scan systems respectively. Thus the repeat spectrum positions are 
shown by Figure 3,9. 
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Ffilire 3.9 Repeat spectra positions (zero frequency) for (a) progressive scan, (b) interlaced scan. 

Note that the horizontal scale is highly magnified and for large N _~he repeat positions may be 
considered to be almost entirely in the vertical direction. 

As with any sampled system there is a maximum frequency, the Nyquist frequency, that can be 
represented without aliasing. For the scanned image this limit exists only in the vertical direction, 
and is equal to N/2. The horizontal frequency is limited only by the bandwidth of the scanned signal. 

3.1.5 The spectrum of a scanned signal in three dimensions 

The two dimensional spectlUm is only valid for still images with no temporal components. Equations 
(3.5) and (3.6) describe the scanning spot as also moving in the temporal direction. The spatio
temporal spectlUm is thus fully described by 

(3.12) 

A spatio-temporal frequency of In cycles/picture width, n cycles/picture height and moving at VI 

corresponds to a signal frequency V s 

(3.13) 

The repeat spectra positions are again the solutions of Vs = 0 in (3.13). For VI 0 these positions are 
the same as the two dimensional case. Non-zero values of VI result in the two dimensional repeat 

spectra being repeated again, but with a temporal offset. Rearranging (3.13) and using (3.7) an 
equation predicting the repeat spectra temporal offsets is produced 

VI = (211 - mN)~ 
2 (3.14) 

As tn, nand N are all integer the repeat spectra positions are at multiples of half the frame or picture 
frequency (the vertical scanning frequency). These spectlUm centres all lie on a plane whose 
equation is given by (3.14), and illustrated by Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 Repeat spectra (zero frequency) positions for the spectrum of an interlace scanned television 
sigllal. 

3.1.6 The Nyquist limit 

The repeat spectra positions lie very nearly in the vertical temporal plane. The scanning operation 
may thus be seen as sampling the image in the vertical and temporal dimensions. Consequently there 
will be a Nyquist limit for these dimensions. The Nyquist limit of the signal is a two dimensional 
function, however it is not unique, a fact discussed in detail in section 3.1.6. The standard 
interpretation of this limit for progressive and interlace scan is shown in Figure 3.11. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.11 Vertical-temporal spectrum limits for (a) progressive scanned image (b) interlace scanned image. 

For an equivalent line rate (fh the same) an interlaced scan exchanges high vertical-temporal 
resolution for greater temporal resolution. The shape of the Nyquist limit for the interlaced scanned 
image also better matches the shape of spatio-temporal response of the eye (see 2.6), but only in the 
vertical-temporal dimensions. 

A summary of the related properties of the television image and its spectrum in the three image 
dimensions are: 

Table 3.2 Related properties of image and spectral space due to scallning 
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The complete characteristics of the scanned image spectrum are found by combining the effects of 
scanning with those caused by the finite spatial image size (Table 3.2 and Table 3.1). We thus end 
up with different properties in each dimension. The horizontal spectrum is discrete and non-periodic, 
the vertical spectrum is discrete and periodic, and the temporal spectrum is continuous and periodic. 

The interpretation of m()ve:m.~nt three dimensional spectral space 

Temporal frequencies in an image can be caused by the varying brightness of an object, e.g. a 
flashing light. Most, however, are the result of movement. To gain an understanding as to how 
movement effects the spectrum of the image consider the spatial frequency signal 

. (mx ) e(x,y,t)=exPJ2Jr A+ B +vJ In, Il integer (3.15) 

for VI = O. This frequency will thus lie entirely in the Il, m plane in spectral space. If there is motion, 

described by 

-x'= ut 

y= vt 

then (3.15) becomes 

. (mll nv) e(x,y,t)=exPJ2Jr A+B t 

Thus a temporal frequency component of 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

has been introduced. Rearranging (3.19) we obtain an equation describing a plane passing though the 
origin. 

u v 0 m-+I1--v 
A B ' 

m, 11 integer (3.20) 

Thus when the image is stationary the image spectrum lies entii-ely in the m, 11 plane. When 
movement occurs the spectrum shifts to lie on a tilted plane whose angle of tilt is proportional to the 
velocity, and whose direction of tilt is in the direction of motion. 

These properties are made use of in motion-adaptive coding, with the filtering being altered to track 
the shifting spatia-temporal spectrum of the image. 

11 

m m 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.12 Plaue in which spatio-temporalfrequency components fiefor a (a) stationary image (b) moving 
image. 
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Sampling scanned "'~ .• ''''''' 
To apply digital filtering or to simulate any scanning system sampling must be performed in the third 
dimension as well. This introduces spectral repetition to the scanning signal spectrum. If fs is the 

sampling frequency and p an integer then the scanning signal spectruin will obey the relationship 

E(v,) = E(v, - pi,) p integer (3.21) 

Spectral repetition has thus been introduced in the horizontal frequency dimension as welL Equation 
(3.13) now becomes 

v, mfh nfv+v,+pfs In, fl, P integer (3.22) 

Just as equation (3.13) describes a plane upon which the repeat spectra lie, (3.22) describes a series 
of planes, obtained by varying p. 

Depending on the choice of fs the repeat spectrum can become quite complex. 

3.1.8.1 Orthogonal sampling and the primitive bandwidth 

Equation (3.23) describes a relationship between the sampling frequency fs and the line frequency fh 

(3.23) 

If h is an integer an orthogonal sampling pattern results, with an integer number of samples per line. 
The European digital standard [CCIR Rec 601-1 1986] uses a sampling frequency of fs = 13.5 MHz. 

For standard PAL this is equivalent to exactly 864 samples per line (720 active), i.e. the sampling is 
orthogonal. For this example each set of repeat spectra described by (3.22) is offset in the horizontal 
direction by m = 864. One of the effects of this sampling is to introduce a Nyquist constraint to the 
horizontal dimension. 

In three dimensions the Nyquist constraints define a surface around the repeat spectrum position. 
This surface contains those frequencies that will not cause aliasing and will be referred to as the 
Nyquist boundmy. Parallels have been drawn between three dimensional sampling and the theory of 
X-ray crystallography [Tonge 1981], showing that the Nyquist boundary is the same as the first 
Brillion zone of the sampling lattice. Tonge refers to the volume of spectral spac;e enclosed by this 
surface as the primitive bandwidth of the resulting signaL . 

The Nyquist boundary containing the primitive bandwidth is not uniquely defined. For any boundary 
the only requirem~nts are that the volume contained always remain same, and that the shape defined 
be capable of tessellating, without gaps or overlap, when placed at the repeat spectrum positions. 
This property also holds for two dimensional sampling, where the Nyquist boundary is also non
unique. As an illustration Figure 3.13 shows three different vertical-temporal boundaries that could 
be used for interlaced scanning. 

Choosing the best shape to use will depend upon several factors. 

(i) The required bandwidth for the signal in the different dimensions. For example, Figure 
3.13(c) doubles the temporal resolution, at the expense of a loss in high vertical
temporal frequencies. 

(ii) The filtering requirements for producing such a shape. Keeping the filtering as simple as 
possible, meaning a Nyquist boundary that is the product of several vertical/horizontal 
and temporal filters is often the best. Filtering for Figure 3.13(a) is likely to be more 
complex than that for (b) and (c). 
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Figtti"e 3.13 Three examples of different vertical-temporal frequency boundaries for interlaced scanning. 

3.1.8.2 Quincunx sampling 

If h of equation «3.23) is non-integer the sampling pattern will no longer be orthogonaL Some of 
these non-orthogonal patterns are of special interest and are compared with orthogonal sampling in 
Figure 3.14 
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Figure 3.14 The sampling patterns produced by (a) orthogonal sampling, (lfjline quincunx, (c) field quincunx 

Line-quincunx (samples offset on alternate lines) uses a sampling frequency that produces a ~ 
sample offset every alternate line, ie. 

f = (k +1.)f s 2 h k integer (3.24) 

Field-quincunx (samples offset on alternate fields) has a li sample offset every alternate field, with 
a relationship 

k, 1 integer (3.25) 

These offsets mean line and field quincunx follow a four field sampling pattern (orthogonal 
interlaced sampling follows a two field pattern). 

The different sampling patterns result in different repeat spectrum positions, and these in turn allow 
the definition of different alias boundaries. Field and line-quincunx sampling, for example, allow 
more of the primitive bandwidth of the signal to be concentrated in low spatial-temporal frequencies, 
as well as allowing higher frequencies along the vertical, horizontal and temporal axes. Figure 3.15 
compares the alias boundaries that could be used for orthogonal and quincunx sampling. Note that 
line-quincunx sampling, in particular, allows the Nyquist boundary to become a shape similar to that 
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of the eye's spatio-temporal response (refer Figure 2.17). This means that better use is made of the 
available signal bandwidth. Similar to the two dimensional cases shown in Figure 3.13 these 
boundary surfaces must also tessellate, but in three dimensional space. 

(a) 

V t 

(b) 

Figure 3.15 The G.'!..lJventionally used spatio-temporal alias bounLiaries for (a) orthogonal sampling, (b) line 
quincunx 

3.1.9 Amplitude Modulation three dimensions 

Amplitude modulation is the process by which a linear frequency shift is applied to a signal. For a 
function get), which has the Fourier transform G(f), amplitude modulation may be represented as 

(3.26) 

where Gm( f) is the modulated signal and fm is the modulating frequency. The result is to produce 

two copies of the baseband spectrum, centred on the positive and negative modulating frequencies. 
Generalising to more than one dimension scalar frequency is replaced with a vector v = [vx' vY' vZ' 

... ]. Thus (3.26) becomes 

Gm(v )=tG(v)( 0 (v - V m)+ 0 (v + V m)) (3.27) 

In multi-dimensional modulation the signal spectrum will be shifted to positions gIven by the 
vector 

. 
For a scanned three dimensional image any modulation performed on the scapned signal can be 
mapped to a three-dimensional translation vector vm = [vh' v

Y
' vt] (or Vm Em, ii, va for the scanned 

signal) . The components of this vector for an interlace scanned image can be found by solving 
equation (3.13) for the signal modulating frequency Vs = fm. Consequently any operation performed 

upon the scanned television signal may be represented in terms of its spatio-temporal effects through 
use of this transformation vector. 

The PAL television standard describes the requirements for the encoding and decoding of a scanned 
colour image and its consequential transmission and decoding. All PAL colour systems combine 
their colour signals in the same manner and use a standard field rate of fv = 50 fieldsls with N = 625 

lines per frame. Transmission bandwidth does, however, vary with the UK standard being 5.5 MHz 
(System I PAL), whereas New Zealand uses a lower 5 MHz (System B, G). Other minor differences 
in PAL exist for different countries [CCIR Report 624-3]. 

3.2.1.1 Coder 

Figure 3.16 shows a block diagram of the PAL coder. As well as the colour picture signals field, line 
and sub-carrier synchronisation signals must be added. A sound signal must also be added. In 
studying the effects of the encoding process on the image the only section of real interest is the 
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colour encoding, shown within the dotted line. The synchronisation signals are required to enable the 
receiver to display the lines and fields in their conect positions on screen, but, under normal 
circumstances, have no effect on the picture. For detailed information on these synchronisation 
signals and the PAL standard refer to [TVNZ 1982, CCIR Report 624-3] . 
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Figure 3.16 Block diagram of PAL encoder. 

PAL 

The colour encoding consists of quadrature modulating the U & V components with the chrominance 
sub-carrier and combining this signal with the luminance. Before combination some simple filtering 
is performed upon the YUV components. A notch filter is optionally used to attenuate luminance 
information near the chrominance sub-carrier frequency - an attempt to reduce cross-colour 
(luminance to chrominance crosstalk). The chrominance is low-pass filtered to a horizontal 
bandwidth of approximately 1.5 MHz, compared to the 5-5.5 MHz bandwidth of the luminance. This 
filtering reduces the overlap of chrominance and luminance, and places the chrominance signal high 
in the luminance spectrum, which helps to limit the effects of cross-luminance (chrominance-to
luminance cross-talk). Synchronisation and sound signals are now added to produce a composite 
video signal, which is low-pass filtered to meet the channel bandwiGth requirements, producing the 
baseband PAL signal spectrum, shown in Figure 3.17. 

Amplitude 

Luminance 

Signal frequency 

Figure 3.17 Baseband spectrum of the PAL signal. 

Before modulation the V component is multiplied by the PAL switch signal s(t). This signal causes 
the V component to be inverted on alternate lines. 

The equation describing the final PAL signal (ignoring filtering) is thus 

PAL = Y' + U ' sin(2nf,J) + s(t)V' cos(2nfsct) (3.28) 

where Y', U' and V' are the gamma corrected YUV signals. Refer to Appendix A for the definition of 
these signals and their derivation from the RGB components. 
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of Sub-carrier 

The sub-carrier frequency is calculated from the equation 

(284 1.)f + ~ 
4 h 2 (3.29) 

The choice of the sub-carrier frequency was governed mostly by monochrome compatibility 
requirements. To this end the sub-carrier is placed as high in the luminance spectrum as possible. 
This reduces the visibility of cross-luminance which will now appear only as high luminance 
frequencies - with these high frequencies being less noticeable to the eye. The quarter line offset 
causes a phase change from line to line, and the half field frequency offset causes a phase reversal 
every field. This results in the sub-carrier pattern due to cross-luminance being different on alternate 
lines and fields, with 8 fields required before the pattern repeats. These phase changes cause the 
interference to visually cancel out to a large degree. 

If we map the sub-carrier signal frequency onto spatio-temporal frequency space using equation 
(3.13) for interlac.ed scanning we obtain the spatio-temporal vectors 

± (284,78, 18i) 
± (283, 235, 6-;\-) (3.30) 

It can thus be seen that from a spatio-temporal point of view fsc consists of high vertical, horizontal 

and temporal offsets. In spatio-temporal frequency space fsc is therefore placed at a position 

corresponding to the lowest response of the eye. This explains the apparent visual cancellation of the 
sub-carrier pattern. 

3.2.2 The PAL Spectrum in one dimension 

From equation (3.30) the spectrum of the PAL signal will consist of a baseband luminance signal 
plus a quadrature modulated chrominance spectrum, as shown in Figure 3.17. In close-up the 
luminance spectrum will appear as in Figure 3.7(b) with the U component spectrum being similar, 
but with its centre shifted to a horizontal position of The V component, however, is first 

convolved with S(f), the spectrum of the PAL switching signal s(t), before modulation by 

The modulation of the V component is equivalent to a modulation by a series of frequencies which 
are the sub-carrier fsc convolved with the spectrum components of set). The V sub-carrier is thus: 

(3.31) 

The main effect of this is to offset the V harmonics by t f h from the U harmonics. It also repeats the 

V harmonics with an offset of fh' with the result that higher V harmonics are repeated on top of lower 
harmonics and vice-versa. 

An alternative interpretation of the effect of s(t) is as a sampled sine wave whose period is 2 lines ( 
2/fh ) and where the samples occur at 900 and 2700

. The result is the modulation of the V component, 
causing a frequency offset of fh 

Looking at the PAL spectrum near the sub-carrier the U & V line harmonic centres are seen to be 
offset from the Y line harmonic centres by ±ifh' Looking closer still, the U & V picture harmonic 

centres are offset from the Y picture harmonic centres by ±-;\-fp (fp fj2). 
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Figure 3.18 Magnified view of one-dimensional PAL spectrum near sub-carrier (amplitudes are arbitrary) 

Thus the U & V components interleave with the Y component for all horizontal and vertical 
frequencies. However, when temporal frequencies are taken intQ_ account the positions of the 
horizontal/vertical harmonics may be shifted by a temporal offset, the maximum being . This 

range is indicated in Figure 3.18 for Y, U and V. It can be seen tl1~t there is an overlap in range 
between the different components. Consequently, it is possible, with certain temporal frequencies, 
for the luminance and chrominance harmonic components to coincide. For these spatio-temporal 
frequencies the luminance and chrominance become indistinguishable, and potentially inseparable. 

3.2.3 The spectrum two dimensions 

Looking at the PAL spectrum in the spatial frequency domain only, the luminance spectrum will 
consist of a series of repeat spectra, repeating in the vertical frequency dimension. In the horizontal 
dimension the maximum extent is determined by the maximum signal bandwidth, with the 
relationship mrnax = vsrnaJfh. For a 5 MHz signal with fh = 15625 Hz this gives a maximum of In 

320 cycles per picture width. Ignoring the temporal offset of the sub-carrier, the first repeat positions 
of the U component will be at (284, 78) and (283, -235). Further repeat positions are found using the 
repeat vector (2,625). 

The repeat positions of the V spectrum are different, and may be found by substituting equation 
(3.31) into the scanning equation (3.13) that maps signal frequency to spatio-temporal frequency. 
Ignoring the temporal offsets again the first repeat positions will be at (284, 234) and (283, -79). 
Once again further repeat positions are found by applying the repeat vector (2, 625). 
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The U and V spectrum positions thus interleave, and the resulting PAL spatial frequency spectrum is 
shown in Figure 3.19. 

n 

m 

Figure 3.19 Spatial-frequency spectrum of PAL signal for r=O. (NOTE: Shapes of spectrums shown are 
completely arbitrary and are intended to indicate relative position only). 

The PAL spectrum in three dimensions 

In three dimensions the luminance spectrum repeats according to equation (3.14), which describes 
the spectrum of an interlace scanned image. The U & V spectrum positions also repeat in a similar 
manner, but their basic repeat vectors now have temporal offsets as well 

U (284,78, 18i) 

(283, 234, - 6-t) 

V (283,79, 18i) 
(284,234,6±) 

The resulting spectrum, viewed along each axis, and in three dimensional perspective, is shown by 
Figure 3.20(a)-(d). These illustrate the relative positions of the Y, U and V component spectra (with 
the shapes of the U and V spectra being chosen arbitrarily). The full spectrum is obtained when these 
spectra are repeated in the vertical-temporal dimensions, i.e. the luminance bound in Figure 3.20 is 
repeated at the points shown in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.20 Different views o/the three dimensional PAL spectrum, showing positional relationships/or/irst 
spectrum repeat. 

It should be noted that, contrary to the appearance of Figure 3.19, there are actually only two U and 
two V spectrum repeats for each Y spectrum. The extra U and V spectra in Figure 3.19 overlap from 
neighbouring repeats of the baseband spectrum. 

These figures confirm the comment made earlier that the U & V sU9~carrier positions are placed on 
the very edge of the luminance alias boundary surface. . 

-
The PAL 

Figure 3.21 shows a block diagram of the PAL decoder. As with the encoder the area of particular 
interest is the colour decoding section. In this section the luminance and chrominance are separated, 
by use of notch and bandpass filters, and the chrominance is demodulated to produce the U and V 
baseband signals. The technique used to decode the chrominance is of special interest. Before 
demodulation the U and V are passed through a delay whose length is not quite equal to one line. 
The output of this delay, called the PAL delay line, is added to the undelayed signal. Due to the 
inversion of the V sub-carrier on alternate lines this action helps to cancel out sub-carrier phase 
errors, preventing them from causing picture hue errors. Exactly how this works is explained in 
Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.21 Block diagram of PAL decoder. 

3.2.5.1 The response of the PAL delay line. 

The PAL delay line is actually a simple filter, and consequently has an effect upon the frequency 
content of the chrormnance signals. The PAL delay line belongs to a family of filters called comb 
jilters, which are described in detail in section 3.4.2. The response of the filter is similar to that of a 
one line delay comb filter, but has a slant in the spatial dimensions - due to the filter delay being just 
less than one line. The spatial passband (defined as response> 0.707) for the filter, as applied to the 
U and V components is shown in Figure 3.22 (a) and (b). 
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Figure 3.22 Spatial-frequency passbands in PAL delay line response for (a) U component, (b) V component 

From the positions of the stopbands shown in these figures it can be seen that a of U, V 
separation is achieved. The delay line also attenuates the intermediate vertical frequencies of the U 
and V components - thus causing some picture resolution loss. This reduction in vertical colour 
resolution is, however, relatively small compared to the reduced horizontal resolution of the 
chrominance, which is less than 114 that of the luminance. Figure 3.23 shows a -3dB contour (half 
power) for the full spatio-temporal frequency response of Figure 3.22 (a), (b). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.23 A -3dB spatio-temporal contour plot of the PAL delay line response for (a) U component, (b) V 
component 

3.2.6 response of the system 

The use of the channel filter combined with the luminance notch causes a reduction of the horizontal 
luminance bandwidth to well below the theoretical maximum of 320 cycles/width. Similarly the 
chrominance is restricted by the chrominance low-pass filters (and to some degree by the channel 
filter), meaning a maximum horizontal chrominance frequency of around 75 cycles/width. Unlike the 
luminance the chrominance is restricted vertically as well (to approx. 78 cycles/height), due to the 
action of the PAL delay-line. 

The resulting response of the PAL system (encoder plus decoder) is shown in Figure 3.24 (a) - (c) 
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Figure 3.24 A -3dB contour of the spatio-temporalfrequency response of the PAL system (encoder & decoder) 
for (a) luminance (Y), (b) clzrominance U component, (c)chrominance V component 
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These spectrum plots are based on a simulation of PAL colour encoding and decoding using 
TVPROC (see Appendix E), and were obtained using the spectral analysis techniques described in 
Chapter 4. 

3.3 the 
There is a range of artefacts or image degradations present in the PAL system. 

3.3.1 Scanning effects 

From Nyquist theory a band-limited signal is fully represented by samples taken at a rate equal to or 
greater than the maximum frequency content. From these samples it is theoretically possible to 
reconstruct the original signal exactly by passing the samples through an ideal reconstruction filter (a 
low pass filter with infinite rolloff). In practice an ideal reconstruction is never possible, and the 
reconstructed signal will be different from the original i.e. artefacts will be introduced. 

The transmitted television signal is a sampled version (in vertical and temporal dimensions) of the 
original video image. Ideally, this signal should be reconstructed at the receiver to produce the 
original picture, with the accuracy of the reconstruction filter determining the level of any artefacts 
introduced. In practice, the standard television receiver makes no attempt at reconstruction. Instead 
the sampled lines and fields are simply displayed directly on screen. The reason for this lack of 
reconstruction is that television relies upon the characteristics of the human eye to act as a 
reconstruction filter. As shown by 2.12 of section 2.6 the eye's response is effectively a low-pass 
characteristic, which is the basic requirement for a reconstruction filter. 

The idea of using the eye to reconstruct the image is soundly based (as explained in Chapter 2), and 
greatly reduces the complexity of receiver that would otherwise be required. However the 
characteristic of the human eye is very complex it is definitely not an ideal reconstruction filter. A 
further point is that the lowpass cut-off of the eye is actually too high to properly reconstruct the 
scanned image. This is illustrated by Figure 3.25, which shows a response contour for the eye, 
placed upon the spectrum of the scanned signaL 

Vv 

Figure 3.25 The areas of the interlaced signal spectrum that are visible to the human eye. 

Section 2.8.1 showed that the shape of this contour in the vertical-temporal dimensions is diamond 
shaped, however the size shown is fairly arbitrary, and depends upon the level of response we are 
talking about. Suffice to say that Figure 3.25 shows a contour encompassing spatio-temporal 
frequencies that are quite noticeable to the eye. 

The response contour not only encompasses the wanted baseband signal, but a number of the repeat 
spectra as welL This causes several artefacts to be perceived in the displayed image. 
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1. Area Flicke:r: The flicker fusion frequency for the eye is higher than television's 
field rate, particularly in the eye's peripheral vision. Thus the existence of spectra 

B is seen as a large area flicker of the screen. 

2. flicker and line crawl: Horizontal edges on objects and fine horizontal lines 
are often perceived as flashing, or moving, due to the effects of interlace. These artefacts 
are caused by spectra C. 

3. structure and effect: There is often a loss of sharpness in the vertical 
direction, with the subjective vertical resolution being far less than might be expected, an 
effect first explained in 1934 by Kell [Kell et al 1940]. This v~rtical resolution loss is 
consequently known as the Kell effect, and is due largely to the existence of spectra A 
(although Band C also contribute). For an interlaced display the Kell factor (ratio of 
perceived vertical resolution to actual resolution) varies from 0.5 to 0.7. 

3.3.1.1 Aliasing 

Aliasing is another scanning artefact present in television. Real world images contain a practically 
unlimited. range of spatio-temporal frequencies, meaning that the limits of the spatio-temporal 
spectrum are not defined, and, in fact, far exceed that capable of being represented within the 
primitive bandwidth of the scanned signal. In practice these higher freguencies are statistically less 
likely to occur. Added to this the scanning characteristics, as explained in section 2.2, tend to have a 
low-pass characteristic attenuating frequencies outside the primitive bandwidth. However, any parts 
of the spectrum outside the primitive bandwidth will cause aliasing, which appears as image 
artefacts. Moving detail, for example, will cause temporal aliasing. 

Aliasing is becoming more of a problem today as modern cameras offer improved resolution. This 
extra resolution is sometimes greater than that which can be contained within the primitive 
bandwidth of the interlaced signaL When this point is reached image quality becomes worse instead 
of better, due to the aliasing artefacts that are introduced. 

3.3.1.2 Scan conversion 

Many of these artefacts can be removed by introducing image pre-filtering before transmission and 
image reconstruction in the receiver. Pre-filtering removes frequencies that cause aliasing and can 
allow the use of sophisticated sampling patterns, such as line-quincunx sampling, to provide 
increased horizontal resolution. In the receiver conversion from interlace to progressive scan will 
reduce interline nicker, and vertical interpolation will remove the Kell effect. Such techniques are 
being proposed [Okada et al 1985, Biaslo et al 1990, Hentshel 1989j "as methods for improving the 
resolution of conventional television to compete with and display HDTv images. 

3.3.2 Cross-effects 
The interference between the components of the PAL signal is one of the most objectionable defects 
of PAL television. As explained in section 2.3 the PAL encoding process is essentially non
reversible, which means that it is impossible to recover the original colour components exactly, the 
result being cross-effects. 

There are two main types of cross-effect - cross-luminance (throminance incorrectly decoded as 
luminance) and cross-chrominance (luminance incorrectly decoded as chrominance). 

3.3.2.1 Cross luminance 

Figure 3.26 shows how cross-luminance arises in the one dimensional spectrum of the PAL signal. 
The use of a low chrominance bandwidth plus a luminance decoder notch filter helps to reduce 
cross-luminance. However, these constraints are applied only in the horizontal dimension by simple 
filters operating on the scanned signaL Figure 3.27 shows the cross-luminance component from a 
simulated assessment of New Zealand (5 MHz) PAL. Figure 3.27 shows the cross-luminance caused 
independently by the U and V components, and tell us which spatio-temporal frequencies will appear 
in the luminance spectrum due to interference from the chrominance. 
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Figure 3.26 The occurrence of cross-luminance in the PAL decoded luminance signal. 
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Figure 3.27, The cross-luminance in New Zealand PAL caused by the (aJ U component, (bJ V component. 

3.3.2.2 Cross chrominance 

Cross-chrominance as it appears in the one dimensional spectrum is shown by Figure 3.28. Notch 
filtering the luminance signal before encoding is sometimes used to reduce the possible cross
chrominance by attenuating luminance that is close to the sub-carrier. Despite this, cross
chrominance still occurs, and the spatio-temporal cross-component frequencies, found by simulation 
of a standard New Zealand PAL system, are shown by Figure 3.29. Due to the different weights 
given to U and V in the PAL signal the U cro~s-component is greater. 
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Figure 3.28 The occurrence of cross-chrominance in the PAL decoded chrominance signal. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.29 The cross-chrominallce for New Zealand PAL caused by the luminance for (a) the U component, 
(b) the V component. 

lnter-chrominance (or UIV cross-talk) 

For most television transmission vestigial sideband modulation is used. This can be used because 
only one of the luminance sidebands is required in order to recover the luminance signal. However, 
to recover a quadrature signal both sidebands are required. This means that for a chrominance 
bandwidth of 1 - 1.5 MHz the baseband signal bandwidth should be 5.4 - 5.9 MHz to avoid removing 
any part of the chrominance upper sideband. This requirement is met for the System I PAL used in 
Britain, which has a transmission bandwidth of 5.5 MHz. With New Zealand PAL, however, the 
transmission bandwidth is 5 MHz (System B, G), which means that the upper chrominance sideband 
is cut in half. Upon decoding the loss of part of one of the chrominance sidebands causes the 
confusion of the U & V components for any chrominance signal frequencies above 0.53 MHz .. 

For a simulation of standard New Zealand PAL this effect can be seen in the spatio-temporal 
spectrum of the U and V components. 
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Figure 3.30 Cross-effects arising in one chrominance component due to the incorrect decoding of the other 
component, wher:~the incorrect decoding is due to the attenuation of the chrominance upper sideband. (a) 

U -)V inter-chrominance (b) V -)U inter-chrominance. 

Due to the different weighting's given to U & V in producing PAL this cross-effect-appears greater in 
the V-7 U direction, with no cross-effect in the U-7 V direction being visible at -20 dB (although it is 
visible at -30 dB). Note that these thresholds are calculated relative to the maximum amplitudes of 
the U and V signals. In three-dimensional frequency space inter-chrominance occurs for any spatio
temporal frequency with a horizontal component of m > 36 c/pw (approx). As well as causing inter
chrominance this also causes an attenuation of the wanted chrominance. In the television picture 
these effects appear as hue errors in areas of colour detail. 

3.3.3 Resolution Loss 

Some aspects of the PAL system that affect resolution have already been discussed in section 2.3. 
The filters used in the PAL encoder and decoder also have an effect. For example, the luminance 
notch filter used to reduce cross-chrominance also reduces the effective horizontal luminance 
bandwidth to approximately 3.5 MHz or 224 c/pw, considerably lower than the original 
monochrome television system. Similarly inter-chrominance and the PAL line delay both contribute 
to a decrease in chrominance resolution. 

3.3.4 Phase Errors 

The PAL system is designed especially to be robust to phase errors. However in the PAL delay line 
decoder phase errors will still cause a slight saturation error, even if no hue errors. In the PAL-S 
receiver (no delay line) the hue errors on alternate lines cancel visually, instead of in the delay line. 
The saturation error however, which is also different on alternate lines, is more noticeable, 
producing an effect of vertical light and dark bars, referred to as Hanover Bars. 

3,3.5 Enhanced 

The aim of Enhanced PAL is to reduce many of the artefacts in the current signal that have been 
described in this section. By use of different filtering and modulation techniques it is possible to 
reduce component cross-effects, whilst at the same time increase the perceived luminance and 
chrominance resolution by better matching the spectral characteristics of the signals to the eye's 
spatio-temporal response. These improvements need be achieved without sacrificing PAL's 
robustness to chrominance phase errors. Hue errors and saturation errors (Hanover bars) should be 
suppressed as well or better than in a conventional PAL delay line decoder. Chapter 4 describes a 
range of techniques that have been developed for achieving these aims, and a new technique 
developed by the author will be presented in Chapter 7. 
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Many of the approaches to enhanced PAL achieve their signal improvements by use of filters applied 
to the PAL or individual YUV components. Conventionally, any filtering performed upon a video 
signal is done using standard analogue filter types, applied directly to the analogue video signal. Due 
to the nature of the scanned signal these filters can only act upon the horizontal dimension of the 
three dimensional video image. The vertical and temporal dimensions have been effectively sampled, 
meaning that a discrete filter must be used instead. Because the signal being processed is actually 
still analogue it is necessary to use a type of filter called a tapped delay line. This filter makes use of 
a line of fixed analogue delays to cause, at anyone point in time, the ,signal to line up either 
vertically or temporally. . 

The tapped delay line filter is often referred to as a digital filter, as all digital filtering must use a 
filter of the form of equation B.l (See Appendix B). However, this filter can be equally well applied 
to an analogue signal. The PAL delay line is an example of an analogue tapped delay line filter, with 
a block delay almost equal to one line. For digital input the delay must obviously be equal to an 
integer.,number of sampling periods ie Td = nts; or if the delay is fixed then the sampling frequency 

must be- chosen so as to meet this requirement. Tapped delay line filters can be divided into two 
types, lIR or recursive filters and non-recursive or FIR filters. A FIR filter differs from the IIR filter 
in having no feedback elements. Appendix B describes these filter types in more detail, and explains 
their differences in performance. 

To date the use of FIR type filters has dominated in video processing applications. This is mainly 
due to their stability and linear phase characteristics. However, in video applications the order of the 
filter can be critical, with high speed delay storage, digital multipliers and adders being very 
expensive. IIR filters offer potentially the same filter performance, or better, for a much lower order 
filter (up to an order of magnitude less taps), and consequently a lower cost. For this reason their 
increased use in future applications is quite probable, and is an area for future investigation. 

3.4.1 Designing FIR filters for television filtering 

Filtering of the three dimensional television image may be performed in anyone of the three image 
dimensions, or alternatively in several at once, using a multi-dimensional filter. 

In most television systems horizontal filtering is performed using analogue filters. This can be done 
as the scanned video image is a continuous signal in the horizontal dimension. 

For advanced digital systems, or for simulation of a system the scanned signal is usually sampled in 
the horizontal dimension as well. Any horizontal analogue filter ml,!st therefore be converted to an 
equivalent or similar IIR or FIR model. IIR filters are commonly used as digital equivalents to 
analogpe filter types. However, due to the stability and relative simplicity of FIR filters all 
simulations performed by the author use FIR filters as approximations to the analogue filters. The 
design method use for FIR filters is usually the Fourier window technique. This technique is 
explained in Appendix B. 

Vertical and temporal filters for an interlaced signal 

Vertical and temporal filters may be desigued using the Fourier window technique also. However, 
as the order of these filters in any practical application is c~itical (due to the large storage 
requirements for line and field delays), the window technique is seldom used. The response of these 
filters is also altered by the fact that the signal being filtered is interlaced. 

In interlaced scanning the image is sampled in the vertical and temporal dimensions as shown by 
Figure 3.31 
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Figure 3.31 Distances (in lines) between the vertical-temporal sample poillts for PAL interlaced scanning. 

Thus any vertical or temporal filter must have taps that lie on this sampling grid, with the filter 
delays for the different taps being multiples of the picture line time. 

3.4.1.2 Modific.ation of response due to interlace 

The result of any operation performed upon the scanned signal is different from what might normally 
be expected, due to the fact that the sampling in the vertical-temporal direction is non-orthogonal. 
This difference amounts to a ' squashing' of the response in the vertical and temporal dimensions. i.e. 

(3.32) 

This 'squashing' creates interesting effects due to the existence of repeat spectra in the spectrum of 
the sampled signal. Figure 3.32 illustrates this, showing the response of a low-pass filter applied to 
an interlaced signal. 

low pass filter 

Vv 

(a) 

low & high pass filtering effect 

Vv 

(b) 

Figure 3.32 An illustration of the way in which interlace modifies afilter's response. 

The placement of the repeat spectra in an interlaced spectrum causes any vertical or temporal low
pass filter to confuse the low and high frequency components. This results in the filter passing high 
frequencies, as well as low frequencies. The filter function thus becomes a notch filter, instead of a 
low pass, with a response that is symmetrical around half the folding frequency. 

3.4.1.3 Multi-dimensional filters 

Designing a multi-dimensional filter can be more difficult - due, once again to the non-orthogonal 
nature of the scan sampling. If the scanned signal is sampled using a line or field quincunx sampling 
pattern it becomes even more complicated still, as the sample points do not line up horizontally 
either. 

Two approaches to designing multi-dimensional filters are available. 

1. The filter may be designed for an orthogonal sampling pattern that overlaps with the 
interlaced pattern. The coefficients for those points not shared by both patterns are then 
set to zero, producing a filter that can be implemented using the interlaced signal. This 
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action will, of course, alter the filter's response. The way in which the response is 
changed is similar to the way the filter response was altered by interlace in Figure 3.32. 

2. A second method is to design the filter for an orthogonal set of sampling points, then 

rotate the coefficients by 45°, such that they then lie on the sampling grid of Figure 3.33 
(b). By this technique a diamond filter for restricting the vertical and temporal 
frequencies of the interlaced signal can be designed by rotating a vertical/temporal low 
pass filter. 

3.4.1.4 Variables Separable Filters 

Multi-dimensional filters are far more complex than one dimensional ones. The number of taps for 
the same order filter becomes squared (or cubed), for example a 2nd order two dimensional filter 
requires 25 instead of 5 taps. An alternative approach to producing a required multi-dimensional 
characteristic is to combine several simpler filters. This method can be used if the required 
characteristic is variables separable, which means that it can be separated into the product of several 
independent characteristics. An example of this is a vertical/temporal low pass filter, which can be 
createdby separately applying a vertical, then a temporal low pass filter. Another example is the 
filter characteristic shown in Figure 3.33 (b), which could be created by cascading two diagonal 
filters. 
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Figure 3.33 The diamond filter for an interlaced signal in (b) may be obtained by a 45 () rotation of the 
coefficients for the orthogonallowpassfilter in (a). 

3.4.2 Comb filters 
The most popular type of filter used in advanced video applications is the comb filter. 
one of the simplest examples of a FIR filter, and is shown in its two classic forms in 
and (b). 

This filter is 
(a) 

x C::>-....-.I 

.5 

'-----c:J xr '-------c:J xr 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.34 Block diagram of comb filters - (a) 1 delay, (b) 2 delay. 

The amplitude response of each of these two filters is 
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(3.33) 

(3.34) 

This response may be viewed in a number of different ways, (i) against one dimensional signal 
frequency Vs (Figure 3.35 with Td = tune)' (ii) against vertical-temporal frequency (Figure 3.36), or 

(iii) against spatio-temporal (three dimensional) frequency, producing a picture similar to Figure 
3.23. Compared to the 1 delay filter the 2 delay filter offers a slightly better characteristic, with a 
sharper response and more clearly defined pass bands and stopbands. Another advantage of the 2 
delay filter is its amplitude symmetry - meaning that the filter inverse has an identically shaped 
characteristic, and possesses skew-symmetry. 

Amplitude Response 

(a) 
Amplitude Response 

(b) 

Vs 

Figure 3.35 Amplitude response of (a) 1 delay comb filter, (b) 2 delay comb filter, plo[ted against signal 
frequency for T d = tHne' -~ 
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Figure 3.36 Amplitude response of (a) 1 delay comb filter, (b) 2 delay comb filter. plotted against 
vertical/temporal frequency for T d = tline 
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The comb filter takes its name from the appearance of the characteristic when viewed against signal 
frequency. As shown by Figure 3.35 the filter appears to have many teeth, which are used to comb 
out harmonics in the spectrum that correspond to different vertical & temporal frequency groups (see 
Figure 3.18). 

Basic comb filter Types 

There are four main types of comb filters used in television processing, their difference being their 
delay periods and consequently their spatio-temporal response. 

Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 show these filters - their tap positions and . coefficients - and their 
corresponding vertical-temporal pass-bands. These are two dimensional contour plots, with the 
contour taken at -6dB (H(v) = 0.5). 

For standard PAL with N == 625 the filter delays are of 1 line, 312 lines and 313 lines and 625 lines 
(l frame) respectively. Doubling the delay times i.e. doubling the spacing of the filter taps, causes 
the filter characteristic to change. This change is equivalent to 'squashing' the response along the 
line in which the filter taps are applied. 

As noted earlier the responses of purely vertical or temporal filters are modified by the effects of 
interlace. 

Also shown in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 are the positions of the U and V component sub-carriers. 
These serve to illustrate how well suited many of the comb filters are for use in the encoding and 
decoding of the PAL signal. Particularly suited are the 2, 313 and 1250 line filters. These three do a 
good job of selecting low frequency luminance, whilst rejecting the UN sub-carrier positions. 

Most enhanced PAL techniques employ one or more of these filters, with some of the more 
advanced techniques using combinations, usually in a variables separable approach. 
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Figure 3.37 Frequency response and tap coefficients for J delay comb filter with delays of (a) J line, (b) 312 
lines, (c) 313 lines, (d) 625 liues. 
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Figure 3.38 Frequency response and tap coefficients for I delay comb Jilter with delays of (a) 2 lines, (b) 624 
lines, (c) 626 lines, (d) 1250 lines. 
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Complementary coding decoding 

The most common method for combining two signals without causing them to interfere, and in such 
a way that they can be individually recovered is complementary encoding and decoding. One filter is 
used in such a way that the characteristic applied to the first signal is the complement of that applied 
to the second signal. To achieve this the filter F must be designed to have clear stop-bands and pass
bands, with the result that wherever one signal exists the other will be excluded. 

For PAL the two signals normally used in this technique are the luminance (Y) and chrominance (C) 
with the encoded result being represented by the equation 

S = FC + (1 F)Y (3.35) 

where S is the PAL signaL Decoding is achieved by applying the same complementary filtering to 
the encoded signal, producing a separation of the two signals due to the fact that (l-F) x F :: O. In 
practice there will be residual cross-effects due to the transition band between stop-band and pass
band. The shorter this transition band, the lower the cross-effects (but the higher the filter order, and 
the more likely it -i{)to produce ringing or motion artefacts). 

The technique is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 3.39 below. 

'i s - -- 8 'i 

c c 

Figure 3.39 Block diagram of complementary encoding and decoding filters. 

Summary 
This chapter has provided the necessary background for the understanding and development of 
enhanced PAL coding techniques. This has included the basic theory of PAL television and the 
historically used views of the PAL signal. The problems with the conventional delay line PAL 
system have been covered in detail, indicating the areas the enhanced coding techniques will try to 
improve. Throughout the author has placed an emphasis on viewing the image and PAL signal as a 3 
dimensional spatio-temporal signal, with 3-dimensional spectral analysis being, in the author's 
opinion, the most appropriate approach to a complete understanding of P Ahand image coding 
effects. . 

It has been noticeable in past treatment of the field that much confusion has existed in understanding 
the PAL signaL Past analysis has explained coding effects in terms of line-to-line phase differences, 
the positions of line and field harmonics, 'spectrum folding' and by use of horizontal or 
horizontal/vertical only spectra. It is the author's contention that these approaches have been 
inadequate and have hindered proper understanding. Many functions (e.g. a comb filter) are greatly 
simplified when viewed in 3 dimensions. Consequently this chapter has attempted to generalise all 
past views to the 3 dimensional spatio-temporal signaL The resultant representation of the PAL 
signal developed in this chapter will be used throughout the rest of this thesis as the basis for 
designing, describing and analysing television coding techniques. 
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CODIN HNI 
Enhanced television has been an area of study for many years. Since very shortly after the introduction 
of colour, methods for improving picture quality further have been investigated. Unfortunately, in the 
work on enhanced compatible systems there has not been a co-ordinated approach. Many different 
techniques have been investigated by different researchers, (Lent 1974, Drewery 1976, Weston 1977, 
Holoch 1985, Teichner 1985) and explained in many different ways. This has made the field rather 
confusing, with the same techniques explained differently (e.g. in terms of line-to-line phase changes, 
one dimensional frequency interleaving, or three dimensional spectrums), and also implemented 
differently (eg. sampling vs, modulation for Weston Clean PAL), 

In view of these facts the author has in this Chapter attempted to put all known enhanced PAL 
techniques into a common framework. The operation of these techniques is explained in terms of the 
multi-dimensional spectral theory developed in the preceding Chapter. Many of the techniques have not 
been compared with each other elsewhere, and it is hoped that this summary of the field will cause the 
similarities and advantages of the different techniques to stand out. 

1 aim Enhanced 
The aim of Enhanced PAL is to provide an improved quality picture through the use of better encoding 
and decoding methods, whilst still retaining standard PAL compatibility. These aims can be presented 
more specifically as: 

Ell Reduction/elimination of component cross-effects. 

• Maintenance or improvement of picture resolution. 

Ell Compatibility of the enhanced PAL signal with a standard PAL decoder 

.. Compatibility of enhanced PAL decoders with standard PAL signals. 

The last two are very important. The greatest improvements to picture quality are likely to come from 
the use of a matched encoder and decoder, meaning modifications to both the encoding and decoding 
methods. Practically speaking, however, the transmission of any new encoded signal is likely to have a 
large market of standard PAL receivers to begin with. Similarly, any new decoder brought onto the 
market will likely still be receiving a standard PAL signal from many transmission sources, 
Consequently, in developing an enhanced PAL technique, there are four situations to be considered, for 
the four encoder-to-decoder paths. These four paths are shown below in Figure 4.1. 

Referring to this diagram there is the obvious requirement that path (4), the enhanced path, should 
result in improved picture quality compared to path (1), the standard path, The compatible paths 
should offer quality not much worse than the standard path, with path (2) the Enhanced decoder path 
preferably offering an identical or improved quality picture. The whole issue of compatibility for 
enhanced television is very similar to the situation faced with the introduction of colour in the 1960' s. 
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Source 
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Standard CD Standard Path Standard 
PAL ~--------------------~ PAL 

Encoder Decoder 

Enhanced 
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Received 
.... --I1l>I Picture 

Figure 4.1 Thefour encoder-to-decoder paths to be considered for an enhanced technique. 

Compatibility - the requirements 

The basic requirements for maintaining compatibility can be summarised as 

• The Y, U aJid V signals must be used. 

• Luminance must be a baseband signal 

• The colour difference signals should appear quadrature modulated by the sub-carrier 
frequency. 

• The PAL line switching sense must be adhered to. 

4.1.2 approach for enhanced 

The basic problem with standard PAL is that there are three signals trying to share the same spectral 
space. This is obviously impossible to achieve in a reversible manner, using normal amplitude 
modulation techniques. The task of the enhanced PAL techniques is to find a way of segregating the Y 
and C (U+V) signals - by spectral band, phase or time, whilst allowing them to still 'appear'to be 
occupying the same spectral space in the manner of PAL. The area of conflict for these three signals 
within the PAL spectrum is only the portion close to the chrominance sub-carrier - the area where 
spectral overlap of Yand C occurs. For this reason the clever encoding and decoding techniques of the 
enhanced techniques are only ever applied to this region of the signaL This usually means the use of a 
band-pass or high-pass filter centred on the chrominance sub-carrier frequency. (As the chrominance 
overlaps the luminance right to the top of the luminance spectrum the band-pass-and high-pass filters 
become etfectively equivalent). . 
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Figure 4.2 Simplified block diagrams of (a) standard PAL encoder, (b) standard PAL decoder. 
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The standard PAL encoder and decoder and the general form for the enhanced PAL coder are shown in 
Figure 4.2 as simplified block diagrams (With the U, V low pass filters translated to become a 
chrominance band pass). 

These figures are much simplified, and are arranged to emphasise the main differences in the enhanced 
coder, compared with a standard coder. These differences are (i) the division of Y into high and low 
frequency luminance, and (ii) the use of special coding for the chrominance and high frequency 
luminance. 

(a) 

E-PAL 

(b) 

ChrOMinance 
Decoder 

y 

U 

IJ 

Figure 4.3 Simplified block diagrams for the generalised form of (a) enhanced PAL encoder, (b) enhanced PAL 
decoder. 

In practice the block diagrams of the systems usually appear quite different, despite producing similar 
signals. The differences are often due to attempts at minimising the number of processing blocks 
required. A simple example of this is shown below in Figure 4.4, wh~re for Figure 4.3 the luminance 
notch filter may be obtained simply by subtracting the band pass filter output from the luminance 
(complementary filtering). A further reduction of blocks would be ootained by using the same bandpass 
filter for both Yand C paths. 

C) [Oc ~ = v, 00«0 "Hm' 

W 1 c::J i:'H bandpass fIltered 

bandpass 

Figure 4.4 Use of complementary Jiltering to create a notch filter from a bandpass filter. 

4.1.3 Grouping coding techniques 

The special coding techniques applied to the luminance and chrominance in Figure 4.3 are designed to 
allow better separation of these in the decoder. The approaches used to achieve this may be broadly 
divided into three categories. 

1. Band segregation. 

2. Time segregation. 

3. Phase segregation. 
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These can each be implemented in either of two fonns: 

1. Non-adaptive coding. 

2. Adaptive coding. 

For adaptive coding the nature of the segregation is modified according to the content of the current 
signal (e.g. movement). 

Many enhanced coding methods actually use a combination of these techniques. In fact, horizontal 
band segregation is used in all systems, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

These different coding approaches will be examined in detail in this Chapter, with examples of their 
use from the current literature. Each has its own advantages and problems, and these will be discussed. 

Segregation 
Band segregation is one of the oldest enhanced PAL techniques [Drewery 1976, Auty 1977], and has 
been studied in the greatest detail. The segregation of luminance and chrominance is normally achieved 
by complementary filtering, a concept explained in section 3.4.3. This allows a single band segregating 
filter to be used for filtering both the luminance and the chrominance. The general form for band 
segregation is shown below. 
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Figure 4.5 Simplified block diagrams for the generalised form of a band segregating coder (a) enhanced PAL 
encoder, (b) enhanced PAL decoder. 

The idea is that the portion of frequency space the chrominance occupies is restricted, and the 
luminance signal can then be placed everywhere the chrominance isn't. This means that luminance and 
chrominance never occupy the same frequency space. Ideally the band segregating filter F is equal to 1 
at the frequencies we want chrominance (the pass-band), and 0 everywhere else (the stop-band). This 
means that . . 

PAL (4.1) 

Where YI. is low frequency luminance and YH is high frequency luminance, defined by the use of the 
chrominance bandpass filter B 

Y[. = (l-B)Y, BY (4.2) 

Upon decoding 
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C' F. PAL = C + F(l-F)YH 

Y~ = (1 - F) . PAL = (1 F)F C + (1- F)2 YH 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

As ideally F (l-F) = 0 and F2 = F the luminance and chrominance will be recovered without 
interference or distortion. In practice, of course, F is not ideal, and will contain a finite sized transition 
band. This means that 

(i) Residual cross-effects will still occur in the transition bands of F. 

(ii) YH and C are attenuated at frequencies near the edges of the pass-band. 

These effects can be reduced by increasing the order of F to sharpen the transition, and flatten the pass
band. However, sharp filter cut-offs can cause objectionable ringing in images. 

Better results can often be obtained using non-complementary filters. In this case separately optimised 
filters are used on YH and C independently. These filters are complementary in their pass-bands and 
stop-bands, but not in the transition regions. The improvements gained by this method are compared in 
Figure "4. .. 6, 
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Figure 4.6 Reduction in cross-effect obtained by using non-complementary filters (a) complementary F, (J .. F) 
filters and cross-effects, (b) non-complementaryfilters F, G and cross-effects. 

Non-complementary filtering can allow further reduction of cross-signals, without having to increase 
filter cutoff, but at the expense of a loss in the pass-band width for the filters. 

The simplest form of band segregation is that used currently in conventional PAL. This is a very 
primiti ve form of non-complementary segregation, using the chrominance bandpass and luminance 
notch. As was shown in section 3.2.2 it does not work very effectively. This is the main reason for the 
search for better segregation methods. Early attempts at finding a better set of horizontal filters [Lent 
1974] did not offer any significant improvements. The real breakthroughs came with the use of multi
dimensional filtering [Drewery 1976], and the application of comb filters, illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
Using filters that segregated the luminance and chrominance in terms of their vertical and temporal 
image frequencies provided a greatly increased frequency space in which segregation could be applied. 
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Two dimensional band segregation 

Band segregation can be divided into two areas, for two and three-dimensional segregation. Two 
dimensional band segregation combines the use of the horizontal bandpass (F I in Figure 4.5) with a 
comb filter (F2). 

x x 

.25 
.5 

XI' XI' 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.7 Block diagram of comb filters (a) 1 delay, (b) 2 delay. 

The comb filter operates in vertical/temporal frequency space, and has a one dimensional 
characteristic. Althongh the characteristic is one dimensional there is freedom in its orientation relative 
to the vertical and temporal frequency axes. 

An important attribute of comb filters is their use of line and field delays to allow application of three
dimensional filtering to the one-dimensional PAL signal (as explained in detail in Chapter 3). Because 
of this the filters are expensive to implement, and there is a high incentive to keep them simple. 

It is generally taken that the most important image information is contained in the lower spatial
temporal frequencies [Eckert, 1992, Cortelazzo et aI, 1991]. Consequently the filter F should be chosen 
to maximise the chrominance spectral area around the U and V sub-carriers, whilst also preserving low 
vertical/temporal luminance. The four most commonly used comb filter orientations for achieving this 
are shown below [Clarke 1988], where the crosses indicate the U and V sub-carrier positions. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.8 (a), the purely vertical comb filter is the most economical in terms of 
delays, and has been studied extensively [Auty 1977, Drewery 1976, Clarke 1982 (June, July), 
Teichner 1986, Poz 1990], and has found some application in professional coders. Very recently 
vertical comb filters have even been used in top-of-the-line domestic decoders. 

The disadvantage of the vertical comb is the considerable restriction of vertical luminance and 
chrominance frequencies, to less than 12% of their full resolution. (Although, in comparison with a 
normal delay-line decoder the reduction is only around 50% (2-tap comb) or 36% f~-.Lap comb». 

Diagonal vertical-temporal filtering is offered by 312- and 313-line field based combs (Figure 4.8 (b), 
(c». Of these two the 312-line comb has be the better characteristic, and arguably offers the best 
preservation of wan~ed luminance and chrominance of all four types of comb filter. Because of this, 
and despite its need for 312 times as many delay elements the 312-line comb filter has also been 
studied in detail [Drewery 1976, Clarke 1982, 1988, Teichner 1986, Poz 1990]. This type of field based 
filtering has also been used in some top-of-the-line professional coders. 

The fourth purely temporal characteristic involves the greatest number of delays (four times as much as 
the 312-line comb). This filter can offer perfect separation, and full vertical resolution for stationary 
images. However, the temporal resolution is restricted to only 2-3 Hz (instead of 25 Hz). This filter has 
been studied [Clarke 1982 (June, July), Teichner 1985, Poz 1990], but has generally been found to 
have unacceptable motion performance. In particular it causes colour smearing with movement. 

For each of these filter types, the order of the filter may be increased to improve separation and 
resolution by sharpening the transition region. Up to a point this provides improved performance. As an 
example Poz [1990] found that a 5-tap vertical comb performed better than a 3··tap comb. Filters of 
much higher order, however, offer diminishing returns, and can cause visible ringing in the picture. 
Consequently higher order filters have not been investigated in detail in available literature. 
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Figure 4.8 The vertical-temporal frequency characteristics of line-,field-, and frame-delay comb filters for 
chrominance-luminance segregation. (a) i-line delays, (b) 312-line delays, (c) 3i3-line delays, (d) 625-line 

delays. 

4.2.2 Three-dimensional band segregation 

69 

Using a two-dimensional vertical-temporal filter in combination with the horizontal bandpass could 
theoretically provide the greatest freedom for optimisation of chrOIpinance and luminance responses. 
The simplest approach is simply to combine two one-dimensional comb filters. Teichner [1988] has 
studied the two most obvious such filters. 

The first is a combination of the I-line and 625-line combs (Figure 4.8 (a) & (d)), the second a 
combination of 312-line and 313-line combs 
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Figure 4.9 Two-dimensional comb filter obtained by combining two one-dimensional combs (a) i-line & 625-Une 
delays. (b) 312-line & 313-line delays 

These filters have been studied by others in various forms [Drewery 1976, Clarke 1988, Cortelazzo 
1990, Poz 1990]. Looking at Figure 4.9 it can be seen that, once again, the field bflsed filter appears 
best matched to the PAL spectrum and the positions of the U and V sub-carriers. (Note that these 
diagrams, unlike Figure 4.8, show the upper right quadrant only.) The line and frame based filter of 
Figure 4.9 (a) has four passband areas with the important chrominance only being centred in two of 
these. As a result spectral space is wasted, and the chrominance frequencies are restricted more than for 
the field based filter. 

Instead of placing two filters in series we can use a single two-dimensional filter, with the tap values 
found by convolving the two one-dimensional filters. The tap values for the two-dimensional versions 
of the filters above are thus 
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Figure 4.10 Two-dimensional comb filter obtained by combining two one-dimensional combs (a) i-line & 625-
line delays. (b) 312-line & 313-line delays 

These diagrams show another advantage of the 312/313-line delay tllter its use of a fewer overall 
delays. The total delay is 1876 lines, compared to 2504 lines for the 1I625-line filter. 

Modified, or higher order versions of these filters are possible, although, as before, a point of 
diminishing returns is quickly reached. High order two-dimensional filters require enormous delays, 
and can introduce ringing and motion artefacts. Some have been studied [Cortelazzo 1990, Clarke 
1988], but have generally not provided great enough improvements to justify the extra complexity. 

Due to the relative simplicity of most of the filters non-complementary filtering has been little used. In 
one trial of non-complementary filtering [Clarke 1988] it did not prove to offer noticeable advantages. 
Non-complementary filtering is, however, used in the BBC's highly complex enhanced PAL proposal 
[Croll 1992] which combines band and phase segregation (see section 4.4). 
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4.2.3 of segregation techniques 

As all the band segregation techniques are basically just extensions of the filtering mechanism used in 
standard PAL they all generate compatible PAL signals. In most cases the E-PAL7PAL path results 
in a slightly improved picture compared to the PAL 7 PAL path, at the cost of a more restricted 
chrominance bandwidth. 

For the PAL7E-PAL path the picture will also be slightly improved compared to the standard path. 
Reasonable levels of cross-effects will still be present, having been introduced by the PAL encoder in a 
process that is non-reversible. However, the band segregation E-PAL decoder is much better matched 
to the PAL spectrum, allowing Y and C to be better separated, with a r.educed loss of luminance 
resolution. 

The E-PAL7E-PAL path will obviously provide the greatest improvements, as long as the same type 
of segregating filters are used in encoder and decoder. 

The fact that all three enhanced paths can offer improvements is the reason why band-segregating 
techniques have already been adopted for use in conventional systems, despite no common type of 
band segregation being agreed on. 

4.2.4 Problems with band segregation 

A summary of the problems with band segregation as an enhanced technique is: 

4.3 

• It restricts the allowable chrominance frequencies to a narrower range than PAL. 

OIl The quality of Y, C separation is dependant upon the filter cutoff. If the band segregation 
filter characteristics are not sufficiently sharp cross-effects will still exist for the filter 
transition region. 

«I Using higher order filters to improve filter sharpness may cause ringing in the picture. 

iii The best filters require use of considerable storage (from 1-3 frames). 

Time segregation allows separation of YH and C by transmitting them at different times. If they never 
exist in the PAL signal concurrently they cannot interfere with each other. This principle is illustrated 
below for a segregation interval of T seconds. 

Signal frequency 
f~ 

Signal frequency 

Figure 4.11 The principle a/time segregation with luminance and chrominance transmitted in separate time 
intervals. 

The decoder must then store YH and C and use this stored information to replace the missing signals. 
This process is shown below, and generalised block diagrams of a time segregating encoder and 
decoder are shown in Figure 4.13 
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Figure 4.12 The encoding and decoding process for simple time segregation. 
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Figure 4.13 Generalised block diagrams for the time segregated encoder (a) and decoder (b). 

For an enhanced system this technique can achieve perfect separation of luminance and chrominance. 
The disadvantage is that time segregation requires that half the YH and C information be discarded, and 
in the decoder repetition of these signals will cause picture errors. These problems can be minimised by 
choosing T equal to a line, field or frame period. Within any television image the information in 
neighbouring areas (either vertically or temporally) is highly correlated. The changes between two lines 
or fields are normally quite small and thus repetition of alternate lines, fields or frames should result in 
minimal error. In practice disturbing errors can still be introduced, when picture content is changing 
quickly along the vertical or temporal dimensions. 

4.3.1 I~PAL - Line based segregation 

A time segregated signal allows an enhanced decoder to achieve perfect separation. However, the 
resulting PAL signal is not entirely compatible with a conventional PAL decoder. This decoder expects 
chrominance and high frequency luminance on alilines/fields, not just some. The PAL decoder does, 
however, have a simple form of chrominance storage with the chrominance delay line. An enhanced 
technique labelled I-PAL [Holoch 1985] takes advantage of this by using line based segregation with T 
= tline. The PAL delay line will act so as to store and repeat the chrominance, producing a correctly 
decoded PAL signal. Although this means that I-PAL is acceptable as a compatible enhanced system, it 
still has a number of problems. 

(i) The PAL delay line is slightly less than one line. 

(ii) The amplitude of the chrominance signal will be halved, implying a loss in colour 
saturation. 
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(iii) Lack of chrominance on altemate lines means the delay line can no longer be used to 
correct phase errors. 

(iv) High frequency luminance is still missing on altemate lines 

Luckily there are a number of mitigating factors. 

(i) The delay line is close enough to a line to make no difference. 

(ii) Loss of colour saturation may be compensated by colour adjustment on the receiver, at the 
expense of a 6 dB reduction in signal-to-noise. 

(iii) Modem television systems suffer much less from phase elTor~ than when PAL was first 
introduced. 

(iv) Most high frequency luminance is removed by the notch filter anyway. 

4.3.2 Improving compatibility 

A suggestion made by Holoch [1985] for improving compatibility was to add repetItIOn of the 
chrom~nance to the encoder. The encoding and decoding sequence shown in Figure 4.12 then becomes 

.' -
Line No Encoder Decoder 

CD C1 ) C1 

lSlore ~re 
® C1 YH2 ) Cj Y H2 C1 

lstore 

C3 ) C3 

lstore ~ore 
(V C3 Y H4 ) C3 Y H4 (V-C) 

lstore 

CI) C5 ) C5 Y H4 

Figure 4.14 Improved time segregation coding technique, transmitting chrominance on all lines. 

This modification requires that a line store be added to the encoder as well. In the decoder the identical 
chrominance on altemate lines can be subtracted to recover YH. As chrominance is transmitted on all 
lines now the problems stated as (ii) and (iii) previously disappear. ihis modified version of I-PAL is 
labelled I-PAL-M by Holoch. _, 

4.3.3 segregation 

I-PAL-M still leaves YH missing on altemate lines. Ideally we need to include both C and YH on all 
lines, but still be able to separate them. One way to achieve this would be by inversion of one of the 
signals in alternate intervals. As shown below this would allow full separation of Yu and C, even 
though both are always present. 

The only problem with this idea is that inverting one of the signals on alternate lines is unlikely to be 
compatible with conventional decoders. Luckily, however, there is one case for which compatibility 
can be maintained perfectly. A field delay of 312 lines is almost exactly equal to an odd number of sub
carrier half cycles (312*tline == 88530.4992 cycles). This means that in standard PAL modulated 
chrominance will nonnally appear inverted when viewed across a 312 line delay. Consequently, for T 
312*tune the encoder sequence in Figure 4.15 will appear completely compatible to a standard PAL 
decoder. Antony Dean [Dean 1992], working with the author at the University of Canterbury 
recognised this fact, and designed the field based system shown below. 

This technique was labelled CAFPAL (Colour Alternate Field PAL) [Dean 1993], as it is based upon 
the same principal as I-PAL. Strictly speaking colour information exists on all fields, however, the 
coding principle works on alternate fields. 
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Figure 4.15 Further improved time segregation technique, with luminance and chrominance existing on all lines. 
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Figure 4.16 CAFPALfield based time segregating coders (a) encoder, (b) decoder. 

This approach has 'been recognised by others and an identical method is used for Colour Plus 
[Vreeswijk 1993] as part of the proposed European PALpius enhanced television system [PALplus 
Group 1994]. Colour Plus also employs motion adaption and is discussed further in section 4.5. 

4.3.4 Reducing errors 
As mentioned previously the loss of information and signal repetition in time segregation can introduce 
picture errors. These errors are of two types. 

(i) Aliasing, due to discarding of information on alternate time intervals Tie. subjective
sampling. 

(ii) Attenuation of high frequencies due to repetition of decoded YH and C signals. 

Looking first at (i), the sub-sampling process is illustrated Figure 4.17, along with its effects on the 
spectrum of the signals. 
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Figure 4.17 Sub-sampling of signa I causing the introduction of alias spectra. 

The sub-sampling is effectively performed along a line through the sampled vertical-temporal (m, n) 
space. Thus the aliasing shown above will occur along this line. Where 

Aliasing of high vertical frequencies to low vertical frequencies. 

T tfield Aliasing of high vertical-temporal frequencies to low vertical-temporal 
frequencies. 

The obvious way to prevent this aliasing is by pre-filtering the signal prior to the sub-sampling process, 
limiting the maximum frequency to 1/(4T). 

Sub-sampling 

f 

baseband 
spectrum 

f 

Figure 4.18 Pre-filtering signal before sub-sampling avoids overlap of aliased spectra with baseband spectrum. 

The pre-filtering must be applied along the same vertical-temporal axis as the sub-sampling and, as 
shown, prevents aliasing by stopping overlap of the spectra. CAFPAL and ColourPlus both use such 
pre-filtering, and a CAFPAL encoder using a 2 tap pre-filter is shown below. 

f----( I PAL 

v 

Figure 4.19 CAFPAL encoder using a 2-tap prefilter to reduce aliasing. 

This 2-tap pre-filter has the vertical-temporal characteristic shown earlier in Figure 4.8 (b). Along its 
line of operation in vertical-temporal frequency space it has the response shown in Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.20 The sub-sampled spectruln of a signal pre-filtered by a two-tap comb filter. 

As can be seen this pre-filter still allows considerable residual aliasing. Higher order filters can be used 
to reduce this aliasing further. 

Ideally a similar post-filter should be used in the decoder to reconstruct the original signaL This post
filter would remove the aliased spectra placed at odd multiples of 1/(2T), and interpolate the signal to 
provide YH and C for the missing intervals. Once again higher order filters would provide a better 
reconstruction, with less residual aliasing. In practice CAFPAL and ColourPlus just use repetition of 
the signal. This simple reconstruction is actually equivalent to applying a 2 tap comb filter to the 
decoded sub-sample,.d signal. The resulting output characteristics for YH and C are below. 

I 

I 

baseband residual 
S'(f) spectrum aliasing 

f 

Figure 4.21 Residual aliasing and loss of intermediate frequencies for pre-filtered time segregation. 

Thus the fully decoded YH and C are restricted to low frequencies along the line of the segregation 
(vertical or vertical-temporal), and contain some residual aliasing. 

4.3.5 Compatibility of segregation 

The more advanced versions of time segregation are all quite compatible with conventional PAL 
decoders. For the E-PAL-7PAL path the picture quality will be slightly lower than normal, due to the 
introduction of aliasing and loss of some frequencies. 

The PAL-7E-PAL path, compatible transmission, on the other hand, is likely to offer poorer 
performance than for a conventional decoder. The decoder will expect certain rel.ationships to exist 
between the Y H al1d C signals. The lack of these relationships will cause re-appearance of cross-effects, 
probably in a worse manner than for a conventional decoder. The lack of any pte-filtering will also 
mean the introduction of aliasing into Y Hand C. 

The E-PAL-7E-PAL enhanced path will offer very good quality, notably the complete removal of 
cross-effects. Extra horizontal luminance resolution will be gained, at the expense of a loss in vertical 
or vertical-temporal detail, and the introduction of a small amount of aliasing. 

Problems with Segregation 

As with other approaches time segregation techniques have some disadvantages. These include 

1. Poor performance for compatible paths 

2. Reduction of aliasing dependant upon use of high order pre- and post-filters. 

3. I-PAL does not allow chrominance phase error correction 

4. Loss of higher vertical or vertical-temporal frequencies in Yu and C. 

Of these the poorer performance for compatible paths has perhaps been the major stumbling block of 
time segregation. 
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Phase segregation is the most difficult of the three methods to explain, and is covered in greater detail, 
with supporting mathematics in Chapter 7. Implementing phase segregation is complicated by the 
existing quadrature modulation of the UlV signals around the chrominance sub-carrier. Somehow this 
must still be preserved in order to maintain compatibility. 

Simple phase segregation using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) can only be performed 
properly with two signals, whereas in PAL there are three. The solution is to find some way of 
combining the three signals such that at anyone frequency only two signals need to exist in quadrature. 
Ideally signals coded thus can then be perfectly separated by some form of synchronous demodulation. 

To achieve this in PAL requires three steps: 

1. Band segregation of U and V chrominance signals so that they occupy different areas 
of frequency space. 

2. Modification of the luminance signal so as to cause YH to appear as a double side-band 
(DSB) signal modulated at f.c• 

3. Combination of Y, U, V signals in such a way that all three remain in phase quadrature, 
but are still PAL compatible. 

There are, so far, two methods of achieving this - the BBC's Weston Clean PAL (WC-PAL) [Weston 
1977, Oliphant 1980], and K-PAL a new technique developed by the author. These two techniques 
have similar requirements for steps 1 and 2 above, but differ in the 3rd step. The requirements for each 
step will be dealt with separately. 

4.4.1 Pre-filtering of U & V 

The chrominance signals must be pre-filtered to ensure that when modulated by the chrominance U and 
V sub-carriers they do not overlap. If Rc(f) is the filter then this requirement may be represented as 

(4.5) 

where fline is the line frequency. In practice for real finite cutoff filters this will not be achievable. 
However, we will require that (4.5) be satisfied as closely as possible. Rc(f} must also be chosen so as 
to preserve as much of the important chrominance frequencies as pos~ible. 

Three suitable one-dimensional characteristics are shown in Figure ~L22 for Rc( f), for comb filters 
based on line, field, and frame delays. -, 
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Figure 4.22 The three possible comb filter responses for chrominance pre-filtering, showing how the resulting 
chrominance signals fit together ill the PAL spectrum. 

As for the band segregation techniques the 312-line comb filter appears to preserve the greatest amount 
of chrominance information. Two dimensional pre-filtering is also possible, and is proposed for the 
BBC system [Croll 1992], Such filters would be similar to those shown earlier in Figure 4.9. However, 
in the author's opinion the use of two-dimensional filtering is unnecessary. No two dimensional filter 
will preserve more chrominance than the 312 line filter of Figure 4.22 (c). As the luminance is pre
filtered separately two dimensional filtering can offer no extra benefits. 

Luminance modification 

The luminance is a baseband signal, and as such cannot have another signal placed in quadrature to it. 
It was found, however, with the original Weston Clean PAL that by sampling the signal at the sub
Nyquist rate of 2fse, and deliberately aliasing the luminance an appearance of modulation around fsc 
could be obtained. This process is shown below in Figure 4.23, with its analogue equivalent 

Sampler-

Ysc 

5/5.5 MHz 
2fsc 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.23 Creation of a DSB signal from the baseband luminance by use of( a) sampling, (b) PAL modification. 

The cutoff for the low-pass filter after DIA conversion should be either 5 or 
whether System I or BIG PAL is being used. 

MHz, depending on 
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The resulting aliasing around fsc causes the high frequency luminance to appear as a double side-band 
(DSB) signal modulated at fsc. The use of 2fse modulation and a band-pass filter centred on fsc in Figure 
4.23 (b) is commonly known as PAL modification [Bruch 1965]. 

Y'(f) 

Figure 4.24 Illustration of how overlap of Y and Y"/i(/,,, produces the appearance of a DSB signal. 

The one problem with this method is the aliasing introduced. This problem can be fixed by pre-filtering 
the luminance, such that Y and Yalias occupy different areas of spectral space. This will allow the 
decoder to separate out Y from Yalias again. The requirement for such a filter is 

(4.6) 

For one-dimensional comb-filters it happens that the same set of filters as for the chrominance band
segregation are suitable for Ry( f) (see Figure 4.22). For two-dimensional filters, however, a different 
horizontal-vertical filter is also possible [Drewery 1984]. This filter,-~hown Figure 4.25, attempts to 
preserve horizontal and vertical detail, by removing a portion of the diagonal frequencies. It has the 
advantage of being a more complex filter without requiring temporal filtering and the use of field or 
frame delays. On the other hand, it can only provide a maximum horizontal resolution of 5.2 MHz (332 
cpw), compared to 5.5 MHz (352 cpw) for other filters under system I PAL. 

-332 

cph 1.\ 

312.5 

-312.5 

332 cpw 

Figure 4.25 The shape of a horizontal-vertical luminance pre-filter suitable for preventing overlap of Yand 

Y a1im• 

4.4.3 I.luminance chrominance combination 
we-PAL and the author's new technique differ in this area. 

Weston 

For this technique the U and ±V signals are added together and modulated by a single carrier at fsc. This 
and the modified luminance are then passed into a PAL combiner. The entire encoding process, 
including pre-filtering and luminance modification is shown Figure 4.26. 

The PAL combiner is quite ingenious in that it maintains the U±Vand Y' signals always in quadrature 
whilst also making U and V appear at the correct sub-carrier phases for normal PAL demodulation. The 
graphs of luminance and chrominance phase angle in Figure 4.27 show how this is achieved. 
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Figure 4.26 The WC-PAL encoder. 
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Figure 4.27 Luminance and chrominance phase in the WC-PAL signal, as a function ofverticalfrequellcy. 

The PAL combiner acts as a vertical filter that adds opposing phase shifts to the luminance and 
chrominance signals. Relative to the sub-carrier the absolute phase of Y' and U±V varies continuously 
with vertical frequency, however, two important requirements are met: 

(II Luminance and chrominance are, at anyone vertical frequency, always 900 apart ie. in 
quadrature 

(II Compared at the U and V sub-carrier positions the chrominance signals are 900 out of 
phase, as is required for PAL. 

The PAL combining is a reversible process [Weston 1977] and consequently a WC-PAL decoder can 
perfectly separate luminance and chrominance. At the same time low frequency chrominance will be 
correctly decoded by a conventional PAL decoder. The technique has the extra advantage of 
completely eliminating cross-chrominance near the chrominance sub-carrier positions, due to the 
luminance being 90° out of phase with the decoder sub-carrier at these points. 

The one obvious disadvantage of the technique is that as the distance from the ~J.lb-carrier frequency 
increases the chrominance has an increasing phase error. This results in significant chrominance 
decoding errors in the conventional PAL decoder (attenuation of chrominance and U1V cross-talk). 

Considerable work has been done, particularly by the BBC, on the further development of WC-PAL. 
Since the first description of the technique in 1977 [Weston 1977J this has included testing and the 
discovery of the principle of phase segregation underlying WC-PAL [Oliphant 1980, 1981, Drewery 
1984, 1986J. This has culminated in the proposal of the technique as the basis for a complete enhanced 
PAL system [Sandbank 1990, Croll 1992, Jones 1992, Storey 1992]. Other alternative uses for the 
technique have been investigated, particularly as an enhanced studio and recording format, variously 
known as Extended Studio PAL [Thomas 1992J, Single Wire Component [Jones 1993, EBU 1994J, and 
most recently as Composite Compatible Component (COM3

) [Itu 1994, Snell 1995, Jones 1995]. This 
proposed format has actually been adopted by some manufacturers of professional television equipment 
(eg. Snell & Wilcox). 

K-PAL 

The new K-PAL technique developed by the author is intended to produce a more compatible signal by 
ensuring that all U and V frequencies are correctly in phase with their respective sub-carriers. The K
PAL encoder appears as in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.28 The K-PAL encoder, 

The idea is that U and V are separately phase-segregated with the lull]inance close to them. We thus 
have two signals containing U + Y' and V + Y' in phase quadrature. These two signals are then 
restricted to occupy separate areas of frequency space by the two filters F u and F v, where 

(4.7) 

As for the chrominance pre-filter F u and Fv may be of several forms. However, if they are vertical 
filters, such as that shown in Figure 4.22 (a) then their phase diagrams will appear as 

Luminance Phase 

Of------r-----~n (cph) 
3 2 

-901------""" 

Chrominance Phase 

Figure 4.29 Luminance and chrominance phase in the K-PAL signal,.'Yhere Rc is a vertical filter. 

which may be compared with Figure 4.27 for WC-PAL. It can be se~n that phase quadrature is always 
maintained, whilst also keeping U and V correctly in phase with their respective sub-carriers. 
Consequently chrominance demodulation errors in the conventional PAL decoder are avoided. Also, 
rejection of cross-chrominance is improved. The problems with this method result from Fu and Fv 
being in practice non-ideal filters, with finite cutoff. This means that for enhanced reception the 
combination of Y,U,v is, unlike WC-PAL, not completely reversible. Phase segregation is not 
maintained completely in the transition regions between F u and F v. 

As F u and Fvautomatically restrict the U and V frequencies to different areas of the spectrum the pre
filtering of U and V becomes unnecessary. Fu and Fv perform the phase combination and chrominance 
pre-filtering concurrently, and may be represented as shifted versions of Re. The K-PAL coder is 
further simplified by use of complementary filtering, with 

(4.8) 

In conclusion, K-PAL can offer a better compatible picture than WC-PAL, at the expense of a loss of 
perfect separability for luminance and chrominance in a enhanced decoder. For a more detailed 
description of K-PAL and WC-PAL see Chapter 7. 
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Compatibility phase segregation techniques. 

The compatibility of WC-P AL and K -P AL has already been discussed to some degree. The main points 
are that both offer some improved performance for compatible reception, with K-PAL being slightly 
better. For compatible transmission a WC-PAL decoder apparently has reduced cross-effects compared 
to the conventional PAL decoder [Clarke 1982, 1988J. K-PAL, however, is not expected to perform so 
well for compatible transmission. On the other hand WC-PAL has the disadvantage in both cases of 
introducing U/V cross-talk, resulting in hue enors on colour transitions. Both methods introduce 
luminance aliasing, although its visibility is reduced by the high vertical-temporal offset produced by 
the sub-carrier frequency in the luminance modifier. In a conventional PAL decoder the luminance 
notch will remove most aliasing. 

Problems with segregation 

The problems differ slightly for K-PAL and WC-PAL as follows: 

1. Residual luminance aliasing will always be present. 

2. ChromiJ)ance resolution is restricted much more than conventional PAL. 
-

3. WC-PAL causes U/V cross-talk. 

4. K-P AL has residual cross-effects at the edges of the band segregating filt~rs. 

5. For both phase segregation can only be properly maintained when both chrominance 
sidebands are present. Thus for system BIG PAL phase segregation will only work across a 
region of 2(5-fsc) 1.2 MHz. 

One of the notable advantages of the phase segregation techniques, however, is the ability to use 
different and completely independent pre-filtering for luminance and chrominance. 

4.5 Adaptive coding 
Adaptive coding attempts to improve the luminance and chrominance signals by dynamically altering 
the coding parameters to suit the current signal content. All of the techniques described so far work 
very well for certain picture content (eg. a vertical comb works perfectly when there are no line-to-line 
changes). However, they can fail badly under certain different picture content (eg. the vertical comb 
fails for sharp vertical transitions). An adaptive coder will detect these changes in picture content and, 
when the change is significant enough, alter the coding method to suit. The types of adaptive coding 
used for television are relatively simple, with virtually all techniques being of the f<;?rm shown below. 

Input 
COMponents 

Coding 
T\lpe I I 

signal content state detector 

f i 1 t er 

Figure 4.30 The generalformforan adaptive television coder. 

A 
co 

An image filter is used to detect changes in the signal's spectral content, and this is passed to a decision 
unit that selects between two types of coding. The filter used may be either linear or non-linear (eg. 
gradient based [Kohne 1991]) with non-linear filters often offering improved characteristics for the 
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same degree of complexity. These filters, and consequently the type of adaptation can be divided into 
two classes; namely, 

III vertical adaptation. 

motion adaptation. 

adatation 

Vertical line-based comb filters work well for image content that has little vertical frequency content. 
When vertical frequencies are present, however, a line-based comb filter will incorrectly decode 
chrominance and luminance (leaving 'hanging dots' on vertical colour transitions), and greatly restrict 
the vertical resolution. Under this circumstance it can be better to revert to simple horizontal band 
segregation. These two situations are shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.31 The PAL spectrum for adaptive band segregation using (a) vertical comb filter for horizontal detail, 
and ( b) horizontal low and high pass filters for vertical detail. 

Thus the adaptive coder must detect the presence of vertical detail and switch between vertical and 
horizontal band segregation when needed. The simplest way of detecting vertical detail would simply 
be to subtract one line from the next to detect any line-to-line changes. For an encoder this would be 
quite satisfactory. For the decoder, however, operating upon the PAL-composite signal this would not 
work. The chrominance sub-carrier follows an approximately four liy,e cycle, and would be interpreted 
as vertical luminance detail. The answer is to use the difference obtained over a four line delay, where 
the ch~ominance sub-carrier will be in phase. This filter is, however, less effective at detecting fine 
vertical detail (eg. a fine horizontal line). 

Band segregation with vertical adaptation will perform better than the standard methods described in 
section 4.2, but still fails for some cases. If both vertical and horizontal frequencies are present (ie. 
diagonal detail) cross-effects will return, and luminance resolution will be lost. 

Vertical adaptation has the advantage of requiring few storage delays (no temporal filtering). However, 
it has to date only been studied for improved PAL decoding [Teichner 1986, Perlman 1990, 
Markhauser 1990, Kohne 1991]. It has been implemented in some top-of-the-line decoders (eg. 
Mitsubishi HS-E70 S-VHS VCR). 

4.5.2 Motion adaptation 

Vertical adaptation operates in the horizontal-vertical plane. Motion adaptation operates in the vertical
temporal plane, and requires a motion detecting filter. As for vertical adaptation a simple frame 
difference filter is sufficient for a coder. For a decoder, however, a four frame filter is needed 
[Teichner 1985], in order to cancel the sub-carrier. Such a large delay (2500 lines or 8 fields) just for 
the motion detector (let along the band segregating filters) may be difficult to justify. 
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The most obvious band segregating filters for a motion adaptive coder are the vertical and temporal 
combs (Figure 4.8), which operate as shown in Figure 4.32. Such a coder has been extensively studied 
by Teichner [1985, 1986, 1988]. 

cph 

312.5 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.32 Motion adaptive band segregation, (a) temporal comb/or stationary pictures, (b) vertical comb/or 
motion. 

Similar to vertical adaptation, failure of the technique will still occur. For motion adaptation this will 
be when there is significant moving vertical detail, in which case the temporal comb will allow cross
effects to reappear, as well as removing much of the vertical chrominance detail in the moving area. 

Types of segregation different to that above may be used, such as field or line combs (Ito 1994], and 
field I line based time segregation as in ColourPlus (Vreeswijk 1993]. 

4.5.2.1 ColourPlus 

This is the technique used in PALplus, the European proposed EDTV system [Croll 1992, Jensen 1993, 
Matzel 1993, Dreier 1994, Brockhurst 1994, Ellis 1994, PALplus group 1994, Riemann 1994]. It is a 
technique designed for enhanced encoding and decoding and the basic system is shown below, where 
IFA stands for Intra-Frame Averaging. 
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Figure 4.33 Simplified block diagram 0/ C%urP/us motion adaptive encoder. 

When no motion is present the coding uses field based time segregation, the same principle as in 
Dean's CAFPAL [Dean 1992]. When motion is detected the system reverts to simple lowpass 
segregation. A modified form [Westerkamp 1994J, reverts to line based band segregation. An addition 
to the ColourPlus coder is the film/camera modes of operation. This takes advantage of the fact that for 
picture information from a film source every two fields are from the same film frame. Consequently 
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these fields represent the same instant in time and there will be no movement between them, meaning 
that motion adaptation is unnecessary. 

The information on which mode is currently being used is transmitted to the receiver. When in camera 
mode, however, the encoder and decoder motion detectors operate independently. This means that 
there is a likelihood of encoder and decoder being in different motion adaptive modes occasionally. 
While this will not cause the coding to fail completely it will reduce picture quality. 

4.5.3 Adaptive coding in more detail 

In practice adaptive coding does not use a simple switch to change between coding techniques. The 
sharp change that would result could cause visible picture artefacts. Instead a fading mechanism is 
used, as shown below, with an adaptive co-efficient Km varying from 0 - 1. 

~Qntent r~~tifier lowpass nonlinear 
detector function 

AdaPtively 
j---C=:) coded Qvtput 

Figure 4.34 Detail of an adaptive detector for two mode adaptive coding. 

This adaptive detector consists of a rectifier, low pass filter, and non-linear characteristic or threshold 
function. The shape of the non-linear characteristic will determine the smoothness of the change 
between coding techniques. The low-pass filter will choose the adaptation signal (eg. movement, or 
vertical detail) and determine how quickly changes between states can be made. 

Adaptive phase segregation has not been described in the literature to date. Such a technique would, 
however, be quite feasible, with the adaptive parameter being used to choose appropriate chrominance 
and luminance pre-filtering. 

4.5.4 Compatibility of adaptive techniques 

For compatible transmission (PAL~E-PAL) adaptive decoders have been found to perform very well 
[Teichner 1985, 1986]. Considering that for conventional PAL the-.. Y and C signals are irretrievably 
confused adapti ve decoding is very good at making the best of a bad situation. 

For compatible reception (E-PAL~PAL) some improvements are also possible. Some cross-effects 
will stiJl be present, but the adaptive coding is likely to allow better decoded resolution for a similar 
reduction in cross-effects. 

Problems with adaptive coding 

Adaptive coding is more complex than normal coding. The adaptive detector by itself is likely more 
complex than any of the single non-adaptive coding techniques. Overall the problems can be 
summarised as 

1. Considerable extra complexity. 

2. Need fora vertical or motion detection filter. 

3. Need for two types of coding to be present in coder. 

4. Changeover artefacts can be introduced. 

5. Adaptive encoders and decoders may not perform identically. 

These problems aside, however, adaptive coding should be ultimately capable of delivering the best 
quality enhanced picture of all the enhanced coding techniques presented. 
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6 for 
With such a range of possible coding techniques, and each technique having many possible 
implementations understanding and comparing their characteristics becomes very important. There are 
two aspects to the appraisal of enhanced coding techniques; namely, 

1. Understanding how well they work and what effects they have on the signal. 

2. Determining the resulting improvements or reductions in picture quality. 

Of these two aspects the second, deciding the overall quality of the coding technique, is perhaps the 
most difficult. To date this has been achieved almost exclusively through the use of subjective testing 
(see section 2.9) although in Chapter 6 the author presents a new objective assessment technique. 

The first point, the understanding and analysis of a coding technique is made difficult by the many 
variables involved. There are three components to be coded, six cross-component paths, and three 
dimensions be considered. Many techniques also involve the use of time-varying functions (eg. 
modulation, sampling). Methods have been developed to help study these. 

To date these methocls have concentrated upon the use of special television test images, with the 
characteristics of the-coding system being inferred from changes visible in the decoded image. General 
test images, the standard television test patterns, have been in use since the beginnil1g of television. In 
recent times more specific test images, such as spatial zones, temporal zones and colour patches have 
been used. These provide much more information. Mathematical analysis is another available method. 
This section provides an overview of these analysis methods, and shows some of the results that are 
obtained using them to analyse a PAL system. These results will be useful for comparison with those 
obtained in Chapter 5, using a new three dimensional spectral analysis method. 

4.6.1 Mathematical analysis 

Enhanced television coding techniques are relatively simple in comparison with digital coding 
techniques (eg MPEG). Using knowledge of the relationship between the television signal and its 
spatio-temporal spectrum (section 3.1) it is possible to represent mathematically the characteristics of a 
coding system. To date such an approach has been used mostly to gain conceptual insight [Fukinuki, 
1991, Isnardi, 1988], and occasionally to describe sub-sections of a coder [Teichner, 1988, Clarke, 
1988]. However, it has not been used to provide an overall description of a coder's characteristics. 

4.6.2 Image domain analysis 

Using special test images is one way of gaining information on a system characteristic. Television test 
patterns have long been used to provide information on coding performance, two such patterns are 
shown in Figure 4.35 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.35 Two television test patterns, (a) colour andfreq. burst pattern, (b) RMA resolution chart. 
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These test patterns use a combination of colour bars, vertical and horizontal lines to provide some 
information on the cross-effects, step, phase and frequency response of the system. However, the 
information that they are capable of providing is very limited. 

A more useful test picture is the zone plate. Weston, 1980, , Fukinuki, 1986,], This special test image 
can provide comprehensive information on the spectral characteristic of a system while working 
entirely within the image domain ie. no Fourier analysis is required. It also has the advantages of being 
easy to use (just sit the picture in front of the camera), and simple to evaluate. 

There is a range of different zone plates, with each one containing a two-dimensional range of spatio
temporal frequencies, equivalent to a planar slice through spatio-temporal frequency space. Figure 4.36 
illustrates this for the commonly used circular zone plate [Drewery, 1978, Weston, 1982] and 
parabolic zone plate [Alvarez, 1990]. 

ty 

-----

Figure 4.36 Spatia-temporal frequency space representation of circular and parabolic zone plates. 

4.6.2.1 Stationary zone plates 
Stationary zone plates provide information on a coding systems spatial response. Normally vertical 
image frequency varies in one direction and horizontal frequency in the other direction. Thus every 
point in the image represents a different combination of vertical and horizontal frequency. Figure 4.37 
shows two such zone plates, the circular zone plate and the hyperbolic' zone plate [Drewery, 1978] (the 
difference being the directions in which horizontal and vertical freque,ncy vary). 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.37 Two stationary zone plates, (a) circular zone plate, (b) hyperbolic zone plate. 

4.6.2.2 Moving zone plate 

The spatial zone plate provides little information on temporal characteristics. To achieve this a moving 
image is required which means the use of an image sequence. A number of such images have been 
described [Weston, 1980, Fukinuki, 1986, Alvarez, 1990]. Figure 4.38 shows two of these, a moving 
circular zone, and a parabolic zone. Using these images can provide information on different sections 
of frequency space (see Figure 4.36). The moving circular zone contains a full range of spatial 
frequencies, aU with the same temporal offset (equivalent to shifting the circular zone plate along the it 
axis as shown in Figure 4.36). In the parabolic zone temporal frequency varies horizontally -and vertical 
frequency vertically. Both these images can be changed to study different areas of frequency space by 
varying the temporal offset for the circular zone and the horizontal frequency offset for the parabolic 
zone. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.38 Two moving zone plates (arrows indicate direction and speed o/movement), (a) moving circular 
zone, (b) parabolic zone. 

It may be noted that all the zone plates shown here consist of alternating black and white bands. 
Although this is traditionally the form zone plates have been used in it is not ideaL As noted by 
Drewery [1982], the sharp transitions introduce unwanted harmonics, preventing the zone plate from 
working accurately. The ideal is a smoothly changing sine wave. All the zone plates used by the author 
were consequently of this form. 

As may be appreciated there is a considerable range of different zone plates and-'many are needed to 
provide a full picture of a system's spatio-temporal characteristics. In using these test images the author 
has generalised them into two categories: the spatial zone plate and the temporal zone plate. 

4.6.3 The spatial zone plate 

The circular zone plate is a useful example of a spatial frequency test image. This image has the 
advantage of horizontal frequency varying horizontally, and vice versa for vertical frequency. Using 
smooth sine wave transitions this spatial zone may be defined 

(4.9) 

where Mrnax " Nrnax are the maximum horizontal and vertical frequencies contained in the image, vt is 

the temporal frequency offset, and A, B are the image dimensions. For this image horizontal frequency 
varies with x and vertical frequency with y. For vt 0 the image can be represented by a single frame, 

however, for vt :t 0 the image will change with time (the rings will appear to converge, or diverge) and 

the image must be represented as a sequence, with a repeating period of lIv t. 
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Below is an example of the use of this test image on a conventional PAL coding system. 

The simulation was run three times, with the image being used as a luminance, or chrominance (U or 
V) only test signal and the other inputs being left blank. In practice a chrominance only PAL signal is 
impossible, however under simulation this approach allows us to isolate the effects of each of the nine 
possible paths through the PAL system (three intra-component and six inter- or cross-component). 
Figure 4.39 shows the resulting output images for the three simulations. The output images have been 
displayed as separate Y, U, and V signals, and have been 'rectified' (bottom amplitude range of signal 
removed) to help reveal the magnitude changes in the zone plates' sine wave envelope. If this 
'rectification' is not perfonned it becomes difficult for the human eye to judge attenuation of the 
envelope correctly. 

The first row of images shows the luminance response and cross-luminance effects. The restricted 
horizontal bandwidth of PAL can be seen, as also the diagonal frequencies that cause cross
chrominance. The position of this cross-chrominance corresponds quite well with the theoretical 
positions of the chrominance shown in figure 3.20 in Chapter 3. 

y->y Y->U Y->V 

U->y U->U U->V 

V->Y V->U V->V 

Figure 4.39 The output component signals obtained when a spatial zone image is applied separately to the to the 
U and V inputs of a simulation of System BIG PAL. 

The second and third rows show U and V signals, cross-luminance and UIV cross-talk. Both U and V 
have greatly restricted horizontal bandwidth, and show a loss of intennediate vertical frequencies due 
to the PAL delay line. Cross-luminance (V-7 Y, U-7 Y) is caused mostly by medium horizontal 
chrominance frequencies, with the effects of low frequencies being removed by the luminance notch. 
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Ideally for PAL the quadrature modulation of U and V signals should mean that they are perfectly 
separable. In system BIG PAL, however, the upper chrominance sideband is restricted to only 5-fsc = 
0.6 MHz. This causes confusion of any chrominance signals above 0.6 MHz, resulting in a low-level of 
U/V cross-talk for intermediate horizontal chrominance frequencies. 

Although the test zone plate used here contains no temporal offsets this is not true for all the output 
images. To fully appreciate these results they must be viewed as sequences, whereupon the temporal 
offsets of the cross-luminance and cross-chrominance become evident. For Y-7 U and Y-7 V the circles 
will appear to converge and diverge at varying speeds, and for Yand V-7 Y the dots appear to 
'crawl' slowly diagonally across the image. 

The use of the spatial zone as a comparison and analysis tool is further illustrated by comparing the 
first row of Figure 4.39 with the images below, obtained from a simulation of I-PAL [Holoch 1985] 
(see section 4.3.1). 

Y->Y y->U Y->V 

Figure 4.40 The output component signals obtained when a spatial zone image is applied to the luminance input 
of an I-PAL simulation. 

Most obvious is the almost complete elimination of cross-chrominance, with Y-7 U and Y-7 V being 
almost blank. Figure 4.39 Y-7 Y shows an increased horizontal luminance bandwidth compared to 
conventional PAL in Figure 4.40 Y-7 Y. However, this is at the expense of some aliasing of diagonal 
frequencies. If viewed as a sequence this aliasing is seen to have temporal offsets as well. 

4.6.4 The temporal (parabolic) zone 

The spatial zone plate provides no information on the temporal characteristics ofthesystempaths, and 
little information for the cross-effects paths. To better analyse the temporal characteristics a cross
section through temporal frequency space is needed. This is provided by the te;.rnporal zone image, 
described by the equation 

e(x,y,t) ~os (21t(M x + Nmaxy y + vtmaxx t)) 
x 2B 2A I 

) 

(4.10) 

where Nmax ' vt max are the maximum vertical and temporal frequencies contained in the image, Mx is 

the horizontal frequency offset and A, B are the image dimensions. For the resulting image vertical 
frequency varies along y (as for spatial zone), and temporal frequency varies with x. 

The spatial and temporal zones are excellent test images for providing a qualitative impression of a 
system's spatio-temporal characteristic. However, they have two main disadvantages. The first is the 
fact that it is very difficult to obtain any quantitative information about the system characteristic from 
the images - they must be displayed and interpreted visually by an observer. The second disadvantage 
is that both image types provide information on only a cross-section of spatio-temporal frequency 
space. To obtain more complete information a whole series of image sequences with differing 
frequency offsets would have to be generated to cover the whole of spatio-temporal frequency space. 
These disadvantages are completely absent from a new method of analysis developed by the author. 



4.7 SUMMARY 

This method uses direct spectral analysis to gain a complete description of a system's spatio-temporal 
characteristics and is described in detail in Chapter 5. 

4. Summary 
This Chapter has provided an overview of enhanced PAL coding, describing all the main approaches 
and techniques that have been developed in current literature. At present no direct comparison has been 
made of all these techniques and as has been mentioned previously the common basis of many 
techniques has been somewhat obscured by the different approaches used in explaining them. This 
Chapter places all these techniques in a common framework as being forms of either band, time, or 
phase segregation used to achieve separation of luminance and chrominance signals. All the 
techniques can be described in terms of their spatio-temporal characteristics. This has allowed a more 
direct comparison of the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the techniques. Unfortunately 
space has not permitted a detailed quantitative analysis and comparison of the many techniques. Such 
an unqertaking would be worthwhile but massive in scale considering the many permutations of 
techniques that are possible. Instead Chapter 7 will undertake a more detailed study and performance 
evaluation of the phase segregation techniques. 

This Chapter has also presented a brief overview of the currently used methods for spectral analysis of 
coding techniques. This is important in appreciating the further advancements in spectral analysis 
achieved by the author and described in Chapter 5. 
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When studying a particular enhanced television technique the combination of encoder and decoder 
may be regarded as the system under study. The function of this system is to take an input image and 
produce an output image whose quality is as close as is possible to that of the original image. The 
ability of a system to achieve this can be judged to a great degree from the system transferfunction. 
The transfer function provides information on the relationship between the input and resulting output 
of the system. It can thus be said to characterise the system. Being able to characterise a system 
allows us to go a long way towards answering the questions posed in the introduction - how good is 
the system? and what, exactly, is wrong with it? 

There are several ways of characterising a system. Some of those important for a television system 
are: 

\II step response 

'" phase response 

\II frequency response 

The last of these, the frequency response, arguably provides the gFeatest amount of information 
about the system. For this reason the author's work to date has conc~ntrated on finding methods for 
evaluating this response, although it must be pointed out that to fully characterise a system the step 
and phase response must also be considered. 

1 Television a Linear 811'''11111 system 
An analogue colour television system (encoder plus decoder) may be represented as a MIMO system 

as shown below, 

x/r) 

xJr) 

xvCr) 

s 
PAL system 

; encoder & decoder 

y/r) 

yJr) 

yvCr) 

Figure 5.1 The colour television system 

where xy(r), xu(r), xy(r) are the gamma corrected Y,U,V picture signals obtained from the image 
source (eg. camera), yy(r), yu(r), yy(r) are the decoded picture signals displayed at the receiver, and 
the vector r may be either time r = [t] or a three-dimensional vector r = [x y t]. These signals will 
be regarded as being independent (though in practice this is not strictly the case). If the system is 
linear then the Fourier transform of the outputs will be related to the Fourier transform of the inputs 
by, 
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SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A CODING SYSTEM 

X(v) T(v) Y(v) 

[

YY(V)] [TYY(V) TUY(v) 
Yu (v) = TyU (v) Tuu (v) 

Yv(v) Trv(v) Tuv(v) 

(5.1) 

where the vector v is either one dimensional signal frequency v [ f] or a spatial-temporal 
frequency vector v = [v" Vy VI], and T(v) is the system transfer function. 

The nine functions in (5.1) may be divided into two groups; the main diagonal representing the 
intra-component paths, and the other functions representing the inter or cross-component paths. For 
an ideal system all intra-component paths would be unity, and all cross-component paths zero, ie. 

T(v) (5.2) 

In practice this-is nof the case, and the unwanted effects that arise are commonly referred to as: 

TYUI T yv 

TUYI T vy 

TuvI Tvu 

- cross-chrominance (or cross-colour) 

cross-luminance 

- inter-chrominance (or U-V crosstalk) 

The remaining T YY' T UU, T w define the luminance and chrominance responses for the system 

5.1.1 Television as a periodically time varying system - a one-dimensional analysis 

Many of the paths of a conventional or enhanced analogue television system contain time-varying 
functions - modulation and switching (PAL switch) in conventional PAL, and sampling, sub
sampling, and phase-segregation in different enhanced techniques. These functions are linear 
(superposition holds true), but vary in time in a periodic manner. Thus S is more correctly 
represented as a linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) system, with each path in S being of the 
general form shown in Figure 5.2 where r has been replaced with t, and v withffor the present one 
dimensional analysis. In Figure 5.2 mi(t) are sinusoidally time-varying parameters and Hi( f) are the 
lumped transfer functions associated with these parameters. In practice there may be any number of 
functions existing before or after Ini(t). For the purposes of this analysis all of -these will be viewed 
together in terms of an equivalent transfer function Hi(f) placed after Ini(t). . 

At the end of this analysis t and f will be replaced again with their three-dimensional vectors. The 
results for the one and three-dimensional cases are very similar, and thus most of the derivation can 
be shown for the one dimensional case only, and later generalised to three dimensions. 

For input x(t) and output yet) any path in the PAL system can be defined by the transfer functions Ho, 
HJ, ... ,HN and the sinusoidal modulation functions m], m2, ... , mN where 

i integer 
(5.3) 

It must be noted that the representation in Figure 5.2 is not valid for systems containing adaptive 
parameters (e.g. motion adaptive filtering). Such systems are no longer fully linear. However, if the 
adaptive controls are simple (e.g. 2 state adaptation) it may be possible to model the system as two 
(or more) LPTV systems. For example, for a motion adaptive coder there would be two systems, one 
for stationary image content, and a second for motion. 

Omitting adaptive systems from our analysis for the present, the output yet) of any path through S 
may be described by 

yet) = r~ ho(t -1')x(1')d1' + i r~hi(t 1') x(1')mJ1')dr (5.4) 
;=1 
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where hi(t) = IFT{Hi(f)}. 

x(t) ---~------+l yet) 

HJJ) r--------' 

Figure 5.2 Block diagram representation of a linear periodically time varying system. 

Taking the Fourier transform of (5.3) and (SA), we obtain 

(5.5) 

N 

Y(f) = Ho(f)X(f) + IHi(f)(X(f) * M;(f)) 
;=1 (5.6) 

where * indicates convolution. Substituting for Mi(f) (5.5) becomes 

N 

Y(f) = Ho(f)X(f) + t'2: A j Hi(fXX(f +f;)e-if\ + X(f - f;)eivl;) 
1=1 

(5.7) 

Putting Clf) = AHj(f) and Co(f) = Ho(f) (5.7) becomes 

N 

Y(f) == Co(f)X(f) + tICi(f)(X(f+fi)e-i¢' +X(f f;)ej¢,) 
;=1 

(5.8) 

Cj(f) will be referred to as the modulation transfer function. 

Each path of the system S may now be fully described by a baseband transfer function, CoCf) and N 
modulation transfer functions Cj(f). 

the system 

If no prior knowledge of S is assumed (except that it is LPTV) , then CtC f) must be determined 
solely by comparing output xCt) with input y(t). One method of identification for linear systems is to 
'sample' the system characteristics, using single frequency input signals. This is equivalent to 
'sampling' the Fourier characteristics with a delta function. If u is the input frequency sample point 
chosen, then a suitable input signal is 

x(t) 
{

I u=O 
2cos (2rrut) u> 0 

(5.9) 

Note that as we are considering real signals only it is necessary only to test the system for positive u. 
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If x is expressed as a function of u as well as t, then the Fourier transform of x(t) (w.r.t t) is 

X(f, u) = o~fl-u) (5.10) 

Substituting for X(f) in (5.8) and replacing Y(f) with H(!, u) we obtain 

N 

H(f,u) Go (f)o(lfl u) + t:LG;(f) (o(lf+fd-u)e-J
¢; +o(lf-f;l-u)e

j ¢;) (5.11) 
i=1 

The resulting function H(!, u) contains a complete description of the system's characteristics as a set 
of output spectra for every input frequency u, and will be referred to as the input-output 
characteristic. 

This relationship between H(!, u) and Gi(f) can be represented graphically as shown below, with 
GI(f) all existing along the lines If± fil = u in the!, u planc of H(!, u). For three frequencies flO, 
fa, fb the paths on which Go(f), GaCf), and Gb(f) lie on are shown. 
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Figure 5.3 Representation of Gl f) on f, U plane ofH( f, u). 

If input and output frequencies are specified separately as wand f, then for any input signal with a 
spectrum of X(w) the output spectrum may be determined from the input-output characteristic as 

Y(f) = f~H(f,w) X(w)dw (5.12) 

If X(w) is defined by (5.10) then the input-output characteristic may be easily determined from the 
output of the system 

H(f, u) = Y(f)1 
X(w) oQwl-I<) (5.13) 

Complete identification of the system thus requires (i) determination of H(!, u), and Oi) solving of 
(5.11) for Gj(f). 

Unfortunately achieving this is, in practice, very difficult. There are several reasons for this: 
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.. Determination of Gi ( f) requires the solution of a potentially very large set of linear 
equations, particularly for the case where f and u are three-dimensionaL 

.. All points in H( 1, u) must be known concurrently (ie. solutions cannot be built up a 
portion at a time), 

• As Nand f; are unknown G;(f) must be represented for all possible f i . 

To illustrate, if an area of spatio-temporal frequency space is sampled on a 32 x 32 x 32 grid, and the 
system under study is tested for 8 x 8 x 8 different spatio-temporal input frequencies then: 

• Determination of G;(f) requires the solution of 323 x 83 == 1.7e7 equations. 

Ell H(f, u) contains (32)3/2 x 83 == 8e6 points (ignoring complex conjugate portion of H). 

Ell There are 83 = 512 possible Gi(f). 

Although use of matrix techniques and mathematical symmetries can reduce the computation 
considerably, the problem is still computationally impractical in its present form. Consequently the 
information on the system must be left in the form of H(f, u). The disadvantage of this is that (i) H( 
f, u) is;avery sparse function for small N, and (ii) it has twice as many dimensions as G;( f). For 
analysis purposes it is useful to extract the most important information from the input-output 
characteristic and represent this in a simplified form. 

A simplified representation of the characteristics 
When appraising an analogue television coding technique we are most interested in 

1) The response of the intra-component (wanted) signal paths. 

2) The causes and effects of artefacts in these paths (eg. aliasing). 

3) The causes and effects of allY inter-component (cross-component) artefacts. 

where an artefact is any unwanted output signal not originally present in the input signal. This can be 
stated more specifically as separate criteria for the intra and inter component paths. 

For the intra-component paths we desire to know 

a) The baseband (time invariant) transfer function. 

b) The output artefacts that arise due to the effects of time-varying parameters, ie. the 
sum of all the modulation transfer functions. 

c) The input frequencies that are affected by time-'varying parameters, ie. the 
modulation transfer functions as they appear viewed from the input. 

These will be referred to as the baseband transfer function T( f), input modulation characteristic 
leu), arid output modulation characteristic O(f). O(f) represents the lumped contributions of all Hl 
f), with leu) representing the sum of all Hi(f ) as they would appear if translated to in front of the 
time-varying parameters m;(t) (see Figure 5.2). 

For the cross-component paths any output signal is an artefact; there is no reason to distinguish 
between time-varying and time-invariant parts. Thus we will define only two functions for these 
paths. 

d) The level of output cross-effects existing at each output frequency 1, equivalent to the 
sum of all transfer functions Ho to HN• 

e) The contribution of each input frequency u to these cross-effects, defined as the sum 
of all transfer functions Ho to HN as translated to in front of mit). 

These will be referred to as the output and input cross-effect characteristics, OC(f) and feu). 

As far as cross-effects and artefacts are concerned the phase relationships between input and output 
signals are relatively unimportant. This is because (i) these signals are of different frequency, and 
(ii) phase shifts in unwanted signals will make little difference to their visibility. We will therefore 
ignore phase information in these functions, and consider only the relative levels, or magnitude. 
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For the baseband transfer function, representing the wanted signal, phase effects are definitely 
important; phase distortion can have a considerable effect on picture quality. However, these effects 
are better studied in the image domain, and for the present analysis all the functions described will 
be defined as containing magnitude only. 

The properties of the system, as represented by the functions that have just been defined, may now 
be represented in terms of H(f, u). 

T(f) = J:IH(f, u)18Qfl- u)du 

O(f) = J:IH(f,u)I[I-8(lfl- u)}iu 

J(u) fJH(f, u)1 [1- 80fl u)]df 

OC(f) = J:IH(f,u)ldu 

r (u) == l:IH(f, u)1 df 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Referring back to Figure 5.3 it can be seen that these functions are projections through H( J, u)onto 
the u and faxes. This is almost equivalent to summing the magnitudes of the modulation transfer 
functions. 

(5.19) 
N 

O(f) I.IGi(f)1 (5.20) 
;=1 

N 

J(u) = tI.IGi(u+fi)1 + IG;(u-fi)1 (5.21) 
i=l 

N 

OC(f) == IGo(f)1 + I.IG;(f)1 (5.22) 
;=1 

N 

JC(u) ==IGo(u)1 + tI.IGi(u+fi)1 + IGi(u-fi)1 
(5.23) 

1=1 

This representation, although helpful conceptually fails at the points of intersection of the different 
Gi( f). For these input frequencies the fact that two different modulation transfer functions, or the 
conjugates of one- (at 1=0) produce the same output frequency means that relative phase differences 
in mi(t) and G;(f) can result in the reinforcing, or cancellation of the output signal. Defined in terms 
of H(!, u) these effects are automatically accounted for. 

The intersections within the input-output characteristic do, however, cause problems for extracting 
the baseband transfer function Go(f). Due to the overlap of Go(f) and G1(f)at points (u, f) (Yzf;, 
±Yzfi ) the functions become inseparable at these points. A portion of the characteristic that should be 
part of Gi(f) is consequently defined by (5.14) as being part of Go(f). 

Strictly speaking this is not an error. A frequency fsc modulated by 2fsc ends up back at fsc. Thus any 
input frequency that is exactly half the frequency of a time-varying parameter undergoes no 
frequency shift. In a purely theoretical sense this result is therefore part of the time-invariant 
response of the system, and is truly part of T(f). In practice, however, anything passing through G;(f 
) represents an unwanted signal, and ought to be considered as part of O(f) and J(u), not T(f). 
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In any case, for real world systems N is small (Le. N < 10)4 and any errors in the result will be small, 
amounting to 2N points in error. For the continuous case these points occupy an infinitely small 
portion of the response (due to the delta functions), however, in the discrete case, depending upon 
the size of the steps chosen, they can have significance (see later in section 5.3.2). 

To illustrate these effects and the appearance of the various functions that have been described an 
example will be given for a portion of a PAL coding system. 

5.2.1 Example of use of the defined system representation 

Figure 5.4 shows a portion of an enhanced PAL coding system that incorporates a PAL modifier in 
the encoder. 

r-
I 

2i'sc(B) 

fsc(0) 

PAL Encod.er 

~-notch 

V encoding 

--------1 
1 

pal-lpf I 
I 

1 
1-

I -------

PAL 

r - - - - - - - - -I 

Chl"OMinance 
I decoding 

1.. 

PAL Decoder 

Figure 5.4 Block diagram for a section of an example enhanced PAL system, showing Y / U encoding alld Y 
decoding. 

The input-output characteristics for the intra-component Y-> Y path, and the cross-component U-> Y 
path are shown below, for f and u being one-dimensional signal frequency. The characteristics for 
these two paths are represented as HY~f, u) and Hu~f, u) respectively. 

IH(f. /1)1 IH(f.u)1 

/ 
/ , 

II /I~ 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.5 Input-output characteristics for the Y->Yand U-> Ypaths a/the system shown by Figure 5.4 (a) 
HYl{f. u), (b) Huy( f, u). 

4 Normally N will equal no more than 2 for Enhanced television systems with sinusoidally time-varying parameters. 
However if the time-varying parameter is non-sinusoidal then it must be represented by an infinite series of carriers. In 
this case, for a practical analysis, it is only really necessary to only consider the first few carriers, which will carry most 
of the energy; omitting higher harmonics of the funetion will introduce little error. 
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Applying equations (5.14)-(5.18) to the function plotted above results in the five functions shown 
below, for Tyy(j), Oyy(j), Iyy(u), OCuy(j), andruy(u). 

TrA!) 

luminance transfer function 

frAu) j rn<u) 

u 
luminance alias input 

OrA!) 

1 

luminance alias output chrominance output 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6 The characteristic ftmctions for the (a) Y->Y, and (b) U-> Y paths of Figure 5.4 

Figure 5.6 (a) shows the characteristics for the Y-> Y path. Evident is the effect of the notch filters 
and the 0.5 scaling of the area around fse. The time-varying functions show the effect of the PAL 
modifier, which causes an artefact to be introduced at frequencies near fse. Note also the impulse at 
fse in the time-invariant transfer function, and the zeros at fsc for the time-varying portions. These 
arise due to the errors in separating Go( f) and GI( f ) discussed earlier, and occur at half the 
frequency of tile: time-varying parameter, which in this case was 2fsc. . . 

.. ~ 
In Figure 5.6 (b), the U-> Y path, it is low frequency chrominance that causes the introduction of 
high-frequency.:,artefacts into the luminance path. As the U-> Y path is a cross-component path no 
time-invariant transfer function is given. 

For the U-> Y path the frequency shift between input and output is fairly obvious. However, for the 
Y-> Y path there does not appear to have been any shift at all. Unfortunately information on the 
value of fl has been lost in equations (5.14) w (5.18). Considering the fact that for most practical 
systems N will be small we may preserve most of the information about fi by use of the equation 

WU) (5.24) 

W( f) will consist of N delta functions each weighted by the sum of the corresponding modulation 
transfer function GI(!). WU) thus provides us with a picture of the different fi present in the system, 
with the magnitude indicating the contribution of each time-varying function to the output. The 
actual magnitude of W( f) is unimportant, of more interest is the relative contributions of the 
different modulation transfer functions. Consequently we will only deal with a normalised version 
W'(j) in practice. 
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WII(f) = --~- (5.25) 

With no knowledge of the exact Gi( f), W( f) must be detenmned using H( f , u). This can be 
achieved by summing along each of the linesf= u ± f t in Figure 5.3 

W(f) f:IH(u+ f,u)I+IH(u f,u)I+IH(-u+ f,u)I+IH(-u f,u)1 du (5.26) 

Forf = fi W(f) will provide us with an appropriate weighting for this time-varying parameter. 

As for the inter-component functions the intersections of the modulation transfer functions will 
result in errors in W( f). This occurs due to the ambiguity existing at these points. For an input 
frequency u = fc that results in an output frequency f = fd the time-varying parameter could be either 
fi = fd - fe or fi fd + fc. Once again, however, for practical systems with small N the errors will be 
negligible, amounting to a low-level noise in We!). 

Using (S:26) on IHyy(f, u)1 and IHvl...!, u)1 as they are plotted in Figure 
and Wvy(J). These are shown below, after normalisation. 

we can determine W nef) 

W yy(f) 

1 

+---+---------~~---------+---+f 
-2f", 0 2f.c 

WU/f) 

1 

+---------+---~~--~----~---+f 

-fsc 0 f.c 

Figure 5.7 W( f) for the Y-> Y and U-> Y paths, showing the value and relative contributions of all time-
. varying parameters ill Figure 5.4. 

From this graph we can see that the luminance path Y->Y has most of its energy travelling through 
Go( f ), with a small portion undergoing a shift of fj 2fse . This means that, contrary to the 
appearance of Figure 5.6 (a) the signals centred on fsc are not unchanged. The 2fse shift is equivalent 
to a reflection about fsc - frequencies above fsc in In{u) end up below fsc in Oyy( f), and vice-versa. 
For the U-> Y path all signals undergo a shift of fi = fsc , just as Figure 5.6 (b) shows. 

A complete relrm:!Sellitalti(],n of the t".al,""""' ........ system 

It has been shown that T(v) (as defined by (5.1)) is insufficient to properly represent an LPTV 
system. Instead this will be replaced with the range of functions that has been described. This results 
in the 30 functions grouped below 

T(v) l
l~Y(V) ] 

= Tvv(v) 

Tvv(v) 

(5.27) 
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O(v) 
lorr(v) 

0uu (v) ow(J (5.28) 

I(w) = 
lIYY(W) 

l uu (w) 
IW(W)] (5.29) 

O~Y(v) 0;" (v) ] 
OC(v) ~ lo;" (v) O~u (v) 

0;;" (v) O~v (v) (5.30) 

l~y(w) I;"(w) 1 
IC(w) co. [I;U(W) l\~U (w) 

-I~v(w) I~v(w) 
(5.31) 

l Wyy(V) w,JY(V) Wvy(v) ] 
W(v) Wyu(v) Wuu (v) Wvu (v) 

Wyv(v) Wuv (v) Wvv(v) 

(5.32) 

where f and u have now been replaced with vectors v and w. As stated before these vectors may be 
either one-dimensional (v = [f] , w = [uD, or three-dimensional (v [vx Vy Vt] , W = [wx Wy Wt] ). 

The significance of these functions is summarised below. 

5.3 

T(v) - The time-invariant transfer function for the Y, U, V components, i.e. the intra
component paths 

O(v) - Shows the output artefacts (i.e. frequencies) that arise in the intra-component paths 
due to time-varying parameters (e.g. aliasing). 

I(w) - Shows the input frequencies that result in the output artefacts in O(v) 

OC(v) - Shows the output frequencies that arise due to cross-component effects. 

Yew) - Shows the input frequencies that cause cross-component effects; 

W(v) - Identifies the period (i.e. frequency) of any existing time-vaf'ying parameters and 
shows their relative contributions. 

the fora 
Completely and accurately determining the spatio-temporal characteristics for a television coding 
system is a task that has never been performed previously. This is in large part due to the limited 
techniques that have been used. 

The presently used methods for analysis and appraisal were described in detail in section 4.6. These 
analysis methods provided very limited, and usually only qualitative information on the television 
system characteristics. 

This section will deal with the development on a practical method for numerically detennining the 
complete characteristics. 

As stated earlier the ideal way to identify an LPTV system is by recording its output response for 
every possible input frequency. 

H(f, u) 
(5.33) 

wherefis output frequency, w input frequency, and II the test frequency. 
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Achieving this would be impractical if it were not for a number of mitigating factors. 

III Only a certain range of frequencies is of interest. 

III For computer based calculation H(f, u) must be represented on a finite number of 
points i.e. H(f, u) will be discrete. 

Only a limited number of input frequencies need to be tested to obtain a useful 
representation of H(f, u). 

These constraints will be dealt with separately. 

The frequency range of interest 

As explained in Chapter 3 the television signal is sampled in the vertical and temporal dimensions, 
and band-limited in the horizontal. This gives spatia-temporal frequency limits for the system of 

B 
cycles per picture width (cpw) vxrnax = 

fh (5.34) 

N 
cycles per picture height (cph) (5.35) v yrnax 2 

vtrnax 
~ Hz (5.36) 
2 

where B is the nominal transmission bandwidth, fh the line rate, fv the field rate, and N the number of 
lines per frame. For BIG PAL with B 5 MHz, fh = 15625 Hz, fv = 50 Hz, and N = 625 these limits 
are 

Vxrnax 320 cpw 

vyrnax = 312.5 cph 

vtmax = 25 Hz 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

In studying a BIG PAL coding system we therefore need test only for frequencies up to these limits. 

Discrete representation of H(f, u) 

For the purposes of computer based calculation H( f , u) must be represented on a finite array of 
points. Ignoring for the present the possible three-dimensional nature. off and u the discrete version 
HD(j, k) may be represented as 

. HDU,k) H(fj' Uk) y(tj ~X(W) "Owl-Ilk) (5.40) 

where f j = j j=-L ... L 1 (5.41) 
L 

uk = Ie frnax k 0 ... L-1 (5.42) 
L 

and L is the number of points chosen for representation of H(f, u) within the frequency range of 
interest. Note that W(j, k) is defined for both positive and negative j, and has one more negative 
frequency than positive. This asymmetry is needed to allow for later use of the DFT. 

Identification of H(f, u) with fewer input tests 

Considering that computation of H(f, u) increases with L6 (for the three dimensional case), there is 
a considerable incentive to find ways of reducing the number of calculations required. One way of 
achieving this is to reduce the number of input frequencies Uk for which the system is tested. The 
resulting characteristic may be interpolated to occupy all L pbints. The disadvantage of this is a 
significant reduction in the accuracy of the result. 
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An alternative approach is to test the system with blocks of input frequencies. This will be referred 
to as piecewise spectral analysis. The advantage of this method is that for relatively simple systems 
(few time-varying parameters) the accuracy of the result is largely preserved. 

Piecewise "' ... ,0. .... " ... .-. analysis 

For this method spectral space is divided into M blocks of K = LIM points each. H( f, u) is then 
calculated from the output obtained for each block of input frequencies, instead of a single input 
frequency. Equation (5.40) becomes 

H P (J , k) = Y(f· ~ 
J ~x(w) = B(w) 

K-I 
where B(w) = 8(1wI (nK+I)) 

and n=in{~) k=O ... L-l 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

The start frequency for each block will be un = , and the offset frequency within the block 
M 

will be u/ l f max • Due to the use of these frequency blocks HPU, k) no longer n~eds to be defined 
L 

for all k. Instead k may be replaced with the block number n. 

nK ~ k < (n+ l)K (5.46) 

This reduces the number of points required to represent the system characteristic by a factor of K. 

The use of this piecewise spectral analysis changes the results in a manner that is best illustrated 
graphically. Below is a modified version of Figure 5.3 (upper quadrant only) showing the form HPU, 
k) takes when plotted against j, k, n. 

(1;) 
j 

til = k-jb til = k-j. til = k 

~ J / 

block at function 
intersection 

Overlap between 
two functions 

/ 

n, k (u" ,Uk) 

Figure 5.8 Piecewise version of Figure 5.3 (upper quadrant only), showing overlap of Go( f) alld Gaf f) alld 
intersection of Go( f) alld Gb( f). 

This diagram shows the division of u into blocks of frequencies. Within each of these blocks H(jj, 
u",) is the same for all Vk = Vn + VI where n is the block number and 1=0 ... K-l. Each time-varying 
parameter fi shifts these input frequency blocks and changes the magnitude and phase of each 
frequency within according to the appropriate function Gi( f). The result is that H( jj , Uk) is 
determined accurately for all Ii ' but suffers a loss of accuracy (by a factor of K), along the Uk axis. 

Compared to testing all input frequencies separately the use of a piecewise block method means two 
main differences. 
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The error at the intersection of two characteristics now involves a whole block 
instead of just one point. 

If two characteristics are too close to each other the blocks overlap, with a resulting 
error. 

An alternative way of viewing these effects is by comparing input and output spectra. Below, shown 
for two dimensional frequency are possible outputs for the functions Go( I), GaC I), and Gb( I) as 
plotted in Figure 5.8. 

Y(f) 

r ITI 1 1 
1- . ~ 

X(w) 

Un + (K-1)u, 

[J rLIJ· 1 1 

1_ .... '~ 
Un 

r--
1 1 

1- _ ~ 

Figure 5.9 Two dimensional input and output frequency blocksfor the thre'!.functions shown in Figure 5.B. 

For the output spectrum any frequencies that are still within the input' block boundary are deemed to 
belong to the time-invariant characteristic Go( I). All frequencies outside the boundary are seen as 
having-been affected by time-varying parameters. For the first and third blocks shown above (Go(f), 
Gb(/)) this approach works. However, for GaC/) some frequencies appear inside the boundary and 
some outside. Consequently there will be a confusion of G.< I) with Go( I). This is the same effect 
that caused the overlap of blocks in Figure 5.8. 

This confusion is only of importance where it occurs with Go( I), as we are not concerned with 
separately determining Ga( I), Gb( I), ... these all being lumped together as the time-varying 
characteristics. The problem may be avoided entirely if all time-varying parameters have a frequency 
greater than the block size. 

f> 
I M 

i=l. .. N (5.47) 

where f; is the frequency offset for G;(f),fmax the frequency testing limit and M the number of 
blocks. For the systems under study this requirement is normally easily satisfied. 

The system characteristic functions defined by (5.14)-(5.18) and (5.26) may now be converted to a 
discrete form and expressed in terms of HP'(j, n), as 
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TU) = IHP' V, int(f)~ 

aW(J) = ~IH/ U, n~ 

IIl'(n) = J=_JH/ U,n~ 

aGU) = ~IH/ (J,n~ 

r(n) = J=_JHP' U,ni 

WU) ~IHP' ((nK- J)%L,n)1 

where % represents the modulus function. 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

The real advantage of the piecewise block analysis is that although the resolution 'Of I(n) and f(n) is 
reduced by a factor of K, the resolution of the other functions is preserved. To illustrate this the 
example shown earlier in Figure 5.5 is reproduced here in the modified form defined by (5.43). 

!HClj. Un)! Ili(jj, lin) 1 

jj jj 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.10 Input-output characteristics for the Y-> Y and U-> Y paths of the system shown by Figure 5.4 (a) 
Hyy( fj , un) , (b) Huy( fj , Un), as calculated using piecewise spectral analysis. 

The discrete characteristic functions defined by (5.48) - (5.53) are shown below for the system in 
Figure 5.4. (Note that although these have been plotted as continuous they are actually discrete). 

Comparing Figure 5.11 with Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 a number of observations can be made: 

<II The intersection error in the Y-> Y path (Figure 5.11 (a» has increased markedly. 

The input functions (lyy, Iuy) are of lower resolution (blocky). 

III WI( Ii) shows blocks instead of single frequencies (delta functions). Some positional 
accuracy in determining fi has obviously been lost. 

Most noticeable is the intersection error. This error is large and for this example probably 
unacceptable. With M blocks this error will occupy a 11M portion of the characteristic. If, for 
example, M = 8 an eighth of the characteristic (12 %) will be in error. For three dimensional analysis 
however, the error becomes much less significant, being equal to a 1I( 4M3

) portion. The factor of 4 
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arises due to the existence of 8 instead of 2 quadrants in three dimensions. For M = 8 this means that 
112048 or .05 % will be in error. Consequently, for full three-dimensional analysis the intersection 
error is generally negligible. 

T,,/.J; ) 

+-~~----------~~--------~+-~~J; 

-t luminance transfer function t 

r ,,/.u,) 

\ 

'---------'---'--j--L--'-+ u, 
f;, luminance alias input 

0" ,,/.J;) 

luminance alias output 

W'rAJ; ) 

o 
luminance frequency shift 

(a) 

rur<u.) 

u, 
chrominance input 

+----f-------'---------'---------''---f----+ 1; 
-t hr' t c onunance output 

W' ur<1;) 

+--------'-~~-----'-------~--------~J; 
-t 0 t 

chrominance frequency shift 

(b) 

Figure 5.11 The characteristic functions for the (a) Y-> Y, and (b) U-> Y paths of Figure 5.4, as calculated 
using piecewise spectral analysis. 

5.3.5 Implementation of piecewise spectral analysis 

This method must be used in conjunction with a computer simulation of the system under test. Such 
a simulation will normally operate in the image domain. Use of the Fourier transform is thus 
required to produce the input for the simulation, and transform the output back into a spectrum. For 
spatio-temporal analysis with r = [x y t] and v = [vx Vy VI] this process is shown below. 

X(v) 

3D IFFr 

image 
sequence 

3DFFr 

-----+~ Y(w) 

image 
sequence 

Figure 5.12 Use of spectral analysis with an image domain simulation. 
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Instead of determining H( fJ ' un) the characteristic functions may be calculated directly from the 
output spectrum. If this calculation begins by testing the system with block n :::::: 0 and continues until 
block n = M-l is reached then the functions may be determined in an iterative manner, as follows 

7;,(1) 7;,-1(1) + IY(1,n~X(J,n) 

0,,(1) = 0,,-1(1) + IY(1,n~(1-X(J,n)) 
L-l 

l(n) = t IIYU, n~(l XU' n)) 
j=-L 

o,~ U) = O'~_l (1) + Y(J, n) 
L-I 

r(n) = t IIYU,n~ 
j=-L 

w,,(J) Wn-1U) + IY((nK- j)%L,n)1 

where x(J;li) ;;1J(J,n), 

and BU, n) is defined by 

i -L ... L-l, n=O ... M-l 

K-I 

BU,n) = Io(lil-(nK+l)) 
I=(J 

5.3.6 three-dimensional version 

(S.S4) 

(S.SS) 

(S.S6) 

(S.S7) 

(S.S8) 

(S.S9) 

(S.60) 

To determine the spatio-temporal characteristics all the variables must be replaced with three
dimensional vectors. 

j = [jx jy i(] 

n::::: [nx ny nl ] 

Instead of calculation along one dimension the functions must now be evaluated in all three. Thus 
the input frequency block described by (S.44) becomes a three dimensional version B3(j, n) 

B3(j,n) = 

where 

j [ix i y i,]=[-Lx -Ly L,] ... [Lx 1 Ly-l L, 1] 

n=[nxlIyll,] [000] ... [Mx-1 My 1M/-I] 

It can be seen why only the one-dimensional notation has been used so far. 

(5.61) 

(S.62) 

In order to create a real valued image it is necessary for the input spectrum to be symmetric about 
zero. This means that the frequency blocks must be produced in pairs, for negative and positive 
frequencies. For the one dimensional case B( j, n) automatically achieves this. For the three
dimensional case B3(j, n), as defined above, does more than this, producing a frequency block in all 
8 quadrants. This would be acceptable if the characteristics were identical in all 8 quadrants. 
However they are not (eg. the position of U/V chrominance sub-carriers). Thus in order to correctly 
distinguish the areas of H( f , v) in different quadrants each B3(j, n) must be split into four separate 
sets each of two blocks. Each set of two blocks will be in diagonally opposite quadrants. This new 

function will be denoted by B/(j, n). 
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where sq q:::: 1, 2, 3, 4 

and Sl [1 1 1], S2 :::: [-1 1 1], S3 :::: [1 1 1], S4 = [1 1 -1] 

The full process for determining the three-dimensional spatio-temporal characteristics of a colour 
television system can now be outlined below in Figure 5.13. 

As may be seen considerable computation is required for producing the full characteristics of the 
chosen system. 

Choosing values for some of the parameters provides an indication of the level of computation 
required. In order to take advantage of the Fast Fourier Transform all parameters are chosen as 
powers of two. For L:::: [32 16 16], M:::: [8 8 8], [222] the FFT will need to be of size 64 x 32 x 
32 and the characteristic functions will each contain 65 536 points. The number of simulations will 
be No components x Mx x My x M t x No. quadrantsl2:::: 3 x 8 x 8 x 8 x 4:::: 6144. 

Despite the enormous computation obviously required the task is feasible. Most of the spectral 
results presented in this document were produced using the above parameter values. For a simulated 
televiSIon -system of average complexity calculation of the complete characteristics takes around 20 
hours on three SUN SparcStation 2s (one for each component). 

Generate 
BQ3(j, n) 

Divide frequency 
range of interest intol----I 

M;::; [Mx My MIl 
blocks 

( n [nx ny Ill] ) 

For block 
12 .. =0 ... Mx 

For block 
Ill' = 0 ... Mr 

For block 
n{=O ... M{ 

simulation 
Repeat for 
yy.yu. Yv 

3DFFf 
y?(rout) ==> Y?(j, n) 

: ?=Y, u, v 

Add results to 
T, 0, I, OC, f', WI 

characteristics 

Figure 5.13 Algorithm for implementation of computer based discrete spectral analysis of a colour television 
system. 

Using a new multi-dimensional simulation system developed by the author (see Appendix E) it has 
been possible to implement the algorithm of Figure 5.13 and determine the spatia-temporal 
characteristics for several PAL coding techniques. Presented here are some of the results obtained 
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from an evaluation of standard B,G PAL, Holoch's I-PAL [Holoch 1985], and ColourPlus in film 
mode (no motion adaption) [Vreeswijk 1993]. 

Figure 5.14-Figure 5.19 represent a subset of the functions described by equations (5.27) - (5.32) 
with each being displayed as a three-dimensional contour plot showing the areas of the spatio
temporal frequency characteristic that are above the stated threshold level (e.g. -3 dB). This display 
was done using PHIGSdraw, another tool developed by the author (described in Appendix F). The 
characteristics have been normalised relative to their maximum amplitude in the standard PAL 
signaL With this display method it is normally necessary to view a range of three-dimensional 
contour plots to gain a full appreciation of the characteristic. Space does not permit this here, and 
instead only one contour is shown for each function. Despite this it is possible to in.terpret much 
from what is shown. 

Figure 5.14 shows the characteristics for the Y, U, V paths in a simulation of conventional PAL [8]. 
For PAL time-varying effects are negligible in these paths. From these plots the considerable 
difference between luminance and chrominance horizontal bandwidth is obvious, as also is the 
effects of the PAL delay line - removing intermediate vertical chrominance frequencies. 

(a) Tylv), -3 dB 
pallUl vv paUII1 If 

(b) Tuu(v), -3 dB (c) T\rv(v) -3 dB 

Figure 5.14 Spatio-temporallinear characteristics of Y, U & V paths in B, G PAL. 
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pal1Yuf2 vv pallYvf2 vv 

312.5 312.5 

__ -5 dB (v) 

(a) l\u(w), -6 dB (b) fyy(w), -6 dB 
pallYvl vv 

(d) OCyy(v), -3 dB 

Figure 5.15 Spatio-temporal cross-chrominance characteristics for Y -»U, V paths in B,G PAL. 

Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 show PAL's cross-effect characteristics. On the second line are the 
image frequencies introduced by cross-effects, and on the top line the main input frequencies that 
cause them. From Figure 5.15(a), (b) it is evident that cross-chrominance is caused by different areas 
of horizontal-vertical frequency for the different components of U anci V. These different areas will 
correspond to the positions of the U, V sub-carriers. Due to the smalier relative amplitude of the U 
component (compared to V) the cross-effects are greater in Figure 5.15(c). 

In Figure 5.16 it can be seen that the high horizontal frequencies of cross-luminance (Figure 5.16(c), 
(d» are caused by low horizontal chrominance frequencies (Figure 5.l6(a), (b». Very low horizontal 
frequency causes no cross-luminance (at the threshold shown), likely because of the decoder 
luminance notch. At first glance these results appear to show simply a horizontal shift of frequencies 
between input and output. However the actual values of the shifts, as shown by Figure 5.16(e) and 
(f) are not just horizontal. These two plots, as we would expect, identify the U and V sub-carrier 
positions in spatio-temporal frequency space - cross-luminance consists of chrominance frequencies 
shifted by the spatio-temporal offsets of [284 ±78 ±18%] and [284 ±234 ±61A]. 
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(a) f'u~w), -12 dB (b)f'vr<w), -12dB 
pallVy3 

vv 

(c) O(u~v), -12 dB 
vv 

312,5 

-"""""-6 dB (y) 

(e) W'U~V), -6 dB 

Figure 5.16 Spatio-temporal cross-luminance characteristics for U, V ~y paths in B, G PAL. 

These results for PAL can be compared with those for I-PAL and ColourPlus. I-PAL uses line-based 
time-segregation of luminance and chrominance. Consequently most of its effects appear in the 
vertical direction. ColourPlus, on the other hand, uses field-based time-segregation, with coding 
effects occurring in a vertical-temporal direction. Unlike I-PAL ColourPlus also performs pre and 
post-filtering of the signal. Note that Figure S.17(c), (d) show evidence of the finite block size used 
in the piecewise analysis. 

Comparing Figure S.17(a), (b) with Figure S.14(a) the enhanced techniques both show improved 
horizontal bandwidth, though at the expense of a reduction in bandwidth elsewhere. 
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IPAL ColourPlus 

dB (y) 

(a) Tyy(v), -3 dB (b) Tyy(v), dB 
,ipa14Yfl vv plu54.Yf3 vv 

312" 5 

(c) lyy(w), -3 dB (d) hY(w), -12 dB 
ipal4.Ynl 6v 

312.5 

o yy(v) , -3 dB (f) On<:V), -12 dB 

Figure 5.17 Spatia-temporal characteristics a/the luminance path in I-PAL and ColourPlus (no motion 
adaption), showing both linear and non-linear effects. 
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v t vI 
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(g) W1UU(v), -3 dB (h) W' uu(v), 12 dB 

Figure 5.18 Spatio-temporal characteristics of the chrominance V path in I-PAL and ColourPlus (no motion 
. adaption), showing both linear and nOll-linear effects. 

IPAL ColourPlus 

ipa14Yul vv plua4Yul vv 

312.5 

vI 

_-3 dB (u) 

(a) OCyu(v), -3 dB (b) OCriv), -3 dB 
ipa14Uy3 vv plua4Uy3 vv 

(c) OCuy(v), -12dB (d) Oc vy(v) , -12 dB 

Figure 5.19 Spatio-temporal characteristics of cross-effect paths ill I-PAL and ColourPlus (film mode) (Y 7'U 
& U7'Y). 

Unlike standard PAL both techniques contain time-varying parameters in the wanted signal (intra
component) paths which are responsible for the appearance of aliasing. For I-PAL intermediate 
vertical frequencies (Figure 5J7(c)) alias to low and high vertical frequencies (Figure 5.l7(e)). In 
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ColourPlus it is intermediate vertical-temporal frequencies that cause aliasing (Figure S.17(d». Due 
to the pre-filtering used the level of aliasing is much lower in ColourPlus, requiring a threshold of -
12 dB before it becomes visible in the contour plots. 

Figure 5.18 shows a similar set of plots for the U component. Similar shaping of the characteristics 
is evident, and once again the level of aliasing is lower for ColourPlus. The nature of the aliasing is 
indicated by the values of f, shown in Figure 5.18(e), (f). For both coding techniques there is a value 
at zero frequency, corresponding to the unaliased, wanted signal. The time-varying (alias) 
parameters exist at [0 156% for I-PAL and [0 312Yz 0], [0 0 25] for ColourPlus. 

Lastly Figure 5.19 shows some of the output cross-effect characteristics for the enhanced techniques. 
Comparing Figure 5.19(a), (b) with and Figure S.19(c), (d) with Figure 5.16 it is obvious that cross
effects have been significantly reduced. Once again ColourPlus has better performance - in Figure 
5.19(b) no cross-chrominance can be seen above -3 dB. 

Apart from a few points in some plots most of these characteristics appear to have been little 
affected by the errors discussed previously. This verifies the prediction that, for low Nand three
dimensional fur:c~ions errors should not be significant. 

Summary 
This Chapter has attempted to develop a solid mathematical platform for the analysis of enhanced 
television coding techniques. A television system is represented as a Linear-Periodically-Time
Varying Many-Input-Many-Output system. For analysis purposes the characteristics of this system 
can be simplified into 30 three-dimensional spatio-temporal functions that describe the wanted 
signals, main signal artefacts, and cross-component artefacts. This representation is intended to 
replace the incomplete and confusing approaches that have been used to date with one that is self
consistent and accurate. Also described is a numerical method for determining the complete spatio
temporal characteristics of a coding system. This method has been proved by its use in the analysis 
of many coding techniques. Results obtained for several techniques, presented as spectral contours, 
illustrate the considerable insight this representation can offer. So useful has this representation been 
found that it has been used throughout this thesis for explaining coding concepts (see Chapters 3 & 
6). The results obtained are reliable and quantitative, and lend themselves to further use in the 
automated appraisal of coding quality (see next Chapter). 

Finally the author would like to propose that the representation used in this Chapter be used as a 
standard model for future analysis and comparison of enhanced _,coding techniques. 
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As discussed in Chapter 2 the problem of objective assessment is one that has not been solved 
satisfactorily. In studying different television coding techniques and the many variations possible in 
each, the number of performance variables is large (e.g. cross-effects, resolution, aliasing, etc). As 
the performance of the coding technique is ultimately determined by viewer perceptions accurate 
rating of different implementations is very difficult without comparative- subjective tests. 

As discussed in section 2.9 these subjective tests have many problems, not least being the fact that 
they are labour intensive and limited in the number of comparisons that can be made. The author's 
motivation for the development of a new objective technique came from two directions. 

First the facilities and resources for performing CCIR subjective tests were not available. The large 
number of techniques and implementation being studied (Chapters 4) would likely have been 
impractical to evaluate anyway. 

Second, the author was looking for a way of summarising the enormous amount of information 
provided by the newly developed spectral analysis (Chapter 5). For specific detailed analysis of 
coding techniques the detailed spatio-temporal information provided is ideal. However, for making 
general overall comparisons of performance the complete spatio-temporal characteristics represent a 
level of information overload. 

The result has been work on the development of an entirely new approach to objective assessment. 
In common with previous approaches this new method uses models of the eye's response to estimate 
the visibility of different spatio-temporal frequencies. The difference 'with the new approach is what 
these response models are applied to. Conventional objective asses~inent compares differences or 
'distortions' between input and output test pictures. The new method uses no test pictures, but 
instead- provides a prediction of expected image quality based upon a HVS response weighted 
measure of the spatio-temporal characteristics of the coding technique. How this achieved will now 
be explained and results from using this new approach will be presented. Also presented will be a 
comparison with results obtained using conventional subjective assessment. It is also perhaps worth 
noting here that the objective assessment technique described provides results for a full colour 
image, unlike most previous attempts at objective assessment (Budrikis 1972, Sarikson 1977, 
Granrath 1981, Lukas 1982, Miyahara 1988, Lowe 1993, Mishina 1995]] which have been applied to 
only grey scale images. 

This new method is by no means fully developed and the following sections discuss in detail many 
of the issues that remain unresolved. The method's promise is, however, hopefully demonstrated. 
Results from the method as it is described here have been used here and in other chapters (Chapter 
7) as an aid in comparison and appraisal of coding techniques. 
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1 the 

It stands to reason that the coding quality of a system will be related to its spatio-temporal 
characteristics. The larger the volume of the spatio-temporal characteristics for the chrominance and 
luminance paths the more information or bandwidth the system can carry and thus the higher the 
signal fidelity will be. Similarly the smaller the volume of the cross-component and aliasing 
characteristics the lower the level of introduced picture artefacts should be. In practice there are two 
further factors to be considered. 

1. The energy in and statistical occurrence of the different spatio-temporal frequencies. 

2. The relative visibility and importance of different spatio-temporal frequencies to the 
human observer. 

If the coding system loses or distorts frequencies that are either unimportant to the HVS, or very rare 
in occurrence then the overall impact on image quality will be small. Similarly a small loss of very 
common or visually significant frequencies may have a large impact on picture quality. 

In studying thes6-factors further it is helpful to consider the wanted signals (luminance and 
chrominance) and unwanted signals (cross-effects and signal aliasing) separately. We will now look 
at the first factor mentioned above in detail. 

of spatia-temporal energy distribution 
For the wanted signals of luminance and chrominance if certain high spatio-temporal frequencies are 
seldom present, or only present at very low levels then the loss of these frequencies in a coding 
system is likely to have little effect on overall image quality. This would suggest that any quality 
measure using the spatio-temporal characteristics should be weighted according to the statistical 
likelihood of each luminance chrominance frequency in the source image. 

Some measurements have been made of spatio-temporal energy in television sequences (Eckert, 
1992, Cortelazzo et aI, 1991].These showed a fairly consistent inverse relationship between both 
temporal and spatial frequencies and the average image energy. The higher the spatio-temporal 
frequency the less energy it has. What is surprising is the steepness of this inverse relationship, with 
the energy of the maximum temporal and spatial frequencies in a 50Hz 762x384 sequence being 
around 105_106 times less than for the lowest signal frequencies (Eckert, 1992]. If used as a 
weighting function for the wanted signals this distribution would cause 4igh spatio-temporal 
frequencies to "have an incredibly tiny weighting (or significance), suggesting (hat their effects on 
overall image quality must be close to zero. Similarly, for the unwanted sigrials the distribution 
suggests that the relative energy of high spatio-temporal frequencies is so low that any artefacts they 
cause can be practically ignored. 

Actual experience contradicts such conclusions. As an example, the loss of horizontal luminance 
frequencies above 224cpw (3.5MHz) causes a very noticeable softening in picture detaiL Higher 
frequencies are certainly less important that lower frequencies, but, the author suggests, not to the 
degree suggested by their statistical distribution. It is likely that the information extracted by the 
Human Visual System (HVS) from different spatio-temporal frequencies is out of proportion with 
the statistical energy represented by these frequencies. In other words high spatio-temporal 
frequencies, even with very low relative image energy convey considerable important information to 
the HVS. The exact relationship is unknown to the author and needs further investigation. 

For the unwanted signals the statistical distribution might seem more relevant, a<; the artefacts carry 
no real image information to the HVS i.e. they have no perceptual meaning. However, once again, 
the statistical distribution does not appear to match SUbjective perception of artefacts properly. For 
example the moving high diagonal luminance frequencies that cause the most visible coarse cross
colour have an extremely low statistical energy. Despite this, such cross-colour still remains a 
significant visual artefact. The spatio-temporal distribution of image frequencies (Eckert, 1992, 
Cortelazzo et aI, 1991] suggests that the tiny energy levels of such high luminance frequencies would 
more than compensate for the higher visibility of the artefacts they cause. In practice, although these 
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artefacts occur in only small picture areas and only on occasional picture material they can be quite 
disturbing to the viewer. It is likely that the human observer does not average out these artefacts over 
the rest of the image, or over the time between their occurrence. 

All this discussion illustrates the difficulty of applying statistical weighting to a quality measure 
based upon spatio-temporal characteristics. Obviously there must be some correlation, artefacts that 
occur often are worse than ones that occur rarely. However, the best way to use information on the 
statistical energy is unclear. More information is needed on the importance of different spatio
temporal frequencies to the HVS and on how the HVS responds to artefacts. It is likely that such 
information does not properly exist as yet within the body of knowledge on the HVS. In light of this 
uncertainty on how to apply a statistical weighting the author has decided to omit the use of 
statistical weighting until an appropriate model can be found. Instead the objective assessment will 
be divided into two categories: one for stationary (no motion) image content, the second for moving 
(motion) image content. This simple partition circumvents to some degree the need to decide the 
relative importance of high versus low temporal frequencies. Instead the relative importance of 
results for stationary and moving image content will be left for later determination. 

The sec€lnd factor in determining our quality measure will now be looked at. 

The relative 
frequency 

of the spatio-temporal 

One of the most important factors for any objective assessment technique is taking into account the 
importance and visibility of different picture content to a human observer. Once again this needs to 
be considered separately for the wanted and unwanted signals. 

6.3.1 The response for the unwanted signals 

For the wanted signal there are two points to consider: 

1. Can the HVS perceive a particular spatio-temporal frequency. 

2. How important is each spatio-temporal frequency. 

Whether the HVS can perceive a particular spatio-temporal frequency is dependent upon whether it 
is above the visual threshold and whether it is within the acuity limits of the eye. 

In Chapter 2 (Table) it was shown that, at normal viewing distances, the spatio-temporal limits of 
the television system are well within the acuity limits of the eye. Hoyv.ever, if a particular frequency 
has low amplitude it may still be below the visual threshold. Some agvanced coding techniques (e.g. 
MPEG, JPEG compression) take advantage of this fact. -

Adapti:ve coding based on the magnitude of different signal frequencies is, in the field of PAL 
coding, quite primitive, and as stated in Chapter 5 the spatio-temporal characteristics can be 
calculated for non-adaptive systems only. Consequently as the amplitude of each frequency is 
unknown we must assume for now that all spatio-temporal frequencies can be perceived (i.e. they are 
within HVS acuity limits and above the visual threshold). 

The second question is far more difficult and is related to the knowledge required in the previous 
section. The threshold characteristics described in Chapter 2 showed an HVS response curve of 
decreasing response with increasing spatio-temporal frequency. The wanted signals however, will 
normally be significantly above the visual threshold. Limited supra-threshold testing [Bowker, D.O., 
1983] has showed a flattening of the response with frequency above visual threshold. Active 
mechanisms in the eye compensate for the high frequency ro11off. Unfortunately a general form for 
the supra-threshold response is not known. Determining such a response is complicated by two 
further factors. 

First, despite a poor visual response for high spatio-temporal frequencies perceptually they are quite 
important. These frequencies carry the edge information that is critical to image understanding and 
object recognition [Uttal 1981]. Second, although there is a reduction in response for high temporal 
frequencies as well, this can be completely negated if the viewer's eye tracks the movement. Such 
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tracking effectively eliminates or 'zeros' any temporal offsets by causing the picture to become 
stationary on the viewer's retina. 

Considering all these factors the author was unable to decide upon a consistent approach for 
determining relative importance of different frequencies and the wanted signals. The best we can say 
is that, in general, higher frequencies are less important than lower frequencies i.e. average image 
quality suffers more if we remove lower spatio-temporal frequencies than if we remove higher ones. 
In the author's opinion further research is needed to accurately determine this relationship. 

Due to the lack of information in this area the author has omitted any spatio-temporal frequency 
weighting for the wanted signals. Instead the quality measure will be for the present be simply a 
spectral bandwidth measure. This measures the volume of a -3dB boundary volume for the spatio
temporal characteristics and is somewhat equivalent to stating the -3dB bandwidth for a I-D signal 
system. Theoretically the larger the -3dB volume (Le. spatio-temporal bandwidth) the fewer signal 
frequencies will be lost and the greater the image fidelity will be. This volume measure has been 
modified slightly to try and account for the differing importance of high and low frequencies. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 6.1 Illustration of modified bandwidth measure (a) vertical comb with 1 line delays, (b) vertical
temporal comb using 312 line delays. 

As Figure 6.1 illustrates, two different characteristics can have the spectral volume (or in 2-D area) 
yet contain frequencies of differing importance. For this reason a modified volume measure only 
measures 'base' volume i.e. volume contained in this characteristic up to the first -3dB boundary 
along each axis. Using this approach the. higher horizontal vertical frequencies in Figure 6.1(a) are 
not included in the volume measure causing Figure 6.1(b) to give a higher quality measure than (a). 
This helps to indicate that (b) loses more of the important low diagonal frequencies than does (a). 
The resulting bandwidth measure still suffers from the basic lack of a HVS importance weighting 
function, and as such may not be a particularly good objective quality measure. The bandwidth 
measure also suffers from an assumption of the equivalence of temporal and spatial frequencies. 
Doubling the vertical bandwidth and halving the temporal bandwidth will likely result in the same 
bandwidth measure. Whether the resulting picture quality is the same is unlikely. The partitioning of 
the quality measures into motion and no-motion measures should help to reduce this problem. For 
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no-motion the bandwidth measure becomes effectively a spatial area measure (no temporal 
frequencies are included) and the problem of spatial/temporal equivalence does not arise. 

6.3.2 The response for the unwanted signals 

Deciding upon satisfactory HVS weighting for the unwanted signals (i.e. cross-effects, aliasing, etc) 
is much easier than for the wanted signals. First, for most television coding techniques the unwanted 
signals introduced are at or near visual threshold most of the time. Second, these artefacts contain no 
perceptual information. They represent no recognisable picture content and in many ways are quite 
random in both form and movement. As such they are less likely to be affected by the higher 
perceptual areas of the HVS (e.g. object recognition, edge detection). Third, ·largely because of the 
above facts the eye is unlikely to track any movement (i.e. temporal frequency offsets) in the 
unwanted signals. As their motion is generally fast and unpredictable it will be very difficult for the 
viewer's eye to track the artefacts even if they so wished. All these factors suggest that the visual 
threshold response models described in Chapter 2 should provide a satisfactory weighting function 
for the overall subjective visibility of unwanted signals in both the luminance and chrominance. 

6.4 Calculating an objective quality measure 
The implementation of the objective assessment method will now be described. The results for the 
method will be presented as two sets of numbers for each of the wanted or unwanted signals, one set 
for motion and the second for no-motion. These numbers will be known as figures-oj-merit (POM). 
The intention is that the higher the figure-of-merit for the wanted signals and the lower the figures
of-merit for the unwanted signals the better the predicted subjective image quality for that coding 
technique. 
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Figure 6.2 No-motion spectral characteristics for conventional PAL coding system. 
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In calculating the figures-of-merit the first step is to determine the coding system's full spatio
temporal characteristics. This is achieved using the methods described in Chapter 5 with one 
difference. Instead of determining the complete characteristics in one go two sets are calculated, one 
for input frequencies with zero temporal offset (no motion), the second for input frequencies with 
non-zero temporal frequencies (motion). 

Note that although the input frequencies may have zero temporal offset the output spectra can 
contain temporal frequencies. Figure 6.2(b) shows the cross-luminance caused by stationary spatial 
frequencies in conventional PAL coding. In practice, as Figure 6.2 indicates the no motion input 
spectra will contain some low temporal frequencies due to the discrete size of the blocks used in the 
spectral analysis. With the parameters used for all simulation results presented in thi's Chapter the 
spectra are divided into eight blocks in each dimension, meaning the stationary spectra will actually 
contain temporal frequencies within a range of ±3.125Hz. As has been indicated the objective 
assessment is performed differently for the wanted and unwanted signals. 

6.4.1 Calculating the figure-of-merit for a wanted signal 

The wanted sjgIlllls. are the Y, U, V signals without aliasing or distortion. These are represented 
according to the analysis of Chapter 5 and equation 5.27 as T yy, T uu, T w. The figures-of-merit are 
found by determining the proportion of spatia-temporal frequencies that are above a given threshold 
for the motion (m) and no motion (nm) spectra. This provides a measure of the spatio-temporal 
bandwidth if the signals. This calculation is represented by equations (6.1) and (6.2). 

P m 
YJ' 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

where T is the threshold (typically set at the Y2 poser point i.e. -3dB), Nx, NY' Nt are the number of 
points in the characteristic in each dimension, and K is the number of points in each block (see 
section 5.33). For implementation these equations are modified slightly to ensure only the 'base' 
bandwidth as defined in section 6.3.1 is being measured. 

6.4.2 Calculating the figure-of-merit for the unwanted signal 

The unwanted'si~als are the cross-effects OC(v) (eqn 4.65) and intra-component artefacts O(v) (eqn 
4.63). The figure-of-merit for each of these functions is calculated by summation after weighting by 
the appropriate visual response characteristic. For example the calculation of the U cross-colour 
figure-of-merit is defined by 

pm 
YU VI *0 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where Su(vx , VI" VI) is the U chrominance threshold model described in section 2.82. Thus the figure
of-merit represents the sum of the relative contributions of each spatio-temporal frequency in the 
characteristic - where a frequency's relative contribution is determined by (i) the magnitude of the 
characteristic and (ii) the visual threshold for that frequency. If a characteristic has a high value (i.e. 
close to 1) over a large volume of spatio-temporal frequency space and these same frequencies have 
a low visual threshold (i.e. high visibility) then the resulting figure-of-merit will have a high value, 
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meaning that this particular unwanted signal is likely to be present in high subjectively perceivable 
levels in decoded images. 

The result of all these calculations is a set of 24 values, as listed in Table 6.1. These values are 
intended to provide an indication of the subjective performance of the coding system in each of 12 
categories, for both motion and no motion. 

Motion No Motion 
Y" lJ" V" YUIl Uml VInI 

resolutionlbandwidth Fm Fin Fill Film F mn FllIn 
IT UU W YY ua. w 

aliasing Fm 
Ya Fm 

Ua Fm 
Va 

F'1I11 
Ya F wn 

Va 
Film 

Va 

cross-luminance Fill Fill Film F NUl 

UY VY UY VY 

cross-colour Fill Fm Ffltll Film 
YU YV YU IV 

UN cross-talk Fill Fill Film Fum 
uv vv uv vu 

Table 6.-JThe full set of motion and l1o-motionfigures-olmerit calculated by the author's objective assessment 
method. 

6.5 Normalising the figures-of-merit 
Taken in isolation one set of figures-of-merit means little, similar to the way subjective testing 
results for one picture and one coding technique will mean little. The figure-of-merit's true value is 
as a comparison tool. It is thus useful to normalise the values to a standard set. 

In this case we will choose a conventional PAL coding system. The objective assessment results 
obtained for PAL will be used as normalisation values for all other systems, with the figures-of-merit 
being expressed as a percentage of those for conventional PAL. For example a value of 110 for F yy 

would mean a coding system has 10% greater spatio-temporal luminance bandwidth than 
conventional PAL. 

Producing these normalised values is not simply a matter of dividing each figure-of-merit by a 
reference figure-of-merit. Some of the normalisation values such as F ra, F Va, F Va for aliasing are zero 
for conventional. PAL. Using these values for normalising other figures-of-merit is thus 
meaningless. Also, normalising each figure-of-merit individually loses information on the relative 
significance of different figures-of-merit when compared to each '?ther, for example the relative 
significance of chrominance artefacts such as chrominance aliasing, ~ross-colour and U/V cross-talk. 
As discussed earlier the relative significance of wanted versus unwanted signals is unknown. Also 
unknown is the relative importance of luminance and chrominance information and artefacts. Once 
again fhese are areas needing further research. It is, however, reasonable to assume that different 
unwanted signals which appear in the same component (e.g. luminance aliasing, cross-luminance) 
are being affected by the same HVS characteristic, and may thus be directly compared with each 
other. The figures-of-merit can thus be divided into four groups. Within each group the figure-of
merit values will all be normalised to the same reference value. The reference value used will be the 
most significant artefact in the reference system. The resulting reference values and signal groups 
are shown in Table 6.2. 

It is occasionally useful to study chrominance effects separately for U and V (e.g. K-PAL coding can 
treat U and V differently see section 7.6.8).Generally speaking however U and V are treated 
identically in all coders. It is thus helpful to simplify the objective assessment results further by 
combining U and V into a single measure of chrominance. Objective assessment results can then be 
summarised with two sets of seven values as shown in Table 6.3 
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Signal Group Relevant FOMs Reference FOM 
Luminance bandwidth Fyy FiT 
Chrominance bandwidth Fuu Fw Fw 
Luminance artefacts Fya FUY Fvr Fvr 
Chrominance artefacts Fua FVn Fru Fyy FyU Fyy Fru 

Table 6.2 Grouping offigures-of-merit for normalisation and relative comparison. 

Motion No Motion 
luminance bandwidth Fy; pTlm 

Y1' 

chrominance bandwidth F m 
CC F flm 

cc 
luminance aliasing Fy: F"m 

Ya 

chrominance aliasing Fin Cn 
pnm 

c" 

cross-luminance F"' F nm 
Cy Cy 

cross-colour F m pnm 
YC YC 

UIY cross-talk Fc~' F llIn 

cC' 

Table 6.3 Set of combined figures-of-merit from table Table 6.2, reducing their number from 24 to 14. 

Once again these will be normalised W.r.t. the largest PAL figure-of-merit in each category. 

6.6 objective assessment 
The objective assessment technique described has been applied to wide range of coding techniques 
by the author. Space does not permit presentation and discussion of all these results here. Instead a 
small subset consisting of conventional PAL, WC-PAL coding, and CAFPAL (basically non
adaptive ColourPlus) will be looked at (See Chapter 4 for more on these techniques). Some further 
examples and results obtained using the author's new technique are shown in Chapter 7 where these 
objective assessment figures-of-merit are used to compare the performance of different 
implementations of K-PAL and WC-PAL. 

The separate figures-of-merit for both motion and no-motion will be plotted under the headings of 
luminance bandwidth, chrominance bandwidth, luminance artefacts, and chroH!inance artefacts, as 
grouped in Table 6.2. Note in each case for PAL the figure-of-merit is automati<;:ally 100% with the 
other techniques having figures-of-merit relative to the PAL result. -~ 

Looking first at the bandwidth measures in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 we see that both WC-P AL and 
ColourPlus (Le. CAFPAL) show increases in luminance and chrominance bandwidth for most cases. 
For luminance the increase is relatively small (basically it is just due to the extension of horizontal 
resolution); for chrominance it is much larger, although the enormous increase in stationary 
chrominance bandwidth for ColourPlus is somewhat offset by a lower than normal bandwidth for 
moving chrominance. Comparing luminance and chrominance artefacts we see the real advantages of 
both enhanced techniques. All artefacts are enormously reduced compan~d to conventional PAL. For 
ColourPlus a counterbalance to the improvement in cross-luminance is the introduction of significant 
levels of chrominance and luminance aliasing. For stationary luminance the luminance aliasing is on 
a par with cross-luminance in conventional PAL. In practice, however, as explained earlier, these 
results do not take into account the statistical likelihood of the signals that cause these artefacts. 
Intermediate chrominance frequencies that cause cross-luminance in PAL will be far more common 
than the high diagonal luminance frequencies that cause luminance aliasing in ColourPlus. 
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of PAL, WC-PAL, and ColourPlusfigures-of-meritfor luminance bandwidth. 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of PAL, WC-PAL, and ColourPlus figures-of-merit for chrominance bandwidth. 
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of PAL, WC·PAL, and ColourPllls figures-of-merit for luminance artefacts. 

125 

I 

Overall these objective assessment results provide a good indication of the important performance 
attributes of the coding techniques. Both enhanced techniques are seen to provide increased 
resolution and reduced cross-effects. As a summary of the information in the spectral characteristics 
they are invaluable. Using the figure-of-merit values it is possible, at a glance, to compare the 
performance of several techniques. A figure-of-merit can provide us with an indication of whether a 
technique has improved resolution, decreased cross-effects, and other introduced artefacts (e.g. 
aliasing). However whether the trends shown in Figure 6.3 - Figure 6.6 will accurately reflect 
perceived image quality is an unanswered question. 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of PAL, WC-PAL, and ColourPlusfigures-of-meritfor chrominance artefacts. 

To answer this question we must directly compare results from objective and subjective assessment 
and find a correlatkm between them. 

7 Comparison objective and subjective assessment 
Comparing objective and subjective assessment is not a straightforward task for several reasons. 

1. The two methods give different types of results. Subjective assessment provides one 
overall quality measure, whereas the author's objective assessment gives 7 different 
quality measures. 

2. The two methods operate on different data sets. Subjective assessment measures the 
quality of a set of output images/sequences. Objective assessment gives quality 
parameters for the actual coding system. 

3. As explained in section 2 subjective results are highly variable and inaccurate in 
themselves. The results of subjective assessment are not a perfect data set to compare 
against. 

Because of these factors it might appear that we are, colloquially speaking, trying to compare chalk 
and cheese. However these differences can be bridged to some degree if further knowledge about the 
test sequences is available. To compare objective and subjective assessment results we need to judge 

1. Whether the sequence contains predominantly stationary or moving ~0ntent. 

2. If the sequence has a critical level of important high frequency luminance or chrominance 
detail. -

3. What artefacts the sequence is most likely to produce. 

In performing subjective assessment there are no quantitative measures made of these factors. 
Generally speaking the sequences are chosen to be critical in one of the above areas, so as to 
noticeably show up performance differences between coding techniques. However, the degree of 
stationary vs. moving or high vs. low frequency content is not measured. Also the assessment results 
consist of a single quality judgement with no infonnation collected on what image aspects 
determined their judgement. For example, there may be both a loss in luminance frequencies and an 
increase in UN cross-talk. For the viewer, however, it may be the hue errors in someone's face 
(caused by UN cross-talk) that causes them to give a lower rating. Added to this different effects 
might cancel each other. A viewer might give two differently coded sequences the same rating 
because an improvement in cross-luminance in the second was offset by a loss in chrominance 
resolution. Whilst acknowledging the inherent ambiguities in any judgements it is, nevertheless, 
possible to make an informed guess as to the nature of the image content and what aspects affect its 
quality most. 
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6.7.1 L-I1l00SII112 a data set 

The next step is to choose a set of coding techniques and test sequences and perform a set of 
comparative subjective and objective tests. Unfortunately the resources required for performing 
subjective assessment were beyond those available to the author. Instead it was decided to choose an 
existing set of published subjective results. Objective assessment results for the same coding 
techniques could then be produced for comparison. For this the BBC research department report 
PAL decoding: multi-dimensional filter design for chrominance -luminance separation by C. K. P. 
Clarke [Nov 1988] was chosen. This document compares six PAL decoding techniques (including a 
conventional PAL decoder) and presents subjective test results for these as tested on 12 image 
sequences (or stills). The results were tabulated using the CCIR 5 point scaie of table 2.7, rating the 
images from I-bad to 5-excellent. The decoders tested are listed in Table 6.4. 

Test Coder [Clarke Nov 1988] 
conventional delay-line 
2-line Weston 
2-field comb 
4-field filter 
2-picture Weston 
8-field filter 

Table 6.4 The six PAL decoders Oil which subjective assessnient was peiformed. 

An advantage of the results given in this particular document is that a detailed description is 
provided of the test sequences, describing which artefacts they produce most, and what aspects of 
the sequence are most testing (e.g. moving chrominance effects, luminance detail, etc). This is 
invaluable in deciding which objective parameter should be used for comparing with subjective 
results. 

6.7.2 Performing objective assessment 
Clarke's paper provides a detailed description for each of the 6 decoders allowing the author to 
replicate them for simulation using TVPROC (see Appendix E). Through numerical spectral analysis 
(as described in Chapter 5) each decoder was analysed for a conventionally coded 5.5 MHz (System 
1) PAL signaL Full spatio-temporal characteristics for each system (consisting of a conventional 
PAL coder and one of the enhanced PAL decoders) were calculated. Space does not permit 
presentation of these characteristics here. However by themselves t~e spectra provide considerable 
insight into the coding techniques and are very useful performance coniparison tools (see Chapter 7). 

6.7.3 Comparing results 

Out or-the 12 test sequences 3 were stationary pictures and the other 9 contained motion (though 
these often contain stationary content as well). The names given to these sequences are listed in 
Table 6.5 below. 

Table 6.5 also shows the parameters judged to be the most critical for each sequence taken from 
Clarke's description of the sequences (see Appendix G). 

For comparison purposes two of these sequences will be omitted. First the Teletext sequence was, 
according to Clarke "seriously affected by differential phase distortion". It was intended to test for 
immunity to phase distortion. As the spectral characteristics provide no information on phase 
response then there can be no expected correlation with this sequence. The second sequence omitted 
wi11 be Pendulum, for the simple reason that this sequence showed no rating differences for the 
subjective assessment, and is consequently no use as a comparative sequence. 
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Test Image or Motion C 

c~ 
Cross- UN" I 

Sequence bandwidth bandwidth co luminance 
Young Couple ..f 

Orbit ./ ( ..f) ( ./) ./ 

Teletext Grapbics 
Pendulum ./ 

Captions ./ .,( ./ 

Train Set 1 ./ ./ ./ 

Train Set 2 ./ ./ ./ 

Rotating Disk ./ ./ ./ 

Fast Disk ./ ./ ./ 

Interview ./ ./ F~ Show-Jumping ./ ./ ./ 

Snooker ./ ./ ./ 

Table 6.5 The 12 test image sequences/stills lIsed by Clarke for subjective assessmellt. 

The task now becomes one of showing a correlation between the subjective ratings and an increase 
or decrease in the relevant figures-of-merit. It should be expected, for example, that an increase in 
subjective rating would correlate with an increase in luminance bandwidth or a decrease in cross
colour and cross-luminance. Thus there should be a positive correlation with the wanted signals 
(luminance bandwidth and chrominance bandwidth) and a negative correlation with the unwanted 
signal impairments I artefacts. It is unlikely, however, that this correlation is linear. A doubling in 
system bandwidth will improve picture quality, but not by a factor of 2. Empirically by inspection of 
the data the author has chosen a log relationship, comparing the subjective ratings against the log of 
the objective figures-of-merit. Figure 6.7 shows correlation graphs for the Young Couple test 
sequence, using the no-motion figures-of-merit. 
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Figure 6.7 Correlation graphs for young couple sequence - subjective values vs. log of no-motionfigures-of
merit. 

Table 6.5 suggests that the critical parameters for the young Couple are luminance bandwidth and 
cross-colour. Looking at tbe graphs for these in Figure 6.7 there does indeed appear to be a positive 
correlation for luminance bandwidth and a negative correlation for cross-colour. The correlation is 
nowhere near perfect and even with the figure-of-merit being plotted on a log scale the correlation is 
still not linear, especially for cross-colour. However, in general an increase in subjective rating is 
matched by an increase in luminance bandwidth and a decrease in cross-colour. 
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In 6.8 the motion figures-of-merit for the Fast Disk show some positive correlation for 
chrominance bandwidth, but no obvious trend for the other parameters. 
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Figure 6.8 Correlation graphs for Fast Disk - subjective values vs. log of motionfigures-of·merit. 

Unfortunately we come here to one of the problems mentioned earlier. In reality several parameters 
may have contributed to the subjective rating. 2-picture WC-PAL, for example, is responsible for 
ruining the correlation for chrominance. It has a relatively high chrominance figure-of-merit, but the 
lowest subjective rating. However it also has the worst UIY cross-talk. Thus if we were to combine 
the figures-of-merit for chrominance bandwidth and UIY cross-talk we might get a better match. 

6.7.4 mathematical approach to determining the correlation 

Measuring the degree of correlation between objective and subjective assessment methods for these 
results is very difficult. For a start the correlation can in no way be expected to be linear, and 
consequently linear correlation measures cannot be used. Instead we must find an alternative. Ideally 
the results from objective assessment should act as a predictor of subjective assessment results. This, 
in its most basic form requires two things: 

1. An increase in subjective rating should be matched by an i~crease in the objective rating. 
--

2. The larger the difference in subjective rating is the larger the difference in objective 
rating should be. 

Thus we may compare the rating for each sequence with those for every other sequence and evaluate 
their differences in objective and subjective ratings. If, in every case, the rules above hold we may 
define the objective and subjective ratings as having a high correlation. 

Using these rules the author has developed an empirical correlation index (defined in Appendix D) 
which has a value between -1 and L For good agreement between objective and subjective 
assessment the wanted signals (luminance and chrominance bandwidth) should have an index value 
of close to 1. For the unwanted signals (e.g. cross-effects) a strong correlation means an index of 
close to -1, i.e. the lower the cross-effects the higher the subjective rating. 

Using this approach indices have been calculated for all the sequences listed in Table 6.5. Figure 6.9 
and Figure 6.10 show the results obtained for each image. In these figures only the indices for the 
relevant performance parameters (as listed in Table 6.5) are shown. The indices used are either the 
motion or no-motion figures-of-merit depending on whether the sequence is predominantly moving 
or stationary (e.g. the C=>C bar for Fast Disk shown in Figure 6.9 is for the motion figure-of-merit). 

In analysing these results it was found that two of the moving sequences in fact showed far stronger 
correlation for the no-motion figures-of-merit than for the motion. These two sequences were 
Captions and Interview. This suggested that the subjective judgement of these sequences was 
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actually determined mainly by non-moving effects. The nature of these sequences backs this up. 
Captions consists of' ... white letters scrolling vertically ... in the manner of programme credits', the 
sequence Interview is described as 'an animated conversation ... (where the) camera gradually zooms 
in for a close-up'. In both these cases there is no fast movement. As stated earlier the no-motion 
figures-of-merit actually include some low temporal frequencies. It is therefore likely that the 
frequency content of these two sequences is more suited to use of the no-motion figures-of-merit. 
Consequently in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 the no-motion figures-of-merit have been used for 
Captions and Interview. 
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Figure 6.9 Correlation indices for wanted signals using critical peljorlllance parameters (see Table 6.5) 
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Figure 6.10 Correlation indices for unwanted signals using critical pelformance parameters (Table 6.5) 

Looking at Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 the results appear quite good - there is definitely a correlation 
between the SUbjective and objective results. For the wanted signals the correlation is always 
positive, as expected, and similarly for the unwanted signals the correlation is mostly negative. Tbe 
correlations are not, however, high, and are close to 1 (or -1) in only a few cases. Considering all the 
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assumptions that have been made, the incompleteness of the objective assessment method, and the 
difficulties in comparing sUbjective and objective results these results are, in the author's opinion, 
quite favourable. Notable is the fact that the correlations are strongest for stationary images (i.e. 
young couple, and orbit). This may suggest that the motion figures-of-merit are less accurate 
predictors of sUbjective results, perhaps because of the spatial/temporal equivalence problem 
diseussed earlier in section 6.4.1. 

6.8 
As has already been stated this method is still very much undeveloped. Tbere are many questions 
still to be answered, such as: 

1. A full measurement of the supra-threshold response of the HVS. 

2. Determination of the relative importance of different spatio-temporal frequencies to a 
viewer's judgement of image quality. 

3. Methods for reconciling objective and subjective results. 

4.· The development of a useful framework for presenting objective assessment results. 

5. A comparison of the performance of this objective method against other methods (see 
section 2.9.2). 

Summary 
This Chapter has outlined a new approach to objective assessment, based upon the use of models of 
the HVS response applied to calculated spatio-temporal characteristics for a coding system. The 
result is a set of quality measures, or figures-of-merit, which predict the expected performance of the 
coding system in anyone of a number of performance categories (e.g. luminance 
resolutionlbandwidth, cross-colour, etc). 

This approach is fundamentally different to existing approaches which calculate performance 
measures based upon HVS weighting of the 'errors' between input and output images. This new 
approach relies on the author's new method for calculating the complete spatio-temporal 
characteristics for a television coding system. Its feasibility has been demonstrated by its application 
to six coding techniques in this chapter, and to K-PAL and WC-PAL in Chapter 7. 

As yet the method is not fully developed, and has many areas needing further work. Its potential has, 
however, been demonstrated by comparison with an existing set of subjective results [Clarke 1987]. 
A correlation was shown between these two sets of results. Although- the correlation was admittedly 
not strong it is expected that this might improve greatly once the method is more fully developed. 

Even if not used as an objective assessment tool the figure-of-merit results provide a very useful 
tool in comparing many different aspects of performance in television coding techniques. This fact 
has been illustrated by examples in both this Chapter and Chapter 7. In these examples the figures
of-merit do an excellent job of showing bandwidth improvements, cross-effect reduction and the 
introduction of artefacts such as aliasing and U/V cross-talk. 
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This Chapter describes in detail a new enhanced PAL coding technique developed and studied by the 
author: The technique, named K-PAL, was introduced in Chapter 4 and uses phase segregation to 
achieve-separation of luminance and chrominance signals. K-PAL is similar to WC-PAL in this 
respect, and together these two techniques represent different approaches to compatible phase 
segregation. The theory and performance of WC-PAL has been studied some in detail in the 
literature [Oliphant 1980, 1981, Drewery 1984, 1986J, and the possibilities for various 
implementations of WC-PAL have also been studied [Sandbank 1990, Croll 1992]. WC-PAL has 
consequently been chosen as a basis for comparison in studying K-P AL. 

This Chapter begins with a detailed mathematical analysis of K-PAL and WC-PAL, proving the 
basis of phase segregation as a compatible clean coding technique, and providing insight into how 
the techniques work. This leads to the derivation of equations that describe the complete response 
for luminance and chrominance in both K-PAL and WC-PAL, under enhanced and compatible 
reception. The resulting complete analysis of WC-PAL has not been presented in this form 
elsewhere. 

The mathematical analysis is based upon ideal filters. Later sections deal with design considerations 
for non-ideal vertical-temporal filters and horizontal filters, and with implementation considerations 
such as reducing coder component count, and preventing over-voltage outputs. 

The final section provides a detailed comparison of two simulations each of K-PAL and WC-PAL. 
All the relevant performance parameters are compared (e.g. IllQ1inance resolution, luminance 
aliasing, cross-chrominance, ... ). All available tools are used in tli1s comparison - mathematical 
modelling and test images, and the newly developed spatio-te'mporal spectra and objective 
assessment results. 

7. 1 Placing luminance chrominance in 
As discussed in previous Chapters cross-effects in PAL occur because high frequency luminance yH( 
f), and chrominance C( f) are not combined in a reversible manner. One well known method for 
maintaining separation of two signals is quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). A QAM signal 
consists of two double side-band (DSB) signals modulated on the same carrier, but at 90° to each 
other. It is conventionally represented as 

(7.1) 

where fc is the carrier frequency, and Si(t) , Sq(t) are the two baseband signals to be modulated on the 
in phase and quadrature carriers. The two signals may be described as being in phase segregation 
and are separable because of this. 

With PAL phase segregation might appear, at first, to be inapplicable as (i) there are three, not two 
signals to be combined, and (ii) the luminance is a baseband signal. However, by special 
modification of the Y and C signals a form of quadrature phase segregation is possible. The 
modification process requires four steps. 
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1. Pre-filter U and V to ensure that at anyone frequency in C( f) only one of the U or V 
signals is present. 

2. Modify the luminance so as to appear a DSB signal modulated at fsc • 

3. Pre-filter the luminance to allow its recovery and 'de'-modification in the decoder. 

4. Combine the C( f) and modified Y( f) signals at 90° to each other in a manner that 
maintains PAL compatibility. 

The way in which these processes are carried out is greatly restricted by the requirements of the 
fourth step, the maintenance of PAL compatibility. Despite all the modifications the output signal 
must appear completely normal to a conventional PAL decoder. This is perhaps the most complex 
requirement, and can be met in two different ways represented by the enhanced techniques of 
Weston Clean PAL (WC-PAL) [Weston 1977, Oliphant 1980] and the author's K-PAL. As 
discussed briefly in Chapter 4 both techniques are nearly identical as far as the first three steps are 
concerned. It is in the fourth step that they differ markedly. 

The requirements for the first three steps will now be presented in detail, along with proof of the 
separability of t~e resulting signals. K-PAL and WC-PAL will then be analysed separately to 
provide insight into their different approaches to achieving PAL compatibility. The mathematical 
description of each system will be used to show that, under ideal conditions (and ideal filters), both 
techniques allow complete separation of luminance and chrominance for the enhanced path, as well 
as correct decoding in a conventional PAL decoder. 

7.1.1 Pre-filtering of U and V 

The first step is to modify the chrominance signals by use of a pre-filter. The chrominance normally 
consists of two signals, U and V, placed in quadrature and overlapping each other in vertical
temporal frequency space. In order to apply phase segregation we need to ensure that only one of the 
chrominance signals exists with the luminance at anyone point in frequency space. This means 
making sure that U and V occupy different areas of spatio-temporal frequency space. To achieve this 
we may make use of the fact that the U and V sub-carriers are in different positions in spatio
temporal frequency space (see figures 3.19 and 3.20 in Chapter 3), with their positions being 

U r"" ::::: ±fsc (7.2) 

VCr,,: ± f50 ± + f line 

To prevent overlap of U and V we may thus use a pre-filter that satisfies the requi_r~ment 

(7.3) 

This is equivalent-to 

(7.4) 

In order to preserve the most important chrominance frequencies Rc(f) should be substantially low
pass in nature. Figures 3.37 and 3.38 in Chapter 3 show some of the comb filter types that would 
meet these requirements. . 

7.1.2 Modification of luminance 

The next step after pre-filtering of the chrominance is to modify the luminance into a DSB signal. 

As was discussed in Chapter 4 all enhanced PAL techniques only operate on the high frequency 
luminance close to the chrominance sub-carrier. For these purposes Y is normally separated into YL 
and YH , by use of a bandpass filter (or highpass) as below 
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B(P) 

Figure 7.1 Complementary separation of luminance into high and low frequency signals. 

Any modification of luminance will only be applied to Y H, with YL remaining unchanged throughout. 
Considering this fact the distinction between YL and Y H will be dropped and all references to Y will 
be assumed to refer to YH only. 

The modified version of Y (Le. Y H) needs to be of the form 

and yet still contain a baseband version of Y for compatible decoding. 

This can be achieved by setting Si(t) to 

s;(t) = 2y(t)cos(2nfs}) + 2y(t)sin(2n1j) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

where A indicates the Hilbert transform. Taking the Fourier transform of (7.5) and (7.6) we obtain 

(7.7) 

where Y(1 ± 2fsc Xl ± sgn(1 ± 2f sJ) is a compacted form of the expression 

Y(1 + 2fsc)(1+sgn(J + 2fsc)) + Y(J -2fsc )(1-sgn(1 -2f,c))' 

This luminance modification process can be implemented using the block diagram shown below 

>-..----------+t:+l------l 

cos 2fsc 

Figure 7.2 Block diagram for modification of highfrequeflcy lumillaJice into a DSB signal at f,e' 

Thus a:- 2fsc modulated version of Y is added to the luminance, creating a signal that appears to be 
modulated in phase with the carrier. The process of modulation by two times the sub-carrier, then 
bandpass filtering is a well known technique referred to as PAL modification, the entire device being 
called a PAL modifier [Bruch 1966]. If we instead wish the output luminance signal to be in 
quadrature with the carrier the PAL modified signal is instead subtracted from the baseband signal. 

For further analysis a PAL modified signal will be indicated by the symbol - above the function, 
such that 

1'(1) 1B(1)Y(1 ± Xl±sgn(1 ± )) 

Thus the equations for modified in phase and quadrature luminance become. 

1;,,;(1) = Y(1) + 1'(1) 

1;"" (1) = Y(1) l' (I) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 
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Pre~mtering the luminance 

The modification of the luminance has added an aliased version of Y to the signal. To enable this to 
be separated from the original luminance in an enhanced decoder a pre-filter must be applied to Y. If 
this pre-filter is represented by Ry(f) the requirements for the filter may be represented as 

(7.11) 

As was discussed in Chapter 6 most filters suitable for Re will also satisfy the above requirement. 
Thus the comb filters of Figure 6.22 are also suitable for Ry• The other possibility for Ry is a vertical
horizontal filter of the form shown in figure 6.25 (Chapter 6). 

Using the pre-filter the modified PAL signal becomes 

Setting Yp(f) = Ry(f)Y(f) (7.12) may be simplified to 

7.1.4 A phase-segregated signal 

The generalised form of a phase-segregated PAL signal may now be presented as 

F.T. ~ 

p(t) 
P(J) 

Y p (t) + Y p (t) + ell (t )sin(211f,J) 

= Yp (J) + Yp (J) + ij C I' (J ± f,e ) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

where Cp( f) is the pre-filtered chrominance signal containing either Re( f ) U( f) or R S e( f ) V( f). 
The superscript s indicates modulation by the PAL switch. 

and in a decoder 
The luminance and chrominance signals have now been combined into a phase segregated signal. 
We must now prove that they can be recovered, without cross-effects, in order to validate phase 
segregation as an enhanced coding method. 

7.2.1 Decoding Chrominance 

The block diagram below shows the conventional PAL method for decoding one of the quadrature 
chrominance signals. 

P Cd 

sin fsc 

Figure 7.3 Block diagram of conventional PAL c/zromillonce decoding. 

where B is a chrominance bandpass filter, Lc a chrominance lowpass filter, and Cd is the decoded 
chrominance (either U or V), defined by 

(7.15) 

The use of the bandpass filter is actually equivalent to the low pass, with B(f±fsc) z Le(f) for If I < 
fsc . Consequently the bandpass filter can be left out of the present analysis. 

Expanding (7.15) using the definition for P(f) in (7.14) results in 
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(7.16) 

If all chrominance frequencies are below fsc and the chrominance lowpass filter Lc has a cutoff 
below fsc then (7.16) reduces to 

(7.17) 

Using the definition for Y made in (7.8) it can be shown that 

+ YI' (J ± f so )Lc (J) (7.18) 

with the result that the two luminance terms in (7.17) cancel, leaving only the chrominance term. 

(7.19) 

The pre-filtered chrominance signal has now been successfully recovered, with no cross
chrominance. 

Decoding Luminance 

The luminance signal must now be recovered. An obvious method for achieving this is by 
subtracting already decoded chrominance from the original PAL signal. To do this e,A f) must first 
be decoded, and then remodulated again. 

p Yd 

sin fsc sin fsc 

Figure 7.4 Decoding the luminance by subtraction of temodulated, decoded chrominance. 

This operation, shown in Figure 7.4 can be represented as 

Yd(J) = P(J)-( ~i P(f ± f,e )Lc(f))* ~j 8(f ± f,e) 

¢=} Ya(J) = P(J)+tLc(f±f,e)(P(f± )+P(f)) 

where * indicates convolution. 

If P(J +2f,e) 0 

and P(f - 2f,c) ;;:: 0 

f>O 

f <0 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

then we may replace the shifted lowpass chrominance filter with a chrominance bandpass, ie. B( f) = 
Lc(f±fsc). 

Considering only the bandpass region of the PAL signal (7.20) becomes 

(7.23) 

which, using (7.8) again, becomes 

(7.24) 

The result suggests that the block diagram in Figure 7.4 may be replaced with that shown below in 
Figure 7.5. 
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p 

cos 2fsc 

Figure 7.5 Equivalent circuit for decoding luminance without cross-effects. 

This circuit is ideally sufficient to completely separate the luminance from the PAL signal without 
cross-luminance. 

Forming a PAL ,.njfTlln'~T',n'.a signal 

The previous sections have illustrated the principles behind phase segregation of chrominance and 
luminance. Now a way must be found to apply these principles whilst still maintaining the U and V 
signals in their correct phase relationships, thus allowing decoding in a conventional PAL decoder. 

The steps described so far apply equally well to K-PAL and We-PAL. In their approaches to 
achieving PAL compatibility, however, the techniques differ markedly. The differences in these 
approaches will now be explained, and the resulting PAL signals analysed. 

we-PAL 

The block diagram below shows how a We-PAL signal may be formed 

p 

t 1 i ne 

U r .,~--, 

v 

t 1 i ne 

Figure 7.6 Generalised block diagram for a We-PAL decoder. 

Note that this diagram is a different, but equivalent, arrangement of that commonly presented in the 
literature for We-PAL [Oliphant 1980], The arrangement chosen here is intended to help with 
deriving a description of the signal, as well as allowing comparison with K-PAL. 

If we set 

Ry(f)YH (f) (7.25) 

and (f) I [Le(f ±f,c)Re(f ±f,e)U(f ±fsc ) + J (7.26) 

E Le(J ± (fse ++f,inc ))Re(J ± (fsc + t fline ))V(J ±(f,e ++ fline )) 

then the full We-PAL signal is described by 

P(J) (7.27) 

where Tline = lIfline • Making the definitions 
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SI.(J) = ((1+e-i2iif1iine) 

Sc(J) 1(1 e-j2 /ifTlinC) 

Equation (7.27) becomes 

P(J) 
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(7.28) 

(7.29) 

(7.30) 

Sy( f) and Se( f) are vertical comb filters and together form the WC-PAL assembler [Drewery 
1984]. To view their response against vertical spatial frequency we may use equation 3.13 and setf= 
nfl! . Taking the magnitude and phase of (7.28) and (7.29) gives the functions defined below, (7.31) 
and (7.32). 

SI'(J) 
I+CO{2tr ~) 

arg{-tr~} 2 
(7.31) 

Sc(J) = 
1+CO{2tr ~) 

{tr 11 } 

2 arg "2 tr N (7.32) 

where N 625 is the number of lines per frame. These equations describe the responses of the WC
PAL assembly filters as a function of vertical spatial frequency n in cycles/picture height. 

7.3.1.1 We-PAL amplitude and phase 

In order to better understand how WC-PAL achieves compatibility we can plot the amplitude and 
phase characteristics of the assembler filters. This directly relates to the phase of the luminance and 
chrominance signals in WC-PAL. 

The functions in (7.31) and (7.32) are plotted in Figure 7.7. 
Luminance Magnitude 
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Figure 7.7 Magnitude alld phase plots against verticalfreqllellcy for we-PAL cilromillallce and luminance 
signals. 

From these plots it can be seen that in WC-PAL the chrominance U and V sub-carriers are multiplied 

by , and phase shifted by ±45°. When the Ji chrominance scaling factor in Figure 7.6 is taken 

into account the result is a correct amplitude of unity at the U and V sub-carrier positions. The phase 
shifts mean the U and V sub-carriers also appear 90° apart, whilst still maintaining the modified 
luminance signal at 90° to all chrominance. As stated in Chapter 4 two important requirements are 
met 

1. The Yand C signals are 90° apart at all frequencies. 
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2. At the PAL U and V sub-carrier positions the chrominance signals have the correct 
amplitude and are 90° out of phase. 

Obviously, for higher chrominance frequencies that are not close to the sub-carrier this PAL 
compatibility will begin to break down; there will be a phase error in the modulated chrominance 
and an amplitude error. The effects of this will be discussed in more detail in section 6.4.1. 

7.3.2 K-PAL 

In distinction to WC-P AL K-P AL uses two different filters F u(f) and F v< J) to select areas around 
the U and V sub-carriers. Phase segregation is then applied separately to these two areas. This is 
done in such a way that the chrominance sub-carriers in the Fu and Fvareas are 90° apart, meeting 
the requirements for PAL compatibility. 

Figure 7.8 shows the block diagram for the K-PAL encoder. Ideally the two areas of frequency space 
selected by F u and F v should not overlap, I.e. 

o (7.33) 

As only U passes through F u and V through F v these filters should be chosen to select the most 
important chrominance frequencies. These requirements end up being identical to those for the 
chrominance pre-filters meaning we may define F u and F vas 

Re(f ± ) 

Re(J ± (fse + fline )) 

u ~ ~ ~ ____ ~ __ -+~ ____________ ~ 

Lc 
cos fsc 

Figure 7.8 Generalformfor K-PAL encoder. 

(7.34) 

(7.35) 

+ +}------[~ p 

Chrominance pre-filtering using Rc is therefore be replaced by the use of F u and F v. In order to 
reduce the component count complementary filters can be used for F u and F v with 

(7.36) 

Using this definition for F v and equation (7.25) defining Yp the signal produced by Figure 7.8 may be 
described by 

P(f) Fu (f)[YI'(J) - YI'(J)+Uvc(J)] (7.37) 

+ (I-Fu(J))[r:,(J)+ YI'(J)+V,c(J)] 
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where 

tLc(J ±f,e)U(J ±f,e) 

(J ±(f,e +tf'ine))V(J ±(f,e +tfllnc)) 

Equation (7.37) can be simplified to 

P(J) 

This equation defines the general form for the K-PAL compatible PAL sigmil.· 

7.3.2.1 amplitude and pJzase 

(7.38) 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 
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As with We-PAL a better understanding of the mechanism behind K-PAL can be gained by looking 
at the phase diagrams. For comparison with We-PAL we will assume Fu is a vertical filter (although 
in practice it may not be). The luminance and chrominance amplitude and phase diagrams for K
PAL th!!s appear below 

Luminance Magnitude 

Y Luminance Phase 
IY+Y] 1 

/Y+Y' 
n (cph) 0 

0 n (cph) U~ Vn 
U~ 312 
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r 1 V~ 
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Chrominance Phase 

ICJ U V 

\ I 
__ ...... =:If """" ~ 
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I Un 312 
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UR V~ V= 

Figure 7.9 Magnitude and phase plots against vertical frequency for K-PAL chrominance and luminance 
signals. 

As can be seen K-PAL also meets the basic requirements for PAL ~ompatibility, with the U and V 
signals being in the correct places with their sub-carriers 90° out o'f·phase. K-PAL has the added 
advantage of maintaining the U and V signals completely in phas~"with their sub-carriers, unlike 
We-PAL. However, as will be shown later, this is only the case for an ideal Fu i.e. a spatio-temporal 
low-pass filter with a zero width transition region. 

It has been shown that the K-PAL and We-PAL signals meet the basic requirements for PAL 
compatibility. They are, however, still different from a standard PAL signal. These differences 
inevitably lead to changes in the received signal on a conventional PAL receiver. In designing the 
enhanced encoders for maximum compatibility we need to know what these changes are. Below is a 
basic PAL decoder 
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'ld 

Ii 

P 
Ud 

Lc 
cos fsc+s 

B 

lJd 

sin f'sc+s 

Figure 7.10 Conventional PAL decoder. 

In this PAL decooer B is the fse centred bandpass filter, N is a sub-carrier notch, Lc is the 
chrominance low-pass filter, and Du and Dv produce the U and V delay line outputs. Y,f, Ud, and V" 
are the decoded signal components. 

As in section 6.2.1 B is subsumed by Lc and for the purposes of a simple mathematical analysis may 
be ignored. The phase shift s is included to allow for correct synchronisation to the enhanced signal. 
We will now look at the performance of this decoder on WC-PAL and K-PAL encoded signals. 

7.4.1 Receiving the WCmPAL Signal 

The compatible reception of a WC-P AL signal will now be analysed. This looks at the effect of 
passing the WC-PAL signal of (7.30) into the conventional PAL decoder shown in Figure 7.10. 

7.4.1.1 Decoded Chrominance 

For a WC-PAL encoded signal we must add a compensatory phase shift of s 45° to the PAL 
decoder. In an actual receiving situation this phase adjustment will occur automatically, with the 
decoder synchronising to the received sub-carrier. 

Considering only the U path 

(7 AI) 

where * indicates convolution. 

The PAL delay-line has the response 

) (7.42) 

where T D = 284/fse. 

It can be shown that Du(f±f.e) = Du(f), meaning that (7.41) becomes 

)) (7043) 

Denoting ±f.e frequency shifts by the use of + and' superscripts (7.43) can be represented as 

(7.44) 

where the variable f has been omltted from all functions temporarily. This form of representation 
with f omitted will be used considerably from now on, as it allows a simpler presentation of the 
functions being studied. 
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Using the identities 

S+ 
y 

S-
y 

= +(1+ jE) 

S~ = +(1- jE) 

(7,45) 

(7.46) 
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where E = e-j2
n:fTllnc, and substituting for P using the WC-PAL PAL signal defined earlier in (7.30), 

equation (7.44) becomes 

It can be proven that 

L :Vi 
C I' 

L y'f 
C P 

(7.47) 

(7,48) 

(7.49) 

where the s superscript indicates modulation by the PAL switch. Using these equation (7.47) 
becomes 

U,I = ~ LcDu Ypi ((1 + j)S; +(1- j)S;) 

+ ~ LcDu ((1 + j)S~ + (1- j)S~) .h (LcRcU + L~R~V") (7.50) 

Using the identities for S: and S; in (7.45), (7.46) the following further identities may be calculated. 

1 s; + s; = 

jS; - jS; = jS~ = E 

Consequently (7.50) simplifies to 

(7.51) 

(7.52) 

(7.53) 

where Yp± = R:Y±. With Le being a horizontal filter the PAL switched version L~ is identical to 

Le. 

For conventional PAL the decoded chrominance signal for the U component is 

(7.54) 

Comparing (7.53) and (7.54) there are several differences in the decoded chrominance signals. 

1. Reduction of cross-chrominance by ScR: 

2. Attenuation of chrominance by SyRC 

3. Introduction of V U cross-talk 

These changes are both good (1) and bad (2, 3), and will be discussed in more detail later. 

Decoded 

For conventional PAL luminance decoding simply involves the application of the notch filter N. 
Thus from equation (7.30) the received luminance signal for a conventional PAL decoder operating 
with a WC-PAL encoded signal is 

(7.55) 

This may be compared with the normal decoded PAL luminance signal. 
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(7.56) 

where Usc and V,e are the conventionally encoded chrominance signals (no pre-filtering). Comparing 
(7.55) and (7.56) the main differences are. 

1. Attenuation of luminance by SyRy. 

2. Introduction of an aliased luminance signal Y . 
3. Change in the nature of the cross-luminance. 

The change in the cross-luminance will not be discussed in detail here, but it is likely. that the WC
PAL signal produces a reduction in cross-luminance. Mostly this will be due to the effects of the 
chrominance pre-filters Re. 

7.4.2 Receiving the Signal 

A similar analysis to that just performed for WC-PAL will now be done for compatible reception of 
a K-PAL signal. 

7.4.2.1 Decoded Chrominance 

For K-PAL the phase shift s may be set to 0°. Considering once again the U path only and using the 
shortened notation that has been developed the decoded chrominance is 

(7.57) 

Using the fact that D~ = Du (ie. Du( f TIsc) Du( f) ), and substituting for P using (7.40) this 

equation expands to 

(7.58) 

Using the identity in (7.48), and assuming that F; = F; (see section 6.8.2, equation (7.85)) this simplifies 

to 

(7.59) 

The chrominance lowpass Le will remove all frequencies above fse/2. After filtering Usc will 
reinforce and V,e will cancel, leaving the decoded chrominance signal as 

(7.60) 

Comparing this result with that for conventional PAL in (7.54) we have two differences: 

1. Reduction in cross-chrominance by a factor of (1 F;; )R: . 

2. Attenuation of chrominance by F;. 
Unlike WC-PAL, however, there is no inter-chrominance (UV cross-talk). 

Decoded Luminance 

Applying the PAL luminance notch filter N to (7040) we obtain 

(7.61) 
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The resulting decoder luminance has similar properties to that for We-PAL, with an attenuation of Y 
by Ry, the introduction of luminance aliasing, and a change in the cross-luminance. 

Enhanced decoding of the K-PAL and We-PAL signals will now be analysed. This should produce 
improved signals compared to compatible decoding. The most importance difference should be the 
elimination of cross-effects. 

7.5.1 We-PAL Decoding 

A We-PAL decoder may be represented as in Figure 7.11 

P 

Ud 

Lc 

Vd 

PAL switch Lo 

Figure 7.11 General/orm o/a Weston Clean PAL decoder. 

The combination of Sy and Sc in We-PAL coding is known as PAL assembly and disassembly and 
forms a transparent network when cascaded in the encoder and decoder. Theoretically the Y and C 
signals will emerge unmodified and perfectly separated from this network. A compensating delay 
has been added to the above decoder to correctly match its phase to that of the encoder. In practice 
the phase of the modulators would be adjusted instead (this occurs automatically through sub-carrier 
locking). 

7.5.1.1 WC-PAL· Decoding the Chrominance 

Decoding the chrominance involves passing the PAL signal through the PAL disassembler, 
demodulating, then separating out U and V. From Figure 7.11 the decoded chrominance signal in the 
U path may be described by 

U J = ..fi LcS~ 1 p± (7.62) 

where the delay of -tline is represented by liE (E == e-J2ntrllnc ). 

Substituting for P using the we-PAL signal defined in (7.30) this equation becomes 

(7.63) 

Using the identity for ?/ in (7.48) this expression can be expanded and rearranged to become 

Using identities for S: in (7.45) and (7.46), and the further identity 
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(7.65) 

equation (7.64) becomes 

(7.66) 

Consequently in (7.66) the luminance terms cancel, leaving 

(7.67) 

Evaluating S~2 using the identities in (7.45) and (7.46) provides the further identity 

(7.68) 

If this identity is used in (7.67) most of the terms cancel, leaving only C~. Using the identity for C~ 

in (7.49) and then substituting for CIL' using (7.26) we obtain a final result- for the decoded 

chrominance. 

(7.69) 

where the superscript s indicates modulation by the PAL switch. Ideally RcR~ will equal zero 

(equation (7.4» and the V term will disappear. In practice, however, RcR~. will not quite equal zero 

meaning some V chrominance will remain (UIV cross-talk). 

7.5.1.2 We-PAL - Decoding the Luminance 

Once again, if we consider only high frequency luminance the bandpass filter B can be ignored. With 

E defined as the decoded luminance signal Yd may be found 

(7.70) 

Substituting for P using (7.30) this becomes 

(V + p) + ~ SySCE ) 
P P E sc (7.71) 

It can be shown that the following identities hold 

Sy = Sc (7.72) 
Sc Sy (7.73) 

~ = Yp (7.74) 

Esc Cre 
(7.75) 

if E 
(7.76) 

= 

Using these (7.71) becomes 

(7.77) 

(7.78) 
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As S; - S~ == e-j2tifTlin, therefore ~ (S; .s'~) = 1 meaning the luminance terms will reinforce, whilst 

the chrominance terms cancel. Replacing Yp the final result is 

(7.79) 

For an ideal luminance pre-filter Ry(l-R y) is equal to zero and thus the aliased luminance should 
disappear, leaving only the original pre-filtered luminance. 

7.5.2 Decoding 

The K-PAL decoder is almost identically the reverse of the encoder. First the band segregating filters 
separate out the U and V areas of the PAL signal, then chrominance demodulation and luminance de
modification are applied separately to each channel. 

P 

Lc 
cos fsc 

PAL switch Lo 
sin fsc 

Figure 7.12 Block diagram of K-PAL enhanced decoder. 

The final chrominance and luminance characteristics of a decoded K-PAL signal can now be 
analysed. As before, only the bandpass region (Y yH) will be c-QIlsidered. This means that the 
bandpass filter B will be ignored for the following analysis. 

7.5.2.~ K~PAL - Decoding the Luminance 

The decoder luminance path may be represented mathematically as 

(7.80) 

which simplifies to 

(7.81) 

Using equation (7.40) defining the K-PAL PAL signal, (7.81) expands to 

(7.82) 

Using the identity for Yp in (7.74) and the further identities 
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D,\T = V,fe 

V 
,fe 

-V se 

equation (7.82) becomes 

(7.83) 

(7.84) 

(7.85) 

For perfect separation of the luminance we need the terms in front of Vsc and v.,c to become zero. 
This requires that 

(7.86) 

(7.87) 

If F u is desiin~d,Jo meet these requirements (as closely as possible) then the result in (7.65) will 
reduce to 

(7.88) 

where Yp has been replaced with Ry Y. 

Once again, for an ideal luminance pre-filter Rt<l-Ry) should equal zero, thus removing the 
luminance alias and leaving only the original pre-filtered luminance. 

In practice the assumption made in (7.87) will not hold completely meaning will not quite equal 

Fu and some residual cross-effects will remain (see section 7.8.6). 

The requirement that It = Fu (Fu (J ± fse) Fu (J) ) is an extra restriction on F u that does not 

exist for Rc in WC-PAL. How Fu is modified so as to meet this requirement is discussed later in 
section 6.6.1. 

7.5.2.2 K-PAL - Decoding the Chrominance 

Considering only the V path in the K-PAL decoder of Figure 7.12 

(7.89) 

~ ~d = LcFrJP± 

Substituting for P using the K-PAL signal of (7.40) this equation expands to 

Using the identity for ~,± in (7.48) and the fact that (7.86) implies thatFu+ = F;; the expression 

above simplifies to 

Using the further identities 

u: = U« = tV 
V,: + V,;' = 0 

(7.91) 

(7.92) 

(7.93) 
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and substituting for Yp equation (7.91) becomes 

(7.94) 

Once again if F~ :::: Fu exactly then the cross-luminance portion of this result will cancel, leaving 
only the U channel chrominance. 

Designing filters 
The previous section has shown the form of the K-PAL and WC-PAL signals for idealised filters. In 
practice neither comb filters nor horizontal filters are ideal (in terms of their having non-zero width 
transition bands). As a result, the way the filters are designed can have considerable effects on how 
close the actual performance comes to the ideal. This section will look at the practical nature of these 
filters and how they can be designed to maximise overall performance. 

Firstly we will look at the design of the K-PAL band-segregating filter. 

7.6.1 The KwPAL band segregating filter 

In section 7.5.2 it was shown that for K-PAL to decode correctly the-band segregating filter must 

meet the requirement Fu:::: Fu (equation (7.86». This is in addition to the previously stated 

requirement of Fu (J )Fu (J ± t fline ) :::: 0 in (7.33). The standard set of comb filters described in 

Chapter 3 do not meet this new requirement. Indeed, for most of them 

(7.95) 

The requirement in (7.86) is needed to ensure that Fu selects the areas near the sub-carrier. To do 
this the sub-carrier must be placed in phase across the filter. Across a line delay, however, the sub
carrier is 90° out of phase, which means we must either use delays slightly different from one line, or 
introduce a compensating phase shift. This give us three main ways of constructing the band
segregating filter. 

1. Add a diagonal slope to the filter by using delays that are slightly more (or less) than one 
line ie. T D :::: 283.5/fsc or TD :::: 284/fsc (remembering that Tune:::: 283.7516/fsc). 

2. Add a 90° phase shift to altemate lines in the filter by u£e of a phase delay. This can be 
achieved using a phase-shift network or a small time dela~, ego Tp:::: .25/fsc .. 

3. Add a 90° phase shift by use of a double PAL modifier. -. 

To illustrate these modifications and the effects they have on the characteristics the diagrams below 
show four different versions of a three tap vertical comb filter. The frequency characteristic is 
plotted as a contour plot against vertical and horizontal frequency. 
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Figure 7.13 Original three tap vertical comb filter. 
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Figure 7.14 Method 1; Vertical comb filter llsing delays slightly longer than one line. 
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Figure 7.15 Method 2; Vertical comb filter using phase shift delay. 
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Figure 7.16 Method 3: Vertical comb filter using double PAL modifier. 
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Looking at the filter responses against horizontal and vertical frequency method 3 would appear to 
provide the best characteristics, selecting a large and symmetrical portion of the U chrominance 
signal. Method 3 also allows the use of full line delays. Its disadvantage is its complexity, requiring 
the cascading of two modulators and two bandpass filters. 

Method 1 (Figure 7.14) is the simplest, but produces a skewed response, and has the disadvantage of 
not using full line delays. 

When comparing all three, method 2 (Figure 7.15) represents a compromise between the others_ This 
filter uses full line delays, and a small 0.25/fsc time delay to introduce the 90° phase shift. This phase 
shift is only accurate close to fse, and consequently the response of the filter is only good within a 
bounded region around fsc . In practice, however, the region of interest for chrominance/luminance 
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separation is only within 1.5 MHz either side of fsc• Because of this the filter response shown in 
Figure 7.15 is quite acceptable, with a relatively sharp response over the main region of interest. 

When it comes to digital implementation using non-sub-carrier locked sampling (eg. Rec. 501 @ 

13.5 MHz) methods 1 and 2 may both be unsuitable, due to their requirement for delays of a non
integer multiple of the sampling frequency. Instead method 3 may be more suitable. More likely, 
however, is the use of method 2 with the delay replaced by a digital phase shift filter. For the results 
presented in this thesis the problem of non-sub-carrier locked sampling did not apply. All 
simulations were run using 8*fsc sampling which produces an almost exactly orthogonal sampling 
lattice. Consequently method 2 has been used in all simulations of K-PAL presented in this thesis. 

7.6.2 Designing the preafilters ReI Fu and R y 

The requirements for the filters Rc / F u and Ry have been derived in earlier sections, and some of the 
possibilities for these filters were described in Chapter 4. In general there are two variables to be 
considered: 

filter order 

filter type 

Number of delays and taps. 

ID vertical, temporal, or vertical-temporal diagonal. 

2D vertical-temporal, or vertical-horizontal. 

Complicating the choice of these filters is the fact that, for K-PAL, some parameters are affected by 
the response of both filters. Table 7.1 lists which filters are responsible for affecting the response of 
each parameter in both K-PAL and WC-PAL. 

Parameter K-PAL WC-PAL 

Compatible Enhanced Compatible Enhanced 

Luminance 
I 

--- Ry&Fu --- Ry 

Luminance aliasing --- Ry&Fu --- Ry 

Chrominance Fu Fu Rc Rc 

Cross-chrominance Ry&Fu Ry&Fu Ry ---

Cross-luminance --- Ry&Fu --- ---

Inter-chrominance --- --- Rc Rc 
--

Table 7. J Filters affecting each performance parameter. 

In terms of performance improvement the importance of the different parameters could be rated as 
shown below. 

Compatible Enhanced 

most important Cross-chrominance Luminance aliasing 

Chrominance resolution Chrominance resolution 

UlV crosstalk Luminance resolution 

Cross-chrominance (K-PAL only 

least important UlV crosstalk (WC-PAL only) 

Table 7.2 A possible rating for the importance of performance parameters in considering each path. 

In order to minimise compatible cross-chrominance Rei F u must be kept as a vertical filter so as to 
best match the vertical characteristic of the PAL delay line (Du). Increasing the order of Rc / F u will 
increase chrominance resolution and reduce UlV crosstalk for WC-PAL. It may be remembered that 
in Chapter 4 the best characteristic was concluded as being a one-dimensional vertical filter, with 
two-dimensional filters offering no extra benefits. 
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For Ry higher order filters will increase luminance resolution and reduce luminance aliasing. 
temporal delays are expensive very high order filters must be avoided. There is, however, some 
freedom to choose different filter orientations (eg. vertical vs. temporal filtering). Section 7.8.l will 
describe the exact choice of the filters used in simulation. 

7.6.3 Effects of horizontal filters 

Just as the comb filter responses are non-ideal the horizontal filters are also not ideal, containing 
ripple in the passband, and having a finite roll off in the stopband. The fact that there are several 
filters in series (eg a bandpass filter in encoder and then decoder) serves to accentuate these effects. 
The result is that: 

'" Enhanced coding techniques will not work properly (ie cross-effects cannot be fully 
suppressed) within filter transition regions. 

'" For phase segregation any asymmetry in the sidebands about fsc will reduce the 
effectiveness of the technique. 

These effects are the reason why WC-P AL, although theoretically offering zero cross-effects, in 
practice has:iesidtiai cross-effects present. This is shown in the objective assessment results of 
Figure 7.49'and Figure 7.54 where a residual level of cross-effects is shown in the enhanced WC
PAL path, despite the theory predicting zero cross-effects (equations (7.69) and (7.19». 

The problems caused by non-ideal filters can be minimised by 

1. Designing the pass-band to be as flat as possible 

2. Choosing a sharp cutoff 

3. Avoiding the use of unnecessary filtering 

4. Maintaining the best symmetry possible around fsc 

The first two points are a matter of filter complexity and the trade-offs required for implementation. 
The third point provides the impetus for a further redesign of the coders. The fourth point will be 
dealt with later. 

A voiding unnecessary filtering can be achieved by two steps. First by rearranging the block diagrams 
into a minimal realisation, and second, by changing the way the horizontal filtering is performed. 

7.6.4 Rearranging the block diagrams 

There are a number of reasons for simplifying the implementation diagrams of toe' coders. As well as 
improving the signal for hardware implementation purposes we need to minUnise the number of 
components required to construct the coder. In particular we must minimise the use of expensive 
storage delay~ (line / field stores), and the overall signal delay introduced by the coder. These aims 
can be achie~ed by a considerable rearrangement of the block diagrams presented previously for K
PAL and WC-PAL. We will also add here the equalising delays needed to compensate for the delays 
inherent in comb filters. 

A number of changes can be made to the K-PAL coder that reduce component count. 

'" Fvis replaced with I-Fu. 

<II The same luminance modifier can be used for both the U and V paths. 

Making these changes the encoder can be rearranged to obtain the new block diagram below 
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cos! rse 

v r-------~~------~+r_--~~ 

Lc 

Figure 7.17 Simplified and rearranged block diagram/or K-PAL encoder. 

This diagram also includes the significant equalising delays that are needed. As mentioned, 
equalising delays are needed for all horizontal filters as well. However, these delays are very small 
compared to the comb filter delays, and will for the present be ignored. The dashed line around Ry 

and Te~(;Ry] is intended to indicate that this equalising delay can be obtained from within R y, thus 
requiring no extra components. This is not the case for T eq[F u] and the other two T eq[Ry] delays. 

For the decoder similar simplifications can be made. The simplified K-PAL decoder, including 
compensating delays for the comb filters, is shown below 

r - - - I 
PAL 

CY-h'~.~rr'--------------------~ '{ 

: Teq[YUJ: 

I 

B 
cos 2fsc 

I 

I--------__ ~ u 

Te,q(Ryl Lc 
coo rsc 

I----______ ~ V 

2 
Lc 

sin rsc 
Teq:[ fly] 

Figure 7.18 Simplified and rearranged block diagram/or K-PAL decoder 

Once again some of the compensating delays can be obtained from within Fu and Ry. The resulting 
decoder delay is identical to the encoder, with the storage requirements being slightly less. 

7.6.4.2 111(;·J>111S 
The most commonly used simplified form for We-PAL is based upon the first proposed and most 
basic implementation of the technique [Oliphant 1980]. For this case the luminance and chrominance 
pre-filters are only 2 tap filters (as opposed to the 3 tap filters used in WC-PAL (1) ). The use of 
these filters allows use of a very simplified form for the coder, requiring only 3 delays for the entire 
encoder, and 2 for the decoder. 

For the more general implementations this level of reduction may not be possible. Some 
simplification can be achieved by combining Sy and into one filter. Also, in the decoder the use of 
two chrominance post-filters can be avoided by subtracting a post-filtered U signal from the 
chrominance to obtain the V signal (this is based on the assumption that Rc is a complementary 
filter). 

7.6.5 HA.U ........ "UJ'i"J horizontal filtering 

We will look first at the K-PAL signal. Equation (7.40) for the encoded signal may be modified to 
include low frequency luminance and the effects of all the horizontal filters. Considering only the V 
path (ie where F u = 0) the response of the encoder can be described as 
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(7.96) 

where Lp is the channellowpass, and B the bandpass. As indicated the luminance portion of the PAL 
signal may be divided into three parts, the low frequency luminance YL , the high luminance YH , and 

the modified high frequency luminance YH • The diagram below shows the horizontal filters that 

affect each of these parts. 

YL 

~ 
:§ 

! 

f~ horizontal freq. 
~ ~ 

YH 

<U 

______ .!:p ___ r--___ .B 

"" :§ 

! 
horizontal freq. 

f~ horizontal freq. 

Figure 7.19 The general shape of the horizontal filters affecting the [ow, high, and modified high frequency 
luminance. 

These diagrams verify the assertion made earlier that a chrominance bandpa~s and highpass are 
effectively equivalent. The bandpass filtering applied at the channel limit is. subsumed by the 
channello~pass. The bandpass may thus be replaced with a highpass, or a complementary filter l-L1 
where L1 is a lowpass with a cutoff frequency similar to that of the lower end of the original 

bandpass. For the Y path further modifications can be made. 

As the bandpass is symmetrical about fse, and PAL modification causes the flipping (or mirroring) of 

the sidebands around fsc then B = B , meaning that the first bandpass is superfluous. The second 
bandpass may now be, once again, replaced with a highpass, or, if placed before the PAL modifier, a 

PAL modified lowpass, to be designated . The PAL signal described by (7.96) now becomes 

p Y + LpRy(l- L,)Y + f + LpV<c 
'-v---' '----y---' 

(7.97) 

Y~ 

and Figure 7.19 becomes 
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Figure 7.20 Minimal realisation of horizontallwnill(lnce filtering il! K-PAL encoder. 

Unnecessary filtering is now avoided. Adding these changes to the simplified block diagram m 
Figure 7.17 the encoder now becomes 

r----I 

v 

: Teq[RY1: 1.., Teq[Fu] 

I 

PAL 

L ____ l LV 
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Teq[Ryl Lc 
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II + 
Teq[!ly] Lc 
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Figure 7.21 Simplified K-PAL encoder with minimum horizontal filtering. 

Similar modifications can be made to the decoder, replacing the bandpass filter with a highpass HI> 
or a complementary highpass using LI . 

r r - - I 

PAL c)--t-i-I +lH f-: ,------------->{+}----'I'~ 

: Teq[Ful: 

I 

2Fsc 

u 

v 

ITeq[Fu] I H, 

Figure 7.22 Simplified K-PAL decoder with minimum horizolltaljiltering 
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The new decoder response is thus 

)p (7.98) 

and for chrominance (in U path) 

(7.99) 

7.6.6 The effects of upper sideband loss 

Looking at the chrominance signal in the decoder just before demodulation (as described by (7.99)) 
the response of the horizontal filters affecting the chrominance will appear similar to that in Figure 
7.23 below (where Lc has been transposed to fsc)' 

f~ horizontal frcq. 

Figure 7.23 The filters affecting the chrominance signal aroundf"i,. 

As can be seen there is only a limited amount of space between the sub-carrier and the channel limit 
set by Lp• This causes problems for demodulation of the chrominance signaL The chrominance is a 
QAM signal, and its correct demodulation requires that both the sidebands be present. The cutoff of 
Lp, however, restricts the width of the upper sideband to 0.57 MHz for systems B, G PAL (5 MHz), 
and 1.07 MHz for system I PAL (5.5 MHz). This limit will be labelled as fL where fL = fchannel - fsc . 

The cutoff of Lc is traditionally set to around 1.2-1.6 MHz in the encoder. As this is well above fL 
some of the upper chrominance sideband will inevitably be lost. This effect will obviously be worse 
for system B, G PAL. 

For conventional PAL decoding any chrominance frequencies above fL will be attenuated and 
incorrectly decoded, causing U/V cross-talk. The attenuation means that the effective received 
chrominance bandwidth is reduced to fL' and the U/V cross-talk causes hue errors on sharp 
horizontal colour transitions5

• 

For K-PAL and WC-PAL the upper sideband loss causes not only problems ,with chrominance 
decoding, but also ruins cross-effect suppression. Yand C can only be properly:segregated across a 
region of 1.14 MHz for system B, G and 2.14 MHz for system L The failure of the enhanced 
techniques outside this region is illustrated in Figure 7.24 using a luminance spatial zone and WC
PAL coding. 

5 In fact, the author wonders why, especially for B, G PAL such a high chrominance bandwidth is still used in the encoder. 
The extra chrominance bandwidth results in virtually no increase in received chrominance resolution, but instead causes 
U/V cross-talk and increased cross-luminance (from the wider lower sideband), It would seem to make more sense to use 
a restricted chrominance bandwidth, to perhaps 0.6-0.7 MHz in the case ofB, G PAL. 
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(a) PAL (b) WC-PAL 5 MHz (BIG) (c) WC-PAL 5.5 MHz (I) 

Figure 7.24 COII/parison of PAL coding with WC-PAL clean coding, showing failure of cross-effect 
suppression outside cen tral chrominance bandpass region. 

Although We -PAL theoretically produces clean coding with zero cross-effects in practice this is 
only achieved across a narrow region «fd near the sub-carrier, meaning that in Figure 7.24 cross
chrominance is still present outside this region. As thi s region is almost twice as narrow in B, G PAL 
than in T PAL it might seem that system B, G PAL would be particularly unsuited to phase 
segregation techniques. In practice, however, it is in this narrowest region that the most significant 
cross-effects occur. Removing cross-effects in an area inside 0.5 MHz either side of fso is su ffi c ient 
to greatly improve picture quality . The images shown in Figure 7.24(b) and (c) bear out thi s 
assertion . Comparing them with the same picture under conventional PAL reception Figure 7.24(a) 
both show greatly reduced cross-chromi ance, with the increased improvement under system I being 
small. 

The failure of phase segregation outside the region described above has further implications for WC
PAL. The WC-PAL assembler I di sass mbler ideally form a transparent network. The response of 
the combined assembler I di sassembler is a sine wave. When the chrominance is demodu lated, or the 
luminance passed through a PAL modifier the positive and negative frequencies of the signal around 
fs are superimposed on each other. The two sine wave responses are now at 1800 to each other, and 
add to g ive a uniform response. If, however, one of the sidebands is attenuated a uniform response is 
no longer obtained. The result is a sine wave shaped attenuation of the chrominance or high 
frequency luminance. The greatest attenuation occurs for intermediate vertical frequencies. 

With all the above points in mind the PAL sys tem being used should be taken into account when 
implement ing a phase segregation tech l1lque . All horizontal filters (band-pass, low-pass & high-pass) 
should be designed to restrict the phase egregation only to the region that can properly support it (ie 
3.86 - 5 MHz under system B, G and 3.36 - 5.5 MHz under system D. As well the chrominance 
lowpass Lc should be designed with a c toff that matches closely to fL. 

7.6.7 Designing L 1, L 2, and HI 

The design of these filters is determined by three requirements 

I. Maximising cancellation of cross-chrominance for compatible reception . 

2. Maximising suppression of cross-effects in an enhanced decoder. 

3. Minimising distortion (attenuation) of luminance in passband region. 

These wil l be looked at one at a time. 

7.6.7.1 Alinimising cross-chrominance - compatible decoding 

T he e limination of cross-chrominance in a conventional decoder is dependant upon the cancellation 
of the luminance s idebands around f e . To ensure that this occurs the modified luminance from th 
K-PAL encoder should be as symmetrical as possible . 
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Equation (7.97) describes the PAL signal in the stopband of F u (ie the V passband). Choosing also 
the passband of Ry (setting Ry:::: 1) and considering only the luminance (7.97) becomes 

p (7.100) 

The decoded V chrominance signal will thus be (similar to (7.99» 

(7.101) 

Using the fact that for any arbitrary function F 

(7.102) 

equation (7.101) becomes 

(7.103) 

From this elimination of cross-chrominance requires that 

(7.104) 

Thus for a given channel filter Lz should be chosen such that 

1>0 (7.105) 

For negative frequencies the filter response will simply be a minor image. An example of a filter 
defined in this way is shown below. 
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Figure 7.25 '/deal' response offilter as defined by equation (7.105). 

The filter is identical to Lp above approximately 2fsc fchannel (4 MHz). Unfortunately the lower part 
of the characteristic of Lz is impractical. We must set a ceiling on the gain of Lz, and thus some 
cross-chrominance will return for lower frequency luminance below 2fsc - fchannel. This is to be 
expected, as it is outside the bandpass region. However, a certain level of gain, perhaps a factor of 2, 
may be left, and will help to compensate for attenuation of the upper sideband by the channel 
lowpass. 

7.6. Minimising cross-chrominallce - enhanced decoding 

For compatible reception we can only control the sym~metry of the upper sideband of Y . This means 
that cross-chrominance returns for luminance frequencies below In the enhanced decoder the 
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filter HI can be used to shape the lower sideband of Y, ensuring proper cancellation will occur with 
the upper sideband of Y . 
For the K-PAL decoder equation (7.101) is instead 

(7.106) 

Considering the passband of Ry we can substitute for P using (7.100). Ignoring the chrominance 
signal (7.106) becomes 

(7.107) 

Using the definition made in (7.102) this equation provides a requirement for elimination of cross
chrominance. For cancellation of a particular luminance frequency to occur requires that 

(7.108) 

Considering first luminance frequencies below fsc then 

(7.109) 

If we assume that HI is a highpass with a cutoff below fsc then HI = 1 for If I < fsc and 

(7.110) 

For luminance frequencies above I and (7.108) becomes 

Lp = HIL2 (7.111) 

¢::> HI = 
Lp 
L2 

Equations (7.110) and (7.111) appear to provide conflicting requirements for H" with the first 
defining the requirements for cancellation of low frequency luminance (below fsc) , and the second 
defining the requirements for luminance above f,c' However, if we--.take into account the fact that 

Lp = 0 for If I «fse then both equations define HI = 0 I f I « f~.- The statistical energy of the 

luminance signal decreases with increasing frequency [Ref], thus cancellation of lower frequencies 
is more important than for higher frequencies. Consequently we will choose (7.114) to define HI 
near f,c' 

7.6.7.3 Minimising attenuation of luminance in passband 

The overall response of the luminance path may be found by substituting (7.97) into (7.98). 
Considering only the passband of the luminance pre-filter where Ry 1, the decoded luminance may 
be described by 

Yd (L~Lp +LpLI(l-LI)+tLILp(l LI)+tLp(l-Llr +tfilLp )Y + (7.112) 

(LILpL2 +tfiILpLI)Y 

The lowpass filter has a much lower cutoff than the channel filter Lp , therefore we may assume that 

(7.113) 

Using this identity and simplifying (7.112) gives 
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(7.114) 

Ignoring the modified luminance signal (which is responsible for residual aliasing), we can achieve a 
flat response up to the channel limit if 

/ < fChannei (7.115) 

If considering only frequencies where / < fchannel then we may make a further assumption that 

/ < fchannel 

Equation (7.115) thus becomes 

I 
"2 / < fchannel 

Rearranging this we can obtain an expression defining the lowpass filter L I • 

/ < fchannel 

(7.116) 

(7.117) 

(7.118) 

Given a channel response Lp if L, is designed to meet the above requirement then a flat response for 
high frequency luminance can be assured. 

7.6.7.4 Minimising residual aliasing 
Taking equation (7.114) and ignoring the wanted luminance signal Y the luminance alias, in the Ry 

passband is 

(7.119) 

The response of these filters may be assumed positive only, and thus minimal aliasing can only be 
achieved if 

(7.120) 

In practice, as these filters have a finite cutoff this cannot be achieved perfeQ_tly. Instead we may 
choose an acceptable level of residual alias. We will arbitrarily set this at 1A amplitude, or -12 dB. 
This requires that .. 

(7.121) 

This can be achieved by choosing 4. and L, as complementary filters where 

(7.122) 

L} can be chosen as a 'semi-complementary' filter where the -3 dB point of LI coincides with the -3 
dB point of HI. These results thus provide further design constraints on L" L2, HI. 

7.6.8 Asymmetrical chrominance filtering 

As indicated earlier the implementations studied in this Chapter (section 6.8) are only two of many 
possible variations. One variation worth looking at is the use of differing bandwidths for the U and V 
signals. If the visual response weighted figures-oj-merit for cross-chrominance (see Figure 7.49 
later) are separated into individual figures-oj-merit for U and V as in Figure 7.26 we see that the 
visibility of V cross-chrominance is predicted to be considerably greater than that for Y7 U (note 
that the higher the figure-of-merit the worse the cross-colour). This is due to the fact that, as 
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explained in section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the eye's resolving ability is lower for the colour frequencies 
contained in U (predominantly Yellow-Blue) than for those in V (predominantly Red-Green). 
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Figure 7.26 Comparison oj separate figures-oj-merit cross-chrominance into the U alld V paths. 

This suggests that image quality may be improved by placing a differing emphasis on the U and V 
signals. Extra V bandwidth and minimising Y-7 V cross-chrominance is more important than 
bandwidth and cross-chrominance for the U signal. This reasoning is used in NTSC, where the I and 
Q colour difference signals have quite different horizontal bandwidths of 1.5 MHz and 0.5 MHz 
respectively. 

A redesign of the band-segregating filter F u can allow an exchange of increased V bandwidth for 
decreased U bandwidth. This also increases the area over which luminance is place out of phase with 
the V signal, meaning less V cross-chrominance (at the expense of increased U cross-chrominance). 
Figure 7.27 below shows one such filter. The 
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Figure 7.27 Asymmetrical chrominance pre1ilter Fu 1Fv ill (b), compared with chrominallce pre-Jilter used in 
K-PAL2 - (a). 

This filter increases the vertical bandwidth of the V signal from just under 70 cph in K-PAL2 to 
around 85 cph, with a corresponding decrease of the U bandwidth to 50 cph. This filter has been 
used in a simulation labelled K-PAL3, and the results using this new filter are compared below in 
Figure 7.28 with K-PALI and K-PAL2. 
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Figure 7,28 Comparison oJ results obtained using asymmetrical pre-filter (K-PAL3) with thoseJrom Figure 
7.26. 

Figure 7.28 shows that the asymmetrical pre-filter has indeed succeeded in reducing overall cross
chrominance, by decreasing V cross-chrominance at the expense of a small increase in U cross
chrominance. For moving picture content cross-chrominance is now almost perfectly balanced 
between U and V, The advantage of this technique is also, as noted, a likely increase in perceived 
vertical chrominance resolution, due to the increase in bandwidth of the more important V signal. 

7.6.9 Enhanced horizontal resolution 

As well as reducing cross-effects most enhanced PAL techniques considerably improve horizontal 
resolution. Instead of a limit of around 3,5 MHz (224 c/pw) the received picture can be restored to a 
horizontal resolution matching the channel limit. This equates to 320 c/pw for system B, G PAL, and 
352 c/pw for system I, Phase segregation techniques, however, are actually capable of providing 
further horizontal resolution extension, to beyond the channel limit. This is achieved by using the 
aliased spectrum produced by the luminance modifier to store the extra resolution, in a technique 
known as spectrum folding. How this works is illustrated below. 
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Figure 7.29 Use oj 'spectrum Jolding , to store horizontalJrequenciesJrom beyond channel limit. 

f" 

Figure 7.29 shows the pre-filtered luminance for implementation 1, which used a vertical filter for 
Ry. From the spectra there is the appearance of the high frequency luminance being folded (or 
rotated) about fse, with the aBased spectra slotting into the 'holes' in the baseband luminance. In 
Figure 7.29 (b) although all frequencies beyond the channel limit are lost from the baseband 
luminance, a copy of what was lost is retained in the aliased spectra. This can then be unfolded in the 
decoder to regain the lost resolution. 
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The disadvantage of the method is that, in order to accommodate the extra luminance in the aliased 
spectra more luminance must be removed from the baseband signal. Increased horizontal resolution 
thus becomes a trade-off against reduced diagonal luminance resolution. 

Another disadvantage is that decoding the extended resolution luminance signal is more 
complicated, due to the fact that the high frequency luminance exists in only one sideband around 
Because of this, after decoding the extra luminance will have only half the amplitude of the normal. 
luminance. Thus a filter must be used to compensate the higher frequencies. 

7.7 details 

7.7.1 .,£\1,._11"<>","''''' luminance 

The luminance modification process adds an aliased copy of the luminance to the original baseband 
luminance. This causes a doubling of high frequency luminance energy, and could theoretically 
cause over-range luminance values to result. This might mean that the PAL signal amplitude exceeds 
its alIo_wed limits, In a worst case scenario the encoded luminance signal would be twice its normal 
amplituae: Such a situation could potentially cause problems for transmitters, recording equipment, 
and AID conversion. 

The situation is not, however, as bad as it at first appears. The worst case example can only occur 
when high frequency luminance is of high amplitude. For such a signal any low frequency luminance 
present will be of low amplitude. As chrominance is of restricted bandwidth it only accompanies low 
frequency luminance signals, and will thus, in this situation, also be of low amplitude, leaving extra 
room for an increase in luminance amplitude. To determine whether there will be enough room we 
must study the PAL signal limits and the enhanced signals. 

The equations for the WC-PAL and K-PAL signals were derived earlier and are given in (7.30) and 
(7040). To consider the worst case scenario we can take an input luminance signal 

y(t) = Acos2nf/ (7.123) 

where fa is chosen as a high horizontal frequency. Taking the Fourier transform a normal PAL signal 
for this input would simply be 

P(I) = A 0(1 ±fa) 
2 

7. WCmPAL luminance signal 

(7.124) 

Considering first WC-PAL, and substituting for Y in (7.30) the PAL signal for this enhanced 
technique is 

P. .. qwt(f) SI'(I)Ry(lHAO(l ± fa) + 

SI·(I)Ry(l ±2fsc )tAo(l ±2f,c ±fa) 

(7.125) 

Evaluating this expression and using the identities for S c (I ± f,e) in (7 AS) and (7046) we obtain 

(7.126) 

Using the further definitions for the WC-P AL assembler filters in (7.28) and (7.29) equation (7.126) 
becomes 

P.'.Cl'ul (f ) (7.127) 
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This result means that the problem with over-range values will never occur for WC-PAL, as the 
response of Ry is never greater than one, and thus the amplitude of the expression in (7.127) will 
never exceed that for a normal PAL signal in (7.124). 

7.7.1.2 luminance signal 

For K-P AL the situation is different. Substituting (7.123) into (7.40) we obtain, after simplification, 
the expression 

(7.128) 

Even if Fu and Ry never exceed one this expression could still be up to twice the normal PAL 
amplitude. 

Comparing this function with normal PAL we can define a relative signal level function Gy 

Pkpal (I) 
"p(l) 

Plotting this for K-PAL implementations 1 and 2 we obtain the graphs below 

(7.129) 
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Figure 7.30 Relq(ive luminance signal levels for K-PAL as compared with normal PAL, (a) Implementation 1, 
(b) Implementation 2. . . 

At their peaks ihe signal levels in these implementations are 1.45 and 2 times greater than normal 
PAL. 

The normal limits of the PAL signal are shown in Table 7.3 [CCIR Report 624-3]. 

synchronising level -300 mV 

luminance black OmV 

luminance white 700mV 

maximum signal level IV 

Table 7.3 Normal limits for PAL signal. 

The ultimate upper and lower limits of the synchronising and maximum signal levels represent a 
range of ±186% for the luminance. It might thus appear that although implementation 2 is outside 

this range, implementation I may have enough room (only requiring ±145%). In practice the 
situation is more complicated, as chrominance and high frequency luminance may be present at the 
same time. 
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In order to detemrine what colours and signal levels will cause an over range output we can consider 
a signal where each gamma corrected R', G', B' component contains both a low (in this case DC) 
and high frequency. As with the luminance the R', G', B' components are constrained to within the 
range 0 - 700 mY. Input signals with maximum worse case amplitude may thus be defined as 

RI = AR + KR cos2nfRt 

G I AG + KG cos2nfGt 

B' AB + KB cos2nfBt 

where o mV ::; A'I ::; 700 mV 

and {
A? 

K) = 700mV -A? 
A? ::; 350 mV 

A? > 350mV 

(7.130) 
(7.131) 

(7.132) 

(7.133) 

(7.134) 

The frequencies fR, fo and fB must be above the cutoff of the chrominance lowpass Le. Using these 
definitions the maximum and minimum excursions for the combined PAL signal will be. 

where 

and 

Pmi" 

YmilX 

Ymin 

lei max 

= 

= 

Ymax + lelma• 

Ymin - lelmax 

.299(AR + GyKR) + 587(AG + GyKG) + .1l4(A B + GyKn) 

.299(AR GyKn) + 587(AG GyKG) + .114(A B - GyKn) 

-JU 2 +V2 

U .493(A n YL ) 

V = .877(AR - YL ) 

These equations use the definitions for the PAL signal made in Appendix A. 

(7.135) 

(7.136) 

(7.137) 

(7.138) 

(7.139) 

(7.140) 

(7.141) 

(7.142) 

Setting Gyto the worst case values of 1.45 and 2, as obtained from FigUre 7.30 we can now consider 
a full range of RGB signals and determine the maximum and minimum excursions of the encoded 
signals. Such an analysis has been performed numerically using the equations listed above. The 
results -are shown below in Table 7.4, compared with normal PAL. 

Encoder Min. mV Max. mV 

Normal PAL -273 1000 

K-PAL (Implementation 1) -317 1075 

K-PAL (Implementation 2) -440 1217 

Table 7.4 Comparison of maximum and minimum excursions of PAL signal for different encoders. 

We see that both implementations can cause over-range signals, both at the top and bottom linrits. 
PAL 1, however, is only just outside the range, whereas K-PAL 2 is well outside. A better feeling for 
the significance of these results can be obtained by plotting the over-range values as a function of 
RGB colour space. Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33 show the areas of RGB colour that cause over and 
under-range signals. 
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Figure 7.31 Relative luminance signal levels for K·PALl as compared with normal PAL, (a) under-range (b) 
over-range. 

For K-PAL 1 unaGr-range values can only occur for a tiny 0.07 % of possible colours (Figure 7.31 
(a». Over-range:values are more likely, but still only caused by a tiny range of colours (1.5 % in 
Figure 7.31 (b». For K-PAL 2 the situation is quite different, with 4.6 % of colours capable of 
causing under-range values, and a huge 35 % causing over-range signals. 

~.9433 'V (pc 
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Figure 7.32 Relative luminance signal levels for K·PAL2 as compared with normal PA£y (a) under-range (b) 
over-range. 

In practice the likelihood of out-of-range values occurring is much smaller than just these results 
suggest. For any gut-of-range signal to occur all of the following conditions must be present 

1. A colour signal within the colour space areas shown in Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32. 

2. Maximum (or near maximum) amplitude signals on all three RGB inputs. 

3. Presence of both low « Lc) and high (> Lc) frequencies in same picture area. 

4. A vertical frequency offset placing the signal at or near the peaks of the luminance 
'envelope' response shown in Figure 7.30 

An accurate estimation of the statistical likelihood of these conditions occurring is beyond the scope 
of this analysis, but it is likely to be very uncommon. Even when an over-range signal does occur it 
will likely be present only in a very small area of the picture. 

We will now perform a detailed comparison of the mathematical and simulated characteristics of K
PAL and We-PAL, using a range of the tools available for analysis. 

In comparing the performance of these television coding techniques there are a great many areas to 
be considered. The trade-offs between these all are difficult to judge, as many of the parameters 
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cannot be easily compared. For example, is an increase in luminance resolution worth a resulting 
increase in aliasing, or a decrease in cross-luminance worth loosing extra chrominance resolution? 
As a step towards making these judgements this section will look separately at each of the following 
performance parameters: 

<II> luminance resolution 

<II> luminance aliasing 

• chrominance resolution 

<II cross-chrominance 

<II> cross-luminance 

0\1 UIV cross-talk (inter-chrominance) 

In studying these we are interested in finding out 

1. The performance differences between K-PAL and WC-PAL 

2. The differences between enhanced and compatible reception. 

3. The changes in performance with different implementations of the technique ie. choice 
of Re , Fu , and Ry• 

The possible variations in implementation are too many to consider in detail. Here only two 
implementations of WC-PAL and K-PAL will be looked at. For each implementation the WC-PAL 
and K-PAL versions will be chosen as similar as possible, to allow meaningful comparison of the 
performance of the two coding techniques. 

7.8.1 Choosing an implementation for Ref Fu and Ry 

Taking all the factors described earlier into account a choice of filters has been made for the two 
implementations of K-PAL and WC-PAL. 

Implementation Rei Fu Ry 

1 151 order vertical 151 order vertical 

2 5th order vertical 3rd order vertical-temporal 

Table 7.5 Choice offilters for two implementations of K-PAL and WC-PAL. 

Block diagrams of these filters are shown in Appendix C. The response of these filters is shown 
below as a cross-sectional amplitude characteristic and as a vertical-temporal contour. 

For implementation 1 the filters for Re I F u and R yare both the same, and their response is shown 
below in Figure 7.33. These are the simplest filters possible for use in Rei Fu. 
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Figure 7.33 Implementation 1 (i.e. Ver 1): 3 tap vertical filter (a) amplitude response, (b) vertical-temporal 
contour plot at -3, -6 dB. 

For implementation 2 the chrominance and luminance filters are different. For chrominance Rc has a 
much sharper characteristic, for luminance R y has a wider aperture, due to it being vertical-temporal 
instead of just vertical. 
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Figure 7.34 Implementation 2 (Ver 2): 11 tap vertical filter for chrominance (a) amplitude response, (b) 
vertical-temporal contour plot at -3, -6 dB. 
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Figure 7.35 Implementation 2 (Ver 2): 7 tap vertical-temporalfilter for luminance (a) amplitude response, (b) 
vertical-temporal contour plot at -3, -6 dB. 

Note in these plots that the amplitude response is plotted only for positive frequencies, and is 
equivalent to a cross-section through the contour plots along the Hnej;:= O. Note also that for Fu in 
K-PAL these filters will need to be modified in accordance with the approach described in section 
7.6.1. 

For each implementation, and each technique four methods will be used to analyse the six 
performance parameters listed earlier. 

1. Examination of the derived mathematical function describing the response. 

2. Plots in 1 (vertical), 2 (vertical-temporal), or 3 (spatio-temporal) dimensions of the 
frequency response characteristic, taken from the describing equations or actual 
simulation results. 

3. Decoded test images, ego spatial zone plate, or BBe young couple. 
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4. Objective assessment results obtained using the new assessment technique described in 
Chapter 6. 

At the end of this section a summary will be presented of the most important results. 

The Luminance Response 

The luminance responses for the four paths of interest may be taken from equations (7.85), (7.79), 
(7.61), and (7.55) and are listed below 

Enhanced K-PAL R;(l 2Fu +2F;;) (7.143) 

R2 (7.144) WC-PAL 
y 

Compatible K-PAL 
NRy (7.145) 

NSyRy 
(7.146) WC-PAL 

Conventional PAL 
N (7.147) 

Also listed for comparison is the luminance response for conventional PAL. 

These equations are intended to describe the vertical-temporal response and (except for the PAL 
notch) ignore the effects of horizontal filters. 

The functions that make up these responses are 

R y - Luminance pre-filter 

F uK-PAL chrominance pre-filter I band segregating filter 

Sy - WC-PAL luminance assembler 

N - PAL decoder luminance notch 

For the compatible paths the notch filter is likely to remove most high frequency luminance, 
meaning the effects of Ry and Sy will be smalL 

For WC-PAL enhanced reception the response is as expected in (7)44), being the combination of 
the encoder and decoder luminance pre-filters. For enhanced K-PAL decoding, however, the 
respon~e has been modified by the band segregating filter Fu as well. Figure 7.36 shows equation 
(7.144) and (7.145) for the enhanced luminance response of WC-PAL and K-PAL, under both 
implementations. The effect of F u on the luminance response can be seen in producing a marked 
difference between K-PAL and WC-PAL in both implementations. This difference includes a factor 
of two attenuation of low I high vertical frequencies. The considerable distortion of the luminance 
response for K-PAL is clearly unacceptable and must be compensated for. 
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Figure 7.36 Comparison of K-PAL and WC-PAL enhanced luminance responses for, (a), (b) verticallulIlinance 
pre-filter in implementation (Ver) 1, and (c), (d) vertical-temporal pre-filter in implementation (Ver) 2. 

7.8.2.1 Luminance ripple compensation 

The function 1- 2Fu + 2F~ that is causing the luminance distortion in K-PAL will be referred to as 

the luminance r-ipple function. This function is plotted below in Figure 7.37 for F u in 
implementations 1 and 2. 
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Figure 7.37 Luminance ripple fUllction for (a) implementation 1. (b) implementation 2. 

This function causes the unwanted distortion of the luminance response that is evident in Figure 
7 .36(b) and (d). These distortions result in, at worst, an attenuation of the luminance by -6 dB. This 
can be compensated for in the decoder by using a filter with the ideal characteristic 

Fc (ideal) = 1 2 

1- 2Fu +2Fu 
(7.148) 

This ideal filter is impossible to realise in practice, but to a first approximation we may use 

= 1+4Fu -4F~ 
(7.149) 

Using this compensating filter the ripple characteristics in Figure 7.36 are reduced significantly from 
a maximum of -6 dB to around +1 dB, as shown in Figure 7.38. This level of distortion is far more 
acceptable. 
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Figure 7.38 Compensated luminance ripple under (a) implementation 1, (b) implementation 2. 

When the compensating filter is added to the K-PAL decoder the luminance responses shown in 
Figure 7.36 (b) and (d) become those depicted in Figure 7.39. 
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Figure 7.39 Compensated luminance response for enhanced K-PAL coding, (a) implemelltatiofl 1, (b) 
implementation 2. 
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The K-PAL luminance responses now matches that of WC-PAL much more closely. The 
disadvantage of the compensating filter is that it requires twice as many delays as F u, and results 
in increased decoder complexity. As an altemative Fe may be placed in the encoder (i.e. pre
compensation). Doing this, however, means a distortion of the luminance response for compatible 
reception - although such distortion would likely have little effect on the picture in a conventional 
PAL decoder as most high frequency luminance is removed by the notch filter anyway. 

7.8.2.2 Luminance distortion in Implementation 1 
For K -P AL implementation 1 the luminance distortion can actually be taken advantage of and used 
to improve the luminance response. Instead of applying a compensating filter we can simply scale 
the luminance by a factor of two (Fe = 2). Figure 7.36 (b) then becomes 

K -P AL Enhanced Ver I - Luminance (Y) 

0,8 
<!} 
'0 

'" 1°,6 
0.4 

0,2 

50 100 150 200 250 300 
vertk:al freq, tv c!ph 

Figure 7.40 Scaled luminance response for K-PAL implementation 1, 

Comparing Figure 7.40 with the luminance response for WC-PAL plotted in Figure 7.36(a) we see 
that the luminance ripple function and the luminance pre-filter characteristic actually complement 
each other to some degree, resulting in a wider luminance response than otherwise. At the cost of 
some ripple (~1 dB) the vertical luminance bandwidth has been greatly increased, from around 40 
cph to nearly 70 cph. K-PAL implementation 1 is thus a particularly useful version of K-PAL, 
providing unusually good luminance bandwidth with minimum coding complexity and no decoder 
luminance compensation required. 

7.8.3 Simulation Results 

The simulations used to produce the results presented for K-PAL in this Chapter incorporate the 
decoder changes that have just been described. The compensating filter used is different for two 
implementations, being (7.149) for K-PAL2 and simply a scaling factor of2 for K-PALl. 

The new methods for spectral analysis and objective assessment described in Chapters 5 and 6 have 
been applied to these simulations, producing a set of results for each performance parameter. Figure 
7.41 presents the objective assessment results for the luminance signal. 
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Figure 7.41 Objective assessment resultsfor K-PALand WC-PAL luminance bandwidth. 

In Figilre7.41 the figure-of-merit bandwidth measures for the luminance bandwidth have all been 
normalised W.r.t. the bandwidth of conventional PAL. Looking first at compatible reception it may 
seem surprising that all techniques produce a lower bandwidth than cenventional PAL. The reason 
for this is revealed by studying the spatio-temporal contour plots of the luminance response. 
Comparing the plots for compatible reception of PAL and K-PALI in Figure 7.42 we can see an 
extra loss of intermediate vertical frequencies for the K-PAL encoded sigual. This is due to the wider 
response of the encoder bandpass filter, causing the luminance pre-filter to remove more 
intermediate luminance frequencies than the PAL decoder notch by itself. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.42 Comparison of luminance response contour for (a) PAL -)t PAL, (b) K-PAL1 -)t PAL, showing loss 
of some intermediate vertical frequencies for enhanced encoding. 

Under enhanced reception (Figure 7.43) the advantages of the pre-filter become apparent, producing 
an extended horizontal bandwidth in all cases, and a better figure-of-merit than PAL for most For 
the several cases where the figures-of-merit are still lower than PAL the extra horizontal bandwidth 
has not been enough to offset the loss of luminance bandwidth due to the encoder bandpass filter. 
This brings out one of the problems with the bandwidth measure. As discussed in Chapter 6 it does 
not take into account the statistical likelihood, or visual importance of different luminance 
frequencies. In practice the extra horizontal bandwidth is likely to be more important for picture 
quality than the lost diagonal frequencies. This is somewhat verified by the young couple test images 
shown later in Figure 7 .53( d) and (e), where the luminance detail in the striped shirt is considerably 
clearer. 
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(a) WC-PALl (b) WC-PAL2 
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(c) K-PALI (d) K-PAL2 

Figure 7.43 Spatio-temporalluminance response contours (-3dB) for enhanced encoding and decoding, (a) 
WC-PALl, (b) WC-PAL2s, (c) K-PALl, (d) K-PAL2. 

Figure 7.43 also shows the differences between implementations of K-PAL and WC-PAL. 
Comparing (a) and (c) we can see that K-PALl's higher figure-of-merit in Figure 7.41 is due to its 
extra vertical bandwidth. This is a result of the effects discussed earlier and the extended luminance 
response shown in Figure 7.40. For implementation 2 the theoretical luminance responses (Figure 
7.36(c) and FIgure 7.39(b)) show only small differences, and as a result the spatio-temporal contours 
for K-PAL and WC-PAL are very similar. The objective assessment results indicate that the small 
differences present give K-PAL a very slight bandwidth advantage. 

The differences between the vertical and vertical-temporal luminance pre-filters are particularly 
obvious. The higher vertical bandwidth of Figure 7 .43(b) and (d) is responsible for implementation 
2's high figure-of-merit for stationary image content. Conversely the extra temporal bandwidth of 
Figure 7.43(a) and (c) produces improved performance for moving image content. For these cases 
the figures-of-merit are better than normal PAL. 

7.8.4 uuu'u'ajlJ' .... 'C Aliasing 

The modification applied to the luminance in both K-P AL and WC-PAL introduces aliasing that 
cannot be completely removed again. The functions describing the residual aliasing, under both 
compatible and enhanced reception are (from (7.85), (7.79), (7.61), and (7.55» 

Enhanced K-PAL FcRy(l- Rl' )(1- Fu) 

Ry(I - Rl,) 

(7.150) 

(7.151) 
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WC-PAL 

Compatible K-PAL N(1-RyXl - 2Fu) (7.152) 

WC-PAL 
N(l- Ry)Sy (7.153) 

Conventional PAL 
No aliasing 

(7.154) 

where the K-PAL luminance is now modified by the ripple compensating filter Fe. 

For the compatible paths most luminance aliasing will be eliminated by the sub-carrier notch filter. 
The visibility of any residual aliasing will be minimised by the high spatio-temporal offset of the 
sub-carrier. This hypothesis is supported by the objective assessment results in Figure 7.44 where 
residual aliasing in compatible reception is always lower than under enhanced reception. 
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Figure 7.44 Objective assessment results/or K-PAL and we-PAL luminance aliasing. 

For enhanced reception the alias levels are residual amounts of the PAL modified luminance Y that 
have been left in the transition regions of the luminance pre-filter J?y. These residual amounts are 
graphed below Figure 7.45 for the functions described by (7.130) - (7.-133). 
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Figure 7. 45 Residual aliasing levels for enhanced coding in We-PAL (a), (b), and K-PAL (c), (d). 

-3dB 

Figure 7.45(a)~ (c) -for implementation 1 shows that increased luminance aliasing is one price paid by 
K-PALI for its increased luminance bandwidth. Aside from this the generally lower level of aliasing 
in WC-PAL is likely due to the fact that K-PAL places more energy in the high fre-quency luminance 
(see section 7.7.1). 

Comparing results for stationary and moving picture content the most visible aliasing occurs for 
moving luminance. This is to be expected, as the 2fse shift that is applied by the PAL modifier causes 
stationary frequencies to alias to frequencies with a high spatio-temporal offset, and consequent low 
visibility. 

Overall Figure 7.44 shows that all implementations tested produce some luminance aliasing. As 
normal PAL has no aliasing the figures-of-merit shown above have been normalised w.r.t. PAL 
cross-luminance. These results therefore show that luminance artefacts produced by luminance 
aliasing are likely to be much less noticeable than those caused by cross-luminance. Figure 7.44 may 
be compared directly with cross-luminance results presented later in Figure 7.54. In comparing these 
we see that even with enhanced coding cross-luminance is still a far more visually perceivable 
artefact than luminance aliasing. As discussed in Chapter 6 the visibility of artefacts as indicated by 
the objective figures-of-merit does not take into account the likelihood of their occurrence. In this 
case the high frequency luminance that produces luminance aliasing is likely tQ be much rarer than 
the low frequency chrominance that causes cross-luminance, reducing the significance of the 
luminance aliasing artefact even further. Results using the young couple test iill1:ige in Figure in 
section 7 .8.6 appear to back this up, there being no noticeable distortion of the fine luminance detail 
in the striped ,shirt. 

7.S.5 Chrominance 

From equations (7.94),(7.69), (7.60), and (7.53) the chrominance responses for K-PAL, WC~PAL, 
and conventional PAL are 

Enhanced K-PAL (7.155) 

WC-PAL R2 (7.156) c 

Compatible K-PAL Du F; (7.157) 

WC-PAL DURCSy (7.158) 

Conventional PAL Du (7.159) 
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where Rc is the WC-PAL chrominance pre-filter, and Du the PAL delay line. The chrominance 
horizontal low pass filter Lc has been omitted from these functions; it has a virtually identical effect 
on all paths. 

Obviously, from these functions the chrominance resolution will in most cases be reduced compared 
to conventional PAL. However the reduction is mostly due to a loss of vertical chrominance 
frequencies. Considering the normal imbalance between chrominance horizontal and vertical 
resolution this is perhaps not unreasonable. 

The objective assessment results for chrominance bandwidth are shown below in Figure 7.46. Under 
compatible reception the chrominance bandwidth is, as indicated, always 'lower than conventional 
PAL. The extra factor in Sy in (7.158) means that WC-PAL has a lower chrominance bandwidth than 
K-PAL for both implementations. 
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Figure 7.46 Objective assessmellt results for K-PAL and WC-PAL chrominance bandwidth. 

For enhanced reception chrominance bandwidth is lower than PAL for implementation 1, but higher 

than PAL for implementation 2. Looking at plots of Rc / F~2 in Figure 7.47 we can see why. 
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Figure 7.47 Comparison of overall enhanced chrominance response for K-PAL (and WC-PAL) with PAL 
delay-line. (a) implementation 1, (b) implementation 2. 

In implementation 1 the response of the cascaded pre- and post-filters has a greater attenuation of 
low chrominance frequencies than the simple delay-line. In implementation 2, however, the higher 
order chrominance pre-filter produces an improved low frequency response compared to the delay
line, resulting in a chrominance bandwidth higher than PAL and almost twice as high as 
implementation 1. Note that the plots in Figure 7.47 will be identical for both WC-PAL and K-PAL. 
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A puzzling result in Figure 7.46 is the differences between K-PAL and WC-PAL for enhanced 
reception, implementation 2. Equations (7.56) and (7.57) predict that the enhanced responses should 
be identical. For implementation 1 this is indeed the case; for implementation 2, however, WC-PAL 
has significantly lower bandwidth than K-PAL. The spatio-temporal contours for the enhanced 
chrominance responses, shown in Figure 7.48, back up this difference. Figure 7.48(a) and (c) 
representing implementation 1 are identical, but Figure 7.48(b) and (d) for implementation 2 are 
different. The difference is a loss of diagonal chrominance frequencies in WC-PAL2. 

vv 

____ -J dS (u) 

(a) WC-PALl (b) WC-PAL2 
vv 

(c) K-PALl (d) K-PAL2 

Figure 7.48 Spatio':.temporal chrominance response contours (-3dB)for enhanced encoding and decoding, (a) 
WC-PALl, (b) WC-PAL2, (c) K-PALl, (d) K-PAL2. 

The reason for this lies in the failure of the WC-PAL assembler I disassembler when the sidebands 
around are not perfectly symmetrical. As discussed in section 7.6.6 the resulting attenuation of 
chrominance occurs mostly in the intermediate vertical frequencies. In implementation 1 the lower 
vertical chrominance bandwidth seen Figure 7.48(a), (c) means that these frequencies have already 
been removed by the pre-filter. In implementation 2, however, the higher order pre-filter preserves 
these frequencies, meaning that their loss in WC-PAL can be noticed, causing a lower figure-of
merit compared to K-PAL. 

7.8.6 Cross-chrominance 

This is the parameter that shows up some of the most dramatic differences and improvements for K
PAL and WC-PAL. The cross-chrormnance has been expressed in the functions derived earlier (e.g. 
(7.53) and (7.60», in the form 
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(7.160) 

where G is to be defined. In order to know the 'envelope' or maximum level of cross-chrominance 
for each luminance input frequency we will set Y == l. The luminance pre-filter Ry is a 
complementary filter, and the definition of this in equation (7.11) implies that 

(7.161) 

Using these definitions (7.160) becomes simply 

C G 
(7.162) 

Using this identity, and equations (7.94), (7.69), (7.60), (7.53) and (7.54) derived earlier the 
formulas describing the cross-chrominance envelope are 

Enhanced K-PAL 

WC-PAL 

Compatible K-PAL 

WC-PAL 

Conventional PAL 

(1- F;)F; 

0 

(l-F;)Du 

hScDu 
Du 

(7.163) 

(7.164) 

(7.165) 

(7.166) 

(7.167) 

It must be noted here that these results are using the assumption of equal energy across the 
luminance spectrum (Y = 1). Under this assumption for the enhanced techniques the formulae are the 
result of two cancelling effects. For a particular luminance frequency Y the presence of the 

luminance alias f in the spectrum effectively doubles the energy available for causing cross
chrominance. However, because half of the frequencies that cause cross-chrominance are removed 
by the luminance pre-filter the average cross-chrominance remains the same. 

In practice, however, this reasoning does not hold completely, as the luminance frequencies removed 
by Ryare high diagonal (or high vertical-temporal) frequencies that occur less often. Because of this 
the actual levels of cross-chrominance for the enhanced paths will be lower than the formulae above 
might suggest. For the worst case, where the picture content contalrur no high diagonal! diagonal
temporal frequencies there is a doubling of the high frequency lurQinance energy in the enhanced 
signal. In this case there will be a factor of2 increase in the expressions in (7.163)-(7.166). 

Looking now at the objective assessment results in Figure 7.49 we see that although WC-PAL has 
theoretically zero cross-chrominance, in practice due to non-ideal horizontal filters this is not 
achieved. WC-PAL enhanced reception is, however, still significantly better than K-PAL, 
particularly for moving picture content. 
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Figure 7.49 Objective assessment results for K-PAL alld WC-PAL cross-chrominance, 

Although the ennanced K-PAL path does contain higher levels of cross-chrominance compared to 
WC-PALTfis still considerably lower than normal PAL, Figure 7,50 shows plots of equation (7.163) 
for K-PAC-implementations 1 and 2, compared against normal PAL (eqn. (7.16]». Coarse cross
colour occurring at low vertical frequencies has been almost completely removed. The result is a 
figure-of-merit for K-PAL enhanced reception that is 60-80% lower than nonnal PAL (with WC
PAL being 85-90% lower), 

K -PAL Enhanced Ver I Cross-chrominance K-PALEnhanced Ver2 Cross-chrominance 
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Figure 7,50 Comparison of enhanced cross-chrominance response for K-PAL with PAL delay-line, (a) 
implementation 1, (b) implementation 2, 

Under compatible reception the differences in WC-PAL and K-PAL are reversed, with K-PAL 
producing less cross-chrominance than WC-PAL. The difference is not as significant as for 
enhanced reception, with a maximum difference of around 8%. Plotting (7.66) and (7.67) in 
7.51 we can see how these improvements are gained. Most important is the lower level of coarse 
cross-colour in K-PAL for both implementations, although this comes at the expense of an increase 
in fine cross-colour. This trade-off between decreased coarse cross-colour and increased fine cross
colour is likely the reason why K-PAL2 does not show particularly significant improvements in its 
figure-of-medt compared to K-PALl. In Figure 7.51 WC-PAL represents a step below K-PALl, 
with slightly more coarse cross-colour, and less fine cross-colour. Although the level of compatible 
cross-chrominance is theoretically the same for all implementations of WC-PAL (equation (7.166) is 
independent of Rc and Ry). Figure 7.49 does show some differences. Once again this is likely due to 
horizontal filter effects. 

The theoretical and objective assessment results may be compared with some test results in a more 
conventional form. Figure 7.52 and Figure 7.53 show a selection of pictures for WC-PAL2 and K-
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PAL2 under both enhanced and compatible reception. The two test images chosen are the commonly 
used luminance spatial zone, and a section of the BBe young couple test image. A number of 
observations may be made, backing up the previous results. 

1. Under compatible reception both K-PAL and We-PAL reduce coarse cross-colour 
(compare (a) with (b) and (c) in both figures). 

1. Under compatible reception K-PAL reduces cross-colour more than We-PAL (compare 
(b) and (c». 

1. Under enhanced reception We-PAL reduces cross-colour more than K-PAL (compare 
(d) and (e», with K-PAL having residual find cross-colour. 
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Figure 7.51 Comparison of compatible cross-chrominance responses for [(-PAL and WC-PAL with normal 
PAL, (a) K-PALl, (b) [(-PAL2, (c) WC-PAL (bothimplementatioflS). 
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(d) Enhanced K ·PAL2 (e) Enhanced We-PAL2 

Figure 7.52 Luminance spatial zone upon compatible reception with encoder (a) Normal PAL. ( b) K -PAL2 ,( c) 
WC-PAL2; enhanced receptionfor (d) K-PAL2 codillg,(e) WC-PAL2 codin.g. 
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(d) Enhanced K-PAL2 (e) Enhanced We-PAL2 

Figure 7.53 Section ~fyoung couple test image upon compatible reception with encoder (a) Normal PAL, (b) 
K-PAL2 ,(c) WC-PAL2; enhanced reception for (d) K-PAL2 coding,(e) WC-PAL2 coding. 
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Cross-luminance is generally a less noticeable artefact than cross-chrominance, but is still important. 
Below are the equations describing the level of cross-luminance in WC-PAL, K-PAL and 
conventional PAL. These are taken from equations (7.85), (7.79), (7.61), and (7.55) as derived 
earlier, and for K-PAL now includes the ripple compensating filter Fe. 

Enhanced K-PAL t Fc(l- Fu )Fu Ry (7.168) 

WC-PAL 0 (7.169) 

Compatible K-PAL tN (7.170) 

WC-PAL ,kScN (7.171) 

Conventional PAL N (7.172) 

Once again these results are based on the assumption that the chrominance pre-filter Re IF u is 
discarding haTf th~-chrominance energy. In practice, as for the cross-luminance case, the frequencies 
discarded are statistically much less common. For the average picture content most of the 
chrominanceenergy will reside in the passband of Re IFu. In the extreme case none of the 
chrominance frequencies will end up being discarded, meaning that the level of -cross-luminance will 
be twice the level equations (7.168)-(7.171) suggest. To allow comparison of this worst case 
scenario the plots of the cross-luminance characteristics in Figure have been scaled by a factor 
of two. 

Looking first at the enhanced path WC-P AL once again shows the best result with WC-PAL figures
of-merit for cross-luminance in Figure 7.54 being half those of K-PAL. However, these results fall 
well short of the zero cross-effects predicted by (7.169). As was explained in a previous section this 
is due to the failure of phase segregation in the horizontal filter transition regions, a factor (7.169) 
does not take into account. 
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Figure 7.54 Objective assessment results for K-PAL and We,PAL cross-luminance. 

Figure 7.55 plots equation (7.68) for K-PAL implementations 1 and 2. Both implementations 
produce their greatest cross-luminance at low vertical luminance frequencies. At these low vertical 
frequencies, which will be the most visible ones, cross-luminance is only around a half that of 
normal PAL and has a similar characteristic in both implementations. This correlates well with the 
results shown in Figure 7.54 where the figures-of-merit for K-PAL enhanced reception are just under 
50% of PAL and are almost identical for implementations 1 and 2. 
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Figure 7.55 Plots of equation (7.69) for cross-luminance in enhanced reception of K-PAL against vertical 
.. - luminance frequency, (a) implementation 1, (b) implementation 2. 

Under compatible reception the difference between We-PAL and K-P AL is slightly less, though 
We-PAL is still significantly better than K-PAL. Looking at equations (7.71) and (7.72) (ignoring 
effects of the notch filter) plotted in Figure 7.56 we see why. We-PAL has a far higher attenuation 
of the most visible low luminance frequencies than does K-PAL. 
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Figure 7.56 Plots against vertical luminance frequency of equations (7.71) and (7.72) for cross-luminance 
under compatible reception (a) We-PAL encoding, (b) K-PAL encoding. 

Overall the results in Figure 7.54 suggest that both techniques offer smaller improvements for cross
luminance than they do for cross-chrominance. 

7.S.S Inter-chrominance 
Inter-chrominance or UfV crosstalk does not normally occur much in PAL coding due to the 
synchronous demodulation of the quadrature modulated signals U and V (although phase distortion 
during transmission can cause quite bad UfV crosstalk). In K-PAL the chrominance signals are also 
modulated on separate carriers, meaning they can be fully separated again. We-PAL, however, 
combines U and V into a single signal preventing them from being completely separated in a 
decoder. The result is inter-chrominance for both enhanced and compatible reception. The 
'envelope' of this inter-chrominance is taken from equations (7.69) and (7.53) 

Enhanced we-PAL (7.173) 
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Compatible WC-PAL (7.174) 

If horizontal filter effects are ignored the equivalent inter-chrominance equations for K-PAL and 
conventional PAL will be zero. 

In practice, as Figure 7.57 shows, the levels of inter-chrominance are not quite zero for PAL and K
PAL, this being mostly due to the partial loss of the chrominance upper sideband with the resulting 
failure of the chrominance QAM (see section 7.6.6). These inter-chrominance values are, however, 
still considerably lower than WC-PAL. 
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Figure 7.57 Objective assessment results for K-PAL and We-PAL UV cross-talk. 

These results have been normalised W.r.t. the level of cross-chrominance present in normal PAL 
This allows us to compare inter-chrominance with the other colour artefact cross-chrominance which 
was shown in Figure 7.49. Compared to the cross-chrominance normally present in PAL Figure 7.57 
suggests that inter-chrominance in WC-PAL is insignificant, particularly for stationary picture 
content where it is almost non-existent. Under enhanced reception and moving image content 
however, inter-chrorninance is actually on a par with cross-chrominance (Figure 7.49) as a 
chrominance artefact. Any further improvements in cross-chrominance for WC-PAL would therefore 
have to be accompanied by a reduction in inter-chrominance in order to gain an overall increase in 
picture quality 

7.8.9 Comparison of Results 

Table 7.6 provides a summary of the 'winners' of each performance category, based upon the 
objective assessment results that have been presented. Under compatible reception there was 
virtually no difference between the techniques for luminance bandwidth and this slot is therefore 
blank. 

The important differences summarised by Table 7.6 are: 

1. K -PAL performs better for compatible reception. 

2. WC-P AL performs better for enhanced reception. 

3. Overall K-PAL preserves more bandwidth. 

4. Overall WC-PAL has less chrominance and luminance artefacts. 

K-PAL does appear to achieve its main aim of reducing cross-chrominance in a conventional PAL 
decoder, although WC-PAL is not far behind. Section 7.6.8 has explained how modification of the 
K-PAL coding by use of an asymmetrical chrominance filter can further improve the reduction of 
cross-chrominance. One K-PAL failing is its relatively poor performance for cross-effect 
suppression under enhanced reception. This is partly the result of the coder being optimised for 
compatible reception. However, even under compatible reception WC-PAL performs better for 
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cross-luminance. This is an area for improvement of K-PAL, and some ideas are described in the 
Conclusions in Chapter 8. 

Performance category Compatible Enhanced 

Luminance bandwidth K-PAL 

Chrominance bandwidth K-PAL K-PAL 

Cross-chrominance K-PAL WC-PAL 

Cross-luminance WC-PAL WC-PAL 

Luminance aliasing WC-PAL WC-PAL 

UV Cross-talk K-PAL K-PAL 

Table 7.6 The 'winners' of each performance category. 

The results presented have covered two implementations of both techniques, one using low order 
comb flners and the second more complex higher order (and larger delay) filters. The use of more 
complex filters helps to shorten filter transition regions and allows the coder's performance to better 
approach the theoretical ideaL As expected, the more complex filtering in implementation 2 does 
produce improvements in virtually all performance categories, increasing bandwidth and reducing 
artefacts. However, with the exception of chrominance bandwidth, the improvement is quite small, 
almost indistinguishable in some cases. It is therefore debatable if this improved performance is 
worth the considerable increase in comb filter storage requirements, from 7 lines in implementation 
1, to over 12 fields (3765 lines) in implementation 2. Large coder signal delays can also cause 
synchronisation problems in a studio environment. 

9 Summary 
This Chapter has described in considerable detail two coding techniques, WC-P AL and the author's 
K-PAL, that utilise phase segregation to improve reception of the PAL signal. Overall the treatment 
has included, for both WC-PAL and K-PAL: 

1. Complete mathematical description of phase segregation principles in enhanced PAL 
coding. 

2. Derivation of formulae describing received signals for W~-PAL and K-PAL under both 
enhanced and compatible reception. 

3. Design considerations of luminance and chrominance pre-filters - including the 
particular requirements of the K-PAL band-segregating filter. 

4. Discussion and derivation of optimal forms for all horizontal filters. 

In particular many of the design issues surrounding the design of a K-PAL coder have been 
identified and discussed: 

1. Creation of a minimal block implementation suitable for hardware constlUction. 

2. The use of asymmetrical luminance filtering to increase chrominance and cross-colour 
performance. 

3. A study of the signal content that can cause over-range PAL signal values in a K-PAL 
encoder. 

The Chapter ends with a separate study of each performance parameter (bandwidth, aliasing, etc) for 
two implementations of K-PAL and WC-PAL. Using objective assessment, response plots, spatio
temporal spectra, and standard test images the performance of the two techniques and two 
implementations is compared. 

K-PAL is shown to be a viable alternative to other enhanced PAL coding techniques, with no 
significant drawbacks or performance problems. The overall conclusion is that K-PAL offers 
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improved performance under compatible reception (significantly reduced cross-colour), but gives 
slightly inferior performance for enhanced reception. Performance for both techniques improves 
with the use of higher order pre-filters. However, the improvement is not great and may arguably not 
be worth the extra complexity. 

This Chapter has covered many aspects of K-PAL and WC-PAL, but has by no means been 
exhaustive. Space constraints have meant that some areas, such as enhanced reception of a 
conventional PAL signal, have been omitted. 



8 

NC SI N 
This Chapter will present an overall summary of the areas covered in this thesis, and the new work 
contained therein. Detailed discussion and summary of the work has already been presented on a 
Chapter by Chapter basis. Consequently this Chapter to some degree repeats these summaries, as well 
as tyin&together all the author's new work. 

8. 1 The Human Visual System 
The display of television images is ultimately aimed at pleasing the human viewer. A good 
understanding of the human visual system (HVS) and its properties is therefore crucial to improving 
television coding techniques. Chapter 2 presents an overview of this field and consequently derives a 
number of limits and requirements for television, as well as some models for the eye's response. This 
information has been used later in Chapter 6 as part of the author's new objective assessment method. 
Chapter 2 served mostly as background, but contains some new work with the modification and 
development of mathematical models for the eye's chromatic and achromatic threshold response. This 
Chapter does in itself remain a contribution to the field in bringing together in one place information on 
the HVS that is not widely available or known to those working in the field of enhanced television. 

8.2 Theory PAL Signal and Coding Analysis 
Chapters 3 and 4 dealt with the background to PAL signal analysis and provided an overview of 
enhanced coding techniques. A theme of these Chapters has been the development of a consistent 
theoretical framework for coding analysis. 

As explained in Chapter 3 the PAL signal has previously been presented in various combinations of 1, 
2, or 3 dimensions, and has been explained in terms of line and field harmonics, as well as vertical and 
temporal frequencies. Similarly the operation of coding systems has been variously described in terms 
of line-to-line or field-to-field phase differences, spectrum folding, and comb filtering. It has been the 
author's contention that these various approaches are inadequate and have hindered proper 
understanding. Similar coding techniques have often been described in completely different ways, as 
well as being presented in very different forms. Because of this, one aim of Chapters 3 & 4 has been an 
attempt to standardise this theory and to produce an all encompassing framework for the study of 
enhanced television. 

To this end Chapter 3 has extended the eady work of Drewery [Drewery 1977] and has generalised all 
previous approaches to the three dimensional view of the television signal as a sampled three 
dimensional spatia-temporal signaL It is hoped that Chapter 3 may provide a useful introduction to the 
theory for a newcomer to the field and help illustrate the relationships between the different existing 
views of PAL coding. It is the author's belief that PAL should be viewed as a three dimensional 
spatia-temporal signal first and foremost, with simpler analysis used for specific cases only. 

Moving on from PAL signal analysis to PAL coding Chapter 4 has summarised previously published 
PAL coding techniques. In keeping with the development of a common framework for enhanced PAL 
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analysis the similarities between the different techniques are explained, and they are all placed in 
categories of either band, phase, or time segregation. 

Once again it is intended that Chapter 4 may prove useful to a newcomer to the field. When presented 
in a common framework the similarities and differences between the many enhanced coding techniques 
become more apparent, and are far more easily understood. 

system - a new 
spatio-temporal 

understanding 
of a 

The mathematical representation of the PAL signal derived in Chapter 3 has been further extended in 
Chapter 5 with a generalised mathematical representation for a scanned moving colour image coding 
system. This coding system is characterised as a linear periodically time varying (LPTV) many-input 
many-output (MIMO) system. Chapter 5 develops a solid mathematical platform for the analysis of 
enhanced television coding techniques with a representation that is complete, self consistent, and 
accurate. The coding system is defined by a set of three dimensional 'transfer functions' or 
'characteristics' that describe both the main (intra) signal paths for Y, U, V and the cross (inter) 
component paths. With three main signals and six possible cross-signal paths there is a total of nine 
characteristics required to describe the coding system. This representation has been further extended to 
distinguish artefacts (time varying components such as aliasing) within the main signal paths. After 
modification to reduce the number of dimensions a set of 30 three dimensional spatio-temporal 
functions are shown to provide a complete representation of a television coding system. 

A possible problem with this representation is its complexity. However, it is the only one known to the 
author that can describe a system's characteristics completely. When it comes to analysing and 
comparing systems not all of this information may be needed in which case the results can be 
simplified. However, in the author's opinion it is important to always start from the complete 
representation before simplifying the analysis for a specific example. 

A mathematical representation is little use without being able to apply it to actual coding systems. 
Computer simulation is a common method for testing coding techniques before implementation in 
hardware. Chapter 5 consequently describes in detail a numerical method for analysing an existing 
simulated coding system and calculating its characteristics using the representation defined earlier. 
This method is computationally intensive but definitely practical. This has been proven by use of the 
method for determining the characteristics of a wide range of coding techniques with many of these 
(e.g WC-PAL, K-PAL, ... ) being included throughout this thesis. To the author's knowledge these are 
the only known plots of actual coding system characteristics, as opposed to the conceptual three
dimensional diagrams used in all other literature. 

The author's new representation has proven to provide significant insight into the understanding of 
coding techniques studied. It shows up even small differences in the characteristics that would be 
difficult to analyse using other approaches. 

The disadvantage of the method, besides its complexity is that it cannot be used for coding techniques 
that employ non-linear operations. Simple examples, such as two mode adaptive coding may perhaps 
be modelled as two separate linear systems. However, more modern digital techniques such as MPEG 
are well outside the scope of the method. Further work on expanding the range of coding techniques 
that can be represented may be useful. However, it is the author's belief that the representation is not 
well suited to non-linear coding techniques it having being developed first and foremost as a tool for 
enhanced analogue coding techniques. In view of the increased use of digital I non-linear techniques 
and the predicted demise of conventional analogue ba<;ed television coding (e.g. the rise of HDTV) any 
future work might be better concentrated on finding alternative fields where this representation might 
also apply and could be used to provide insight. 
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new approach 
The availability of complete information on the spatio-temporal characteristics of a coding system, as 
provided by the new methods described in Chapter 5, has allowed the author to trial a new approach to 
objective assessment. As Chapters 2 and 6 explained the existing assessment methods have many 
inherent problems. Unfortunately, satisfactory alternative objective techniques have not yet been 
proven. 

Chapter 6 has described a new objective assessment method based upon application of models of the 
HVS response to the spatio-temporal characteristics of the coding system. This method was applied to 
a set of six enhanced PAL coding techniques and compared with an existing set of subjective 
assessment results for these techniques. The results, whilst not providing extremely high correlation., 
do show some promise. As explained in Chapter 6 the method is at a very early stage of development. 
Considerable further work is needed and many questions and issues need to be looked at further. 

The issues of a replacement quality assessment method aside, the figures-of-merit still provide a very 
useful set of performance parameters that can be used in comparing coding systems. They are made 
good us_e of in Chapter 7 for comparing the performance of K -P AL and WC-P AL. 

8.5 A new coding technique 
Arguably the highlight of the author's new work is the discovery and development of a new PAL 
coding technique. Designated K-PAL this technique is similar to WC-PAL in its use of phase 
segregation, but different from WC-PAL and all other known techniques in its independent treatment 
of U and V signals. Normally U and V are coded into a single chrominance signal which is then 
combined with the luminance, in K-PAL they are treated separately. 

The most important advantage of the technique is its very good suppression of cross-colour in 
conventional PAL decoders. Unlike most previous techniques for reducing cross-colour this is achieved 
without sacrificing luminance and chrominance vertical bandwidth. Chapter 7 has described K-PAL in 
detail, providing a complete mathematical derivation of its characteristics for both compatible and 
enhanced reception. Many other aspects were also studied including: 

1. Choice of and design of luminance pre-filter and chrominance band segregation filter. 

2. Optimal design of horizontal filters. 

3. Obtaining a minimal block implementation. 

4. Problems with over-range luminance signals. 

5. Asymmetrical chrominance filtering (using differing vertical bandwidths for the U and V 
signals). 

All aspgcts of the performance of K-PAL including bandwidth, cross-effects, and aliasing have been 
studied, using both conventional methods and the new methods of spatio-temporal spectra and 
objective assessment developed by the author. As a reference a parallel study of WC-PAL was 
undertaken. This in itself represents a more complete description of Weston Clean PAL than anything 
that is available in current literature. 

The conclusion reached is that K-PAL performs better than any existing technique for compatible 
suppression of cross-colour whilst maintaining maximum chrominance and luminance bandwidth. 
Under enhanced reception K-PAL performs on a par with other enhanced techniques, but not quite as 
well as WC-PAL. As a result of this work and the conclusions made the author is actively pursuing 
commercial involvement in the further development of the K-PAL technique. 

The author's treatment of K-PAL has been quite comprehensive. Any further work should concentrate 
on: 

1. Construction of a hardware prototype. 

2. Conducting CCIR subjective testing to confirm performance improvements. 
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3. Study of compatibility issues for studio equipment, transmission equipment, and existing 
coding techniques. 

Summary 
Overall this thesis has contributed considerable new work to the field of PAL television coding. The 
major new work in this thesis has been (i) a new and complete representation of a television coding 
system as a 3-D spatia-temporal MIMO LPTV system, (ii) the development, implementation, and 
demonstration of an entirely new method for determining complete and accurate spatio-temporal 
characteristics for any coding system, (iii) a fundamentally new approach to objective assessment, (iv) 
the discovery and analysis of all aspects of the new and optimal enhanced PAL coding technique 
named K-PAL. A number of journal and conference papers have been or are soon to be published. 

It is the author's hope that this work may have some impact on the very confusing and dated 
approaches used currently in television analysis. It is also hoped that the new coding technique K-PAL 
will find application in commercial PAL broadcast equipment 

The work in this thesis also resulted in the development by the author of a sophisticated multi
dimensional image processing and spectra display system (TVPROC and PHIGSDRA W), without 
which much of the work could not have been achieved. 
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UR ISION AL 
Colour in the television image is treated in a similar manner to the way the human eye treats colour. 
A colour image is considered as consisting of red (R), green (G) and blue (B) components, which 
become three separate picture signals. In the receiver these three signals are used to illuminate red, 
green and blue phosphors to reconstruct colour images. 

For transmission purposes these three colour signals are combined to form a luminance (Y) and two 
colour difference signals (U & V). These are produced according~ to (A.l)-(A.3), where the 
weightings used to produce the luminance signal are in accordance with the relative response of the 
red, green and blue cones of the eye (see figure 2.7) 

Y = O.299R + O.587G + O.114B 

U OA93(B - Y) 

y = O.877(R - Y) 

The use of these different signals for transmission has three main benefits: 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

1. The luminance signal is identical to the black and white signal used by monochrome 
receivers. This allows the backward compatibility of colour transmission. 

2. For transmission of monochrome pictures (i.e. as for black and white movies, or in picture 
area containing no colour), the colour difference signals are zero. 

3. The eye's response to colour is lower than its response to luminance. Thus the use of U and 
V to carryall the colour information allows a reduced bandwidth to be used for these 
signals, without affecting the luminance signal. 

--
The eye's response to colour is lower thl;J.n its response to luminance. Thus the use of U and V to 
carry <l:11 the colour information allows a reduced bandwidth to be used for these signals, without 
affecting the luminance signaL 

1 Thegamma 
Regarded overall a television system ought to be linear. However, a receiver CRT does not emit light 
in direct proportion to the voltage applied to it, due to the non-linearity of the beam current against 
grid voltage characteristic. This relationship is represented by equation (AA) 

Layr 
g 

(AA) 

where Y g is the crt voltage and 'Y is referred to as the receiver gamma!. In the UK and New Zealand a 

value of 'Y = 2.2 is assumed for the receiver. To compensate for this receiver characteristic the 

l1be gamma of a picture tube is defined as the slope of the curve giving the logarithm of the luminance reproduced as a 
function of the logarithm of the video signal voltage when the brightness control of the recei ver is set so as to make this 
curver as straight as possible in a luminance range corresponding to a contrast of at least 1/40. 
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signals are gamma corrected before transmission. These gamma corrected signals are referred to as 
R', G', B'where 

R' = RX 

G' ::: GX 

B' BX 

Thus (AI) (A3) become 

y = (O.299R + 0.587G + O.l 14Bt 
V (O.493(B y)f 

V = (O.877(R Y)r 
However, the eq~~tions in fact used for PAL are [CCIR Report 624-3] 

y' = O.299Rh + 0.587Gh + O.l14Bh 

V' = 0.493(Bh Y') 
V' = 0.877( RYr y,) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(A 10) 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

These are clearly incorrect for any colour signal except when the red, green and blue values are 
identical (R = G = B). Under normal circumstances the errors created are actually cancelled upon 
recombination of the YUV signals to produce R', G' and B '. However, for high luminance frequencies 
where the colour information is not transmitted; or when there is an error in the colour difference 
signals (caused by sub-carrier phase errors), the incorrect encoding of y',u', V' will cause picture 
saturation (luminance) errors. 

To illustrate this effect consider a colour consisting of R = x, G = 0, B = O. The true gamma 
corrected luminance will be 

Y' = (O.3x)X (A.l4) 

But from (All) it is actually 

Y' = O.3xX (A1S) 

If the colour difference signals, with their compensating errors, are not transmitted then the received 
luminance for (A14) and (A1S) is 

True - O.3x 

Actual - O.09x 

The reproduced luminance is thus less than it should be. This is known as the 'failure of constant 
luminance', and causes a loss of luminance detail in coloured picture areas. It also gives rise to an 
artefact known as Hanover Bars, which occurs in PAL-S receivers (no delay line) when phase errors 
are present 
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Figure A.I The correction of chrominance phase errors by the PAL delay line. 

V' + V" I I 

U" + U" I I 

Before demodulation the chrominance is first added to a delayed version of itself. The delay used is 
called the PAL delay line, its delay period being nearly equal to one television line. The importance 
of the delay line is in removing chrominance phase errors that would produce hue errors in the 

V V' + V" 1 1 I 

receiver picture. How this is achieved is illustrated by U l == U~f + U~f 

A.I. 
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The chrominance phasor can be represented as the resultant of the two chrominance signals U and V. 
Due to the PAL line switch this resultant will lie in a different quadrant on alternate lines. When a 
phase error occurs the chrominance ph as or is rotated in the direction of the phase errOL In the delay 
line the U component of the delayed signal is inverted before summation causing the phase errors for 
alternate lines to lie in opposite directions. Upon summation these opposing errors cancel to produce 
the correct chrominance phasor. Thus chrominance phase errors are eliminated. 

This form of phase error correction will not work accurately for very large phase errors, or when the 
colour information varies between the two lines (Le. when the chrominance has a vertical frequency 
component). Even under ideal conditions a small saturation loss will still occur, the gamma 
correction of the U and V components causing this error. . 

As the delay line is applied before demodulation it is impossible to invert the V component without 
also inverting the U component as well. To solve this problem the output of the delay line is both 
added and subtracted from the original signal, producing the two outputs 2U' and ±2V'. The length of 
the delay must also be chosen so as to be an integer number of half wavelengths of the sub-carrier 
frequency f sc• The delay that is closest to one line is 

Td = 2835-' fse 

= O.99911tline 
(A.16) 

The delay line thus corrects phase errors, and at the same time separates the U and V components. 
This separation, however, only works perfectly when there are no line to line changes in the image. 
This is perhaps unimportant, as synchronous demodulation is still used in most television decoders. 
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A tapped delay line filter may be represented by 

N N 

ej(t) = 2>ke(t kTd)+ Idkej(t -kTd ) 

AN WI 

where Td is the block delay time. Figure B.1 shows a generalised diagram of this type of filter. 

eft) 

'---------<-d, 

Figure 8.1 Block diagram of general digital jilter (II.Rjilter). 

The frequency domain transfer function of this filter is thus 

HU) k=!I 
M 

1+'" d e-j2rrkfTd 
Lt k 
k=O 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

Tapped delay line filters can be divided into two types, llR or recursive filters and non-recursive or 
FIR filters. A filter differs from the 1IR filter in having no feedback elements, as Figure B.2 
shows. 

eft) 

Figure 8.2 Block diagram of flail-recursive digital jilter (FIRjilter). 
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For the FIR filter (B.l) and (B.2) reduce to 

M 

H(f) = 2:cke-i21t'[fd 

k-O 

The important differences between these two filter types are summarised below. 

IIR 

FIR 

• Potentially unstable 

III Non-linear phase response 

1$ Normally designed using analog filter prototypes (e.g. chebychev) 

" Alwa)'s stable 

<II Linear phase characteristics 

<II Normally designed using Fourier domain window techniques 

<II Much higher order filters are needed to achieve a required cutoff rate. 

e Has no analog counterpart 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

The design technique used to create the FIR filters is the Fourier window technique. This technique 
is illustrated by Figure B.3 

Desired Frequency response 

(a) 

frequency 

Impulse Response 

(b) 

time 

Windowed Impulse Rcsponse 

(c) 

time 

Rcsulting Filter Frequency response 

(d) 

frequency 

Figure E.3 The window technique for designing digital FlRfilters. The *s indicate sampling points, which 
become the filter coefficients after windowing. 

This technique uses the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (sampling points indicated by *) to find 
the impulse response - (b) for the desired frequency response - (a). This impulse response is then 
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windowed with an appropriate window (e.g. Hamming, Kaiser) to produce a set of filter tap 
coefficients - (c). The window function chosen depends upon the desired cut-off v. sidelobe level 
requirements. The actual response of the FIR filter - (d) may be found by performing a Fourier 
Transform upon the windowed impulse response. This response will be the convolution of the 
desired response with the Fourier Transform of the window function. 

To approximate the desired characteristics closely FIR filters must often be of a relatively high order 
(large number of taps). This high filter order can sometimes cause problems with ringing - due to a 
large overshoot in the filter's step response. 
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Figure C.l V3_COMB - Vertical luminance pre-filter used ill K-PALl and WC-PALl coders. 
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Figure C.l VT5_COMB - Vertical-temporal luminance pre- filter used ill K-PAL2 and WC-PAL2 coders. 
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Figure C.l KP3_COMB - Low order band-segregation comb filter used ill K-PALl coder. 
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Figure C.l YP7 _COMP Luminance ripple compensating filter used in K-PAL2 decoder. 
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Figure C.l ASS_C and ASS_Y - Assembly filters used in WC-PAL. 
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M NM u N 
As discussed in Chapter 6 any relationship between the author's new objective assessment results 
and sUbjective assessment results is definitely not linear. This means we cannot use normal linear 
correlation techniques. Considering the variability of the results obtained it is difficult to fit any 
function to the relationship (e.g. log, square root, ... ) in order to produce a linear correlation. Instead 
the author has defined an empirical measure. This measure is based on the premise that a good 
correlation should mean that, as stated in Section 6.7.4, 

1. For wanted signals an increase in subjective rating should be matched by an increase in 
objective rating. 

2. For unwanted signals (artefacts) an increase in subjective rating should be matched by a 
decrease in objective rating (i.e. a decrease in the visually perceptible levels of the 
artefact). 

If we define SCi) and S0) as the subjective ratings for two different coding techniques and O(i) and 
00) as the equivalent objective ratings for these coding techniques then for the wanted signals we 
require that a positive difference between SCi) and S0) be matched by a positive difference between 
OU) and 00). This positive correlation may be stated mathematically as: 

(S(i) sU))(O(i)- oU)) > 0 (D.S) 

For unwanted signals we require a negative correlation, i.e. 

(D.6) 

If a range of techniques is being compared we may use this approach-to compare each result with the 
others. The total number of comparisons is thus NC2• Obviously the more comparisons obey the 
requirements of equation (A.S) and (A.6) the stronger the overall correlation must be. Thus we may 
define a simple correlation index: 

N-l N 

I Isgn(d) 
(D.7) 

c 

where d (S(i) - sU ))(O(i) - oU)) (D.8) 

where N is the number of techniques tested. This formula yields a number between -1 and 1. If C = 
1 then all comparisons showed a positive correlation; if C = -1 then all comparisons showed a 
negative correlation. 

Equation (A.7) is useful, but doesn't take into account the significance of the differences measured. 
Section 6.7.4 stated a further requirement. 

The larger the difference in subjective rating is the larger the difference in objective 
rating should be. 
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In order to measure this we must therefore include a weighting function in Equation (A.7). The 
obvious choice for a weighting function is d as defined in Equation (A.8). If both the subjective and 
objective differences are large then d will be large. If only one of the subjective or objective 
differences are large then d will be relatively small. If both differences are small then d will be very 
small. To illustrate consider the following examples. 

SCi) SU 
4 
1 
4 

100 
100 
16 
16 

400 
100 
64 
16 

20 
10 
8 
4 

Table D.l Example of subjective and objective rating differences and the resulting values of d. 

Thus when both the subjective and objective differences are large then d is the largest. When either 
of the differences is smaller (and therefore less significant) then d is smaller. The difference between 
the largest and smallest values of d is, however, quite large. For this reason the square root of d is 
used instead. 

To ensure the resulting correlation values of C remain between -1 and 1 the result must be 
normalised to the sum of the new weighting function. 

Consequently the final empirical correlation measure is defined as: 

sgn(d}!:i 

c i=O j=i+1 (D.9) 
N-l N 

IIJ:i 
1=0 j=i+l 

where d = (S(i)-S(j))(O(i)-O(j)) (D.lO) 
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TVPROC is a signal/image processing system that can be used for the testing of image processing 
algorit~llls. It is a general system, but one with special features particularly suited for the simulation 
of television and video processing techniques. 

TVPROC is different from many similar systems (eg VIPS, MATLAB,~IMPROC, KHOROS) in the 
fact that no interactive user interface is provided. This means that most image processing commands 
cannot be executed interactively. Consequently TVPROC is far better suited to algorithm 
assessment, rather than algorithm development, with assessment being the task TVPROC is 
particularly designed for. The system enables the user to implement an algorithm, then make use of a 
large variety of tools to test and analyse this algorithm. 

As TVPROC does not provide interactive processing there is no main program or package that must 
be run in order to use the system. The basic system consists of several C function libraries 
containing a variety of simple image processing functions, together with a collection of tools and 
utilities for use in creating and running simulations, generating test images, and viewing and 
analysing results. Extensive use is made of existing SUN packages to provide extra facilities for 
TVPROC (for example an image viewer by John Bradly called 'xv' is used for image display). 

For some of the most commonly used operations (eg image display) a simple windows user interface 
is provided through the medium of the Open Windows File Manager Icon bindings and Custom 
Command Menu. 

This chapter starts with a discussion of the motivation for the development of TVPROC. It continues 
with an overview of the system which includes its historical development, basic structure and 
operation, plus a description of its important features, with examples. 

1 Construction VS. simulation 
Television and video have enormous bandwidths, several orders of magnitude greater than audio 
signals. It is largely this factor that makes the implementation of any video coding technique in 
hardware both complex and expensive. The hardware used will also likely consist of dedicated 
circuitry, with any flexibility of operation being limited in scope. 

For these reasons computer simulation of the television coding techniques being studied appears as a 
sensible alternative to a real-time hardware implementation. 

Computer simulation allows for 

• greater flexibility 

reduced complexity synchronisation problems no longer exists 

and reduced overheads - both in hardware costs (assuming computer facilities already 
exist) and in the time taken to implement the technique (i.e. build and test the hardware). 
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Computer simulation has other advantages, allowing the use of computer generated test images, and 
computer analysis. These are more difficult to achieve when using hardware. 

Simulation does have its disadvantages however, the most obvious being the loss of real-time 
processing. This is an important loss, considering that a television picture is intended to be viewed 
at a particular picture rate. There is also a limit on the amount of data that can practically be 
processed, due to computer storage limitations, and processing requirements. With television's very 
high bandwidth (CCIR Rec. 601-1 sets a requirement of 216Mbits/s) this is a very important 
constraint. 

For simulation to provide a useful alternative to hardware implementation ways must be found to 
work around these constraints. 

In the development of TVPROC solutions were found to some of these problems by using real-time 
video capture and display on the computer, processing reduced size images (representing only a 
portion of the screen area), and using reduced precision data formats. 

TVPROC 
The development of TVPROC arose from the need for a system capable of processing colour video 
(television) sequences, to be used in the simulation of enhanced PAL techniques .. At the time there 
was no system available that was capable of handling three dimensional multiple-component 
(colour) data. VIPS, IMPROC and MATLAB, the packages available, all used two dimensional data 
structures. The large bandwidth of television image sequences meant there was also a need for a 
system capable of handling large datasets quickly and efficiently. The available packages were far 
better suited to complex analysis of small data sets, rather than the simpler processing of large data 
sets. 

Consequently TVPROC was created to meet these needs, with a special three dimensional, multiple
component data structure, a multiple precision data format, and the use of compiled simulations to 
ensure quick processing. As the author's emphasis was on functionality rather than user friendliness 
the system is command line based, and contains separately executable commands to help in the 
creation and running of simulations, and the creation of test images. 

To reduce development time and enhance the capabilities of the system many facilities were 
provided by making use of other packages, rather than creating built-in facilities. Three dimensional 
signal analysis and spectrum display however, was not available within any existing packages, and 
so facilities for this were built in, and have become an integral part of TVPROC(See Appendix F). 

With the usefulness of the system becoming evident refinement was continue(Lwith the addition of 
user configura~ility, user extensible function libraries and some graphical interfaces. 

The result, named TVPROC, may be used as a general purpose image processing system, but has 
special features which make it particularly suited for the study of television or video coding 
technique. The features which distinguish TVPROC are: 

<!J three dimensional image processing 

SUPp0l1 for colour (mUltiple component) images 

OJ speed and memory (disk storage) efficiency 

graphical entry of algorithms 

€!I three dimensional spectral analysis and spectrum display 

E.2.1 Comparison with other """,''''', .... ,, 

Table 3.1 shows a comparison of other image processing system against TVPROC on some of the 
most critical points. It can be seen that TVPROC is, as yet, limited as a general purpose system. 
Also, the newly developed KHOROS system appears to offer many of the capabilities of TVPROC 
in a far more self-consistent package. It is doubtful that TVPROC would have been developed if 
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KHOROS had been available when work was begun. However, the KHOROS method of running 
simulations calling separately compiled commands and passing data by use of temporary disk files 
means the system has a definite speed disadvantage compared to TVPROC. Its facilities for three 
dimensional analysis and display are also not as highly developed as those for TVPROC. 

Aspect TVPROC MATLAB IMPROC KHOROS = User Interface graphical command line command line graphical interface 
interface interpreted interpreted interpreted 
compiled 

Function limited extensive medium extensive 
libraries 

3-D 2-D 2-D 3-D 
Data structures reaUcomplex reaUcomplex reallcomplex real/complex 

multiple precision double precision double precision multiple precision 
(max 32 bit) (64 bit) (64 bit) (max 64 bit) 

Spectral extensive tools limited limited some tools 
Analysis 

Support for yes no no yes 
colour 

Processing high medium flow medium low 
speed 

Memory/disk high medium medium low 
efficiency 

Table E.1 Comparison o/TVPROC image processing system with similar existing packages. 

The structure of TVPROC 
TVPROC is not a standalone self-contained image processing package. There is no main program or 
interface which must be run and through which all use of the system is made. TVPROC is more a 
collection of function libraries, image utilities and simulation tools which operate on a common data 
format. This collection links together a number of different packages and facilities in order to 
provide all the capabilities required for a complete image processing system. This approach has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Firstly there is no one self-consistent user interface through which all 
facilities are accessed. All of TVPROC's facilities can be accessed via a command line interface, 
with a limited graphical interface (File Manager Icon Bindings and Custom Command Menu) being 
provided for some operations. However, the many other packages made use of by TVPROC all have 
their own user interfaces, which are in some cases quite different from each other. This means a 
steep learning curve for the completely novice user. If all packages and facilities are new the use of 
TVPROC may at first appear messy and complicated. For the experienced user, however, the 
approach offers power and flexibility. Instead of being restricted to limited inbuilt facilities for, as an 
example, the animation of images, the user can configure TVPROC to use the package of their 
choice. One of the problems with many systems is that they are good for some operations, but 
limited in other respects. With TVPROC this problem is circumvented by making use of the best 
package for the job. As an example, a full set of MATLAB interface functions are provided, to allow 
users to take advantage of MA TLAB' s excellent one and two dimensional graphing and signal 
analysis capabilities. Thus far all design of filters for use in TVPROC simulations has been carried 
out in MATLAB, using MATLAB's signal library. Specialised functions are provided to allow the 
filters so designed to be then saved as TVPROC data files, ready for use in simulation. 

In this way TVPROC is sometimes useful simply because it can provide an interface path between 
two existing applications. For example, using TVPROC it is possible to take the contents of a 
MA TLAB matrix and display them as an image using the X Viewer display package. This facility 
does now exist in the latest version of MATLAB, however the display facilities are very primitive 
compared to X Viewer's powerful capabilities. 
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The relationship between the many different sections that together form TVPROC can be 
represented as a hierarchically layered structure in Figure E.I, with the user choosing their access to 
the system through anyone of these layers. 

® 
'N"indows Interface 

User 
Access 

MATIAB 

X Viewer 

MovieTool 

PHIGSdraw 

Figure E.1 Hierarchically layered structure ojTVPROC interface 

When discussing the use of TVPROC, however, the system is better represented by a functional 
structure, basically a data-flow diagram, one that illustrates the relationship between different parts 
of the system when performing specific operations. 

The Hierarchical Structure 
To some degree the hierarchical structure shown in Figure E.I reflects ~the development of 
TVPROC, with the data structure and basic image processing functions at the centre, and the more 
recently added command line and graphical interface in the outer layers. The structure also reflects 
the user's access to TVPROC facilities. At the most basic level TVPROC can be used via the 
outermost layer flnly. For more sophisticated use, and greater flexibility, the commands and C 
functions of the inner layers can be used directly. User access should not, however, go beyond layer 
2 - the software data structure and disk data format should remain hidden from the user. 

lLayer 1 m image structures 

All TVPROC data and images are stored using a special matrix and disk format. This format is 
capable of storing three dimensional real and complex data with 32 bit precision in memory and 
variable precision (8,16,32 bits per component) on disk. A maximum precision of 32 bits is used 
(Le. no double precision 64 bits) in order to reduce memory requirements. Video images have a 
limited dynamic range (8-bits is normally regarded as sufficient) and hardware implementation of 
video processing algorithms is normally restricted in precision. Consequently 32 bit precision was 
regarded as being entirely adequate for most video processing. A variable precision disk format also 
allows storage requirements to be minimised. All image sources and image displays use a maximum 
of 8-bits per component and thus the 8-bit disk format is used predominantly, although 32-bit 
precision is required for things such as spectral analysis. 

Associated with each image (or data matrix) is a set of attributes and parameters, which provide 
important information about the stored data. 
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The software data structure 

Within all TVPROC C functions data is stored on the C TMatrix structure, of the form: 

struct TMatrix { 
int ncols, nrows, nslices; 
int complexflag; 
int saveformat; 
float *dataP; 
char *dataname; 
char *comments; 

TMatrix; 

The parts of this structure are explained below. 
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ncols, nrows, nslices: The dimensions of the data. If the data is only two dimensional then nslices = 
1. 

complexflag: Indicates real or complex data. 

savejo!!f[lat: A flag that indicates which of TVPROC' s three variable-precision data formats is used 
to store the matrix when on disk. This flag is set either by the matrix loading function, to indicate 
what format the loaded data was in, or by the user / software, before saving the data, to indicate the 
desired save format. 

dataP: The data array pointer. All data is stored as a one dimensional array. Multi-dimensional data 
is stored row by row, slice by slice. Complex data is stored as real and complex pairs, with the array 
being twice as long. 

dataname: The filename associated with this data. When saving, the data will be saved in a file with 
this name. When loading, the dataname is the name of the file from which the data was loaded. The 
dataname normally conforms to a special syntax, which encodes limited information about the data 
(see later). 

comments: Any extra information can be placed in this string. TVPROC makes special use of this 
part of the structure as a store for parameter definitions of the form 

parameter value 

For example, the sampling frequency used for the data might be stored 

sampling_frequency = 13.5e6 

Any numher of comments/definitions can be placed in the comments, each separated by a '\n' 
(newline) character. ~. 

The disk data format 

When the data in the TVPROC matrix is saved it is placed in a TVPROC data file. The format for 
this file is slightly different depending upon which precision is chosen, but basically consists of 
header information followed by the data, stored in binary (not ascii) form. For the 8 and 16 bit 
formats the data must be converted from the 32 bit precision used in the TMatrix structure. In order 
to preserve accuracy this conversion is done by scaling the matrix data to the 8 or 16 bit range, and 
then placing an offset and multiplier within the file header. These can then be used to recover the 
data upon reloading. 

Data labelling and identification 

A special naming system is used to distinguish different data files and the type of data that they 
contain. Each data file or TVPROC matrix has a dataname, which becomes the name of the data file 
when stored on disk. This dataname is divided into a number of fields, separated by the underscore 
character '_', and containing the attributes of the data file. The full format for the dataname is 

name_sirnname_stage-pictype#datatype_component dat 
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Not all fields must be filled at once, with an order of preference being used. Thus if an image does 
not have certain attributes the relevant fields will be omitted. The first field is the identifying name 
of the image or data. If all other fields are omitted the most basic name for a data file is of the form 
name.dat e.g. 

asterix.dat 

Storing multiple component data 

Multiple component data (eg a colour image) is stored as separate data files, one for each 
component. The files will have identical names, except for the component field, which will denote 
the component name of the data. For example a colour image called asterix could be stored in 
YUV format as: 

asterixJ.dat 
asterix_u.dat 
asterix_v.dat 

Storing data/image secjuences 

TVPROC is capable of handling three dimensional images. Most other packages, however, are not. 
Consequently for the purposes of image creation/capture or image display/animation data must be 
stored as a sequence of two dimensional data files on disk. A number field is used to indicate the 
position of a data file in such a sequence. For example a 4 frame animated sequence of asterix 
might be stored as 

asterix_l_r.dat 
asterix_2_r.dat 
asterix_3_r.dat 

.dat 

asterix_l_g.dat 
asterix_2_g.dat 
asterix_3_g.dat 
asterix_4_g.dat 

asterix_l_b.dat 
asterix_2_b.dat 
asterix_3_b.dat 
asterix_4_b.dat 

Such sequences could be created by use of a package such as MATLAB. Using the TVPROC 
combine command these data files could then be combined into three 3-dimensional data files, 
ready for use by TVPROC. The result would be 

Note that the sequence number still remains. Most TVPROC data files will still contain a sequence 
number, even if they are three-dimensional. If they are not part of a sequence the number will always 
be 1. 

Naming a processed image 

After processing of data by a simulation the data file will be given a simulation name (the simname 
field will be filled). The name of consequent simulations will also be appended to this field. For 
example, after being processed by a PAL encoder (pal-E) and decoder (pal-D) an image might be 
stored as 

asterix-pa1 - E :pal-D_1J.dat 
asterix-pal-E:pal-D_l_u.dat 
asterix-pal-E:pal-D_l_v.dat 

The other fields in the dataname indicate other infonnation about the image data type and how the 
data is arranged. For example, whether the data is stored as frames or interlaced fields (pictype =: f), 
and whether the data file contains magnitude or phase information (pictype =: m or p). 

Many image processing functions will look at the matrix attributes and modify their behaviour 
accordingly. (matrixJuv will issue a warning and perform no operation if the data is already in 
Y,U,V format). Similarly these functions also alter the attributes to reflect changes made. For 
example, the 1ft function will change the attributes to indicate that the result matrix contains spectral 
data. 
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E.4.2 this complex naming advantages 

<iii Allows unique naming and storage of large sets of results. 

• Provides the user with information on data contents simply by reading filenames. 

(II Allows software to operate on data in an intelligent manner ie modify their actions 
according to the data passed. 

See the TVPROC Reference Manual for more information on the TVPROC data structures, formats 
and naming system. 

E.4.3 Layer 2 A matrix functions 

Under normal circumstances all access to image data is made through a library of C matrix 
functions. This library provides functions for the creation and destruction of image matrices, their 
loading and saving on disk, and the setting and inquiry of matrix parameters and attributes. 

Example E.l Loading, saving and destroying a matrix. 

The data in the TVPROC file testfile....JI.dat is loaded, then saved again with a new dataname (and 
filename) testfile_v.dat. -

strcpy(Matrix.dataname, "test .dat") 
load_matrix (&Matrix) 
change_attr(&Matrix, S_COMPONENT , "v") 
save_matrix (&Matrix) 
destroy_tvrnatrix(&Matrix) 

This process is thus independent of the matrix contents. 

Also provided is a variety of simple matrix manipulation functions. These can perform operations 
such as the initialisation, copying, limiting, adding, and mUltiplication of matrices. All functions 
take separate input and output arguments, with matrices being passed by reference, denoted in C by 
the use of the & character. 

Example E.2 Format and usage of TVPROC matrix functions 

The operation 

Y = x + 0.5 

is achieved by use of the sealarop function. 

scalarop (&Y, &X, '+', 0.5) i 

If the same matrix is specified as both the input and output matrix e.g. 

scalarop (&Y, &Y, '+', 0.5) 

then the matrices contents are replaced directly with the result. This point appears trivial but is 
very important in minimising memory usage and memory paging when handling large 
datasets. 

Layer 3 - Image processing libraries 

The next layer contains several image processing libraries. The functions they contain are also 
written in C, and use a similar syntax to the matrix functions of layer 2. However, all (or most) 
access by these functions to the matrix contents is made via the matrix functions of the second layer. 
The user may add their own image processing functions accessing the TVPROC matrix in a similar 
manner. 
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The functions already in the TVPROC library include filters, Fourier transform, trigonometric 
functions as well as a range of functions designed particularly for television processing (eg RGB to 
YUV conversion, interlaced to progressive scan conversion and modulation). 

E.4.5 4 - Simulation tools 

All TVPROC commands and tools lie in the fourth layer. These are all compiled C programs which 
make use of functions from the Matrix and image processing libraries. The commands can be 
divided into several groups 

/iii Image creation 

• Image display 

• Image file manipulation and format conversion 

• Simulation creation 

01 Simulation running 

The use of these.~ommands will be dealt with in detail in section E.5. (For a full list of all TVPROC 
commands refer to the TVPROC Reference Manual). 

All commands use a standard command line syntax of the form: 

command [ -optionl <arguments> I [ -option2 I free_argumentl 
free_argument2 .... 

This syntax allows for any number of options, with or without arguments, and any number of free 
arguments (so called because they are not attached to any options). As an example the 
image2spectrum command has the following command line usage: 

image2spectrum [ -name ] [ -mag ] [ -phase ] [ -limit <max min> ] [ 
-quadshift ] [ -ralias ] [ -norm <component>] [-db] imagefile 

The use of this command is illustrated by Example E.3. 

Example E.3 Usage ofTVPROC commands 

Input file: testimage_l-y. dat 

Command: image2spectrum -quadshift -mag -norm y testimage_1-y.dat 

Output file: testimage: (y)_q1ms-y.dat 

The resulting output file thus contains the quadrant shifted magnitude speCtrum of the input 
file, (the number of dimensions of the spectrum will depend upon the dimensions of the input 
file). The output file will also be normalised to the defined limits of the y component. Note 
that all these changes are reflected in the output filename. 

E.4.6 Layer 5 - User configurable scripts 

In order to provide for a high degree of flexibility many TVPROC commands have a large number of 
options. To simplify the use of these commands and allow new users to personalise them a 
collection of Unix shell script files is provided for each user. Each command has its own script file, 
which can be used in place of the command, and will automatically provide option defaults. For 
example the image_spectrum script provides the options shown in Example Eo3, and automatically 
chooses the correct normalising component. 

Some of these script files can be quite sophisticated, providing different defaults for different types 
of files (as the image_spectrum script does selecting a correct normalising component). Another 
example is the data_image script, which will convert a data file to either an animated image 
sequence (command data2anim) , or a three dimensional PHIGSdraw contour metafile (using 
findJontour) depending upon whether the data file contains image or spectral data. 
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In this manner the user script files simplify the use of the TVPROC commands, provide an extra 
level of software intelligence, and also allow user customisability. 

EA.7 Layer 6 ~ The graphical interface 

The final layer is the graphical interface. This can be divided into two parts: 

• Graphical command interface 

(II Graphical simulation interface 

Graphical Command Interface 

Time has not permitted the development of a sophisticated user interface for TVPROC. Instead, as 
an intermediary measure use is made of existing interfaces - in particular the OpenWindows File 
Manager. Using the File Manager icon file bindings and custom command menu a windows 
interface is provided for some of the more commonly used TVPROC commands. This interface 
appears as shown in Figure E.2 

Figure E.2 Example o/TVPROC user inteiface using OpenWindows. 

File Manager Icon Bindings 

The Open Windows File Manager displays files individually as icons, with the icon used being 
determined by filename syntax. Thus, as seen in Figure E.2 files with the extension .sim are 

displayed with the'M icon, and files with the .net extension are displayed as .~.' The icon 

bindings link each of these icon types to a particular command that is activated upon a mouse 
double-click on the icon. Example illustrates the use of this facility to run the commands. 
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Example EA Use of icons to create a simulation. 

Double-clicking on the paCd.net icon will cause the TVPROC command createJunction to be run on 
this file, thus converting the netlist file to a C simulation function. 

netlist file 

paCd.net 

TVPROC command script) 

createJullctioll 

simulation 
function 

paCd.c 

Figure E3 Conversion of net file to C file. 

Similarly double-clicking on the pal-D.sim icon will cause TVPROC to create a simulation, according to 
the simulation definition information within this file, resulting in the appearance of the executable file 
simtv -fJal-D. 

simulation 
definition 

pal-D.sim 

TVPROC co~and scriPt) 

create_sun 

executable 
simulation 

simtv-fJal-D 

Figure E.4 Creation of a simulation from a definition file. 

Example E.5 Use of icons to convert and display an image. 

Viewing an image may be done by double-clicking on any data file, which will then be converted to a 
viewable image format. Double-clicking on this file will then cause the image to be displayed on screen. 

TVPROC 
datafile 

testpic.dat 

Custom Menu 

TVPROC command SCriPt) 

data_image 

viewable 
image format 

testpic. tif 

TVPROC command script) 

display_image 

Figure E.5 Displaying the contents of a TVPROC data file. 

Displayed 
on screen 

The custom menu contains commands which can be applied to any files within the File Manager 
window. A file or group of files is first selected with the mouse pointer then the appropriate 
command chosen from the menu. This allows the same command to be applied to any number of 
data files at once. 

Both the File Manager icon bindings and Custom menu make use of the user's shell script files 
instead of calling the commands directly. This allows the user to customise the actions performed via 
the File Manager interfaces. 

Graphical Simulation Creation 

Once again instead of developing a special graphical interface an existing package is used. In this 
case the package is the PROTEL schematic editor and post-processor. This package is normally 
used for creating electrical schematics, which can then be converted to a netlist (a list of components 
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and all pin connections between components). This resulting netlist is normally used for the creation 
of a printed circuit board layout. Despite this application appearing quite different PROTEL was 
found to be an ideal tool for creating algorithm flow diagrams. The netlist from these simulation 
schematics, could then be converted by TVPROC into a C simulation function (see example EA). 

In order for PROTEL to be used in this manner a special image processing 'component' library had 
to be added (see the TVPROC Reference Manual for a list of components). The components in this 
library each represent an image processing function from one of TVPROC (or the user's) libraries. 
Connections between components in the simulation schematic indicate the flow of image data 
between functions. Figure E.6 shows an example of the type of simulation schematic that can be 
created (see Figure E.12 for another example). 

PAL 

I::;:t;l--C::J u 
L::..'0--c::J v 

Figure E. 6 Simulation schematic for a PAL decoder. 

The use of PROTEL in this manner eliminates the need for any C .. programming knowledge in 
creating a simulation using TVPROC. The schematic thus created also provides the user with an 
excellent diagram of their algorithm (one that is far more visually recognisable than those produced 
by KHOROS). All the block diagrams presented in this thesis, of Enhanced PAL techniques, are the 
actual simulation schematics used in TVPROC for studying the technique. 

The disadvantages of the method are the lack of (as yet) any conditional branching or control 
functions, and the lack of loops and feedback. Any algorithm requiring iterative loops, or feedback 
paths cannot be entered as a simulation schematic, although it can still be implemented as a C 
function using the image processing libraries. These facilities will likely be added in the future. 

E.4.8 Packages Used By TVPROC 
TVPROC makes use of a number of existing packages on the SUN system, in order to provide 
facilities that do not exist within TVPROC. 

XViewer: Used to display colour or black & white images 

Movietool: Displays colour or black & white image sequences. 

PHIGSdraw: Displays three dimensional spectral contours (was created by the author, see 
Appendix F). 

PPM Utilities: Used for image format conversions. 

MATLAB: A range of MATLAB mex functions are provided by TVPROC to allow direct 
loading, saving and manipulation of TVPROC data files from within MATLAB. MATLAB is a 
good tool for filter design and 1 or 2-D graphing. 

P ROTEL: Creates simulation schematics and generates netlists that can be used by TVPROC 
to create simulation functions. 

Open Windows File Manager: Used to provide a graphical interface for TVPROC, via the File 
Manager Custom Command menu and icon bindings. 

It· should be noted that TVPROC is not tied directly to these packages. Instead interfaces are 
provided that can be tied to particular packages for particular functions. The user is free to make the 
choice of what package is used by re-configuring TVPROC. 

The previous section has explained the hierarchical structure of TVPROC. This section explains the 
relationship between the different parts of TVPROC and how they are used for creating a simulation, 
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creating test images and viewing results. With the use of examples this section should provide an 
appreciation of TVPROC' s capabilities. 

Figure E.7 sums up the operation of TVPROC. 

Figure E. 7 Simple block diagram ojTVPROC 

The user creates a simulation, then tests the simulation on a variety of test images (or non-image 
data) producing results that can then be viewed or analysed. 

A simulation cannot be altered without recreating (re--compiling) it (although this is relatively simple 
task). However, a range of parameters can be stored independently on disk (eg filter coefficients) 
and can be altered to change the way the simulation runs without requiring re-compilation. Figure 
E.8 shows a far more detailed functional block diagram of TVPROC with those sections not directly 
part of TVPROC being placed outside the dotted line 

TVPROC 
- - - - -I 

Image 
Creation 

___ :----cl>llspecrral 

~ 
~ 

TVPROC 
functions 

Function simulation 
Libraries functions 1----; 

Simulation 
Creation 

Image 

Utilities 

user 
functions 

Test 
Images 

simulation 
run shell 

Simulation 
Processing 

I result.!! may become test 
- - -- - umg~ fur ncit ;ri'tn;latfun 

Results I 
Display & Analysis I 

Image 

Utilities 

Figure E.8 Detailed block diagram oj the junctiOlwi structure ojTVPROC. 

Each part of this diagram will now be discussed in greater detail, under the headings of test image 
generation, creating and running simulations, and displaying results. 

Image Generation 

TVPROC provides commands for the creation of several types of test image. These include the 
spatial and temporal (parabolic) zones, colour bars and special spectrally constrained images (for 
use in spectral analysis see Chapter 4). These commands create TVPROC matrix data files 
automatically. However, test images taken from sources external to TVPROC will have to be 
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converted to the right format. In TVPROC such conversions are performed via the Portable PixMap 
(PPM) image format, using the PPM utilities library. This process is illustrated by Figure and 
carried out by the image2data command. 

Figure E.9 Converting other image/ormats to TVPROC. 

Example E.6 Conversion of an image to TVPROC format. 

If an image exists in the GIF image format it may be converted to TVPROC formal. 

Input file: asterix. f 

Command: image2data giftoppm -yuv -format 1 asterix.gif 

Output: asterix_l-y.dat 
:ix 1 u.dat 

asterix_l_v.dat 

The resulting output is the 3 component files, in YUV format, of the colour image asterix, in 
TVPROC 8-bit disk fonnat. 

Image sequences can be input to TVPROC as separately numbere4 images, one for each frame. 
Upon conversion they will be placed into one three dimensional TVPROC image file (or one for 
each component). 

E.S.2 Creating and Running a Simulation 

Creating a simulation can be divided into two steps 

(i) Creating simulation functions 

(ii) Compiling these functions to create a simulation. 

Creating a Simulation Function 
A simulation function can be created directly by actually writing a C function using the TVPROC 
image processing libraries, or it can be generated from a simulation schematic. This second method 
is illustrated in Figure E.lO. 
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PROTEL TVPROC 
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PROTEL schematic editor & post-processor TVPROC - createJunction 

Figure E.1 0 The process oj creating simulation Junction from a simulation schematic. 

The simulation schematic, such as that shown in Figure E.6 for the PAL decoder, is created by the 
placement and linking of image processing 'components' within TVPROC's special component 
library, using the PRO TEL schematic editor. Each of these components is linked via a component 
definitions file to one of TVPROC's C image processing functions. 

Example E.7 Use of a graphical component to represent a TVPROC function. 

Figure E.11 shows the modulate component from the graphical component library. 
MODULATE 

Iraq ( phose ) 

Figure E.ll The modulate component from the TVPROC schematic library 

This component is linked to the C tvtnodulate function in TVPROC's image processing library by the 
definition 

MODULATE = tvmodulate(&$2, &$1, freq, phase). 

The input (1) and output (2) pins of the component are linked to the image matrices $1 and $2 
respectively, with the non-matrix arguments ofJreq, and phase being provided by the component 'value'. 

Pre-defined constants may also be used in the schematic, and are defined in a schematic definitions 
file. 
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Example E.8 Use of schematic definitions to define constants. 

tline 6.4e-5 

fsc = 4.43361875e6 

r-----------~+~--------~ u 

C C)--+--I>i fscUl) 

v 

Figure E.12 PAL chrominance decoder (chrom_d) showing use of definitions tline andfi~c 

The filter names are defined slightly differently. The schematic filter 'value' (c-lpf) is combined with the 
function name (chromJ/) to produce a filename chrom_d_c-lpfi This is the name of a TVPROC data file 
whi~h will be expected to contain the tilter coefficients for the chrominance low-pass. 

To convert the simulation schematic to a simulation function it must first be converted to a netlist 
(this process also generates an error report showing unconnected or incorrectly connected 
components, see Figure E.1O. The netlist is then converted to a C function that uses the image 
processing functions in the TVPROC libraries. The resulting function is referred to as a simulation 
function. 

Just as the image processing libraries are user extendible so is the schematic component library, 
allowing the user to create new components to represent new functions. 

A useful feature is that a simulation may itself be used as a component in the building of a larger 
simulation. In this case the simulation is referred to as a simulation sub function. Thus the 
chrominance decoder of Figure 12 will become a component in the PAL decoder of Figure E.6. 
This new component representing the chrominance decoder is shown in Figure E.13. 

chrom_d 

Figure E.13 Schematic component representing a TVPRQC subfunction. 

Any existing function may, of course, be redefined as a subfunction, for use in another schematic. 

This facility allows large or complex algorithms to be created from smaller building blocks. It also 
allows the user to create new image processing functions graphically, instead of writing a C 
program. 

Creating a Simulatioll 

A simulation is created by compiling any number of simulation functions and linking them with a 
simulation run shell that provides a user interface, error checking, and loads the data to be processed. 

This process is illustrated by Figure E.14. 
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pre-defined 
simulation 
parameters 

1--.-1----_---1>-----+1 Compiled 
simulation 

Figure E.14 The process of creating a simulation in TVPROC. 

For each simulation to be created the user must provide a simulation definition file with information 
about the simulation. Example E.9 shows the contents of one such file. 

Example E.9 The TVPROC simulation definitions file. 

A definition file for a simulation of the PAL system might appear as below 

sampling_frequency 17734475 
simulation_name = nzpal 
components {y, u, v} 
function pal_e 
function = pal_d 
picture_min_in 1 
picture_min_out = 4 

The resulting simulation will be created using the paCe.c and paCd.c functions and will be called 
simtv _nzpal. It will expect three input image files in YUV format and will produce an output with a 
minimum of 4 frames. (This allows temporal effects to be seen). The input image, however, is allowed 
to be as little as I frame. (In this case the image would be repeated temporally, so as to simulate a 
stationary picture, and allowing temporal effects on stationary pictures to be analysed). 

Running a Sinlulation 

The result of the above process is an executable program and must be run with arguments that 
provide the name of the images/data to be processed. The usage syntax for any simulation is the 
same, and is shown below for the simulation created for the simulation definitions file in Example 
E.9. 

Usage: simtv_nzpal [ -s ] [ -v 1 [ -out <path> ] [ -x ] [ -
spectrum <optl opt2 opt3 opt4 optS> ] [ -empty <components> 
[ -outformat <outformat> ] imagefile ... 

More information on the usage of this compiled simulation and any other TVPROC function can be 
obtained by using the tvhelp facility (see section E.6). 
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Example E.I0 Running a compiled simulation 

The PAL simulation created according to the definition file shown in Example E.9 is run below on a test 
image called spatialzone. The verbose option is selected. 

command_line> simtv_nzpal spatialzone:Y -v 

Loading test image 'spatialzone:Y_i-y.dat' 

***** SIMULATION FUNCTION 

Block Li FIR_FILTER 
Block L2 FIR_FILTER 
Block Ni FIR_FILTER 
Block Ml MODULATE 
Block M2 MODULATE 
Block Pi PAL-SWITCH 
Block Ai ADD 
Block A2 ADD 
Block L3 FIR_FILTER 

, 
I ***** 

(c-Ipf) 
( ) 

(y-notch) 
(f sc (0) ) 
(fsc(90) ) 

(pal-Ipf) 

***** SIMULATION FUNCTION 'pal_d' ***** 

Block Bl FIR_FILTER (c-bpf) 
Block Ni FIR FILTER (y-notch) 
Block Di DELAY (283.5/fsc) 
Linear delay is 0 fields, 1 lines, -1 cols 
Block 12 INVERT 
Block Ai ADD 
Block Sl SUBTRACT 
Block Mi MODULATE (fsc(90) ) 
Block M2 MODULATE (fsc (0)) 
Block Ll FIR_FILTER (c-Ipf) 
Block Pi PAL-SWITCH 
Block L2 FIR_FILTER (c-Ipf) 

Saving processed YUV / RGB components 

*********** FINISHED ********** 

Simulations will normally only produce results for those signals that~are indicated as outputs in the 
schematic. However, if the stage save option -s is used results willl)e produced for any part of the 
simulation that is specially labelled in the simulation schematic. Using this option intermediary 
results= from any stage of the algorithm can be viewed. 

Displaying Results 

The results produced by the simulation are placed on disk as a number of TVPROC data files. 
Depending upon the test image and the simulation parameters used these results may be single 
images, image sequences or spectrums. 

Displaying Images 

TVPROC does not have inbuilt facilities for image display. Instead TVPROC data must be 
converted into the image formats required by other image display packages. This process is 
basically the reverse of Figure E.9. In the default configuration for TVPROC an X windows 
shareware package called 'xv' is used for single image display. TVPROC uses this package to 
display images in colour, as separate components, and in progressive or interlaced scan format. 

If a TVPROC data file is three dimensional then it will be converted to an image sequence. 
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Displaying an Image Sequence 

An image sequence is displayed in TVPROC at present using the SUNView Movietool package. 
Figure 15 shows this package as it is used to display the results from the PAL simulation. 

Fr"".: [1] 1 D 2 
Oirect1on: Fonrard 

Auto-reYerse Iltt.dD"F Repeat O«~£F'F Cl1pp1 ng O«:t.Off 
Frames/sec: [50] 1 , I lOt) 

Figure £.15 Animation tool used to display image sequences from TVPROC 

Once again the sequence may be displayed in colour, or as separate component images. A TVPROC 
command data2anim converts TVPROC data files to any special formats required by the animation 
package used. For display of television image sequences this conversion is done so as to simulate the 
effects of display on an interlaced television screen. 

Displaying Spectrums 

Spectrums are displayed using the three dimensional viewing package PHIGSdraw. Before being 
displayed they must first be converted to PHIGSdraw graphics metafiles, using the find-contour 
command. The spectrums are then displayed as a series of two or three dimensional contours, as 
shown in many places in Chapters 3, 4 and 6. Appendix F explains this process in greater detail. 

6 Getting help 
TVPROC has inbuilt help for all commands and functions. For command line utilities and programs 
the incorrect use of the command, or execution with no arguments will cause the provision of usage 
information. For example, typing combine with no options will produce the on screen output of 

Usage: combine [ -n <nfiles> 1 [ -0 <outfile> 1 [ -delete] 
imagefile" 

For fuller information on commands, and help information on functions in any of the TVPROC 
libraries the tvhelp command is used. This basically just prints out the contents of the first comment 
in the C source code for the command or function. For example: 

command_line> tvhelp combine 

combine.c: 

NAME 
combine - Combines a number of 2D TVPROC data files into 

1 3D data file. 

SYNOPSIS 
combine [ -n <nfiles> 1 [ -0 <outfile> ] [ -delete 1 

imagefile 

DESCRIPTION 
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n <nfiles> Number of files to combine. Default will 
convert all files that can be found. 

o <outfile> - Name of 3D output file. Default output 
file will have the same name as the 
input files. 

delete Delete the 2D files after the conversion. 

imagefile Name of one of the 2D data files 

The 2D data files are expected on disk in the format 

OUTPUT 
One 3D data file of the form 

RETURN VALUES 
Succeed 0 
Failure 1 

7 Error handling 
All TVPROC functions and programs perform argument checking and error handling. If an error is 
detected then the function will issue an error message and quit. This function will then pass an error 
value to its calling function, which will also issue an error message, and so on. Using this error 
handling system the occurrence of an error will cause a hierarchical list of error messages to be 
displayed, as the error is passed up through the calling functions. 

The error messages are all of the form: 

ERROR (function_name) : Error message 

Example E.ll The production of TVPROC error messages. illustrates the way error messages occur. 

Example E.Il The production of TVPROC error messages. 

If, for a simulation of PAL one of the filter data files does not exist the on screen messages and errors 
would appear as: 

not 

command_line> simtv-pal asterix 

Loading test image 'asterix_l_y.dat' 

***** SIMULATION FUNCTION 'pal_e' ***** 

ERROR(get_matrixinfo): Error opening data file 
'/home/users/image/taylork/tvproc/sim_def/pal_e-y-notch.dati 

ERROR (load_data) : File 'pal_e-y-notch. dat' does not exist, or is 

TVPROC data format 

ERROR ( Iter): Error loading Fir filter matrix 

ERROR (s imtv -pal): An error occurred in the running of funct ion 

This approach causes error messages to sometimes appear a little convoluted, but is useful in 
indicating exactly when, why and in which function an error occurred. For a system that is still 
undergoing development this is a very useful feature. 
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TVPROC has proved itself an excellent tool in the simulation and study of enhanced television 
techniques. Its suitability for other applications has also been demonstrated. The system has been 
recently used in the simulation of non-linear noise filters for video, the testing of an MPEG (Motion 
adaptive video coding) algorithm, and the deblurring of a newspaper photograph taken of the alleged 
sighting of a New Zealand Moa! The ability to handle large datasets and colour images was 
particularly important for the latter two. The digitised image of the Moa photograph was over 6 
million pixels per component (3000 x 2000). 

One disadvantage of TVPROC is its present reliance upon a large number of external packages for 
the provision of many facilities. Although much of the power of the system has come from this 
linking together of the best available packages it does pose problems for the portability of the 
system. 

Further work is needed on perhaps replacing these packages with TVPROC's own facilities, as well 
as developing a better user interface, and extending the schematic and image processing libraries. 
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Figure F.l PHIGSdraw being used to display a spatio-terffporal spectrum. 

As the.cpackage stands PHIGSdraw is an interactive three dimensional viewing package, written in C 
using the SUN PHIGS graphics libraries and the Sun view windows interrace. The important 
features of the package are 

9 The display of three dimensional objects 

" Use of three dimensional shading and hidden line/surface effects 

Ell Interactive manipulation of displayed objects 

Comprehensive graphics libraries provided for both C and MATLAB. 

9 Compatibility with TVPROC. 

PHIGSdraw is different from some data visualisation packages in not operating directly upon the 
raw data. The user does not present the data to PHIGSdraw and then select the graphing or display 
methods to be used. As its name suggests PHIGSdraw is closer to a three dimensional CAD drawing 
package, providing a range of geometrical drawing commands that can be used to place lines, points 
and surfaces in three dimensional space. Libraries of drawing and graphing commands are provided 
for both C and MATLAB. Using the commands in these libraries the user must write a program to 
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display their data. The resulting display and graphing commands are written to a graphics metafile, 
which can be loaded and displayed using PHIGSdraw. 

A one-dimensional graph, for example, can be created by drawing axes (command axis( ... ) ) and a 
multi-point line (command p-po1yline(x, y, z}). The graph data will then be used to provide the 
point coordinates for the line, with x, y and z thus being data vectors for the graph (for the case of a 
one-dimensional graph z would be held constant). 

The graphics metafile that is created by use of the C and MATLAB commands, or by the TVPROC 
contouring program find_contour, is said to define a display object. This object can then be viewed 
using PHIGSdraw. 

of PHIGSdraw 
PHIGSdraw was developed initially for display of the three dimensional spectrums generated by 
TVPROC, as well as an aid in visualising the three dimensional concepts involved in studying 
television processing systems. The ability to view three-dimensional structures in an interactive 
manner (rotate, zoom etc) greatly aids their understanding and interpretation. 

At the time the author began the only package available within the University Department that could 
offer such three dimensional viewing capabilities on the SUN platform was Ape. Ape however, is a 
complex and relatively slow visualisation package. The difficulty of using this package, and its 
relative unsuitability to the task convinced the author to look for an alternative. This alternative was 
found in PRIGS (Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System), a library of graphics 
functions designed for use in generating, manipulating and displaying three dimensional objects. 
Some preliminary work had been done using PRIGS by Niles Oien [1992] in writing a program to 
display bone structures. This program was used as a starting point for the development of a package 
that would meet the author's more complex requirements. During this process the potential of the 
package was realised, and, with the existence of only one other similarly capable package within the 
Department it was decided to continue developing PHIGSdraw to produce a fully general three 
dimensional viewing package. 

To achieve this an extensive range of graphics drawing commands were incorporated, useable from 
both MATLAB and C. The package was extended to allow the use of different display modes and 
three dimensional effects, the saving of display views, and the user customisation of the package 
operation. The user interface was also improved. 

To enhance the display of volume data (three dimensional spectrums are of this type) a separate 
contouring program was created. This program was designed to operate on the TVPROC data 
format and produce three dimensional threshold contours or surfaces for viewing in PHIGSdraw. 

3 display IlAC.11lL61C11 

F.3.1 The Display Model 

Figure F.2 shows the display model used by PHIGSdraw. 

The view box defines the portion of three dimensional space that is mapped onto the display 
window. Any part of the display object outside of the view box will not be seen. This means that 
objects intersecting the boundaries of the view box will appear to have those parts outside of the 
view box 'cut off'. The size and dimensions of the box are determined by the viewing extents, which 
are a cube defined by the two points: (x min , Ymin, ZmiJ & (XITh~X' Ymax, ZmaJ 

The extents must be specified for each display object. Note that the extents do not have to be of an 
equal size in all dimensions, although they will appear as having equal size when viewed. As an 
example the extents of a television spectrum might be 

x ± 352 (m in c/ph) 

y ±312.5(ninc/pw) 
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z ± 25 (vt in Hz) 

These extents must be specified for each display object and are usually the first command in a 
graphics metafile. 
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Figure F.2 PHIGSdraw display model 
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The view of the currently displayed object can be changed by the user. This is done by shifting, or 
rotating the viewpoint position, relative to the view box. From the users point of view it is easier to 
think of moving the object, rather than moving the viewpoint. For this reason PHIGSdraw 
represents any changes of viewpoint as an object transformation. The three possible transformations 
that can be applied are then 

<1/ rotation 

" shifting 

• scaling 

(around X, Y or Z axes) 

(in Y or Z directions) 

(zooming closer in, or further away). 

These actions will alter the position and orientation of the displayed object within the view box, thus 
changing the picture shown in the display window. 

F.3.2· The Display Object 

The display object is defined as being the set of three dimensional drawing pnmltlves, with 
attributes, that are created by displaying the contents of a particular graphics metafile. The drawing 
primitives used within PHIGSdraw are: 

points (markers) 

• lines 

<II surfaces 

III text 

Each of these drawing primitives has associated attributes 
... colour 

'" size (or line width) 

style 

The display object that these drawing primitives create may, optionally, be multi-layered. This 
means, as illustrated by Figure F.3 that the object may consist of a continuously viewable base layer 
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plus any number of separately viewable floating layers. The base layer is always visible, but at any 
one time only one of the floating layers will be visible, with the user being able to choose which 
floating layer to display. 

I 
display I base 
object I layer 

floating 
layer 

1 

floating 
layer 

2 

floating 
layer 

3 

floating 
layer 

n 

Figure F.3 Selection of different floating layers for display with base layer. 

This multi-layered option is designed specifically for the display of multiple threshold contours from 
volume data. In this case the base layer would contain axes and labelling information, and each of 
the floating layers would display three dimensional surface contours for different threshold values. 
Such an object is shown in Figure FA, with three views, one for each of three floating layers which 
are threshold contours at -3, -6 and -12 dB. The axes and labels, being part of the base layer, are 
always visible. 

vv plu;;4U2 vv 

"tl. S 

Figure FA View of three different floating layers for the same object. 

This facility could also be used to display four dimensional data, with the parameter for the fourth 
dimension being varied for each floating layer. Displaying each floating layer one at a time would 
then provide an indication of how the three dimensional function changed with variation of the 
fourth parameter. 

Display modes three dimensional effects 

Different display modes can be used when viewing a display object. These modes determine which 
three dimensional rendering effects are used to enhance the displayed view of the object that is 
projected onto the display window. The currently available effects are: 

Ii perspective 

surface shading (ambient I direct I speculative) 
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hidden line I surface removal 

(I depth shading. 

These effects are used in order to better provide the illusion of a three dimensional object. However, 
they can also slow down the display process. In some cases they may make interactive viewing (ie. 
animated zooming or rotation) of the object difficult, each changed view taking several seconds to 
display. For this reason, when viewing simple objects that contain no surfaces different display 
modes can be selected, disabling some of the slower three dimensional rendering effects. 

F.3.4 The Graphics Commands 

A PHIGSdraw graphics metafile is created by using special drawing commands within C or 
MA TLAB. Each of these commands takes an input of one or more three dimensional coordinates, 
display attributes and the name of a graphics metafile. The command then places its data into the 
metafile, appending it to any data already contained. Depending upon how the user wishes to 
display their data the graphics commands can be used much like commands in other packages. For 
example the command 

("demo_pic", xp,yp,zp) 

places a mesh, using the data in the two dimensional arrays xp, yp and zp into the metafile 
"demo-pic". This usage is very similar to MATLAB's own mesh command (although MATLAB's 
can take only the x and y arguments). The main difference is in the way the command is executed. 
Nothing is actually drawn until the metafile is finally loaded into PHIGSdraw however, all 
commands operate as if they were drawing directly into PHIGSdraw's view box. 

The C and MATLAB graphics libraries provide a comprehensive range of commands from the 
drawing primitives (line, mesh, surface, text, etc) to the creation of geometrical objects (spheres, 
cubes, dodecahedrons, etc). (For a list of all graphics commands available in the C and MATLAB 
PHIGSdraw libraries see the TVPROC Reference Manual). As well as drawing commands there is 
also a number of control commands, used to specify view box extents, the number of floating layers, 
graphics modes, etc. 

Many of the PHIGSdraw commands have long argument lists, needed to allow the specification of 
the many drawing primitive attributes. In order to simplify their usage the commands may be called 
with varying numbers of arguments specified. (This list must be null terminated in C). Default 
values are provided for the missing arguments. As an example the djext command has the 
following syntax: 

d_text{text, , < colour, 
text_font, offsetP, text_qual 

size, 
, 0) 

orientation, leadline, 

but may be used with only the first threc arguments, the other arguments being given internally 
defined defaults. eg 

d_text ("demo...,..pic", "hello world", text...,..point) 

Defaults: colour ;; white 
size 20 
orientation right 
leadline off 
text font mono -
offset 0 
text_quality high 

The arguments are normally arranged in order of importance, meaning that most of the time only the 
first few arguments need to be specified by the user. 
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Figure F.5 Block diagram ojPHIGSdraw showing external data and internal links with the PHIGS system. 

Figure F.5 shows a block diagram of the PHIGSdraw software. This software provides an interface 
to the PHIGSdraw graphics commands, as well an interactive viewing interface for the PHIGSdraw 
graphics transformations. The software also takes care of the loading of graphics metafiles, saving 
of object views and setting of the display configuration. Four of the sections shown in Figure F.5 are 
labelled in Figure F.I as .-

1. View Panel 

2. Control panel 

3. Status panel 

4. Mouse panel 

The function of these will be explained within this chapter. 

Setting the configuration 

Before any display objects can be loaded from a metafile PHIGSdraw must be configured by loading 
either one of the default configurations, or a user created cOllfigurationfile. Below is the contents of 
an example user configuration file. 

win_height 600 
win_width 600 
proj_type PERSPECTIVE 
perspective_dist 24 
double_buffered OFF 
hidden_line_rernoval ON 
z_buffer ON 
depthcue "" ON 
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nrotate == 12 
shift_step = 0.05 
zoom_step = 1.05 
rotate_speed = 1 
shift_speed 1 
zoom_speed 1 
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The configuration file defines the size of the display window, the use of three dimensional rendering 
effects and the setting of parameters that control the interactive viewing interfaces. (The control 
panel and mouse panel). It is often useful to use different configuration files depending upon the 
type of display object being viewed. Simple line drawn objects, as discussed earlier, do not require 
many of the three dimensional rendering effects to be enabled, and can be rotated and moved in 
small increments as their redraw time is fast. For such objects the (MODE 1) configuration is best. 
For other objects that are more complex and contain smfaces (MODE 2) is provided. The user's own 
custom configuration may be loaded with the (USER CONFIG) option. 

F.4.2 Loading the display object from a graphics metafile 

Pressing the (LOAD) button will cause PHIGSdraw to load and display the objects defined in one or 
more graphics metafiles. The name(s) of the graphics metafiles to be loaded must be placed in a 
special text file called phigsdraw.load. This may be done by editing the file, or by double-clicking 
on a PHIGSdraw metafile icon. (If TVPROC File Manager bindings have been set up PHIGSdraw 

graphics metafiles will all be displayed as At;.). If more than one metafile is specified then several 

objects will be displayed concurrently. This can be a useful method of comparing several objects 
(eg. two spectrums). 

As explained in section F.3,4 the PHIGSdraw metafile actually contains a list of commands, plus 
their associated data. When the metafile is loaded these commands are interpreted and translated 
into a sequence of appropriate PRIGS graphics commands. As an example the p_axis command 
will consist of a list of text and line drawing commands. With this modular approach new commands 
can be easily added to PHIGSdraw by creating a new translation function for the command. 

F.4.3 Viewing the display object 

The object(s) that have been loaded are automatically displayed with the current rendering effects 
applied. The sizes of the objects are determined by the extents specified in the graphics metafile. 

Once loaded the object(s) may be viewed from any angle by applying the transformations of rotation, 
translation and scaling. There are three different interfaces through which these transformations can 
be applied: the command panel, the mouse panel, and the macro interpreter. 

The command pallel 

The command panel provides buttons to select the transformation options shown in Table 1. 

transformation X axis Yaxis Z axis 
rotation (steE) (R-X) (R-Y) (R-Z) 

rotation (1800 animated) (Flip-X) (Flip-Y) (Flip ·Z) 

translation «==) ( :» (UP) (DOWN) (IN) (OUT) 

scaling (ZOOM IN) (ZOOM OUT) 

Table F.l Transformations applied with buttons on PHIGSdraw command panel. 

Except for the (FI ip-) option all of these result in the transformation of the object by a discrete 
amount. For example, each press of the (ZOOM IN) button might cause the display object to be 
enlarged by 10% (ie. scale factor = 1.1). The increments used for the rotation, translation (shift) and 
zoom are defined in the configuration file (see earlier). 
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Mouse panel 

The control panel options only allow transformations to be applied in pre-defined increments. An 
alternative to this is to use the movement of the mouse pointer on screen to provide a more flexible 
and intuitive interface. This is achieved by mapping the horizontal and vertical movements of the 
mouse, within the mouse panel, to two of the possible object transformations. The mappings 
available are listed below. 

Mapping Horizontal mouse movement Vertical mouse movement 

1 Rotation around Y axis Rotation around X axis 
2 Translation along X axis Translation along Y axis 
3 Zoom in/out Translation along Z axis 

Table F.2 Image trans/ormation mappings/or mouse. 

The mapping used may be changed by pressing the middle mouse button. The mapping is applied by 
pressing the left mouse button and 'dragging' the object, with the transformation applied being 
determined by the current mapping. If, for example, mapping 3 was selected then the 4 directions of 
mouse movement would produce the effects listed below 

drag left 

drag right 

drag up 

drag down 

zoom in 

zoom out 

move object further into screen. 

move object further out of screen 

Note that the transformations are applied relative to the view panel, not the object. 

Using the mouse in this manner gives the user the illusion of being able to 'pick-up' and manipulate 
the object on screen. 

Macro interpreter 

To allow more complex display operations to be performed a simple transformation macro 
interpreter is built into PHIGSdraw. This interpreter takes as its input an ASCII text file which 
contains a list ofloading and viewing commands. All of these commands are of the format 

co~nand parameter <repeat_No> 

Execution of the commands operates similarly to many of the control panel options, with the 
parameter providing the transformation increment amount (eg. degrees rotation) and the repeacNo 
being equivalent to the number of times the option is repeated. 

For example, the command 

rotate-x 6 60 

will cause the displayed object(s) to be rotated around the X-axis by 360°, in 60 steps of 6°, The 
object will thus appear to 'spin' around the X-axis. Macro and lists are used to create some of the 
more complex commands available on the control panel. The (Demo) option, for example, has the 
macro command list shown below 

zoom-out 1. 05 30 
show 1 
zoom-in 1.05 30 
wait 1 
tilt 3 10 
wait 2 
rotate-z 6 60 
wait 2 
rotate-x 6 60 
wait 2 
zoom-out 1.05 60 

This list of commands makes the object zoom onto the screen, tilt, rotate round the Z-axis, rotate 
round the X-axis, then zoom out till it disappears. 
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The status 

The top area of the mouse panel also serves as the status display panel, containing some basic 
information on the current status of the package. 

\\I Names of currently loaded metafiles 

<I Configuration mode 

'" Mouse interface mapping mode. 

FA.4 Saving a view 
For documentation purposes a particular view of an object can be saved as a bitmap image. This is 
done simply by pressing one of the save buttons in the command panel. The result is a colour or 
black and white bitmap saved on disk. This can then be printed, or included in a document. 

F.4.5 :rel!ltiIlg a PHIGSdraw graphics metafile 

A PHIGSdraw graphics metafile can be created by using the commands provided in the C and 
MATLAB command libraries, or by use of the TVPROC find30ntour command (designed for 
displaying 3D data). 

Using MATIAB 

A library of MATLAB functions is provided to allow the plotting of data contained in MATLAB 
matrices. Each command takes the metafile file name as an argument and writes data into that file. 
In creating the metafile the first command used is normally the d_extents command, specifying the 
view box extents to be used when displaying the metafile contents. 

Below is an example of MATLAB program used to create a three dimensional picture of a suggested 
'ideal' PAL spectrum [Drewery 1977, Fig. 29]. Figure F.6 shows a view of the resulting displayed 
object in PHIGSdraw. 

% SETUP EXTENTS OF SPECTRUM 

ftmax 25; , Hz 
fvmax 312.5; 
fhmax '" 352; 

% SIZES OF Y, U, V COMPONENTS 

Yheight 
Uheight 
Vheight 

Yvradius 
Uvradius 
Vvradius 

Yhradius 
Uvradius 
Vvradius 

25; 
12.5; 
12.5; 

312.5; 
78*sqrt(2); 
78*sqrt(2) ; 

320; 
80*sqrt(2) ; 
80*sqrt(2); 

, Hz 

, cycles I height 

, cycles I width 

% POSITIONS OF YUV COMPONENTS 

Ypos = [0; 
Upos (1, :) 
Upos (2, :) 
Upos (3, :) 
Upos (4, : l 

Vpos (1, : l 
Vpos (2 I :) 

Vpos (3, :) 
Vpos (4, :) 

0; 0]; 
[78; 284; 18.751; 
[-234; 284; -6.25]; 
[234; -284; 6.25]; 
[-78; -284; -18.75]; 

[78; -284; 18.75]; 
[-234; -284; -6.25]; 
[234; 284; 6.25]; 
[-78; 284; -18.75]; 

% CREATE GRAPHICS METAFILE 
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nsteps ~ 20; mode 2; 

file = 'idealpall' 
clear_dfile(file) ; 
write_dfile(file); 

extents(file, fvmax, fvmax, fhmax, fhmax, -ftmax, ftmax); 

axes (file, 'v', 'h', It', 7,2,1,20); 
box(file, 8); 

cone(file, typos, Ypos] , [Yvradius, Yvradius], [Yheight, -Yheight], 
nsteps, mode, white); 

for i 1:4, 
cone(file, [upos(i, :), Upos(i, :)], [Uvradius, uvradius] 

, [Uheight, -Uheightl, nsteps, mode, red); 
cone (file, typos (i, : ), Vpos (i, : ) ] , [Vvradius, Vvradius] 

[Vheight, -Vheightl, nsteps, mode, blue); 
end, 

Photograph of Ideal PAL in colour 

Figure F.6 Rendering of a 3D image of an idealised PAL spectrum {Drewery 1976J using PHIGSdraw. 

Using C 

Using C to create PHIGSdraw metafile is very similar to using MATLAB, with the same commands 
being available, and very similar arguments. The C commands, like MATLAB, also take variable 
argument lists, however, these must be null tenninated for C. 

Writing a Conversion Program 

When wishing to display data from a source external to TVPROC, C or MATLAB it is usually 
necessary to write a conversion program, in either C or MATLAB. This program must load the data, 
from whatever format it is stored in, and use PHIGSdraw drawing commands to graph and display 
the data according to the users requirements. An example of this being done is a program written by 
the author to convert zero sheet data (generated as part of a techniques for deblurring images) into a 
PHIGSdraw metafile, to enable the zero-sheets to be viewed using PHIGSdraw. 

F.4.6 Volume data contouring 

Volume data, such as CT data, or a television spectrum is impossible to display in its entirety. For 
three dimensional display such data is normally viewed as three dimensional contour surfaces 
(similar to a two dimensional contour plot) with the contour surfaces denoting a particular threshold 
boundary, or data value within the volume (eg. the skin, or bone in a CT scan). 

The find_contour command is a command line program which can produce such contours, taking as 
its input a three dimensional TVPROC data file and a set of threshold values. The output is in the 
form of a PHIGSdraw graphics metafile, containing a multi-layered object for which each layer 
contains the contour surfaces of a different threshold. 

Depending upon how the user wishes to view the results in PHIGSdraw several output modes are 
available, to suit different PHIGSdraw display modes. These different modes produce objects that 
are constructed from line contours, hidden line meshes, or shaded suifaces. Line contours display 
quickly in PHIGSdraw, and can be animated interactively to provide a good three dimensional 
perception of the object. However, such objects can be confusing when displayed without 
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movement. Mesh and surface contours are slow to display, but more useful for documentation 
purposes. All of the spectrum plots shown within this thesis were created using the mesh option. 

A configuration file is used to define the operation of these modes, as well as a number of other 
parameters. 

Volume data contouring - how it works 

The find_contour command produces threshold surface contours from volume data (three 
dimensional data). These contours indicate areas in the data where the specified threshold is 
crossed. This concept is illustrated in two dimensions below. 

0.8 0 
0.

0 OA 0 0 
0.2 DaD <l.2 

0 
0 

{l,S {l,5 
·1 -1 

(a) (b) 

Figure F.7 Contouring operation performed in 2D, (a) original2D data set, (b) a set of multiple threshold 
contours. 

The process used by the find_contour command to convert the data to line and sUlface contours is 
shown below. The original data set is first thresholded at the chosen value. The resulting data is 
passed through a vertical and horizontal edge detector, and then a contour follower to produce a set 
of multi-point lines that can be plotted in PHIGSdraw. 

ill II ,p, . (] D , 000 
• II () 0 • o 

Figure F.8 Process used by find_contour to convert a data set to set of contour lines. 

To produce a three dimensional contour the same method is used. The three dimensional data is 
divided into a series of two dimensional slices which are each separately converted into line 
contours. Depending upon the complexity of the contour plot required this process can be repeated 
along each of the three axis, resulting in three intersecting sets of contours. This is illustrated by 
below. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure F.9 Creation of a 3D mesh contour plot by calculation of2D contours along X, Y, and Z axes. 

When combined these form an object with a mesh appearance. 

Surface contours are at present created by displaying each two dimensional contour as a solid object 
of a thickness equal to the distance between contours. This has a similar effect to building the object 
from a series of layered wooden cutouts. 

Note that the line contours provide no information on which areas of the data are above or below the 
threshold they only indicate the threshold boundaries. 

Summary 
PHIGSdraw has been developed as a general tool to aid in the display and visualisation of three 
dimensional structures. The package created allows the use of C, MATLAB or TVPROC to plot 
mathematical structures in three dimensions, or display multi-layered contours produced from 
volume data .. Jhe interactive nature of the package in viewing the object and the provision of three 
dimensional rendering effects is important in providing the the user with a good appreciation of the 
structure of th~object(s) displayed. 

PHIGSdraw has, thus far, proved invaluable in the study of enhanced PAL techniques, as well as 
finding applications in other areas. These areas include the display of X-ray diffraction patterns, CT 
volume data, and image zero-sheets (multi-dimensional structures used in image restoration 
techniques). 
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